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To insure tbe greatest benefit from the study of Pbys
ics, there should be a coordination of (a) a reliable text, 
(b) class demonstrations of stated laws, (e) practica! 
questions and problems on the application of these laws, 
and (d) personal experimentation in the laboratory. A 
thorough study of the text is necessary, for by tbis means 
onJy can tbe pupil secure for himself tbe knowledge that 
has been attained by tbe scientific men who ha ve preceded 
bim; there should be illustrative experiments, or demon
strations, to show the application of recognized laws, or 
the methods by which they ha ve been established; there 
should be practica! questions and problems to ~rain tbe 
tlúnking power-and to show ~bat the principies of Physics 
are the foundation of a multitude of natural phenomena; 
and there should be laboratory work to traiu the observ
ing power and to teach the unvaryiog relation between 

physical causes and their e:ffects. 
My pm·pose has been to provide a book that can be 

completed witb a reasonable a.mount of work within an 
academic year; to present the different phases of the sub
ject in as logical a manner as possible; and to introduce 
such experiments as can be niada with comparatively 

simple forms of app<uatus. 
While avoiding the undue prominence of any one divi

sion of tbe subject, it has seemed proper to lay stress upon 
the mechanical principies which underlie the whole; upon 
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4 PREF.ACE 

the curve as the only universal scientific method of ex
pressing the results of an experiment, and upon tbe meas
urement of electrical quantities and tbe application of tbe 
electrical cmTent. 

In tbe Appendix will be found a few adclitional experi
ments, for the convenience of those who wisb to meet, 
tecbnically, tbe publisbed requirements for entrance to 
Harvard, tbe recommendatious of the N ational Educa
tional Association, or tbose of the College Entrance Ex
amination Board for tbe Association of Colleges and 
Preparatory Scbools of tbe Middle States and Maryland, 
-all of tbese recommenclations being identical. 

Numerical answers to problems will be found on pages 
44 7 and 448. Tbey are inserted to make easy tbe verifi
cation of tbe student's accuracy in solving tbe numerical 
problems ; but as they are printed on one leaf tbey can be 
removed from the book witbout injw·y, if desired. 

GEORGE A. HOADLEY. 

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE 
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A BRIEF CO"GRSE IN 

INTRODUCTORY 

1. Physics is that science of matter and enerf¡y which has 
for its object the investigation of the laws that express 
the relation between pl~ysical phenomena and their causes. 

In order to study and formulate these laws the student 
makes use of experiments in which various changes in 
the conditions may be made and their results noted. 

2. Matter is that which occupies space and may be per
ceived by one or more of the senses. There are various 
kinds of matter, called Substances, such as wood, stone, 
water, air, etc., while Bodies are composed of definite 
volumes of these substances. 

3. Atoms and Molecules. - The fact that bodies can be 
compressed gave rise to the belief that the space they oc
cupy is not :filled entirely by the matter of which they are 
cornposed, and that its particles do not really touch one 
auother. These particles are called molecules, and they 
are the smallest parts into which a body can be divided 
without destroying the substance as such. If the forces 
which keep the molecule intact are overcome, the mole
cule may be broken üp into atoms, which are understood 
to be the smallest quantities of matter that can enter into 
combination. For example, one molecule of water, H

2
0, 

contains two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen. The 
7 



8 INTRODUCTORY 

name corpU8cle has been gi ven to particles of matter smaller 
than the atom, which act as carriers of negative electricity. 

The term molecule is a convenient on e for the physicat unit 
of matter, as the term atom is useful for the chemical unit. 

4. Size of Molecules. - Molecules are so small that they 
cannot be seen by microscopes of the highest power. 
Lord Kelvin (Sir William Thomson) has, however, calcu
lated their size in some substances, and from a study of 
the thickness of the filrn in soap bubbles he concludes that 
if a globe of wate~ the size of a football were magnified to 
the size of the earth, the molecules would occupy spaces 
intermediate in size between small shot and footballs. 

The number of molecules in a cubic centimeter of gas 
at the ordinary temperature and pressure is gi ven by Max
well as about 19,000,000,000,000,000,000. This means 
that if a bottle holding_ 1 cu. in. were filled with air, and 
it should escape at the rate of 100,000,000 molecules per 
second, it would take nearly 100,000 years for all the air 
to leave the bottle. 

5. States of Matter.- In the air we breathe, the water 
we drink, and the Lread we eat we bave examples of the 
three different forms or states that matter can assume ; 
namely, gaseous, líquid, and solid. A Solidis a body which, 
at ordinary temperatures and under slight pressures, does 
not change its shape. If the shape is changed under thesc 
conditions, the body is a Fluid. Fluids may be divided 
into two classes. Those that retain a definite sm·face on 
being poured into a vessel are Líquids, while those that 
bave a tendency to expand indefinitely are Gases. Fluids 
fiow: it is cornrnonly supposed that solids do not. This 
is not strictly true, since it has been shown that under 
çertain pressures solid bodies also flow, as in the case 

I ,. 
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STATES OF MATTER 9 

of iron when disks are punched from boiler plates by 
hydraulic pressure. 

The state of matter is largely determined by conditions 
of temperature and pressure. 

A stick of sealing wax fastened at one end so that it 
will stand borizontally, and having a two-pound weight 
attached to the otber end., will become permanently bent 
in a short time; an asphalt pavement on a sloping street 
will flow down bill in a bot day ; and a · bullet placed 
upon a cake of shoemaker's wax, resting upon two corks 
in a dish of water, will in a few months pass entirely 
through tbe wax, while the corks will pass upward into 
it. All tbese are examples of what are called solid bodies, 
yet under the proper conditions they are seen to flow. 

Bodies form an almost continuous gradation from tbe 
most rígid solid to the most tenuous gas, and the above 
classification may be extended as in tbe following table : 

Rigid solid . . 
Soft solid . . 
Viscous liquid 
Mobile liquid . 
Vapor . . . 
Gas ... . 

Steel 
Putty 
Tar 
Water 
Vapor of water 
Air 

Some substances assume all three states tbrough a 
change of temperatura alone, as water, wnicn may be 
solid (ice), liquid (water)., and gaseous ( dry steam) 
Others requi re a change of pressure as well as a cbange 
of temperatura. 

6. Energy may be called the power oj doing worlf;. 1'ht. 
ram o f a pile dri v&r falling u pon the head o f the pile 
forces it into the ground to a depth·which depends upon 
the weight and the height from which it falls. Increase 
eitber, and its power of doing work, ibat is, its energy, is 

' 



10 INTRODUCTORY 

increased, and the pile is dri veu further in to the gro u nd. 
By winding a watch, enough energy is stored in its coiled 
spring to keep the watch running for the entire day. 

7. Physical and Chemical Changes.- The physiaal plte
nomena whose laws of relation we are to investigate are 
the result of pkysiaal cltanges. Whenever a change takes 
place in matter without destroying the identity of the sub
stance, it is known as a Physical Change. The fall of a 
stone thrown in to the air, the changing of water in to steam, 
the shrinking of a board while seasoning, the attraction 
between a magnet and a nail, are all physical phenomeua, 
and the changes that take place are physical changes. If, 
however, the water is separated into the gases hydrogeu 
aud oxygen, or the board is burned, or the iron nail is 
eaten by acids, the identity of the substauce is destroyed, 1 

and the change is a C)lemical Change. 

8. Experiments.- An experiment is a question put to 
nature, and the results obtained by it are her answer. It 
has been the commou experience of men that to the same 
question nature always gives the same answer, and thus 
we learn that tlte orde1· of nature is constant; or that she 
has de.finite laws by which she works. A careful study 
of the experiments which follow, attended by the actual 
making of them by the student, will show in how great 
variety the questions can be asked and what is the effect 
of every changed condition. In the interpretation of the 
results_ of an experiment Hypotheses are formed to ex
plain these results. When these are found to account 
satisfactorily for all the observed facLs, they become ac
cepted Theories ; when these theories are established so 
:firmly that they cannot be overthrown, they ar~ the ex
pression oí Physical Law. 

/ 
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CHAPTER I 

PHYSICAL FORCES AND UNITS 

9. Forces. -All physical phenomena are caused by 
physical forces. In physics the term force is used to 
denote that which tends to produce, to change, or to 
destroy the motion of a body. The action of a boy push
ing against a tree, though it may not produce motion, yet 
tends to do so, and hence is a force. 

10. Classes of Force and Motion.-Forces may be classi
fied in various ways: there are mola1·, molecular, and atomic 
forces. A molar (mass) force is one which exists between 
bodies tbat are at a sensible distance from each other, 
while molecular and atomic forces exist, respectively, 
between molecules and between atoms, at insensible dis
tances. Molar forces may be classified as 

1. .Attractive forces, such as gravitation; and 
2. Repellent forces, such as the repulsion that . takes 

place when like poles of two magnetic needles are brought · 
near each other. 

They are also classified as 
1. Oontinuous forces, which act without cessation for 

a gi ven time, and of which there may be two kinds,
uniform forces, which are always the same in intensity, 
and vm·iable forces, which are constantly changing in inten
sity; and 

2. Impulsive forces, which act for a short time only. 

11. Measurements. - The modern study of physics and 
the accurate knowledge obtained thcrefrom bave been 

11 
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12 PHYSICAL FORCES AND UNITS 

largely the result of the use of precise measurements; 
these measurements have been made in the units of mass, 
space, and time. 

12. Space of One Dimension : Length.- W e shall con
sider two systems of measurements, the English because it 
is in general use, and the French or metric because of its 
simplicity and of its growing use in all acientífic work. 

The English unit of length is the ya1·d, which is by 
law defined as "the distance between the centers of the 
transversa lines, in the two gold plugs in the bronze bar 
deposited in the office of the exchequer," in London. 
Since a standard of any kind must be invariable, and 
since a change in temperatura affects the length of a 
metal bar, the temperatura at which this distance is the 
standard of length must be fixed. This temperatura is 
62° Fahrenheit. 

Copies of this standard bave been made and distributed 
to those countries that use the English system. The 
standard yard in the United States is, however, derived 
from the National Prototype Meter which was received 
from the International Bm·eau of Weights and Measures 
near Paris. This scale is made of an alloy of platinum 
with 10 per cent of iridium. 

For practica! use the foot- one third of a yard- is 
taken as the unit. 

The French unit of length, the meter, was devised by 
physicists in the latter part of the eighteenth century, 
to accomplish two things : fust, to obtain a unit that 
would ha ve a natural measure for its basis; and second, 
to take advantage of the convenience of the decimal scale. 
To secure the first result the 10-millionth part of the dis
tance from the equator to the pole, measured. on the 
meridian passing through Paris, was taken as the unit 
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of length. Subsequent and more accurate measurements 
bave shown that tbe distance as originally measured was 
not absolutely correct, and tbat tbe lengtb of the standard 
meter is contained in the quadrant of the eartb 10,000,880 
times. While tbis prevents tbe meter from being the 
decimal part of a natural unit, it does not affect tbe value 
of tbe meter as a practica! unit. 

The standard meter is a rod of platinum kept in the 
archives at Paris, and the distance between its ends at 
the temperatura of melting ice is 1 m. 

For t he multiples of the meter the Greek prefixes deka, 
lwkto, etc., are used, and for the decimal parts the Latin 
prefixes deai, centi, etc. ; this is shown in the following 
table: 
10 millimeters = 1 centimeter 
10 centimeters = 1 decimeter 
10 decimeters = 1 meter 

10 meters = 1 dekameter 
10 dekameters = 1 hektometer 
10 hektometers = 1 kilometer 

The relation between the divisions of the meter and the 
foot is shown below : 

1 mm. = .03937 inch 
1 cm. = .3937 inch 
1 dm. = 3.937 inches 
1 m. = 39.37043 inches 

1 Dm. = 32.809 feet 
1 Hm. = 328.09 feet 
1 Km. = 3280.9 feet = .621 mile 

Tbe student will .find it useful to become familiar with a few 
approx:imate values besides the exact value of the meter in inches. 
Tbe millimeter is nearly equal to ..fs of an inch, the decimeter to 
4 inches, the kilometer to f oí a mile, and the inch to 2.54 cm. 

To use any scale intelligently one must bave a distinct idea of the 
values of the units of measure. To secure this in the metric scale the 
student should measure a great many familiar objects with the me trie 
scale in terms of the centimeter, as that is commonly taken as the 
physical unit of length. 

13. Space of Two Dimensions : Surfaces.- Since a sur
face has but two dimensions, the unit of surface is a square 
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of which the unit of length is the side. In most physical 
measurements the unit of su1jaae is the square centimeter 
(sq. cm.), though for small areas the square millimeter 
(sq. mm.) is commonly used. The table is similar to the 
table for length, but with a uniform scale of 100. 

14. Space of Three Dimensions: Solids. - With three 
dimensions, length, breadth, and thickness, we have so
lidity. The unit of volume is a cube with the unit of 
length for each edge. I n the metric system it is the aubic 
centimete?· e c.c. ), and the scale of the ta ble is 1000. 

15. Mass and Weight.- The mass of a body is the 
amount of matter there is in it, as determined by "weigh
ing " the body in a lever balance. The weigltt of a 
body, though depending upon its mass, is a different 
thing, and the two words should not be confused. The 
weight of a body is th:e measu1·e of the mutual att1·aation 
between the body and the earth. This attraction varies in 
degree at different parts of the earth, while the amount 
of matter, or mass, in a poun<l of gold, for instance, is 
the same everywhere. 

The French unit of mass is the kilogram (1000 g. ). 
The gram, which is the pradical unit for physical use, is 
the mass of a cubic centimeter of distilled water at the 
temperature of its greatest density (4° Centigrade). Deci
mal subdivisions and multiples of the gram are named by 
using the same prefixes as with the meter. If the mass of 
a body is known in kilograms, an equivalent expression in 
pounds may be found. The relation is as follows : 

1 Kg.=15432.3487 grains or 2.2046 pounds. 

Since at any one place the weights of bodies are directly 
proportional to their masses, an<l since the val"iation in 
weight with location on the earth's surface is not very 
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great, the terms that are applied to masses (g1·am, pound, 
ounce, etc.) are commonly applied to the corresponding 
weights also. 

16. Capacity.- Measures of capacity in the metric sys
tem depend upon the unit of length, the unit of capacíty 
being a cubic decimeter, which is called the liter. As 
this is 1000 c.c., a liter of pure water at the temperature 
of greatest density weighs 1 kg. 

17. Time. - The unit o f time in physical work is the 
second. This is the second of mean solar time, and is nm of the mean solar day. 

Since tbe motion of the earth in its path around the sun is not 
uniform, the number of· seconds that elapse between the time when 
the sun crosses a given meridian, and its crossing t he next day, is not 
uniform, but for parts o f the year is more than 86,400 seconds and for 
parts of the year less. This number of seconds, however, is the aver
age time, and hence tbat is the length of the average solar day. 

18. The C. G. S. System of Measurement.- Scientific 
men working in various countries felt the inconvenience 
of ha:ving various standards of length, mass, and time, and 
finally adopted t he centimeter-gram-second, or C. G. S. 
system, for scientific work. The convenience of this sys
tem is so great that it is taking the place of the foot
pound-second, or F. P. S. system, used in Great Britain 
and the United States. 

PROBLEMS 

1. An athlete runs a quarter of a mile in 52 sec. How many 
meters does he go per second? 

2. An express traiu goes 60 mi. per hour. How many kilometers 
will it go in two and a half hours? 

3. Reduce 13.421 m. to millimeters; to centimeters; to decimeters: 
to feet and inches. 

4. llow many pounds in 18 kg.? 
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5. How roany grams in 3 lb. 2 oz. avoirdupois? Change your 
answer to kilograms. 

6. How many liters of water can be put in to a box the interior of 
which is 18 cm. loug, 12 cm. wide, and 9 cm. deep? "\Vhat is the 
weight of this amount of water? 

7. What must be the depth of a cylindrical vessel 8 cm. in 
diameter, to hold 2 I. ? IL 

8. \Vhat is your weight iu kilograms? 
9. Write the metric table of square measure. 

10. Write tbe metric table of cubic measure. 

19. Laboratory Work.- The great advance that has 
recently been made in the application of the principies of 
physics to the needs of modern life is the direct result of 
the work that has been done in pbysical laboratories. 
Tbis work differs from that done in tbe class room, since 
it is truly experimental- a search for resulta that are not 
known- while class-room work is usually in the form of 
demonstration. 

Experimental work must be done by the student himself, 
and if carefully done will prove his best teacher. A few 
suggestions in regard to it may be of value: 

1st. The Notebook. - The student should be provided 
with a suitable notebook in which everything connected 
with the experiment must be put down as soon as it is 
observed. A well-kept notebook is invaluable, and its 
accuracy should be beyond question. 

2d. Acm¡,racy, Oarefulness, and Precision.- If the note
book is to be accurate, the student's work upon which 
it is based must be accurate. If 3 g. of a substance are 
to be taken in an experiment~ it must be 3 g., and neither 
3.1 nor 2.9 g. There must also be accuracy in observa
tion and accuracy in statement. If an experiment is to 
bave any value, the work rnust be carefully done. The 
laws of nature make no allowances for our errors. In 
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LABORATORY WORK 17 

stating the results of an experiment the student should 
be clear and precise, so that the exact idea that he had 
in mind will be the one conveyed to the reader of his 

notes. 
3d. Ve1·ijiaation. - The student should never be satis

fied to make an experiment once only. Repeat until every 
detail is familiar and the principle is thoroughly under

stood. 
Altbough it may not be necessary for every student 

to make every experiment given in this book, yet every 
student should do the larger part of this work, and should 
do it understandingly; and that student will ha ve the 
best grasp of the subject who does this work most con
scientiously. Two things will save time and secure more 
satisfactory results : . 

1st. Read the directions for the experiment carefully 
and understand what the object of the experiment is 
before beginning work upon it : the objeat, not the result, 
for preconceived ideas of what the result should be bave 
no place in an experiment. 

2d. Adopt some general form for your notes, such as 
here indicated : 

(a) Object of experiment. 
(b) Description of method and instruments used. 
(a) Observation of pbenomena. 
( d) Conclusion. 

LABORATORY WORK 

1. 1\'lake, with a sharp-pointed pencil, two dots near tbe opposite 
corners of a page in your notebook. llleasure the distance between 
them in centimeters fi ve times, taking different parts of your scale, and 
placing the scale on edge so the divisions will corne close to tbe paper, 
and tabulate yom· results in the form shown on t he next page. 

HOADT.EY'S PIIYS.- 2 
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In this table the second and third columns show the direct 

No.o!Ex. DotA. 

1 2 cm. 

2 3 .. 
3 5 

4 8 .. 
5 7.3 .. 

Dot B. Distance 

27.31 cm. 25.31 cm. 

28.30 .. 25.30 .. 
30.!l9 .. 25.!l9 .. 
33.32 .. 25.32 .. 
32.59 .. 25.29 . . 

___jïJ 126.51 cm. 

Average= 25.302 cm. 

readings, and the fourth 
gi ves the dis tan ce, which 
is a deriveu result. The 
a ve rage result of the fi ve 
readings gives the true 
distance between the 
point.'). The differences 
in dis tan ce shown in the 
fom·th c<1lumn in this 
assumed experiment are 
greater than would be 
found except with an 
inaccurate scale. 

As the first decimal figure in the third column representa milli
meters,- the smallest division on your scale,- the second decimal 
figure is your estimation of the tenths of a millimeter. 
The estimation of tenths is very important iu all physical B ~ 
work. The student must not only understand it, but _ 
also be able to put it in practice. Suppose Fig. 1 to 
represent part of yom· scale, and the position of dot B in -
the third measurement. The scale mark 30 is 30 cm. 

~ The smaller divisions which are not numbered are tenths 
of a centimeter; that is, millimeters. As the dot does 
not corne exactly opposite to the third millimeter, we 
must estimate the tenths of a millimeter, and thus get 
the reading 30.29 cm. If the millirneter is taken as the 
unit, the reading will he 302.9 mm. 

2. Mea~ure the same distance, using inches instead 

r--

~ 

Fro. 1 

of centimeters. Change the distance thus obtained to centimeters 
and compare with the result of measurement No. 1. 

3. Measure the length, in millimeters, of a uew lead pencil before 
it has been sharpened. l\feasure its diameter, also in millimeters; 
call the length L and the diameter ]), and compute its volume from 
the formula 

V = area of end x L. 

f d 7r])2 3.1416 x D2 hence V = 3.141C x D2 x L. Butareao en = -;¡-= 
4 

; 
4 
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L.ABORATORY WORK 19 

The character 7r is a Greek letter called pi, which representa the ratio 
of the circulllference to the diameter of any ch·cle. Its numerical 
value is approximately 3.1416. 

Reduce tbe volume thus found to cubic centimeters. 

The J.Wicrometer Oaliper. - Au accurate instrument for 
the measurement of the diameters of small cylinders and 
spheres is the micrometer caliper or sheet metal gauge . 

e 

H@ 

FlG. 2 

This consists of a U-shaped 
piece of brass or steel, A, 
through one arm of which is 
threaded a screw, B, which is 
turned by the milled heacl a. 
On the inner metal sleeve 
extending from .E to the 
right, there is a longitudinal 
scale, and on the end of the outer sleeve ]) there is a 
circular scale. When the end of the screw B touches the 
flat face of K, Loth zeros coincide ; when any body, as H, 
is put between K ancl the end of B,-which is screwecl in 
until it just touches H,- the cliameter is measurecl by 
reading the two scales .E ancl ]). 

4. 1\.teasure tbe diameters of fi ve pieces of copper wire and compare 
the results witb the diameters given in the wire table in the Appen
dix, and find the corresponding sizes by number. 

5. Cut two triangles out of writing paper, making sure that the 
edges are straigbt. Call one side of each 
the base, as .AB in Fig. 3, and call the oppo
site angle C. From C drop a perpendicu
lar CD upon the base and compute the area 

by the formula, Area AB x CD_ Do this 
2 

Li\ 
A D B 

Fm. 3 
for each triangle. W eigh each triangle care

fully in a good balance and see how nearly the following proportion 
bolda: 

Mass of 1st : Mass of 2d = A rea of 1st : Area of 2d. 
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Suppose you wisb to :find tbe area of an irregular-shn.ped piece of 
land; does this suggest a method for doing it? 

6. W eigh o ut 500 g. of water- distilled if possible- and pow· it 

Fio. 4 

into a graduate tbat reads to cubic centimeters. 
Is the volum e 500 c.c.? 

In reading witb the graduate keep your eye 
on a level witb the division read, and read from 
the bottom of the concave sw·face of tbe water, 
as iu Fig. 4, line AB. 

7. Measure the diameter of a large steel 
bicycle ball with the micro me ter caliper; com
pute its volume :f.rom the formula V = tm·8 ; 

weigh. How does its weight compare with tbe 
weight of the same volum e of water? 

For the diameter take tbe average of a number of readings. Is the 
ball a sphere? 



CHAPTER II 

THE PROPERTIES OF MATTER 

20. General and Speci:fic Properties. -In considering 
the properties of matter a distinction should be made 
between those properties that belong to matter itself and 

those that belong to bodies only. 
General p1·ope1·ties are those found in all matter, such 

as extension, division, impenetrability, porosity, elasticity, 

inertia. 
Specific prope?·ties are those found in certain kinds of 

matter only, such as ductility, tenacity, hardness, malleabil

ity. 
Extension and mass are general properties and have 

been considered under the units used in measuring them. 

21. lmpenetrability . - Space that is occupied by o ne 
portion of matter cannot at the same time be occupied by 
any other portion. This is a property of matter rather 
than of bodies. 

EXPERIMENT 1.-Fill a graduate with water to a convenient 

height and read. Thrust the end of a glass rod into the water and 
read again. The difference in the readings gives the measure of the 

amount of liquid displaced by the glass rod, and hence the volume of 
the part of the rod immersed. 

ExPERIMENT 2. -In to a glass tu be half a meter long pour water 
until it is nearly half fnll, add the same quantity oí alcohol, mark the 
position of the top, and invert. When the líquids are thoroughly 
mixed, again mark the top of the liquid, and it will be found to be 
considerably lower than before. Why? 

EXPERDIF.NT 3. -Pour alcohol in to a large test tube until it is 

nearly full, and mark the height of its upper sUI·face. Find out how 
21 
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much loose cotton (absorbent cotton is best) can be thrust into the 
alcohol without raising its surface. What does this experiment show? 

22. Porosity. - A body is said to be porous, or to ha ve 
porosity, beoause the particles of matter of whioh it is 
oomposed do not fill the entire volume oooupied by it. 
The pores in bodies vary in size from those that can be 
seen in a sponge or piece of charcoal, to those in stone or 
metal, which may be invisible even though a microscope 
of the highest power be used. 

The fact that a blotter absorbs ink and that a drop of 
oil will pass into a :fine-grained piece of polished marble 
depends upon the porosity of the blotter and the marble. 

Is this properey indicated by any of the foregoing ex
periments? 

EXPERntENT 4.- Fill one glass with large peas, a second with 
small shot, and a third with water. Pour shot upon the peas and 
shake down, being careful that the surface of the peas is not raised. 
When no more shot can be put in, pour in water until it comes to the 
top of the peas. Ilow large a part of the contents of the three 
glasses is now in one? What property of matter does the experiment 
illustrate? Compare this result with that fouud in Experiment 2. 

ExPERIMENT 5.-Fill on e glass with fresh water and a second with 
water which has been boiled for some time and then allowed to cool. 
Set them in a window in the sunshine and aíter an hour notice that 
the inside of one glass is covered wiUi sm all air bubbles. Which glass 
is it? Why? 

23. Compressibility. - Whenever the volume of a body 
can be reduced by pressure, it is said to be compressible. 
This property depends upon porosity, and is a measure of 
it. Gases are very compressible, solids to a less degree, 
while líquids are almost incompressible. 

By doubling the pressure upon a gas its volume is 
diminished one half, while doubling the pre!'sure upon 
water diminishes its volume only "2o-ho· 
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24. Indestructibility.-While matter can be made to 
assume different forms as the result of physical changes, 
and while it can be combined with other matter, or 
broken up in to different k inds· of matter, through chemical 
forces, yet matter itself cannot be destroyed. 

EXPERIMENT 6. - To each end of a piece of Germau silver wire 
No. 30, 2 or 3 cm. long, solder a piece of cop
per wire No. 24, a bo ut 10 cm. long. Wind the 
German silver arouud a piece of phosphorus 
and place it in a test tube. Fix the test 
tube, inverted with its mouth beneath the _ 
sm·face of water, in a small beaker, as 
shown in Fig. 5. Balance this upon one 
scale pan of a balance, then ignite the 
phosphorus by touching the ends of the 
copper wire, A and B, with conductors 
from the poles of a battery, and it will be 
found that, though the phosphorus has 

FIG. 5 

been destl:oyed by the combustion, there has been no change in the 
mass, and consequeutly no destruction of matter. 

25. Divisibility.- Bodies can be divided into smaller 
parts without changing the matter composing them. The 
property of divisibility has practically no limit. The finest 
crayon dust is made up of small bodies of chalk, as may 
be seen by examining it with a microscope. 

ExPERIMENT 7.-Weigh out 1 mg. of fuchsine and dissolve it in 
ll. of water. Notice that though only one part in 1,000,000 is fuch
sine, it colors every drop distinctly. Double the quantity of water 
and observe. 

A drop of aniline copying ink can be used instead of the fucbsine. 

26. Inertia is the tendency a body has to retain its con
dition of rest or motion. Whenever a body is at rest it 
can be put in motion only by some force ontside of itself, 
and whenever a body is in motion the rate or direction of 
tbis motion can be cbanged only by the application of a 
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force from without the body. This property is purely 
negative, but is one that has many important results. 

ExPERIMENT 8.- Place a card u pon a bottle with a sm all neck, 
and npon the card place a bicycle ball exactly over the mouth of the 
bottle. Snap the card with the finger, and it will be sent across the 
room, while the ball will ru·op into the bottle. Why? 

EXPERIMENT 9.-Suspend a heavy weight by a cord, tie a fine 
thread around the middle of the weight, and pull the thread suddenly. 
It will break. vVhy? Tie on a new piece of the same thread and 
pull gently. The weight will be moved a little. If the pulls are 
repeated at the right times, the weight can be set swinging. Why? 

Inertia is the cause of a great many accidents : the 
spilling of a liquid in a dish that is moved too quickly; 
the shock to a railway passenger when the air brakes are 
applied too suddenly; the fall resulting from jumping 
from a rapidly moving car, etc. 

27. Elasticity is that property of matter by reason o f 
which a body tends to resume its original shape or vol
ume when either has been changed by any external force. 
Elasticity may be classified as follows (the corresponding 
external forces beiug giveu in parentheses): 

(a) Elasticity of Compression (pressure). 
(b) Elasticity of Traction (pulli;ng). 
(e) Elasticity of Flexion (bending). 
(d) Elasticity of Torsion (twisting). 
ExPERIMENT 10.- e a) Press a tennis ball between the hands; 

on removing the pressura it regains its shape. Why? 
(b) Stretch a rubber baud and slip it over a book. Why does it 

hold the book shut? 
(e) F asten one end of a piece of whalebone securely to a block. 

Bend the other end aside, and, on being released, it will vibrate back 
and forth and finally resume its original position. Why? 1 

(d) Bore a quarter-inch hole in the middle oi a block of wood a : 
foot square, aud drive in a wooden pin, letting it project a couple of 
inches. Slip one end of a rubber tube1 two feet long, ove¡,· this pin : 
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and tie it on with a cord. Fasten the other eud of the tube to a sup

port. Turn the block around with a twisting motion. It vibrates 

back and forth and finally comes to rest in its original position. 

Why? 

"\Vhenever a body does not return to its original shape 

or volume after being subjected to some external force, 
this force has exceeded the elastie límit of the body. 

Some bodies require considerable force to change their 

form, but still have a high degree of elasticity. I vory, 

celluloid, and marble ar~ very elastic. 
ExPERIMENT 11.-Make a paste by rubbing some lampblack in to 

coal oil, and put a thin coating u pon a fiat slab of iron or stone. Place 

a large marble upon the slab. Notice how small a part of the marble 

touches the slab. Drop the marble from a height of 6 or 8ft., a11d 

notice both the height to which it rebounds and the increased size of 

the contact between the mm·ble and the slab. Explaiu. 

28. Cohesion and Adhesion.- Cohesionis the force that 

holds together bodies of the sam e kind. I t acts at verjr 
small distances and is diminishecl by an increase of tcm
perature. 

If the bodies thus helcl together are of different kinds, 
the force is called adhesion. There is no difference 

between the forces, and no especial need of two names. 

These forces are very great in solids, and serve to 
give them form and strength. In liquids cohesion is 
not strong enough to determine the form, except in very 
small quantities, when they take the form of drops. In 

gases cohesion is very slight. In many cases adhesion is 

greater than cohesion, as in the case of two boards glued 

together, or two pieces of china cementecl to each other ; 

if they are again broken, the break will be more likely 
to take place in the boarcl or china than in the joint. 

Finely divided matter is often made into a solid body by 

compression, as in the making of emery wheels. If a 
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piece of rubber gum is cut with a knife, the two pieces 
may be made to cohere perfectly by pressure. 

ExPERIMENT 12.-Press together two pieces of window glass 
(plate glass is best) and hold them horizontally. Can they both ue 
lifted by taking hold of the upper one 'l Put two or three drops of 
water between the plates and press them together. Try to lift the 
upper plate. Explain the results obtained. 

ExPERIMENT 13.-With a sharp knife, cut off the bases from two 
conical bullets. Make the snrfaces as nearly plane as possible. Presa 
them together firmly with a twisting motion. Explain the result that 
is produced. 

29. Tenacity is the property by virtue of which a body 
resists forces that tend to pull it apart. T enacity is a 
direct result of cohesion, a t enacious substance being one 
that has great cohesion. The tenacity of a substance varies 
directly as the breaking weiglLt p er unit a?·ea of C?'OSS section . 
.FJ.g. if two wires of di:fferent material, but of the same 
size, are tested, and it is found that 50 lb. are requirecl 
to break one, and 100 lb. to break the other, then their 
tenacities are in the ratio of 1: 2. If a wire. 1 sq. mm. in 
cross section is broken by a pull of 50 lb., it will require 
a pull of 200 lb. to break a wire of the same material 
with a cross section of 4 sq. mm. 

ExPERI~IENT 14.-Cut a strip of Manilla paper 3 cm. wide and 
25 cm. long. Make two loops by turning over the ends and pasting 
them down. Put a wooden rod through each loop, and to the ends 
of each rod tie the ends of a loop of strong cord. Fasten one loop 
to a support, and in the other put a wire hook, upon which hang a 
tin pail. Pour saud slowly into the pail unti) the paper strip breaks. 
Weigh the pail and its contents. What is this weight called 'l ~Jake 

the same e::\.'})eriment with a strip of the same kind of paper 5 cm. 
wide, and observe whether the breaking weights in the two cases 
are in the ratio of 3 : 5. 

The coefficient of tenacity is the quotient obtained by 

-
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dividing the breaking weight by the area of cross section. 
This means that the coefficient of tenacity is the weight 

req uired to break the substance if the area of cross section 

is unity. 
In bodies o f the sam e material, tenacity varies with the 

forro of the body. When the areas of cross section are 

equal, a tube has greater tenacity than a solid cylinder 
of the same material, and a wire with circular cross section 

has greater tenacity than one with a square cross section. 

Tenacity diminishes with the length of time the load is 
carried, so that a wire may :finally break with a load that 

it would carry safely at first. Tenacity also diminishes 

as the temperatura increases. 

30. Malleability is that property of matter by means of 
which it may be beaten or rolled into thin sheets. Brass 
can be rolled into sheets thinner than the paper of this 

book. The fact that tin foil and gold leaf can be made 

depends upon the malleability of the metals. Gold leaf 
is so thin that it . is transparent. 

31. Ductility is that property of matter by means of 

which it can be drawn into wire. Some metals possess 

great ductility. Platinum has been drawn into wire only 
0.00003 of an inch thick. In order to do this, a small plati
num wire was covered with silver, forming a compound 

cylindcr, the silver surrounding the platinum much as 

the wood surrounds the graphite in a lead pencil. This 
cylinder was drawn into a very small wire, which had 

still a platinum center surrounded by silver; then the 

silver was dissolved by an acid which does not affect 
platinum, and the platinum was left as a 'vire of micro

scopic fineness. Glass threads bave been drawn so fine 

that a mile would weigh only one third of a grain. 
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ExPERm~;NT 15.-Take a piece. of glass tubing about 10 cm. long 
by the ends and hold the middle in the flame of a Bunsen burner near 
the top. When it becomes cherry-red remove it from the flame and 
draw it out with a steady pull. Prove that it is a tube by blowing 
Lhrough it vhen one end is under the surface of water. Repeat the 
e>..lJerimen:,, drawing the tube more rapidly. Can you get a tube so 
fine that yon cannot blow through it? 

32. Hardness is that property of matter which causes 
bodies to resist being scratched or worn by other bodies. 
It is a r elative property, there being no such thing as an 
absolutely hard or soft body. Glass, which is harder than 
wax, is softer t han the diamond. The diamond is the 
hardest of all natmal substances, and diamond dust is used 
to cut other stones. Brittleness must not be mistaken for 
hardness. Steel, which is hard, is tough, while glass, 
which is also hard, is brittle. 

33. Crystallization. - Some matter in the form of a 
solution has the property of forming crystals. Crystals 
may also be formed when a melted metal soliuifies 
on cooling. Zinc shows this very plainly on ac
count of the size of its crystals. In a piece cast 
in the form of a carpenter's square 
the crystals will forro from the o ut- B tmilllrnlliiTl\Jiñl\llmR;;J~ 
side first and meet. in lines in the 
center, as shown in Fig. 6. If B O 
is held firm and a force is applied 

D 
FIG. 6 

at A. in the direction indicated by the arrow, the casting 
will break along the line OlJ, since the · crystals coming 
out from the sides of the mold meet along this line and 
make a line of weakness. 

ExPERIMENT 16. -l\fake a saturated solution of salt (see note on 
p. 29) and put in a beaker. Set this in a quiet place, and after a few 
hours you will find the surface of the líquid covered with little cubica! 
crystals of salt. Let the solution stand for twenty-four horu·s and you 
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will find groups of crystals floating on the surface. Carefully lift one 
of these out, invert it, aod you will fiod a beautiful little pyramid 
fm·med of salt cu bes. Why is the pyraroid fm·med? 

ExPERIMENT 17.-Make a satm·ated solution of salt and fill a tea
cup nearly full. Set the cup in a saucer and put in some quiet place. 
In a few days the salt crystals will creep over the edge of the cup and 
form a coating upon the outside aod in the saucer. Vary the experi
ment by putting into the salt solution a little coloring matter. 

ExPERIMENT 18.-Make a saturated solution of alum and hang in 
it a loop of cord so arranged that the two sides of the loop are àt least 
an inch from each other. Put in a quiet place, and in a few days the 
loop will be covered with crystals of alum, which can be taken out and 
kept. .Are the crystals of the same shape as t he salt crystals? 

NOTE.- By a satumted solution is meant on e that will take up no 
more of the substance. 1Vhen salt is put into water unti], after 
thorough stirring, some of the salt is still not dissolved, the solution 
is said to be saturated. When such a solution begins to evaporate, 
crystals aTe formed. Raising the temperatura of the solution usually 
causes more of the substance to be d issolved. When such a saturated 
solution is cooled, crystals are formed quickly. 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND P ROBLEMS 

1. Suppose you wish to pom a líquid into a bottle, using a funn_el. 
Would you use a funnel that fits the mouth of the bottle air-tight? 
Wl1at is the reason for yom answer? 

2. What is the difference between the sm·face of writing paper 
and that of blotting paper? 

8. Which is changed when a gas is compressed, the size of the 
molecules or the distau ce between them? 

4. Suppose you mix: chalk dust in water and fi lter it, and then 
dissolve salt in water and fil ter it. What is the di:fference between 
the líquids that pass through the filter 'l Why ? 

5. Why does a fiy wheel help to steady the running of machinery'l 
6. Why does a carriage with pneumatic tires jar the rider less 

than on e with solid tires? 
7. What would be the effect if cohesion should cease to act in 

m01·tar? 
8. Why is a stalk of wheat hollow? 
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9. Is wood more tenacious across the grain or lengtbwise of it? 
Prove your answer by el!..-periment. 

10. Wha~ is tneant by tempering a body? By annealing it? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1 . Fill a graduate to any convenient height with water, and read. 
Suspend a stone, B (Fig. 7), in tbe water by a thread, a nd take a second 
reading. Pour out a little water, wipe the stone dry, and repent. 
Take fi ve sets of readings and tabulate the results. From the average 
result of these five readings compute the volume of the stone. 

FIG. 7 l<'IG. 8 

2 . Trim a piece of charcoal into some regular form. Measure it, 
compute its volume, and weigh it. Tie a weight to the charcoal by 
a thread, and put it into a beaker of water so that it is entirely 
covered. Place the beaker under the receiver of an air pump, as 
in Fig. 8, and exhaust the air. After you have taken as much air 
írom tbe pares of the charcoal as you can, admit air into the receiver. 
Take out the charcoal, wipe it dry, and weigh again. From the 
difference between the two masses compute the volum e of tbe pores in 
the cbarcoal. Find the real volume of the charcoal. How does it 
compare with the appareut volume? 

3. Suspeud a heavy weight from the end of a cord. Tie a piece 
of the same kind of cord to the weight so that it shall bang below it. 
Pull steadily on the lower cord; w hich on e breaks? Gi ve a sudden 
pull; which one breaks? Explain. 
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4. Sprinkle sand over a board oue foot wide and a foot and a half 
Iong. Prepare a number of short woodeu rods of different lengths 
and diameters, and set them on end on the board. Give the board a 
sharp blow on on e en d. Do all the rods fall? Why? Strike tbe 
board at the otber end or at Lhe sicle. Do tbe rods fall in the same 
direction as before? Why? The dii:ection f rom which earthquake 
shocks corne, and their comparativa intensities, may be determined 
by such shnple apparatus as this. 

5. Make a rod A (Fig. 9) about 2 m. long and 1 cm. square. 
Screw two cleats, B and C, on a post in such a way that the rod 
A can be fastened at any point by the wedge W. Near the end of 

A 

s 

F IG. 9 

the rod make a cross, D. Arrange a metal sleeve to slide over the rod, 
and from it suspend a scale pan. Fasten a meter stick to a base, 
so that it will stand in a vertical position, as at S. Arrange a sliding 
finger F, so tbat the position of D can be read. Take a set of read
ings beginning with no load in the scale pan and increasing by regular 
amounts unti! the load is as great as you care to use. Tabulate 
your results and find the relation between the load carried by the 
rod and its deftection, the length being unchanged. 

By a second set of experiments fi nd the relation between the defiec
tion and the length, the load being unchanged. 
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34. The Graphical Method of Recording Results. - The 
clearest aucl most scientific method of showing the resulis 
of an experiment is what is lmown as the g1·aphical method 
or cu1·ve. 

To construct this record, two lines, called the axes, are 
drawn at right angles to each other. The horizontal line 
is usually callecl the axis of X, and the vertical line the 
axis of Y, as in the diagram below, at the right. Lines 
are drawn at equal intervals parallel to these axes, every 

No. Lo nd Def. in cm. 4y d'urve ot Defleétion 

1. 50g. .8 

1.5 
~ 3 

2. 100g. .E! 

3. 150g. 2.5 ~2 
() ., 

Cl:l 

4. 200g. 8.1 çp 

5. 250g. 4.0 o 50 
~ 

100 150 250 - Loa.d in grams 

fifth line being made for convenience heavier t ban the 
others. Suppose the table on the left, just above, to be 
the tabulated result of the first part of No. 5, on the 
preceding page. 

Select the zero point at the lower left-hand corner of 
the paper. Let the loads be measured on the axis of X, 
and corresponding defiections on the axis of Y . Let each 
five spaces on X equal 50 g ., and each five spaces on Y 
equal 1 cm. of defl.ection. The first point on the cm·ve 
is found by following up the line marked 50 until .8 cm. 
is found, or uniil i.he horizontal line from the fo urth 
division on the axis of Y i ntel'sects it : the intersection is 

-
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marked by a dot, cross, or small circle. The other points 
are found in the same way, and then the curve is formed 
by joining all the points by a line. 

The greater the number of points determined in the 
experiment, the more nearly correct will the cm·ve be. In 
this case the curve is practically a straight line. This 
means that the defl.ection is directly proportional to the 
lo ad. 

The ~u1-ve also a:ffords a ready means of :finding points 
not determinecl by the experiment. Suppose that it is 
clesirecl to know what the clefl.ection woulcl be for a load of 
180 g. This can be founcl by going out to 180 on the axis 
of X, following the verticalline until it strikes the curve, 
and then following the horizontalline until the axis of Y 
is reached, where the scale reads a defl.ection of 2. 88 cm. 
This processis called inte1-polation. 

The stuclent should make himself perfectly familiar with 
this graphical method, as its nse is constantly increasing . 
Cross-section paper especially prepared 
for this kincl of work can be obtained 
from stationers. 

6. Cut from a quarter-inch dowel-pin rod
such as carpenters use - a piece 2 ft. long. 
Glue one end of this rod in to a support so that 
it sball bang vedically, as in Fig. 10. Glue 
the lower end of the rod into a hole iu the 
center of a wooden disk a foot in diameter. 
Drive a wire nail in to tbe edge of the disk and 
tie a cord to it. Attach a spring balance to 
this cord and- pulling so that tbe cord shall 
a.lways be tangent to the disk-note the rela
tion between the pull and the angle througb 
which the disk is turned. State this relation 
in the form of a law. 

FIO. 10 

7. Take another dowel-pin rod fu.llleugth, 3 ft. for example. 
IIOADLEY'S PHYS. - 3 

Fix 
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the upper end as in No. 6 and attach two disks, A near the lower end, 
and B midway between that and the support. Twist 
with a scale as before and note the relation between 
the scale readings and the distances of A a nd B f rom 
the support wheu the angles of t01·si011 are equal. 

=~B 

B. .Ulake a s piral spring by windiug a e oil of No. 18 
spring brass w.ire tightly around a quarter-.inch dowel
pin rod. .A s.ix.-.inch co.il will be long enough. Bend 
in the ends of the wire so that they are in the axis 

=!::::::JA 
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of the co.il, and make a loop in each. Suspeud the 
spring from one e nd and read the position of a mark 
on the other, when there is no load attaohed, from 
a meter stick placed vertically behind t he spring. 

FIG. ll 
Suspend from the lower end of the spring a small 
scale pan, and add weights enough to make the 

total load 100 g. Read agaiu. Make the total load 200 g. and read. 
Add 100 g. each time and make severa! readings. Tabu-
late your results and make a. curve showing the relation 
between the elongation of the spring and the load. 
Interpret the curve. 

9. Thrust a wooden rod, 3 in . Joug, into each end 
of a rubber tube about 2 ft. long and tie securely. 
Place a dot of ink 2 in. from each end of the tube. 
Fasten oue of the wooden rods to a. support so that the 
tube w.ill haug vertically, and from the other rod sus-
pend a scale pau. Fix a meter stick in a vertical posi-
tion behind the tube and read the positions of both dots . 
.Add a load of 100 g. and read again. Take a nu.mber 
of readings, increasing the load 100 g. each time, and 
fro.m the data obtained maire a curve showing the re-
lation between the load carried by the tube and its 
elongation. 

10. In one end of a rubber tube, 2 ft. long, insert a 
glass tube and tie securély. Suspend this as shown in 
Fig. 12, a11d fasten in the other end of the rubber tnbe 
a hook made of a brass rod. Pour water into the tube 
until it stands at some level, as atA, keeping a record 
of the number of cubic centimeters pom·ed i n. Pour 
in an additional number of cubic centimeters of water 

B 
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F I G. 12 
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until the level stands at B, and thus determine the value of a scale 
division of the scale S in cubic centimeters. Put two ink dots ou 
the rubber tube at C and D and take readings of both. Take corre
sponding readings of the top of the water column. Repeat with 
added weigbts, as in No. 9, and rnake. the curve showing the relation 
between the elongation and the volume of the tube. 

11. A convenient testing machine for determining the brea.king 
strength of wires is shown in Fig. 13. After fastening the wire in 
place, let one student bring a steadily increasing pressure to bear 
u pon the handle while another reads the scale at the time of breaking. 
Make five trials each of spring brass wire, No. 27 and No. 30, and take 
tbe average of the results as the breaking strength. Measure the 
diameter of each, and oalculate the breaking weight of spring brass 
p~r square centimeter of area of cross section. 

12. Make a saturated solution of potassium biohromate. Pour a 
arnall quantity on a clear glass plate, and with a small stick work the 
líquid in to the form of a flat, round mass. Set it in a quiet place over 
night, and in the morning observe the orystals with a reading glass or 
any small leos. Very beautiful slides can be made in this way for 
projection on the screen with the lantern or stereoptioon. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MECHANICS OF SOLIDS 

I. MOTION, VELOCITY, AND FORCE 

35. Mechanics treats of the action of forces on bodies. 
It may be divided into two subjects : statics and dynamics. 
Statics treats of the laws 'governing forces when no motion 
is produced, and Dynamics or Kinetics treats of the laws 
governing forces by which motion is produced. If motion 
alone is considered without reference to the bodies moved 
or the forces producing the motion, the name Kinematics 
is applied. 

36. Motion. -A body is said to have motion while it 
is passing continuously from one position to another. 
A body is at rest when its position remains unchanged. 
Rest and motion are, however, entirely relative. A body 
may be at rest in a raili·oad train, but in motion with 
respect to the earth. A body that is at rest with respect 
to the earth is in motion with respect to the sun. 

The motion of a body is said to be rectilinear when 
it moves in a straight line. When a body moves in a 
path which constantly changes its direction, it is said to 
have a mkrvilinear motion, or to move in a mk?-ve. While 
it may not be difficult to imagine a body moving from 
one fixed point in space toward another without change 
of direction, in strict reality we know of no absolutely 
rectilinear motion of bodies. A stone falliug from a 
balloon is moving toward the center of the earth, but this 

86 
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is itself moving about the sun, hence the motion of the 
stone must be in a curve. For all practica! purposes, 
however, a body which moves without change of direction 
with reference to a room or the surface of the earth is 
said to move in ·a straight line. 

If a body moves over equal spaces in equal times, its 
motion is said to be uniform. If the distances are not 
equa.l, its m_otion is variable. 

37. Speed; Velocity.- Speed is the 1·ate of dange of 
pòsition of a moving body, or its rate of motion ; velocity 
is the speed in a definite direction. If the motion is uní
forro, the speed is the distance the body goes in a unit of 
time. If the motion is variable, the speed at any time is 
tbe distance it would move in a unit of time if it should 
continue to move at the same rate. 

If the speed of a body is greater for each unit of time 
than it was for the preceding, it gives rise to accele1·ated 
motion. If this acceleration is the same for each unit of 
time, tbe motion is ~¿niformly accele1·ated. 

Motion is 1·eta1·ded, or negatively accelerated, when the 
speed is decreasing instead of increasing, and if the re
tardation is uniform, the motion is unijo1·mly 1·eta1·ded . 

..Avemge or mean speed is the speed witb which a body 
would need to move uniformly to pass over a certain space 
in a gi ven time, though the actual speeds may be made up 
of a great many rates. 

~8 . Space Passed Over.- The space passed over by a 
moving body depends upon two elements, speed and time. 
A train moving with an average speed of 20 mi. per hour 
moves 60 mi. in 3 hr. This relation may be expressed by 
the equation 

Space passed o ver = A verage speed x Tim e, 

• 
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or, writing S for space passed over, v for average speed, 
and t for time, we bave the formula 

S= vt. (1) 

39. Acceleration.- When the motion of a body is uni
formly accelerated, the rate of change iu its speed or 
velocity is called its acceleration. If the body moves 5 ft. 
in one second, 7 ft. in the next, and 9 in the next, its accel
eration is 2 ft. per second per second. 

Suppose a body to move in a certain direction from a 
condition of rest with a constant acceleration a. At the 
end of t seconds its velocity per second will be repr esented 
by the equation 

V elocity = Acceleration x Time, 

or, v = at. (2) 

On the above supposition, the average or mean velocity 

fort seconds will be ~t, and the entire space passed over 
will be 

(3) 

By combining equations (2) and (3) we can derive the 
equation 

from which 

v2 
S=-, 

2a 

V= V2aS. 

( 4) 

(5) 

If in equation (3) the time is made 1 sec., the equation 
becomes S= -§-a, which shows that when a body starts 
from a condition of rest, and moves with a constant 
acceleration, the acceleration is twice the space passed 
over in the first second. 

The space passecl over during any second ( the last of t 
seconds) may be found by subtracting from the clistance 
passed over in t seconds the distance passed over in a time 

o 
( 
e 

l 
I 

t 
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one second less. T he space passed over iu t seconds being 
(equation 3) S=i a&, the space passed over in (t-1) sec
onds will be 8 1 =~ a ( t -1 ) 2• Hence the difference will be 

s= S- 8 1 = ~ at2 - ¡a(t -1) 2 = ¡a(2t -1). (6) 

40. Momentum. - The product of the mass of a body 
by its velocity is called its momentum, or quantity of 
motion. In the C. G. S. (centimeter-gram-second) sys
t em the unit of momentum is the bole, i.e. the momentum 
of 1 g. of matter moving with a velocity of 1 cm. per 
second. The expression 

b = lW:v (7) 
is its formula in this system. Thertl is no name for the 
unit in the F . P . S. (English or foot-pound-second) sys
tem, but the unit would practically be the momentum 
of llb. moving at the rate of 1 ft. per second. A ferry
boat moving slowly has great momentum, as is shown 
when it strikes the side of the dock. Why? 

41. Newton's Laws of Motion. - As a result of his 
investigation in this branch of physics, Sir Isaac Newton 
formulated the following laws: 

I. Every body tends to perset•et·e in its state of 1·est or 
of uniform motion in a straight line, unless it is acted cm 
by an impressed force. 

Il. Ohange of 1nomentum is propo1·tional to the impressed 
force, and takes place in the direction of tlte stmigltt line in 
w{tich tlte fo?· ce acts. 

III. To every action there is always an equal and con-
trary 1·eaction. 

42. Newton's First Law.-If a body is left in a certain 
place, and after an interval it is not found there, we 
understand at once that it has been removed, that some 
force has been brougbt to bear upon it. If, however, a 
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body is in motion, we cannot prove by actual experiment 
that it tends to go on in the same straight line, as the 
law states, becanse it is not possible to remove all resist
ances to a moving body, and these resistances are forces. 
But if the resistances are made as little as possible, the 
motion continues much longer. If a ball is rolled first 
on the ground, then on a floor, and then on smooth ice, 
with the same force each time, the effect of the reduced 
resistance is each time shown in the increased distance 
to w hich the ball rolls. 

43. Newton's Second Law.- This law means that any 
force acting upon a body produces its own effect, whether 
acting alone or in conjunction with other forces. It also 
gives us the basis for the measurement of forces. 

44. Force has already been defined as that wbich tends 
to produce, to change, or to destroy the motion of a body, 
that is, to change its momentum. From Newton's Second 
Law it is seen that the measurement of a force consists in 
determining the rate of tbis change. Since both the 
mass and the acceleration must be taken into account to 
determine this, tbe equation for a force is 

F=Ma. (8) 

In the measurement of forces two units are used: tbe ab
solute unit a,nd the gmvity unit. 

45. The Absolute Unit. - If a force acting upon a unit 
of mass gi ves to it an acceleration of 1 unit, then the force 
is the absolute unit of jo1·ce. This unit in the C. G. S. 
system is the dyne, a force that, acting upon 1 g., will 
give to it an acceleration of 1 cm. per second per second. 
Since t he dyne is a very small unit, it is sometimes con
venient, in order to avoid the use of larger numbers, to 
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use the megadyne ( = 1 million dynes) . In the F. P. S. 
system the unit is the poundal, which is the force that 
on being applied to 1lh. of matter will give to it an accel
eration of 1 ft. per second per second. 

46. The Gravity Unit. -A force may also be measured 
by comparing it wiLh the weight of a standard mass. 
Since gravity, acting upon a pound of matter for 1 sec., 
at N ew York, will gi ve to it a velocity of very nearly 
32.16 ft. per second, the pound, as a gravity unit, is there 
very nearly equal to 32.16 poundals. In the same place 
gravity, acting upon 1 g. of matter for 1 sec., causes it 
to acquire, when freely falling, a velocity of 980 cm. 
Hence the gram, as a gravity unit, equals 980 dynes at 
New York. As the force of g ravity varies at different 
points on the earth's surface, the gravity unit is variable. 

47. Graphical Representation of Forces.- If the motion 
of a body is that imparted by a single force, its path will 
be rec-tilinear, and may be represented by a straight line. 
The elements of a force are: 

(a) Its point of application. 
(b) Its direction. 
(a) Its magnitude. 

The force may be represented by a line beginning at the 
point of application, and extending in the direction in 
which the force acts to a distance which is a measure of 
its magnitude. 

Both velocity and motion may be represented graphi
cally. In fact, the graphic representation of a force may 
be considered the graphic representation of the motion 
produced by the force. 

48. Composition of Forces. - When two forces, having 
the same point of application, act at the same time upon 
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a movable particle, the path taken by the particle upon 
which they act will depend upon the direction and inten
sity of the forces. (Newton's Second Law.) 

(a) WJ¿en the forces act in the same di?·ection. - Suppose 
two forces act upon a body, moving it toward the east, 
one with a velocity of 2 ft. per second, and the other with 

A B a D 

FIG. 14 

a velocity of 3 ft. Select a point A as the position of the 
body. Draw a line Ax (B'ig. 14) to represent the direc
tion in which the forces act. Take any convenient scale 
and lay off AB to represent 2ft., and AO to represent 
3ft. Then will B and O represent the respective posi
tions of the body at the end of 1 sec., if the forces acted 
separately. Since they act together, however, its position 
will be at ]), 5 ft. from A. The forces AB and A O could 
be replaced by a single force .AJJ, and this is called the 
1·esultant, while the forces themselves are called components. 

The resultant of two forces acting in the same straight 
line, in the same di?·ection, is the swm of tAe given fo1·ces. 

(b) WAen tAe fo1·ces act in opposite directions. - Suppose 
the two forces to act, one toward the east and the other 

A D o 
FIG. 15 

toward the west, as in Fig. 15. It is evident that the 
force AB will act against A O, and that the resultant will 
be AJJ, their difference. 

The resultant of two forces acting in the same straigAt 
line, but in opposite di?·ections, is tJ¿e diffe?·ence of tAe given 
fon:es and acts in the di?·ection of tAe g1·eater. 
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(e) When theforces act at an angle to each other.-THE 
P ARALLELOGRAM OF FoRCES.- (1) Suppose the force 
P to act at right angles to 'the force 
Q; then the body atA (Fig. 16) will 
move to the east a distance equal 

p o 

to A(], and to the south a distance Q 
equal to AB, and at the end of 1 sec. 
will be found at IJ (ABOIJ being . B ------------------- D 

FIG.16 
a parallelogram). The path of the 
body will be AD, the resultant R of the forces P and Q. 

A (2) Suppose the force Q to act at 
an angle (]AB to the force P (Fig. 

Q 
o 17). Complete the parallelogram to 
l determine the point D. Then will 
I 

B ---- \ .AD or R be the resultant required. 
------- ¡ The resultant of any two fm·ces act-
Fm. 

17 
------1> ing at an angle to each other may be 

found by completing the parallelogram 
upon the forces as sides and drawing tlte diagonal. 

( d) When there are more than two forces.- The result
ant of any number of forces can be found by a repetition 
of the parallelogram of A p 

forces. Suppose three 
forces, P, Q, and 8 
(Fig. 18), to be acting E'· .• , 

on a body at .A.. Com- '·,,, 
plete the parallelogram ~ 
A OIJB; then will .ilD ',, 
or R' be the resultant '··,,, .----· 
of P and Q. Find the '·. f! .. -----
resultant R of 8 and R' Fw. 18 

by completing the parallelogram AIJHE; then will AH 
or R be the resultant of P, Q, and 8. 
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49. Equilibrant. - The equilibrant of any number cf 
forces is a force eq ual in mag
nitude, and opposite in direc
tion, to their resultant. If the 
forces aud their equilibrant 
act upon a body, the equi
librant will counteract the 
othet· forces, and the bodywill 
remain at rest. This condi
tion is shown in Fig. 19, in 
which the equilibrant E and 

Fw. 19 the forces P and Q keep the 
body A at rest. 

50. Verification of the Parallelogram of Forces. 
ExPERIMENT 19.- A a nd B (Fig. 20) are two hooks at the top of a 
blackboard. To these attach 
two spring balances, e and D. 
Hook these to the ends of a 
cord to which a second cord is 

A 

tied at H. Suspend a weight ~ 
W from this cord, and the D 

point H will be kept in equi
librium by the three forces. 
The resultant of the pulls ex
erted by the scales e and D 
may be found by marldng the 
.position of H on the black
board and the direction of t he 
lines leading to e and D. 
Take He to represent tbe read- Fm. 20 
ing of the scale e, a nd Hd tbat 

B 

of the scale D. Complete the parallelogram, and Hk, the resultant, 
will representau amouot equal to W, and will be vertical. 

51. Parallel Forces. - Au important case is where two 
or more forces act in .parallel directions upon a rigid body, 
but at different points of application. 
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Suppose two forces, P and Q (Fig. 21), are acting upon 
a rígid bar at the points A and B in parallel directions. 
Then will the result-
ant be equal to the 
sum of the forces in 
magnitude and par
allel to them in direc-
tion, while its point 

E 

A ..¡_ _ _¿P'---+ 

R 

of application wíll be B -+--=--
at a point O, between Fro. 21 

A and B, such that 
AO: BO= Q: P. The equilibrant would. also be applied 
at O, and is equal toR in magnitude and opposite to it in 
direction. If the forces P and Q are equal and act in 
opposite directions, the combination is called a couple, and 
produces rotation. only, R being equal to zero. 

EXPERIMENT 20.-The truth of the above proportion for de
termining the point of application may be verified by suspending 
from a meter stick two weights, P and Q, and supportiug the stick 

A 

FIG. 22 

and its loarl by a spring bal
ance, as in Fig. 22. The 
weights can be supported from 
the meter stick by cords with 
loops passing over the stick, 
and the positiou of the scale 
can be found by slipping the 
loop to which it is attached 
along the stick unti! it bal-

Q ances in a horizontal dit·ec
tion. Before the proportion 
P: Q =BC: AC is tested, a 
small weight should be sus
pended from tbe sbor t end 

near A so that the stick will balance when the weights P and Q are 
removed. The scale will read 11ot only the sum of P and Q, but the 
weight of the stick and small weight also. 
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The application of this principie is useful in determining 
the pressura upon the abutments of a bridge when a load 

A 

FIG. 23 

w 
is passing over it. If a 
load W (Fig. 23)- an 
engine, for example -
passes over the bridge 
from A to B, the pres
sures upon A and B (in 
addition to the weight 
of the bridge) are con
stantly varying from the 

whole weight to zero, and vice versa, while the sum of the 
two pressures is always equal to the weight of the engine. 

52. Forces not lying in the Same Plane.- When three 
forces having the same point of applicatiou do uot lie in the 
same plane, the resultant 
is the diagonal of the 
parallelopiped formed 

on these forces as edges. A~~==~;===~---,.~~ 
Suppose the three forces \ \--~----------•,----;-.:- , 
are P, Q, and 8 (Fig. / ------~,:- / 

f ,,' _ .... --... ---- ',, ,' 
24). The resultant o Í/::::___ _ _________ _:,¡ 

P and Q is R' in the 
plane ABEO, while the 

FIG.24 

diagonal AH is the resultant of R' and 8 in the plane 
.AEHJJ, and is the required resultant. 

53. Resolution of Forces.- In the composition of forces 
we bave given the component forces to find the resultant, 
while in the resolution of forces the resultant is given and 
the components are to be found. There may be severa! 
cases of this problem. 

(a) Given, the resultant and one of two components, to 
find the other component. Suppose the force P and one 

o 
tl 
a: 

1: 
i· 
I 
i 
t 
1 
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oÍ its components Q are given, and it is required to :find 
the other component. Complete the parallelogram on P 
as the diagonal and Q as one side. 
Then will O be the required com- a Q , 

I 
I ponent. 

(b) Given, the resultant and the 
direction of each of two components, 

/ 
I 

I 
I 

I 

/ 
to :find the components. I 

/ 
(e) Given, the resultant and the E------------

magnitude of each of two com
ponents, to :find the components. 

FIG.25 

Cases (b) and (e) are left for the student to solve. 
54. Verification of Newton's Second Law. - When a 

body is dropped, it falls in a verticalline with a uniformly 
increasing velocity due to the constant force of gravity. 
I f instead of being dropped it is struck a blow, it moves 
in a curved path, the resultant of the uniform motion due 
t o the blow and the accelerated motion due to gravity. 
According to N ewton's Second Law, the tim e o f falling 

should be the same in both cases 

FIG.26 

if the blowis given horizontally. 
ExPERIMENT 21.- Fasten a half

inch board, 18 in. long and 2 in. wide, 
to the top of a support by a round
headed screw passing through the mid
dle. So arrange it tha.t the board can 
turn easily in a horizontal plane. Cut 
two notches in t he upper side of the 
board, and in each of tbese place a 
marble, as A and B (Fig. 26). Strike 
the board on the side opposite B, 
and the ball A will be dropped ver

tically, striking the floor at C, while the ball B will be projected 
horizontally. As soon as B leaves the support, its path will be the 
resultant of two motions: a uniform horizoutal, and an accelerated 
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vertical motion. The path will be the curved line BD. Do the balls 
strike the fioor at the same time? 

55. Newton's Third Law.- This law is only a state
ment of what we are familiar with, as reaction. If a cup 
is struck against the edge of a table, the table reacts 
against the cup and breaks it. If a swimmer attempts 
to dive from a spring board, he makes use of both the 
elasticity and the reaction of the board. In order to jump 
far a boy must stand on something solid, so that it shall 
react against the push of his muscles. If he should 
attempt a long jump when standing upon the seat of a 
swing, he would only succeed in setting the swing in 
motion and getting a fall. 

EXPERDtENT 22.- Suspend three balls, A, B, and e (Fig. 27), by 
two cords each, from the opposite sides of a board abou!;- 3 in. wide. 

FIG. 27 

Pass the cords through spliL 
corksin the board, bymeans 
of which their length can 
be regulated and the balls 
brought into line. Draw 
the ball A to one side and 
then let it fall against B. 
The motion of A will be 
transmitted to B, from B to 
e, and as e is the last ball, 
it will be driven off a dis
tance nearly as great as that 
to which A was raised. 

The experiment can be varied by adding more balls and then Jetting 
two or more fall together. Celluloid balls are easily obtained and a.re 
excellent for the experiment. 
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56. Reflected Motion.- If the ball B is firmly helcl 1s 
when A strikes against it in Experiment 22, A will re 
rebound. This is called 1·ejlected motion, and is caused lü 
by the reaction of the body against which A strikes. If vt 
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the moving body is not elastic, the reaction of the body 
against which it strikes will fl.atten it, as, for example, when 
a ball of putty is dropped upon the fl.oor. If the moying 
body is perfectly elastic, the direction of its rebound will 
l>e such that the angle of ?·efleetion will equal the angle of 
ineidenee. This is the Law of Refleetion, and may be 
proveu iu reflected motion by the following experiment. 

EXPERIMENT 23. -Place as trip 
of board on its edge upon a table 
resting against a wall. Roll a 
ball across the table along the line 
AB (Fig. 28) against the board. 
From B, where the ball strikes, 
draw BD perpendicular to the 
board. Theu "~Yill the angle CBD 
- the angle o f reflection -be equal 
to the angle ABD- the angle of 
incidence. (The path of tbe ball 
can be readily traced by dusting 
the table with crayon dust.) 

FIG. 28 

57. Curvilinear Motion.- The path of a body whose 
motion is that imparted by a single impulsiva force, is 

rectilinear. If its motion is due 
B 

Fm.29 

to two impulsiva forces that 
bave acted upou it, its path 
will still be rectilinear; but if 
the motion dne to an impulsiva 
force is oombined with that due 
to a constant force, not acting in 
the same straight line, its path 
will be. ewrvilinear. If a stone 

is tied to a cord and swung around, a curved path is tbe 
result. If tbe cord breaks, the stone goes off in a straigbt 
line -the tangent line AB (Fig. 29); but the cord pre
vcnts this and compels it togo in the curved path ADE. 

BOADLEY'S PHYS. -4 
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58. Centrifuga! Force. - The pull which the moving 
body procluces u pon ihe cord that compels it to move in t4~ 
curved path is called centrijúgal j01·ce, and is a result of 
the inertia of the body. l'he measm·e of this force is tho 
tension on the cord. If part of the cord is repl'aced by a 
spring scalc, its reading will be a measure of this force, 
which depends upon the mass of the body, its velocity, ancl 
the radi us of the circle in which it moves. The formula is 

Centrifuga! Force = Mv2; (9) 
r 

or, (10) 

Equation 9 gives the result in absolute units, and 
Equation 10 in gravity units. ( W = weight; g = velocity 
gained in 1 sec. by a freely falling body.) 

Formula 9 can be obtainecl from a consideration of 
Fig. 30. Suppose a body of mass M to be moving 

arouncl the circle whose center is 
O, with a uniform velocity v. The 
space AB, over which it passes in 
the time t, is 8 = vt. (Formula 1, 
p. 37 or 449.) Since the time t is 
taken as a very short time, the chorcl 
ABïs practically equal to thc arc 
AB, which is the real path. The 

E distance the body is ,drawn away 
Fio. 30 from A O toward O is 

CB=AD=J¡ at2• (Formula 3, p. 38) 

Now, by geometry,* . AF =A]) x AE, 
or v2t2 = t at2 x 2 r. 

* Jf B and E are connected by a straight line, AE ··vill be the hypote
nuse of a right-angled triangle, and BD a perpendicular dropped npon it 
from the vertex of the right angle. 
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v2 
v2 = ar, and a = - · 

r 
F=Ma. 
F.=Mv2

, 
e r 

(Formula 8) 

59. E.xamples of Centrifuga! Force. - There are many 
examples of this so-called centrifuga! force. In every 
case in which the force that holds the body to the center 
is overcome, the body fues off in a direction tangent to 
the curve. The flying of mud from a.carriage wheel, the 
bursting of a grindstone, the separation of the cream from 
the milk in a dairy separator, the action of the water in a 
centrifugal drying machine, are all results of this force. 

It is on account of this tendency that a race course is 
banked to make the outside of the track the highest, and 
that on a curve the outer rail of a railroad track is higher 
than the inner rail. 

EXPERIMENT 24.-Attach to a rotating machine a fiattened glass 
globe, suspending it as in Fig. 31. Pour iuto the globe some mercury 
and colored water. Put the machine in motion, and the mercury will 

form a ring around the globe at its greatest 
diameter, as at A, while the water will form 

~;:;;;;;~==.:.. a second and smaller ring inside, as at B. 
EXPERIMENT 25.- Replace the globe by the 

o 
A B o D 

FIG. 31 FIG.32 

)te- objects shown in Fig. 32: A, a small meta! ring; B, a wooden curtain 
1 it ring- large; C, a fiat wooden disk suspended from the edge; D, a 

similar disk suspended from the middle of the side . 
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. Show by a figure that if the motion oí a body is that imparted 

by two forces not acting in the same straight Jine, one force being 

constant and the other impulsive, its path will be ¡¡. cu1·ve. 

2. Give examples of :five bodies in motion, and tell whether the 

path ot each is rectilinear or curviliuear, with reference to the earth. 

3. Suppose an express traiu to make a twenty-mile run in thirly 

minutes. Tell its probable average speed for the :first hali mile; for 

the tenth mile; for t he !ast half mile. 
4. A body moves from a conditiou of rest under the influence of 

a. constant force which gives it an acceleration of 5 ít. per second per 

secolid. (a) How far will it move in 10 sec.? (b) !Iow far in thc 

seventh second? (e) What will be its speed at the end of 10 sec. ? 

5. vVhich has t he greater momentum, a 100-lb. cannon ballmov

ing with a velocity of 1026 ft. per second, or a freight car weigbing 

30,100 Ib., moving at the rate of 15 mi. per hour? 

6. How many dynes are required to give to a mass of 3 kg. a 

velocity of 20 cm. per second in 4 sec.? 
7. A certain block of marble weighs 5 kg. at New York on a 

spring scale. To how many dynes is this equal? 

8. Ex:press in pouudals a force of 10 lb . 
9. How great a velocity will a force of 1500 pouudals, actiug for 

3 sec., give to a mass of 8 lb. ? 
10. A sailor, on a ship that is sailing at the rate of 8 mi. per 

hour, climbs from the deck to a point on the riggiug 50 ft. above in 

half a minute. Show by a :figure the path he takes through the air, 

and compute its length. 
11. Suppose three ropcs are fastened to a ring, and a boy pulls on 

the :first rope to the 11orth with a pull of 50 Ib. ; another pulls on the 

second to the east with a pull of 70 lb. ; and another pulls on the 

third rope in such a direction and with such a force as to keep the ring 

stationary. How much must the third boy pul!, and in what dircc

tion? Solve this problem graphically. 
12. A man rows a boat across a stream t of a mile wide at the rate 

of 3 mi. per hom. The cm-rent carries him downstream at the rate 

of 2 mi. per hour. How long does it take him to cross the river? 

13. Suppose the man in No. 12 wishes to proceed in a straight line 

to a point directly opposite. I n what direction must he row, and 

how long will it take him? 
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14. A trolley car going east at the rate of 12 mi. per hour meets 
a north wind having a velocity of 25ft. per second. In what direction 
does the winrl seem to meet the car, and with what velocity? 

15. Three forces act upon a movable point, one of 16 Ib. tending 
to move it north, one of 24 lb. tending to move it west, and one of 
56 Ib. tending to move ~t southeast. Find the direction and intensity 
of the resultant. What must be the direction and iutensity of a force 
tbat will keep the point from moving? 

16. Where must the evener of a wagon be fastened to the pole tbat 
one horse may draw 1200 lb., and t he other 800 lb., of every ton? 

17. A weight of 300 Ib. is suspended from a poie 10 H. long rest
ing on the shoulders ef two men. Where must it be placed that.one 
man may carry three fifths of the load ? 

18. An ocean steamer is going northeast at tbe rate of 400 miles per 
do.y (24 hours). How far north is she going per hour? llow far east? 

19. A force of 60 lb. is to be replaced by two components. One 
of them is a force of 40 lb. acting at an angle of 30° to the given 
fòrce. At what angle does the otber act, and what is its magnitude? 

20. A body that weighs 16 lb. is moving with a speed of 30 ft. 
per second in a circle the radius of which is 8 ft. Wbat pressure is 
required to keep it in its path? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1. Lay off a scale along the length of a light, stiff wooden rod, 
and suspend it from fi.xed supports by means of two spring balances 

FIG. 33 
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e and D (Fig. 33 ). Suspend a weight W from the rod. Observe the 

readings of the scales. Take a series of readings, beginning with 

the weight suspended at O di.rectly under the scale e, and tabulate 

the results in columns headed as follows : 

Dist. from O Readingof C Ronding o f D 

Make two curves on the same sheet of cross-section paper. Take 

distances of the weight W from O along the axis of X, and the read

ings of e and D along the axis of Y. These cm·ves can both go on 

one sheet without interference, and a study of the cm·ves will be 

instructiva. To get good results, the acale readiugs must be corrected 

for the readings gi ven by the rod alone before W is placed upon it. 

2. In a board about 2 ft. square, put a row of wire nails an inch 

from the edge on two adjoining sides (Fig. 34). Place a wooden peg 
A in the middle of the board, 
and from this as a center 
describe a circle 10 in. in 
diameter, and divide the cir-

FIG.34 

cumference in to degrees. To 
a brasa ring 1 in. in diameter 

FIG.35 

attach three cords by three small rings as in Fig. 35. To the other 

ends of these cords attach the spring scales B, e, and D. Fasten B 

and e to any two nails, and draw D into such a position that the 

center of the ring Ris the pegA . Read the acales and angles, and 
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from these readings construct the corresponding parallelogram of 
forces. 1\J ake the experiment with at least fi ve different positions 
oí the scales. Tbe circle and its divisions can be made directly upon 
the board or upon heavy Manilla paper. 

3· . .l\lake a circular whirliug table like the one shown in Fig. 36, 
baving across the diameter a brass wire A fixed in supports B aud C. 
Upon the wire, place two pieces of brass rod, D aml E, one weigh
ing twice as much as tbe other, with a hole driUed tbrough the middle 
of each large enough to admit the wire easily. Fasten these weights 
together with a rubber band as near the wire as possible. Draw a 
number of concentric cil·cles at measured distances from the center, on 
a disk of Manilla paper, aud tack to the 
table. Rotate the table at different speeds, 
and measure the respective distances of D 
and E by lookiug down from above and 
counting the cü·cles. Can you verify For-
mula 9 (p. 50)? When t wo bodies are 
fastened together, about what point do 
they rotate? 

FIG.36 FIG. '&1 

4. At the middle of one side of a board 2 ft. square fasten a 
block B (Fig. 37). Place this board u pon a taule by the side of a post 
or window casing, and fix a screw hook in to the post about 2ft. above 
B. Fl'Om this hook suspend a celluloid ball so that it will just touch 
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the middle of the side of block B. From a point e, just below the 
center of the ball, as a center, describe a semicircle. From e draw 
the line eo perpendicular to the face of the block. Lay off equal 
distances from O on each side of the semicircle, and connect these 

·<:. t. .~oints with e by heavy line~. On the prolongations of these lines 
· ; ~fi>om the right-hand divisions, set up pegs, P, P', etc. Fasten the ball 

toP' by a loop of thread. Place tbe eye at E, burn tbe thread with 
a match, and notice the direction in which the ball rebounds. Repeat 
at different positions. Is the angle of reflectien equal to the angle of 
incidence ? 

li. WORK AND ENERGY 

60. Work. - Whenever a force acts upon a body in 
such a way as to movè it, or to modify its motion, 
work is said to be done. However great the force used, 
no work is done unless the body is moved. A mau going 
upstairs, a boy playing ball, and a steam engine lifting 
coal from a mine, are all doing work. 

61. Measurement of Work. - Since force and motion 
are required in work, the formula may be written 

Work = Jf'S. (11) 

There are four units of w01·k, as follows : 

Absolute Units 

I. The erg is the work done by the force of one dyne 
acting through a distance of one centimeter. 

U. The foot poundal is the work done by a force of 
one poundal acting through a distance of one foot. 

GTavity Units 

III. The kílogrammete1· is the work done in raising one 
kilogram one meter vertically against the force of gravity. 

IV. The foot pound Ü¡ the work done in c:aising oue 
pound one foot vertically against the force of gravity. 
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The erg is the unit generally used in scienti:fi.c work. 
1 million ergs = 1 me gal erg. The foot pound is t~\14W1 \ • D . 
used in engineering work. fj/ D. p c<l0 

T ABLE OF EQuiVALENTS AT NEw YonK.Jí · ~~ 
1 pound = 32.16 poundals. O 1 < 
1 foot pound =

1
32.16 foot pounda.ls. 9,\ Cj 

1 pounda.l = 32.16 pound = t oz. nea.rly. ~ Mrx :n:;; ~ 
1 gram = 980 dynes. 6>~ '-JVú\Jl ··Q; 
1 kilogra.mmeter = 98,000,000 ergs. ~Q'[D~· 

Referring t o Formula 11, we see that if a man lifts a 
stone weigbing 100 lb. 2~ ft. higb, the work done is 
100 x 2f = 250 foot poun<.ls, and that if au engine raises 
12 kg. 20 m. high, the work done is 12 x 20 = 240 kilo
grammeters. 

62. Time is not an Element in Work.-Too great stress 
cannot be put upon the statement that the time employed 
in doing a certain amount of work has nothing whatever 
to do with t he amount of work done. The dealer who 
pays a lump sum for the unloading of a boat load of coal, 
pays for that alone, and not for the time that may be 
consumed by the use of au imperfect hoisting machine. 

63. Time: Rate of Work: Horse Power. - The work done 
in a given t ime, divided by the time, is the average rate 
of doing work, or power. A rate of 33,000 foot pounds 
per minute constitutes 1 lwrse powe1·. An engine that 
can lift 19,800 lb. 100 ft. vertically in 1 hour can do 
19800 x 100 

60 
33,000 ft. lb. of work per minute. llence 

H.P. = Foot pounds . 
33000 x minutes 

(12) 

64. Energy. - If a ball weighing 20 lb. is raised to a 
shelf 10ft. high, 200 foot pounds of work have been done 
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upon it, and it is now in a position to do work, as can 
readily be seen by dropping it from the shelf. 'l'he wind
ing of a watch gives to its coiled spring energy enough to 
run the watch for an en tire day. So we may say that 
ene1·gy is tlte capacity for doing work. 

65. Potent ial Energy. - The energy which a body has 
by virtue of its position is called potential ene1-gy. The 
measure of the potential energy of a body is the work 
that has been done upon it to give it its position, and we 
can write as its formula, P .E. = FS. As the work is 
usually employed in raising a weight, or working against 
gravity, the formula can be written 

P.E. = Wh, (13) 

in which h is the vertical distance passed over by W, and 
the result is in units of work. 

66. Kinetic Energy.-The energy that a body has by 
virtue of its velocity is called kinetic energy. The work 
that has been done on a body to give it a certain velocity 
is a measure of its kinetic energy. We have already 
learned that work =force x distance, and that force= 
mass x acceleration ; hence we may write as an expres
sion of kinetic energy, 

KE. = .F'S, = MaS. 
v2 

But (.Formula 4), 8 = 
2 

a ; 

and since M = W: 
g 

hence KE. = t Mv2, 

Wv2 

KE. =-. 
2g 

(14) 

(15) 
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In this formula g is the acceleration of gravity, or 1: 

Wv2 r 
32.16 ft., so the formula may be written KE. = 

64
.
32 

t 
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when the mass is gi ven in pounds a nd the resolt is 
required in foot pounds. 

67. The Transformation of Energy.- The pendulum 
affords a ready means of showing tllat potential energy 
may be changed into kinetic, and 
vice versa. Let a ball .A be sus
pended by a cord from a fixed 
point P (Fig. 38). The ball 
when at rest wíll take the posi
tion .A, where, since it is at rest e 

p 

. . 
B 

at. its lowest point, it has neither El __________ :a ____ :_ ____ lD 
potential nor kinetic energy. In FIG. 38 
order to move it to B, work 
must be done on it equivalent to raising it through the 
vertical distance IJB. At Bit has potential energy only, 
and if it is allowed to swing, it wíll move down the arc, 
losing pote.ntial energy and gaining kinetic, until it reaches 
.A, when its energy will all be kinetic and sufficient to carry 
it up the other branch of the arc to the point (},a distance 
OE above the horizontal line, practically equal to IJB; 
and here its energy is again all potential. 

The kinetic .energy of the pendulum is employed in 
raising it against the force of gravity and restoring its 
potential energy. The case of a rifle ball striking against 
a stone wall is somewhat different. The motion of the 
ball is stopped and its kinetic energy is transformed chiefly 
into mechanical work and beat, for the ball itself is shat
tered, the wall is defaced, and ü the velocity is very great, 
beat enough is produced to melt part of the ball. 

The potential energy stored in coal may be transformed 
into beat energy by combustion, this into kinetic energy, 
if applied to a boiler and steam engine, and this into elec
trical energy, if the engine is used to turn a dynamo. 
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68. The Conservation of Energy. - When a ball is :fired 
from a. rifle, none of the energy that is developed by the 
combustion of the powder is lost, but it is all transformed 
into other forms of energy. Both the rifle and the ball 
are put in motion, producing kinetic energy ; the air is 
thrown into vibration, producing sound; the ether is 
thrown into vibration, producing light ; and to these 
results must be added the heat of the combustion. The 
sum of all these is eq ual to the potential energy of the 
powder, and there is no loss. 

By extending the consideration to all kinds of trans
formation of energy, scientists ha ve reached the conclusion 
that energy can neither be created n01· destroyed, and hence 
that the total amount of energy in tl~,e unive1·se is constant. 

III. GRA VITATION AND GRA VITY 

69. Law of Universal Gravitation. - Gravitation is the 
name given to the mutual attraction between different 
bodies of matter. The matter considered may be two 
books lying on a ta.ble, or two stars separated by millions 
of miles. The attraction is universal, and the L aw of 
Unive1·sal G1·avitation may be stated as follows : .Eve1'!J 
pa1·ticle of matte1· in the unive1·se attracts eve·ry otlut 
pm·ticle witJ¿ a force that va1·ies dú·ectly as the p1·oduct 
of tAe masses of the pa1·ticles and inversely as the squa1·e of 
the distance between them. This leads to the formula which 
is applicable to all mutual attractions, and which can be 
written 

(16) 

in which a is the unit of attraction ; i.e. the attraction 
between two units of mass at a uuit's distance. 
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Whenever two attractions are compared, they are usually 
of the same kind; hence we may write the proportion 

MM' 1}1[" M'" 
Fo: F' o=---¡¡:-: (d')2 . 

The momenta given by mutual attraction to the two 
bodies between which the attraction acta, are equal. A 
man standing in a rowboat and pulling on a rope that is 
fast to a sloop moves the boat faster than the sloop, but 
only becctuse its mass is much less. The momentum im
parted to the sloop is equal to that given to the rowboat. 

70. Gravity.- While the term gravitation is applied 
to the universal attraction existing between 
particles of matter, the more restricted term 
gravity is appliecl to the attraction that exists 
between the earth and bodies upon or near its 
surface. The law gi ven above applies to it, 
and it acts along the straight line connecting 
the center of the earth and the center of mass 
of the body. This line is called a verticalline 
or sometimes a plumb line (from the Latin 
word pl~¿mbum, which means "lead "),as it is 
frequently determined by suspending a mass 
of lead, the plumb bob, at the end of a cord 
(Fig. 39). 

71. Weight.- The force of gravity acting on a 
body is measured by its weigltt, therefore weight 
may be defined as tlte rneasure of the mutual at

Fro. 39 

t?·action tltat exists between tlte earth and a body on or near 
its surf(we, or, more brietly, the measltre of tlw earth's attrac
tionjo?· a body. 

Since the polar diameter of the earth is 2Gk miles less 
than the equatorial, it is evident that the weigbt of a body 
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will vary with the latitude as well as with the elevation 
above the sea level. The weight of a bouy carried from 
the eq uator toward either pole is increased by two causes : 
(1) the dee1·ease in its distance from the center, and 
(2) the decrease in the centrifuga! force of the earth's 
rotation; for since a body on the equator moves with a 
velocity of more than a thousand miles per hour, the cen
trifuga! force is :rh of the force of gravity, while at the 
poles it is zero. Should the earth rotate 17 times as fast 
as it now does, bodies at the equator would lose all their 
weight. 

• 72. Weight above the Surface.- The maximum weight 
of a body is at the surface of the earth. If a body is 
removed above the sea level, as on the top of a mountain, 
or in a balloon, the distance d between it and the center 
of the earth is increased, and by reference to Formula 16 
we see that its weight is diminished. The relation be
tween weight at the sm·face and weight above the sm·face 
may be expressed by the proportion 

w: w = ¿p. : IJ2, (17) 
in which W is the weight at the surface; w, the weight 

E 

H 
F IG.40 

one direction, 

above the surface ; IJ, the distance 
from the center to the surface of the 
earth ; and d, the distance of the body 
from the earth's center. 

73. Weight below the Surface.- If 
we consider tbe weight of a body at 
A (Fig. 40), below the earth's surface, 
we shall see that the attraction is now 
divided. The part of the earth above 
the line BIJ tends to draw the body in 

while the part below tends to draw it in 
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another. The resultants of all these forces act in the line 
EH, the attrJ.ction of the part BIJE being opposite to that 
of the part BIJH, and the final result
ant is the difference of these attrac
tions. l t can be proved that this 
difference is the same as the attrac
tion of a globe whose center is at O, 
and whose radius is OA. In other 
words, the resultant attraction of the 
ring of matter outside of A is zero 
(Fig. 41). H ence we can write 

FIG.41 

W:w=IJ:d, (18) 

in which W and IJ bave the same meaning as before, 
while w is the weight of the body below tbe surface, and d 
is its distance from the center of the earth. 

74. Center of Gravity. - The attraction of gravity on 
any body tends to draw its partides toward one point, 
and hence, strictly speaking, the directions of these forces 
are not parallel. As the radius of the earth is very large, 
however, compared with the size of any object which is 

H 

p 

FIG. 42 

.,... ·· · •trr·-r:t·"-

weighed, their divergence 
from parallel lines is, prac
tically, not measurable . 
The point of application 
of all the parallel forces 
that make up the weight 
of a body is its center of 
gravity, center of mass, or 
centet· of ine1·tia. 

EXPERIMENT 26.-Fit in a 
small wooden handle (or in a 
fixed support), two " ires (Fig. 
42): one, A, straight, and the 
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other, R, bent twice at right angles. In a piece of thin board C of any 

shape, bore holes D and E in two corners. Suspend the board by oue 

of these holes D frorn the wire B, a.nd frorn A suspend a plumb line. 

See tha.t D is exactly halved by the plumb line when at rest, and 

mark a point F opposite the line. Suspend the board from the hole 

E, and 111ark the point G. Draw lines DF and EG, aud thei.r inter

section O will determine the ceuter of gravity. Test the accuracy 

of the work by making a hole at O and rotating on the end of A. 

ExPERIMENT 27.- Find, in the same way, the centers of gt·avity 

of a triangle, a square, a rectangle, and a cil·cle. 

In the above cases the center of gravity is midway be

tween the two sm·faces at the point O. It would still be 

at O, if the thickness of the board were infinitely reduced; 

hence we may speak of the center of gravity of a surface. 

The center of gravity of any body may be found by sus

pending it successively from two points and finding the 

intersection of the lines of direction from those points 

of support to the center of the earth. The center of 

gravity is frequently outside t he substance of the body, 

as in the case o f a ring. 

75. Equilibrium. - Pierce a disk of cardboard with two 

holes, one at the center, and the other near the edge. 

FIG. 43 

Suspend it on a peg P (Fig. 43), from the hole near t he 

edge, and it will take the position A, such that the center 

will lie in the vertical line below P. If the disk is moved, 
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the center of gravity will be raised, ancl the disk will t end 
to return to its fi rst position. This condition is that of 
stable equilibrium. 

If the disk is placed in position B, and a slight push is 
given to it, the center of gravity will be lowered, and the 
disk will tend to go farther from its position. This is 
the condition of unstable equilibrium. 

Place the clisk in position a. Set it in motion, and the 
center of gravity neither rises nor falls, and the disk 
comes to rest in one position as well as another. This is 
the condition of neutral equilibrium. 

76. Stability.- When a body is in a condition of stable 
equilibrium, a verticalline from the center of gravity will 
fall within the base of sup- G 

port, and in order that a ,. 
1l 

body may bave great stabil- ,,·'¡ 
1

. 
ity the base must be large 
and the center of gravity .' : 
low. A pyramid fulfills both / ¡ 

ID 'O 
these conditions. The cen- .r----1#--
ter of gravity of a pyramid / ¡ 

,,' i 
(lí'ig. 44, for example) is a ,/ F 

point (O) on a line ( GF) (I 
joining t he vertex and the L-------~ 
center of gravity of the A 

base and at a distance from 
FIG.44 

the base of! the length of the line (that is, a F= l G F) . 

77. Work Done in Overturning a Body. - The work 
that must be done to overtum a body is a uieasure of its 
stability. When a cylinder lies upon its side, the only 
work necessary to overturn it is to overcome the friction 
between it and the surface upon which it lies, since the 

llOADLEY'S PflYS.- 5 
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center of gravity moves in a horizontal line. If, however, 
tbe body is a cube, the center of gravity is raised a dis

f c!.... •••. L------- --e I~ 8 
\._ _ _/ 

tanca ab every tim e i t is 
turned over, and the work 
done is just the same as 
would be done in lifting 
the cube through the 
height ab (Fig. 45) . 

A brick lying on a 
table upon its side has 
greater stability than one 

standing on end. The work necessary to overturn it in 
each case· is expressed by the formula Work = W x ab. In 
both cases shown in Fig. 46 the highest position of the 

~---~J! --- ~- () 
L_ ___ _ 

FIG.~ 

FIG. 4ó 

center of gravity is the same, but the original heights 
above the table are unequal, and so the product W x ab 

is greater in A than in B. 

ExPERIMENT 28.- Get a brass ball such as is used on the ends 
oi curtain peles. Remove the screw and enlarge the hole so that it 
is large enough t{) pour in a little melted lead. Pour the lead in when 
the ball is fixed in position A . Put the ball in any other position, as 
B, and since a verticalline from the center of gravity C does not fall 
within the base D, the ball will roll and the center of gravity will 

faJl unti! it reaches the lowest possible positior., when a vertical 

fi 

I 
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line from e will fall within the base of support, and the ball 
will be in a condition of stable equilibrium. 

B A 

The principie of this experiment is applied in making 
one kind of oil cans. The 
ordinary form is conical 
(.Fig. 48, A), and if it is 
overturnecl the oil escapes. 
But when the base is made 
in the form of a hemi
sphere and loaded with a 

FIG.48 

little lead in the bottom (a), the can will always right 
itself and the oil will be retained. 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. How many ergs of work are done when a .force of 126 dynes 
acts over a space of 3 m.? 

2. Suppose a force of 16 poundals acts over a space of 121 ft. How 
much work is done? 

3. Find the number of kilogrammeters of work done, when a. 
force of 35 kg. acts over 143 m. 

4. How much work is done when a force of 93 Ib. acts over 114ft.? 
5. A stone 10 ft. long, 6 ft. wiòe, and 2.5 ft. thick, weighing 160 

lb. per cubic foot, is lying on its si de. How much work must be done 
to place it on its side on the top of a wall12 ft. high? 

6. A mau weighing 160 lb. carries a hod and mortar weighing 
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75 lb. from the ground to a scaffold 24 ft. high, every 10 min. Ilow 
much work does he do in 4 hr.? 

7. How much work must be done to raisc 120 long tons of coa! 
from a mine 216 f t. deep? What must be t.hc ll.P. o f an euginc to 
do it i n 4 hr. if the friction of the machinery increases the work 
10 per cent? 

8. A cylindrica.l well, 4 ft. in diameter and 7'2 ft. deep, has 16 ft. 
of water in it. \\'hat must be the II.P. of au engine to empty the 
well in 40 roin., the weight of water being 62.5 Ib. per e ubic foot? 

9. A standpipe 60 ft. high and 16 ft. in diameter is to be filled 
with water b·om a lake the sm·face of which is 8 ft. below the base 
of the standpipe. Ilow long will it take a 10-H.P. eugine to fill it? 

10. A block of stone weighing 125 Ib. is lying upon the ground. 
llow much work does a man do who places it upon a post 3 ít. high? 
Ilow much potential energy does it then have? 

11. What is the kinetic energy of a 200-lb. cannon ball moviug at 
the rate of 1164 ft. per second? 

12. A ball weighing 25 kg. is rolling at the rate of 4 m. per second. 
What is its kinetic energy? 

13. Which is greater, the attraction of the earth for a pound of 
iron, or the attraction of t.he pound of iron for the earth? 

14. Suppose three balls weighing respectively 6, 10, and 18 Ib. to 
be placed at the distances represented in Fig. 49. Suppose the attrac
tion betweeu A and B to be 7!, what will the attractiou be between 
A and G'l Between B and G? 

6lbs. 

A 

B 

10 lbs. 
15ft. 

FIG. 49 

o 
18lbs. 

15. What effect will it have upon the attraction ~etwcen two 
bodies to increase the distance between them Irom 3 ft. to 9 .rt..? To 
diminish it from 3 ft. to 1 ft. ? 

_I 
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16. The weight of a body at the surface of the earth is 246 Ib. 
What would be its weight if it were 1000 mi. above the earth's surface? 

17. A wooden rod R to 
which t here is attached a 
wire bent into the form 
of a semicircle and ha1•ing 
a weight 1V attacbed at 
the other end, will, when 
placed on the end B, swing 
back and forth. Why? 

18. A mau standing 
with his back against a 
vertical wall cannot pick 
up a11ything from the floor 
in front of him without 
falling. "\Yhy? 

w 

Fio. 50 

1!J. A stone 4 ft. long, 3 ft. wide, and 2 ft. Lhick is lying on its 
siue. The weight of Lhe stone is 166 lb. per cubic foot. How much 
work must be done to turn it u pon its edge? Ilow much to set it on 
end? 

20. A flagpole 100 ft. high is to be raised. It weighs 5! tons, and 
ihe center of gravity is 32 ft. from the base. How many foot pouuds 

of work are required Lo raise it? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1. Prepare two triangular boards as nearly alike as possible and 
about 2 ft. long (Fig. 51). Find the center of gravity of each, and 

Fro. 51 

over it make a ch·cle oí black ink on the 
wood, as at C. In the base DE of one 
of the boards bore three half-inch holes 
and run them full o[ lead. Determine 
tbe center of gravity L of this board with 
its load, and make a circle of red ink 
over it. l\lake a like cit·cle in the same 
place on the triangle ABF. Take each 
board by the vertex [{ or F, and toss 
it into the air with a whirl;ng motion. 
What is tbe appearance of the circle C 
or L on eacb '/ Why? 
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2. Tnrn, on n. ln.tho, o. top Jike A (Fig. 52). Bore two holes, one 
in thu humisphere ni B, and one in Lhe bandle at C. Pour melted 

lead iuto B, and cut a piece from a brass 
D rod D, so that it will just fit into the hole 

c=::::'Zil C. Proportion Lhe weights of the lead B 

A 

FIO. 62" 

nnd the brnss rod D, so that when D is 
placed in e the top wlll sto.y as in the 
figure. Why will it uot sto.y in that posi-
tion when D is not in C? 

3. l\lako two wooden oylinders, A o.nd B, about an inch in diame
t.or nud 3 in. loug. Drill o. hole near the edge of .A and parallel to its 
length. Fit Lightly into it 
a pioco oí brnss rod. Roll 
A nnd B both noross the 
t.nblo nntl oxplo.in the differ
enco in thoir motion. Show 
by o. dro.wing the movement 
of the oen ter o f gro.vity in 
ench caSt'. 

00 
F ro. 63 

4. Tho conter oí grn.vity of a number of bodies rigitlly connected 
mo.y be determined by considering the weigbt of each body as a paral-

B 

lel force applied at its center of 
gravity, and then finding the 
point of application of the re
sultant of these forces. Sup
pose three parallel forces, P, 

Cf"#.:=.....---++-+---t'ï) . .A Q, and S, to be applied at 
three points, .A, B, and C, rig-

R' P idly connected, as in Fig. 54. 
The resultant R' of P and 

Q will equal P + Q, and its 
point of application will be at 
a point D, determined by the 
proportion 

.AD: DB = Q: P . 

or 

• · . .AD: .AB = Q : P + Q, 

.AD=.AB x Q_ 
P+Q 

Now connect D with C, and the 
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three fon:es P, Q, and S are replaced by tbe two forces S and R1• 

Fínd in the sarne way the poiot of application E of their resultant, 
aud tbis will be the center of gravít:f 
of the system. 

To do IÀÚ experimentaliy, ,;eled 
a board of uniform thick:nes.s, and 
cnt from it a triangular piece, as ÍD 

F"tg. 55. Bore lhree holes of differ-
ent sizes, A, B, and C, near the 
augJes. Determine the center of 
gramy of the board by calculation. 
Fill the boles with lead plugs, weigh
iug each oue. llalre a drawíng oí 

FIG. 55 

o 
A 

the board and the location of the ptngs and determíne the center of 
grarity by coru;trnction. Put a screw eye in tbe board at tbe point 

fonnd.. Does tbe board bang horizoutally? 

I 'V. F .AI.L.ISG BO DIES 

78. Accelerated :Motion. - "Whenever a body is moving 
under the infiuence of a con:;tant force. the resulting motion 
is un.iformly accelerated. If we let a represent the accel
eration of such a body, and Vits \elocity at the beginning, 

we can write:-
V elocity at the end of 1 sec. = V + a, 
V elocity at the end of 2 sec. = V + 2 a, 

\ elocity at the end of 3 sec. = I + 3 a, 

V elocity at the end of t sec. = V + ta, 

or t1 = I+ at, (19) 

a formula that di:ffers from Formula 2 only in suppos

ing an initial nlocity. 
The constant force with which we are most familiar is 

the force of granty; hence. as an illnstration of the effect 
of constant forces. we study the motion of a falling body. 

79. A Freely Falling Body ; Resistance of the Air.
A body that is mo,ing under the influence of gravity 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

: 
I 
I 

! 
! 
I 

: 
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alone is a freely falling body. This cond.ition can be 
obtained only in a vacuum, as the air constantly o:ffers 
a resistance to the passage of any body through it . 

ExP E Rii\f ENT 29.-Trim a sheet of stiti paper about 5 x 7 in., a 
cork, and a small shot, till all are of the same weight. · Drop them 
from the same height at exactly the same time, and notice when they 
strike the fioor. Since they all haYe the same weight, the force tend
ing to give them motion is the same, but as they present different 
amounts of surface to the air, the resistance of the air varies. Th.i.s 

Fio. 56 

resistance acts in an opposite d.i.rection to gravity, 
and the resultant is the difference between them. 
Jf the sheet of paper is let fall when it is flat, it will 
slide down on the air in various directions, but if 
an inch of its edge is turned up at an angle, it will 
fall very steadily. 

EXPERDIENT 30. - Drop two balls of the same 
size, one of brass and one of wood, from a height of 
20 ft. or more. They reach the grouud at practi
cally the same time. Why'! 

Experiment 29 showed the effect of the resist
ance of the air. In order to avoid this, we make 
rue of a long glass tu be closed at one end and hav
ing a stopcock at the other. Put in this tube a 
small shot aud a feather. On inverting the tube 
quickly the shot will be seen to fall much more 
rapidly than the feather. On repeating the experi
ment after exhausting the air from the tube by au 
air pump the two objects are seen to fall at tbe same 
time. 

80. Measuring the Velocity of Falling Bodies.- (a) Tlte 
IJireet Metlwd consists of cb:opping a small ball of some 
heavy material from the top of a tower - like a shot 
tower - and determining by actual measUI·ement where 
it strikes a support at the end of the :first second, second 
second, etc. One of the difficulties connected with this 
method is the height of tower required, since fo,. a fall of 
3 sec. the tower would need to be about 145 ft. high. 
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(b) Galileo's Method.-In all other methods the velocity 

of the falling body is reduced in some way. Galileo 

accomplished this by letting a ball roll down an inclined 

plane. If the length of the plane is made great in com-

.-1 

Fio. 57 

parison with the height, the component of the weight that 

tends to roll the ball down the plane is only a small part 

of the weight itself. This is shown by comparing ad with 

'ab, in Fig. 57 (see case b, p. 47). If the experiment is 

TABLE A 

TiUHl in Velocity at end Spa.ce pnssed over Whole space 

seconds o f second durlng the second passed over 

1 2d d d 

2 4d 3d 4d 

3 6d 5d. 9d 

4 Sd 7d 16d 

carefully made, the results will be such as are shown in 

Table A, since the resistance of the air is slight. Let d 

rcpresent the space passed over in the first second, and it 
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will be found that the entire distance passed over at the 
end of 2 sec. is 4 times as much, at t he end of 3 sec. 
9 times as much, etc. These observed results are shown 
in column 4 of Table A, from which it is a simple matter 
to obtain the values shown in column 3. Since the force 
is a constant one, the acceleration is constant, and is the 
dllference between any two successiva values in column 3, 
or 2 d. The acceleration 2 d in turn gi ves the values in 
column 2. 

If now we make a second table, replacing the accelera
tion 2 d by a, we ha ve Table B, from which we get 

TADLE B 

t v s 

1 a lx~a 

2 2a 3x~a 

a 3a 5x~a 

4 4a 7x~a 

t v=at ~~at21rl) 

s 
lx~a 

4x~a 

9x~a 

16x~a 

S=~ at• 

Formulas 2, 3, and 6 for 
bodies moving under a 
constant force. By in
creasing the proportional 
height of the plane the 
velocity of the ball is . 
increased, until, when 
the plane becomes verti
cal, the ball is no longer 

a rolling but a falling body. The relation between the 
acceleration of a ball rolling down an inclined plane and 
that of a falling body is expressed by t he proportion 
g: a= L: H, in which g is t he acceleration due to gravity, 
and L and H the length and height of the plane, r espec-

tively. From this g =a xL · 
H 

Replacing a in Formulas 2, 3, and 6 by g, we have the 
formulas for falling bodies : 

v=gt, 

8 = i g (2 t - 1 ), 

8 = !-gt2• 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 
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The val u e of g for N ew York is 32.16 ft. or 980 cm. 
Making this substitution, these formulas may be written 

v = 32.16 t or v = 980 t, 
8 = 16.08 (2t -1) or s= 490 (2t -1), 
S= J6.08t2 or S= 490 t2

• 

These formulas are very important, and should be famil
iar to every student. 

(e) Atwood' 8 Method. - In this method a piece of 
apparatus called Atwood's machine is used, in which the 
velocity is reduced by fastening two weights, which differ 
but little in amount, to the ends of a 
cord passing over a pulley. In prac
tice, the friction is made as little as 
possible, by resting the axle upon fric-
tion wbeels, and the cord is made of 
light silk. Let W and W' (Fig. 58) 

p 

1--R 
;l2i0g. 
TV 

f-¡r,-,'--
~1 

2i0 g. I 

w' 
4J 

Rlder JOg. 

FIG. IS8 

be two weights each of 240 g. Since 
tbey tend to turn the pulley P in op
posite directions, the system will be in 
equilibrium. If now the weight W is 
raised until it rests upon a shelf S and 
a rider weighing 10 g. is slipped over 
the cord and placed upon W, the equilib
rium will be destroyed, and the system 
will begin to move as soon as the shelf 
S, which is hinged, is dropped. Since 
the whole weight is 490 g., and since 
it is put in motion by the pull of a 10-g. weight, the 
velocity will be only -(-g of that of a freely falling body; 
hence a comparatively short distance is required for its 
fall during a number of seconds. The length of time 
tbat tbe force is acting to move the weigbt is regulated 

I 

I 

I 

,I 
I 

l 
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by t he position of the movable ring R, whlch is so 
arranged that the weight will pass through, but the 
rider be taken off. Tho times between the release of 
the weight, the taking off of the rider, ancl the striking 
of the weight upon the shelf S' are taken by means of 
a metronome, or of a pendulum beating seconds, ancl from 
these data a table similar to Table A is found. 

81. Graphical Analysis of a Falling Body. - The motion 
of a falling body can be analyzed graphica.lly as in Fig. 

A 
Sforlsec.=l (ig) :~ 

o=g o 

Sfor2sec=4(ig) -~G 

Sfor8aec.=9(ig) - ¡D 

S fort IICC=lG(ig) - Ej 

' in lat acc.=l (i g) 

I In 2d I'!C.-=3 (i g) 

• In (th oec='l (i g) 

v=t g • • In 6th acc=9 (i g) 

Sfor6-.=(jg) - ;1" 

S forG•ec.=36 (ig) G 
Fra. 59 

59. Draw a vertical line 
and take a certain distance 
AB, from the top of the 
line .A., as the distance 
the body falls the first sec
ond, equal to f g. Meas
ure from B twice this 
distance to represent the 
velocity gained during the 
first second. Make this 
a heavy line and extend 
a light line to O, a point 
f g further on. Then will 
BO be made up o f two 
part,s, o ne of w hich is the 
velocity gained during the 
:first second, and the other 
the distance it falls due to 

gravity acting on it for the second second. Points JJ, .E, 
etc., may be found in a similar manner. 

82. Projectiles. - (a) B adies th1·own Jiorizontally. -
The path of a projectile may be obtained by com bining the 
uniform motion clue to the impulsive force with the mo(,ion 
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due to the force of gravity; and since gravity is a constant 
force, the body will generally move in a curved path. 
The path of a body thrown horizontally may be constructed 
graphically as follows (neglecting the resistance of the 
air). Take the axes as in Fig. 60. Let x represent 
ho1:izontal motion ancl y ver-
tical motion. Suppose the 
horizontal velocity is 50 ft. 
per second. Compute the 
values of 8 from the for
mula 8 = ~ gt2, and deter
mine the position of the 
projectile at the end of each 11 

second. A curve joining the 
posi tions will be the path re
quired and will be found to 
be a parabola. 

(b) Bo dies thrown Verti
cally Upwa1·d. - When a 
body is rising against the 
force of gravity, the loss in 
its velocity is the same as 

\ 
\ 
\ 

FIG. 60 

its gain in velocity when falling; i . e. 32.16 ft. per second, 

if we neglect the resistance of the air. Hence if a body 
is thrown vertically upward with a velocity of 64:32 ft., 
it rises for 2 sec., when its velocity is zero and it begins 
to fall. It then falls for 2 sec., and reaches the ground 
with its original velocity of 64.32 ft. The time during 
which a body will rise when thi"own vertically upward 

v 
may be expressed by the formula t = -· 

g 
(e) Boclies thrown at an Angle.-When a body is 

thrown aL an angle, the velocity with which it is thrown 

I 

' 

: 
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in any direction may be considered a velocity of which 
the horizontal aud vertical velocities are components. 
If in Fig. 61 AB represents the velocity with which a 
ball is thrown, the components A a and AD will re pre-

FIG. 61 

sent the horizontal 
and vertical veloci
ties respectively. 
The angle BA a is 
the angle of eleva
tion, and the dis

tance AE is the range. In the foregoing formulas no 
allowance has been made for the resistance of the air, 
but its effect upon the form of the path is shown in 
Fig. 61. Show what its effect would be in cases a and 
b of this section. 

V. THE PENDULUM 

83. Simple Pendulum.-The ideal simple pendulum is 
one in which a heavy material particle is hung from a 
:fixed point with a weightless cord. I t is impossible 
to make such a pendulum, but we get nearly the required 
conditions by suspending a 
small ball by a light thread. O 

84. Motion of a Pendu
lum. - Whenever a pendu
lum, as OA (Fig. 62), is 
moved out of its position 
of rest to any other posi
tion, as OB, it will, on be
ing released, go back to A 

A 

FIG.62 

anti, owing to tbe kinetic energy developed by its fall, 
go on to the position a. This to and fro movement once 
over its path and back is called an osaillatio·,¿ or vibl'a-
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tion; and the distance that A moves from its position of 
rest,-AB or A O,- is the amplitude o f the oscillation. 
In order to find the force that causes the pendulum to 
move o ver this path, we m ust find two components o f the 
force of gravity BJJ, one, BE, which produces a pressure 
on the point of suspension O, and the other, BF, which acts 
at a right angle to BE and is the force requirecl. This 
force is gi ven by the formula.BF = BJJ sinA OB. 

ExPEltiMENT 31. - From 
some form of support suspend 
four pendulums made by fas
tening lead balls to the ends 
of strong threads. Make two 
of them 1 m. long, one 50 cm., 
and the other 25 cm. Meas
ure the distance from the point 
of suspension to the middle of 
each ball. Vibra.te pendulums 
A and B. Do two pendulums 
of the same length vibra.te in 
thesa.me time? Vibra.te A a.nd 
B so tha.t one swings about 
twice as far as the other. Do 
they still vibrate iu the same 
time? Vibrate B and C. B 
Does a pendulum hali as long Fm. 63 

as another vibrate in half the 
time? Vibrate B and D. What is the relation between the tim e of 
vibration of one pendulum and that of another one fourth its length? 

85. Laws of the Pendulum. - From an extension of the 
above experimenL it is found that the relation between 
the time of vibration of a pendulum and its length may 
be expressed by the formula 

t=2~, (23) 
g 
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in which t is the time of one complete vibra.tion, and l is 
the length of the pendulum. 

Another pendulum of length Z' will vibrate in the same 

place in the tim e t'= 2 7r~, and we get the relaLion be
g 

tween these times by the proportion 

t : t'= -v'l :Vii. (24) 

86. The Seconds Pendulum is one which makes a half 
oscillation in one second. Its length varies with the value 
of g, and may be found for any place by substituting 2 for 
t and the value of g for that place in Formula 23 and 
solving for l . 

. l - .!L. . . - n-2 

The value of g at Philadelphia is 980.18 cm. Hence 
the length of the seconds pendulum there is 

l = 980.18 = .993 . 
(3.1416)2 m 

87. The Compound Pendulum. - Any body suspended 
so as to vibrate in a vertical plane under the influence o.f 
gravity alone is a compound pendulum. The form usually 
used for practica! pm·poses is that of a metallic bob sus
pended by a thin wire. The bob is made lens-shaped or 
thin on the edges, to offer less resistance to the air, and is 
arranged so that it can be raised or lowered on the wire 
to regulate the length of the pendulum. 

88. Length of t he Compound Pendulum. -ExPERIMENT 32. 
-l!'rom a suitable support (Fig. 64) suspend five pendulums; A, B, 
and C being of wood, and shaped as in the figure. Vibrate them in 
pairs. Do tbey vibrate in the same time? They ru·e all of the same 
length as sticks; are tbey of the same length as pendulums? Vibrate 
each one with D, changing the length of the Jatter unLil they vibrate 

.'t l 
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in the same time. Which is the shortest as a pendulum? Which is 
the lougest? N ow take the 
end of the pendulum E,
which is made by cutLing 
gashes in shot and pinching 
them u pon a thread,- draw 
it aside aud let it swing. Do 
the shot form a straight liue 
or a cul've? Why? 

89. Axis of Suspen
sion. Center of Oscil
lation. - ExPERI MEN'l' 33. 
- Cut a stick about 3 ft. 
long, 2 in. wide, and hali 
an inch thick, and bore a 
quarter-inch hole through ]jJ 

it near one end. Drive in 
a piece of dowel pin for an 
axis, and suspend it as in FIG. 64 
A (Fig. 65). Set it vibrat-
ing, and determine its length as a pendulum by comparison with 
the simple pendulum D. Mark off this length BC from B, and put a 

second pin through at C. Invert 
the pendulum and vibrate from 
e, and it will be found to vibrate 
in the same time as before. 

D 

FJG.65 

HOADLEl' 1S l'Ul'S. - 6 

The axis at B is the axis 
of suspension. The point 
a is the cente1' of oscillct
tion, and the experiment 
brings out the important 
fact that the axis of sus
pension and center of oscil
lation are inte1·changeable. 

90. The Determination of 
g.-By making the axes in 
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the shape of knife e<.lges it is possible io measure the 
length of this form of pendulum (Kater's) very accurately. 
The distance between the knife edges bei1;1g the length of 
a simple pendulum that vibrates in the same time, it can 
be substituted for l in Formula 23, from which 

g=4-rr-2l. 
t2 

Substituting also the time t determined by experiment, 
the value of g is determined. 

91. Uses of the Pendulum. - The most commou use of 
the pendulum is as a timekeeper. Since the vibrations 
are performed in equal intervals of time, or are isochro
nous, all that is needed is to make the to-and-fro motion of 
the pendulum rcgulate the rotary motion of the hands. 
This is done by the use of an escapement by means of 
which each complete vibration lets one tooth of a cogwheel 
escape, so tbat if the wheel has 20 teeth it will rotate once 
while the pendulum vibrates back and forth 20 times. In 
order that the times of vibration may be equal, the length 
must always be the same, and corrections must be made 
for the changes in length due to changes of temperature. 
In most pendulums this is done by moving the bob up or 
clown by nieans of a nut running upon the wire support. 
It is sometimes done by the use of compensation pendu
lurus, in some of which two different sets of metal rods 
are used so tbat the expansions shall oppose each other. 
I n the mercurial pendulnm, glass tubes filled with mer
cury are used for tbe bob. These are so arranged that 
the expansions and contractions of tbe mercury just coun
teract the effect of the contraction and expansion of tbe 
suspending rod. 

I 

[ 
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS • 

1. Write Formulas 20, 21, aud 22, iu the form of laws. 
2. llow far would a body fall from a state of rest in 6 sec.? How 

far would it fall iu the fourth secoud? With what velocity would it 
strike at the eud of the sixth second ? 

3. A stone is thrown horizontally from the top of a cliff, with a 
velocity of 80 ft. per second. It is seen to strike the ground iu 4t sec. 
How high is the cliff above the paint where it struck? How far did 
it go vertically iu the !ast second? What distance did it go horizon
tally before it struck? Draw its path ou cross-section paper. 

4. A rifle was :fired horizoutally from the top of a cliff 96.48 ft. 
high, on the shore of a lake. The bullet had a velocity of 731 ft. per 
second. How far f rom tbe foot of the cliff did it strike the water? 

5. A ball weighiug 3 lb. is dropped from a balloon 1 mL high. 
What is its kiuetic euergy on strikiug the grouud? 

6. A stone is throwu over a church spire, and reaches the ground 
5 sec. after it is thrown. llow high is the spire? 

7. A rifle ball is shot into the air with a velocity, the horizoutal 
component of which is 1224 ft. per second, at snch an angle that the 
highest part of its path is 100.5 ft. What is its rau ge? 

8. A projectile is thrown vertically iuto the air with a velocity of 
144.72 ft. per second. How loug does it rise? What is its greatest 
height? 

9. Suppose a ball, rolliog down a plank 12ft. long, has an acceler
atiou of 2ft. How high is one end above the other? 

10. A ball in rolling down au inclined plane pa11ses over 2t ft. iu 
the fu·st second. flow far will H go in 4 sec.? What will be its 
velocity at the end of that time? 

11. li the two weights of au Atwood's machiue are 4.0 g. each, how 
much acceleration will a rider of 2 g. give ? 

12. Draw on the board ihe results of the motion iu Problem 10, 
usiog the method of Fig. 59. 

13. What must be the length of a penduJum to make a half oscil
lation in H sec.? 

14. What is the time of a half oscillation of a 4 ft. pendulum? 

• l~xcept when otherwise stated, tbe value of g is to be considered 
32. 16 ft. or 080 cm. Problems are to be solved without cousidering the 
t·esist.ance of the air. 

I 
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15. Would the time of vibratiou of a given pendulum increase or 
decrease, in going f rom the equator toward the south pole? Why '/ 

16. State, in the form of a proportion, the relation between the 
m1mbers of vibrations and the lengths of two pendulums. 

17. Do the sam e for numbers and times of vibration. 
18. At Edinbmgh the value of g is 981.54 cm. What is the length 

o.f the seconds pendulum there? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1. Fasten to each side of a straightredged plank a strip of brass, in 
such a way that the edges project beyond the plank as in (b), Fig. 66. 

~(à) 
(b) 

Fm.66 

The edges of these brass strips must be very straight and smooth. 
Mark off the edge of the plank between the brass strips into centi
meters, placing the ze1·o near the top. Place a celluloid or metal ball 
on the track near the top, keeping its front edge exactly at the zero 
mark by a device shown in (e) . The ball can be released at any time 
by striking the lever at the point C. Make two or three little stops 
like the one shown at (d), each 'vith two pieces of tin or thin brass 
hinged together. One piece, bent· at a right angle, is then fastened to 
a lead base, and the stop is put in the trough between the rails of the 
track, and its position is read by seeing where the edge D comes. O ne 
of the stops is shown in place at E. .Anange a pendnlum or a metro
nome to beat seconds audibly. Release the ball exactly wt some beat, 
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and notice w here it is at the next. Put on e o f the stops in place and 
repeat. Keep on repeating unti! the beat of the peudulum and the 
click of the ball striking the stop both corne at the same time. The 
position of the stop gives the distance the ball has moved in the first 
second. Place a secoud stop farther down the plank, and arrange it 
so that the ball wíll strike it just at the second beat. The distance 
between the two stops will be the distance passed over in the second 
second. 

Jf the stops are properly made, the hinged part will be knocked 
over by the ball, which will pass on wiLhout disturbing the heavy base. 
l\:fake a set of experiments, and determine expressions for v, s, and S. 
Measure the height aud length of the plane, and determine the value 
of g. 

2. Make a board ABCD (Fig. 67) about 3 ft. square. Fix at one 
corner a trough made by sawing a quarter of a cit·cle from a board 
and extending it in a tangent line, as at F in the figure. Cut a 
groove iu the in uer edge of thls, 
and holding a large marble at 
the upper end of the trough, 
let it fall. The ball leaves the D N Jf L 

trough in a horizontal directiou 
with a velocity tbat depends 
upon tbe position fi·om wbich 
it is dropped. Determine the 
position of the center of gravity 
G of the marble when it is on 

VK 3 

1/r---!50 
~------!P 

I the point of leaving the trough. 
From G draw two lines, oue 
horizontal, GD, and the other 0 

vertical, GH. Find by experi

7H 

FIG. 67 

A 

B 

ment some point, K, through which the marble passes wben let fall 
írom the top of the trough. From this point draw a vertical line 
KL, and lay off tbe distances LM, 1lfN, etc., each equal to GL. 
From K draw also a horizontal line KR. Then lay off RO and OP 
respectively equal to 3 a nd 5 times GR; f rom O a nd P dra.w hori
zontal !in es, and where they intersect verticallines drawn fromM and 
N respectively, two points in the marble's curved path will be located. 
Determine other points and draw in the curve b_y using a flexible whale
bone for a ruler. Verify by dropping the marble as in the first place. 

i 

i 
I 
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Pin a piece of Manilla paper upon tbe board and determine other 
cmves by dropping the marble from different heights. 

A 

FIG. 68 

3. Anange two pendnlums 
by suspending lead bnllets at 
the ends oi threads, as in Fig. 
68. Fasten the other ends of 
the threads to spools E and 
F held in plaee by screws, 
and pass the threads through 
gashes cut with a knife in the 
ends of two corks, a and D, 
thrust in holes bored in the 
face of the support. Change 
the length of CA by turn
ing E until it beats once per 
second. :Measure the distance 
from the bottom of the cork a 
to the nliddle of A. Make B 
of such lengths that it will 

beat once in t, ¡, and l sec. Measure the length of B in each case, and 
verify the law of time of vibration and length. 

4. To make and calibrate a 
pendulum for laboratory use.
Get a. piece of dry wood that 
will not warp, about ¡ in. thick, 
ll in. wide, and 48 in. long . 
.About an inch from one end 
bore a half-inch hole and put 
in a piece of dowel pin, A, 
about 2i in. long. Bore two 
small holes through the ends of 
this rod, and insert two wood 
screws, SS', sharpened to a point. 
On the top of two supports, BB', 
fix two plates of brass, PP', at 
such a distance apart that the 
screws will rest upon them. 
Bore two half-inch holes about 
2 in. deep. in the other end of FIG. 69 
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the pendulum, and run them full of lead. At any convenient point 
near the lower end insert a short brass wire sharpened at one end and 
bent down at a right angle. Fix a block below this with a. hole in it 
for holding mercury. Put an iron screw through the side of this 
block, and regulate the height of the mercury surface by it. Fasten 
one wire to this screw R, aud carry another, attached to the pendu
lum, from the brass wire lV to the screw S. Connect a wire to the 
plate P, upon which S rests, and carry ib to a. battery. Connect a 
telegraph sounder iu series between the battery and the wire leading 
to the mercury cup. When these connections are made, the sounder 
will click every time the pendulum swings and the wire makes con
tact with the mercury. To determine the time of vibration, count 
the time for 100 vibrations and divide. This pendulum can be ad
justed to beat seconds by attaching a sliding weight on the rod, and 
rnoving it to the proper position, or by varying the distance to which 
S and S' pass through A. 

5. Bore tinoh holes in a meter stiok, at intervals of 5 cm., along 
its entire length. Put dowel pins about 3 in. long in these holes. 
Provide suitable supports, and vibrate the stick as a pendulum from 
e''ery pin. Observe all the phenomena, and make a CU1'Ve showing 
the relation of the time of vibration to the dista.nce of the point of 
snspension from the oenter. 

6. Suspend a stick a meter long from one end by a very short 
string, and vibrate it. Find the length of a simple pendulum that 
vibrates in the same time. Paste a piece of paper on one side of the 
stick a.t a dista.nce from the point of suspension equal to the length of 
the simple pendulum. Strike the pendulum at this point, then at a 
point above the mark, then ata point below, and notice the difference 
in effect upon the upper end of the pendulum. Explain. This point, 
which is the center of oscillation, is also the center· of pe1·cussion. 

VI. M.A.CHINES 

92. A Machine is a mechanical device used to apply 
force advantageously. Since it is impossible to make a 
machine that shall have no friction, the work that can be 
done by a machine is always less than the work that is put 
into it . 

I 
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93. Efficiency.- The efficiency of a machine is the ratio 

of the work actually done by it, to the work that would 

be done i f it had no friction. Vari ous devices are adopted 

for making the friction as little as possible, one of the best 

being ball bearings such as are used in bicycles. If a 

machine could be made in which there were no friction, it 

would be a pe1ject machine. The efficiency of such a 

machine would be unity or 100%. The efficiency of a 

machine may be determined by finding experimentally the 

work that is done by the machine when a given force acts 

upon it, and dividing thi.s result by the work that should 

be done by the same force according to the law of the 

machine. Efficiency is expressed as a per cent. An effi

ciency of 92% means that of every 100 parts of total 

w01·k, there are 92 parts of useful work, and 8 parts lost 

by friction. 

94. The General Law of Machines. - A law that is ap

plicable to all machines is that the force multiplied by 

the distance through which it acts is equal to the resist

ance multiplied by the distance t hrough which it is moved. 

This may be expressed in the form of the equation 

lld =RD. (25) 

Each machine has its own law, which is generally more 

convenient than the above. But this law is general, and 

may be applied to any machine or combination of machines. 

95. Simple Machines. - The many more or less compli

cated machines in commou use may be reduced in principie 

to but six : the lever, pulley, wheel and axle, inclined 

plane, wedge, and screw. These are called the mecltanical 

powe1·s or simple macltines. These six simple machines 

may be still further reduced to two, the lever and inclined 

vlane, as it can easil;r be shown that the pulley and the 

I 
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wheel and axle are only modified levers, while the screw 
and wedge are modified inclined planes. 

96. The Moment of a Force. - Suppose there are two 
forces, F and F', acting upon the bar AB, and tending to 
rotate it about the pivot a. It is evident that the ten
deucy of each force to produce rotation depends not only 
upon the value of the force itself, 
but also upon its distance from the r-At::::;::::2~==:;:;:::::::::B~ 

o. '-'! d d' 
point , about which it tends to 
turn tbe bar. Since both the force 
and its distance from a enter into 
this tendency to produce rotation, 
the effect may be expressed by theie F 

product. If the dis tan ce A a is d, 
FIG. 70 

and aB is d', the tendency to produce rotation exerted by 
F is proportional to Fd, and this is called the moment of 
tlte j'o1·ce F. So, too, the moment of tbe force F'= F' d' . 

If additional forces are applied at different points along 
the lever, equilibrium will be maintained when the sum of 

A 

E 
d' ~~~_...........,\ 

e~~ \B 
-~-

the moments producing 
clockwise ro tation is 
equal to tbe sum of the 
moments producing 
counter-clockwise rota
tion. Since counter
clockwise rotation is 
measured by positive 

FIG. 71 , angles, it is sometimes 
Ji> called positive, and 

clockwise rotation negative. Tl1e point about which t.he 
rotation takes place, as O, i::; called the centM' of moments. 

If the forces F and F' do not act in a direction that is 
perpendicular to the bar AB, as in Fig. 71, then tbe dis, 
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tan ces d and d' will not be A O and OB, but OIJ and OE, 
which are the perpendiculars drawn from O to the direc
tions of the forces. 

The moment of a force, then, is measured by tl~e p1·oduct 
oj the force by the pe1pendicula1· distance from the cente1· of 
moments to tlte di?·ectíon o f the jo1·ce. 

97. The Lever is a rígid bar that is capable of movement 
about a :fixed point called the julcn~m. There are three 
classes of levers, which are distinguished by the relative 
positions of the fulcrum and of the points of applica-

B F A tion of the applied force and the 
A opposing force. The applied 

force may conveniently be called 
the power, the opposing force the 

p weight or resistance. 
(a) Levers oj the First Olass.

Figure 72 show~ lever of the first 
class (AB), in which the power is applied at one end, and 
the weight at the other, with the fulcrum between them. 

FIG.72 w 

(b) Leve?·s of the 8econd Olass.- In a lever of the 
second class the power is at one encl. and the fulcrum at 
the other, with the weight between them, as in Fig. 73. 

p 

F B t ... 

F .. B 
A ¡ 

w w 
Fro. 73 FJG. 74 
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(a) L eve1·s of the Third Olass.- The lever of the third 
class, as shown in .Fig. 74, has the weight at one end and 
the fulcrum at the other, with the power between them. 

98. The Law of Equilibrium of the Lever. -By applying 
the principie of moments to the lever, we can readily find 
an expression for the law. As F is :fixed in every case, it is 
the center of moments, and when the lever is in equilib
rium ihe moment .of P equals the moment of W: Hence 
P x AF = W x BF. W riting this as a proportion, it will 

stand p : W = BF : A.F, 

or Power : Weight = W eight arm : Power arm, 

in which "arm " means the perpendicular from the ful
crum to the direction of the force. To make the formula 
universally applicable we must write Resistance in place 
of W eight, thus : 
Power : Resistance = Resistance arm : Power arm. (26) 

99. Static Laws.- The above laws of machines are 
statia laws, and are applicable to conditions of rest only. 
If motion is to be given, the weight that can be moved 
or the resistance that can be overcome by a given power 
will depend upon the kind of machine and upon friction, 
i.e. upon its efficiency. 

100. TheBentLever.-When 
a hammer is used to draw a nail, 
it is a lever of the :first class, 
though the fulcrum is not in a 
straight line joining the points 
of application of the power and 
the resistance. This constitutes 

A 

FIG. 75 

a bent lever. The law of moments holds for it. For For
mula 26 the "arms" are the dotted lines in the figure. 
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101. The Commou Balance is a lever of the fust class 
with equal anns, hence in this case P = W. In order 
that the balance may be accurate, the parts of the beam 
on each side of the fulcrum must be of equal weights 
and lengths. In order that it may be sensitive the arms 
must be light, the friction must be little, and the knife
edge fulcrum must be very close to a line joining the 
knife edges of the scale pans, with the center of gravity 
of the arms just below it. If the arms of the beam are of 

r 

4 
A 

FlG. 76 

equal weights, but of un
equal lengths, it will still 
be possible to determin~ 
the true weight of the 

B object to be weighed. 
In Fig. 76, suppose the 

body to be weighed first 
in one pau and then in the other. Call its true weigllt W, 
its ap parent weight when placed in A, W', and when placed 
in B, W'', then from the principie of moments we ha ve 

a nd 
"W?·'=W'?·, 
"W?· = W"r'. 

. ·. W 2rr1 = W' W" 1·1·1, 

or W2 = W' W", 

and W = v' W' W". (27) 
Hence, to find the true weight of a body with a balance of 
unequal arms, find its apparent weight in each scale pan, 
and take the square root of their product. 

102. The Steelyard is a lever of the first class with un
equal arms. By having one hook to which the article to 
be weighed is attached, and two, by either of which the 
steelyard may be supported, both sides of the bar are 
used, one for light and the other for heavy bodies. 
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103. The Compound Lever . - If the short arm of one 
lever is made to work upon the long arm of a second, the 
combination is called a compound lever. The mechanical 
advantage may be found by applying the general law of 
machines. 'l'he platform scale used for weighing hay or 
coal is an example of its application. 

104. The Wheel and Axle is a modi
:fied lever of the first class if, as is usual, 
the power is applied. at the circumfer
ence of the wheel, and the weight at 
the circumference of the axle. Then 
the power arm is the radius of the 
wheel, and the weight armis the radi us 
of the axle. I n Fig. 77 the power is 
applied at .A, the weight at B, the 
fulcrum is at O (the center of both 
wheel and axle), and the lever arms 
are R and r respectively. 

p 

lV 
FIG. 77 

105. Law of the Wheel and Axle. - Since the moment of 
the power must equal the moment of the weight whenever 
there is equilibrium, we may \Yrite, from Fig. 77, 

and 

or 

PR=W?·. 
P R R . . W=-=-P, 

1· r 

1" P=-W, 
. R 

P : W=1·:R. (28) 

This can be stated as follows : A certain power applied to 
the wheel and axle can supp01·t a weight as many times 
g1·eate1· than itself as the mdüts of the wheel is times greater 
than the radius of tlte axle. 'l'he radii in Formula 28 can 
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be replaced by either the circumferences or the diameters 
if it is more convenient. 

The wheel and axle is used to raise water from a well, 

FIG. 78 

to hoist ore from a mine, as with the 
windlass, to move buildings, and to 
raise anchors, as with the capstan. In 
the capstan no wheel is used, but in
stead straight bars, called handspikes, 
are put into holes in the head of the 
capstan, and the power is applied to 
these (Fig. 78). 

106. Combinations of the Wheel and Axle, with the axle 
of one system working upon the wheel o.f another, are 
used, not only where great weights are to be lifted, but 
also where it is desired to make a great düference in speed 
between the movement of the power and of the resistance. 
In all such combinations the law may be stated thus: 
P : W = the product of the radií of all the arles : the 
product of the radií of all the wheels. 

NOTE. -Let the student modify and state the formulas of §§ 105, 106 
as they would be altered ü the weight is applied to the wheel and the 
power to the a.xle. A wheel and a.xle so used 
would be a modified lever of what class? 

107. The Pulley. - The fixed 
pulley, like the wheel and axle, 
is a modified lever ; but in this 
machine the power arm is always 
eq ual to the weight arm, so that 
there is no gain in using a single 
:fixed pulley, except change in di
rection. This may be seen read
ily by reference to Fig. 79. The 
power is applied at one end of a 1•'10. 79 
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rope that passes around the pulley in a groove cut in its 
edge, and is tangent at the points A and B. Apply the 
law of the lever, and the pr oportion will stand 

P: W=r : R; 
but r = R . 

. ·. p = w: (29) 

108. The Movable Pulley, like 
fied lever, but it is of the 
second class, tbe fulcrum be
ing at B (Fig. 80), the weight 
(iucluding the weight of the 
pulley) being applied at O 
with a lever arm BO = R, and 
the power at A with a lever 
arm A B = IJ. The formula 
for the single movable pulley 
is P: W = R : IJ, and since IJ 
is the diameter and R is the ra
dius of the pulley, this becomes 

P: W=1 : 2 
or P = ! W: (30) 

the fixed, is a modi-

FIG. SO 

109. Combinations of Fixed Pulleys. - Figure 81 shows 
how, by a combination of fixed pulleys, the horizontal pull 

FIG. 81 

of a ho:¡;se can be used to raise a 
heavy weight. The mechanical ad
vantage secured by the movable pul
ley would frequently be useless if it 

P were not for combining with it one 
'-4---+- or more fixed pulleys by which the 

direction of the pull can be changed. 

110. Systems of Fixed and Movable Pulleys.- Where 
great weights are to be raised, systems of pulleys are 
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used. Usually a number of "sheaves" or pulleys are 
arrangeu side by side in the same block, and a single rope 

w 
FIG. 82 

is passed alternately around the sheaves 
in two o f these blocks, calleu the "block 
and tackle." The weight is attached 
to the movable block A. (Fig. 82), and 
since the rope is continuous there must 
be an equal stress on each branch be
tween the blocks. If we let n repre
sent the number of branches between 
the blocks (n = 6 in Fig. 82), then 

w 
P: W = 1 : n, or P = -· (31) 

n 

In some systems separata ropes are 
u sed. The law of equilibrium in 
any special case can be found by 
the application of the general law of 

machines. 

111. The Inclined Plane.- Any plane sm·face that 
makes an angle with a horizontal surface forms au in
clined plane. A ball placed upon a horizontal plane will 
retain its position and will press upon the plane with its 
entire weight. As soon, however, as one end of the 
plane is raised, the entire weight of the ball will not rest 
upon the plane, and it will begin to roll toward the lower 
end. A body may be supported on an inclined plane in 

three ways : 
(a) When the power is applied parallel to the plane 

itself. 
(b) When it is applied parallel to the base of the plane. 
(e) \Yhen it is applied in a direction which is paralle1 

neither to the plane nor to its base. 
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(a) If the power is applied paraU el to the plane, it is 
evident that it has to bal-
ancc only one component 
of the weight, thc other be
ing ~upported bythe plane. 
To find these components 
it is only .necessary to re

A 

sol ve the force WH, which B¿_----:.:-,-+--\---__Ja 
represents the weig·ht of \ 
the body, into two com- II -- D 
ponents, one, WF, to rep-
resent the pressure upon 
the plane, and the other, 
WK, to represent the com

FIG. S3 

ponent of the weight that must be balanced by the power 
P. From similar triangles 

WK: WH = AO: AB. . ·. P : W = H: L. (32) 

In this formula H is the height and L is the length of the 

E~--~4?~-+ 
\\ 

A plane. 
(b) If the force which 

k eeps the body in po
sition acts parallel to 
the base, the components 
will be found by con

B¿_---.:..,--+-~--___..Ja struction as in Fig. 84 ; 
\ and we have 
\ 
\ 
¡j --------- F 

WK: WH= OA: OB. 
.·. P: W= H:B. 

G 

FIG. 84 

parallel neither Lo t he 

D ( 33) 

(e) If the power acts 
in a direction that is 

plane nor to thc basc, a~ WP in 
110ADLBY1S PllYS. -7 
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Fig. 85 or Fig. 86, the solution can be worked out by 

trigonometry, if the angle at which the force acts is 

known. The correct result can also be obtained graphi-

A 

FIG.85 
G 

FIG.86 

cally by making WH some measured length, construct

ing the figure carefully, and measuring WK to the same 

scale as WH. 
In case (a) the force which keeps the body in place 

upon the plane does not affect the pressure of the body 

u pon i t. In case (b) this pressura is increased, and in 

case (e) it may be either increased or diminished. This 

may be shown by redrawing Figs. 83-86 so that WH shall 

be of the same length in all, and then comparing the 

various lengths of Wll'. 
112. The Wedge is nothing more than a modified inclined 

plane. It is generally made with its base (which Gorre

sponds to the height of an inclined plane) perpendicular to 

a line drawn from the edge to the middle of the base. 

This means that it is made of two inclined planes placed 

base to base. The power is usually applied by the blow 
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o:f a heavy body. W edges are used in splitting logs and 
stone, raising heavy weights a short distance, launching 
ships, and similar operations. The method of applying 
the power, and the peculiar character of the resistance to 
be overcome, make it difficult to give any fixed law for 
the wedge, but approximately P: W = one half the thick
ness (or base) of wedge : length o f face, or 

P : W = ~- P : L. (34) 

113. The Screw consists- of a cylinder of wood or metal 
about which is a thread. If the cross section of this thread 
is square, the thread is called a square thread; if triangular, 
it is called a V-thread. A good model of a square-thread 
screw can be made by winding a long strip of leather in a 
spiral around a wooden cylinder, and tacking it fast. 

That the screw is a modified inclined plane may be seen 
by cutting a triangle out of paper, and winding it about a 
pencil as in Fig . 87. I t will be seen that the 
hypotenuse, which representa the length of an 
inclined plane, forms the spiral thread of the 
screw. If OB is taken equal to the circum
ference o f the pencil, then AB will be eq ual 
to the distance between t he 
threads DE. This distance 
is called the pitclt, and deter
mines how far the scTew moves 
at each revolution. The power 
is generally applied to a screw 

FIG.87 

at the end of a lever, as t he handle of a wrench. I t is 
applied either to the screw, or to the nut, as in bolting 
two pieces of wood together. 

114. The Law of the Screw cannot be determined unless 
the power is applied at some definite point on a lever. 
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By applying the general law of machines, the formula 

can be written 
P: W = p : 2 7r R , (35) 

in which p is the pitch of the screw, and R is the radi us 

of the circle through which the power moves. 

FIG.88 

115. Ap plica tions of the Screw.- Lifting 
jacks (Fig. 88), coLton and hay presses, 

the screw propeller of ships, ventilators, 

and air fans are familiar examples of the 

practica! uses to which the screw is put, 

besides the constant use that is made of 

it in machinery and wood working. The 

spherometer and micrometer screw are 

examples of its use in scientific work. 

116. Friction.- Whenever any body is put in motion, 

and then left to itself, its velocity will gradually diminish, • 

and it will corne to rest. This is due to j1·iction, which is 

the 1·esistance tl~at one body meets in moving ove1· anotlter 

unde1· p1·essu1·e. Friction arises from inequalities in the 

surfaces in contact. If any means is taken to reduce 

these inequalities, either by making the surfaces smoother, 

or by :filling up the depressions with some form of lubri

cating material, the friction is diminished. 

Friction may be either j1·iction of 1·est or friction of 

motion. 

117. Laws of Friction. -Experiment has established the 

following laws : 
I. Friction of rest is proportional to the pressure, and 

independent of the extent of the sm·faces in contact. 

Il. F1iction oj motion is likewise proportional to the 

pressure, and independent of the extent of the surfaces ; 
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and, within certain límits, it ~s also independent of the 
velocity of the motion. 

118. Coefficient of Friction. - The coefficient of friction 
is Iound by dividing the force necessary to overcome tl1e 
friction by the pressure ~ 
normal to the surfaces 1'11111TViiili1r f , 
in contact. A simple \___./ 
method of determining 
it is to place a block of known weight, W, upon 
a level board, ancl set it in motion by putting 
weights in a scale pan suspenclecl as in Fig. 89. 
The coefficient of friction is expressecl by the 
equation 

50 

p 
f=-· w (36) 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

p 
Fio. líH 

1. Is a perpetual motion machine possible? Why? 
2. Draw a figu1·e of a lever of the first class, in which the moment 

15 

T F 8 
12 

FIG.90 

of the power aud the moment of the 
weight sha.ll each be 20. 

1J! '" 1 .,. 3. S1,1ppose a. lever to be acted 
20 I on by fi ve forces, their directions and 

J points of application being as in 
26 Fig. 90. Where nmst a force of 

16 lb. be applied to keep the lever 
in equilibrium, ü it acts down ward? 
Where if it acts upward? 

4. How much can a man who "·eighs 174lb. lift, with a lever of 
the first clnss 10 f t. long, t he fulcrum being 2 ft. from the weight? 

5. A levcr 19 ft. long weighs 18 Ib. per ruuning foot (each foot in 
length). Where must a force of 200 lb. be applied to balance a 
weight of 1600 Ib. at one end, 3 ft. from the fulcrum? 

6. With which class of lever will a force of 100 !b. raise the 
greatest weight, the lever beíng 12 ft. long and the weight arm 1! ft. 
long? l'rove your answer by a figure. 
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7. ' Vhich class of lever is represented by a pair of shears? Sugar 

tongs? A wheelbarrow 'l Au oar in rowing a boat? 

8. A ladder lles upon the grouud with its foot against a. house. 

Show by a figure how it changes from one class of lever to another 

when a man takes it by the top and ra.ises it slowly to a vertical posi

tiou by lüting successiYely on ruugs nearer and nearer the foot. 

9. Three men ca.rry a stick of timber 16 ft. loug, of uuiform cross 

section. One of them has hold of one eud and the other two bave 

hold of a crossbar tha.t passes under the stick. llow far must this 

be from the e nd of the stick, tbat each man may carry the same load 'l 

10. I n a lever of the third class, 14 ft. long, with the power arm 

2 ft. long, the power moves a dista.nce of 9 in. How far does the 

weight move? 
11. Make a drawing of a steelyard, showing how one side weighs 

pounds and the other ounces. 
12. An engine is used to raise stone from a quarry with a wheel 

and axle. Suppose the drum is 4ft. in diameter, and the axle 9 in. 

Uow heavy a stone can the engine raise when the pull on the rope 

over the drum is 1000 lb.? 
13. How much pressura must be put upon the handle of a winch 

14 in. in diamet.er, to raise a cubic íoot of water, wheu the rope from 

the bucket is wound upon au axle 4 in. in diameter? 

14. An anchor weighing 900 Ib. is to be raised by the use of a 

capstan. The barre! of the capstan is 1 ft. in diameter and the hand

spikes are 4 ft. long, measured írom the middle of the barreL If 

4 meu are puslting at a distance of 6 in. from the ends of the haud

spikes, how much must each one push to raise the anchor? How far 

will each one walk to raise the anchor 75 ft.? 

15. A horse is hit.ched to the end of a windlass bar 9 ft. long, and 

while moviug a building walks at the rate of 2 mi per hour. The 

barre! of the windlass is 10 in. in diameter. How far will the build

i.ng attached to it move in 15 mi n.? 
16. The sprocket wheel attached to the crank of a bicycle has 18 

teeth, while tbe companion wheel over which the chain fits has 8. 

How many times does the rear wheel turn every time the pedals go 

round 'l How far does the bicycle go, the rear wheel being 28 in. in 

diameter? How many times must tlíe pedals revolve per minute when 

the wheel is going at the rate of 10 mi. per ho ur? 

1t . Describe the change of motion itt a sewing ma~hine. 
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18. Show by a figure the ·arrangement of ropes in a system of 
pulleys with which a mau pulling downward with a pull of 150 lb. 

can balance 900 lb. 
19. A barrel of fl.our is being rolled into a doorway 3! ft. above 

the grow1d on a plank 16 ft. long. How much power must be applied 
pa1>allel to the plank to keep the bar rel from rolling back? What is 

the pressure on the plauk 'l 
20. A hogshead of molasses weí.ghing 600 Ib. is being rolled up 

a gangplank 18 ft. long, 
one end of which is 7ft. 
higher than the other. 
The rope, one end of 
which is fastened at the 
top of the piank, passes 
around the hogshead 
and the power is ap- Fra. 91 
plied at the other end, 
as in Fig. 91. What power is required to roll the hogshead up the 

piank? 
21. Show by a figure that when a ball is kept from rolling down 

an inclined plane by a power directed horizoutally against its ceuter, 
the pressura on the plane is increased. 

22. A screw press has a handie 10 in. long and the screw has 8 
threads to the inch. How much pressure will a pull of 75 Ib. exert, 
if it is applied 1 in. from the e nd o f the han dl e? 

23. Ilow many jackscrews, with a pitch of l in. and handles 15 in. 
long, must be used to raise a weight o f 100,000 Ib., if the greatest pull 
on each handle cannot exceed 50 lb. 'I 

24. A wheel 4 ft. in diameter is attaohed to an axle 6 in. in diam
eter, and it is found that it requires 70 lb. to put iu motion 500 lb. 
attached to the axle. What is the efficiency? 

25. A piece of cast iron weighing 60 lb. was placed upon a level 
oak plank, and it was found to require a pull of 37! lb. to slide it 
over the piank. What is the coefficient of f.riction between them? 

LABORA TORY WORK 

1 . Cut a stick 82 cm. long, 4 cm. wide, and 2 cm. thick, of uniform 
density, and bore a small hole just to one side of the middle line 
dr~wn from end to end, but in the middle of the length. Call this 
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point zero, and make a thin saw cnt 1 mm. deep every 10 cm . in each 
directiou. Dri1•e a wire nail, from which yolt have filed the head, into 
a post for a support for the lever, aml see that it balances accurately. 
Make a loop of strong thread and place in each uotch. .àlake two tin 
scale paus, weigh them, and stamp their weight on each. Hook one 
pan ou each side of the fulcrum in the different loops, aud with addi-

FIG.!l2 

tional weights make a study of the moments of forces and the law of 
the Jever. Au accurale way lo read the zero position of the lever is to 
drive a piu in one end, and just back of this fix a. mirror vertically. 
On the face of this paste a triangle of paper with the point directed 
toward the image of the pin when the levcr is horizontal. Then when
ever the piu covers its image at the point of the triangle, the lever will 
be in the position of equilibrium. 

2. The efficiency of a lever depends upon the amount of friction at 
the support. 1Iake a series of experiments to determine the efficiency 
of the lever in No. 1, as follows: Place a certa.in weight at 10 cm. from 
the fulcrum, and balance it by a weight at 40 cm. Fi nd how much can 
be added before the lever will begin to move. Determine the efficiency 
for various loads, the points of suspension being the same. Draw the 
clU've for efficiency, laying off loads on X and elliciency expressed as 
per cent on Y. 

NoTE. -Steel bicycle balls are very uniiorm in weight, and may be 

F 

I 
Fra. 93 

used as weigllts in many 
experiments. 

3. ~lark 10-cm. di
visions on two rods oí 
uniíorm cross section, 
and a half meter long, 

or more. Rest them 011 fulcrums F and F'. Fasten the short arm 
of one to the long arm of Lhe other with a loop of stroug cord or lishing 
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line, as at L. Place a weight W on the fust lever, and balance it with 
a s mall weight P on the other. From the relation o f P to W, and the 
relations of the different lever arms, write the law for the cornpound 
lever. 

4. li yon bave no wheel and axle, make one by getting four 
wooden disks turned, each with a quarter-inch hole in the center. 
Drive these on a brass rod, aud 
screw them together. ~lake a 
nurnber of experiments with dif
ferent powers and weights, and 
from these draw the cm·ve of 
efficiency of the wheel and axle, 
as in No. 2. 

5. Arrange a single fixed pul
ley as in Fig. 79. Attach a spring 
scale at P, and fi nd its readings 

p 
p 

for different values of IV, both when W is stationary, and when it is 
rising. Explain the different readings of the scale for the two con
ditions. 

6. Make the same experiment with a movable pulley, as shown in 
Fig. 80. What differences do you notice in the values of the scale 
readings for different values of W ? 

7. Make a number of combiuations of pul
leys with those you bave in the laboratory, 
and verüy Formula 31. 

8 . Procure an inclined plane like that in 
Fig. 95, and make a number 
of e:1..1>eriments, six at Ieast, 
with the plane 
raised to differ
ent heights. Is 
Formula 32 cor
rect? The weight 
W is made of 
a brass cylinder, 
together with a Fm. 95 
wire in each end 
for an axle, and a frame by which to draw it. The weight can be 
stamped on the end, aud this will be the value of W iu all experiments. 
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9. In No. 8, no allowance was made for friction. This may be done 
by using a spring acale in place of the pulley aud scale pan. }>ull 
steadily so that the weight W shall move up the plane with a uniform 
rate, and take the scale readings. Take the readings when it is moving 
down at the same rate. The average of these will be the true value of P. 
Make this eJo..-perimen t with at least fi ve different elevations o f the plaue. 

10. Arrange a fixed pulley at one end of a smooth board, as in 
Fig. 96. In a block li x 3 x 4 inches, fix two screw hooks in the end, 
so that a cord running from one of them to the pulley will be parallel 
to the base w ben the block is 
lying on its si de, and, w hen 
running from the other, will 
be parallel to the base when 
tbe block is on its edge. .At

A 

tacb a scale pan to the end of tbe cord for the weight P. 
Fix the board so that it is exactly level. W eigh the block, 
and stamp or write the weight u pon its en d. Place weights 
upon the block until the combined weigbt is 100, 200, 300, 
etc., grams. Find in each case the weight that has to be Fra. 96 
placed upon the scale pan in addition to its own weight to 
make A meve slowly and uniformly, when the board is jan·ed by 
being constantly tapped with the fingers. From these experiments 
determine the coeflicient of friction. Determine whether the friction 
varies when the block is placed upon its edge. 

11. Since the coefficient of friction is expressed by tbe ratio of P 
to W, and since this ra.tio in the inclined plane is the ratio of H to B, 

p Fra. 97 

it is possible to make a 
form of inclined plane by 
which the value of f can 
be read directly. hlake 
an inclined plane, as in 
Fig. 97, hinged at B. At 
the end B, of the base BG, 
place a wooden cylinder 
with a brass rod t in. 
in diameter for an axle. 
Bend this rod twice at 
right angles for a handle. 
Fasteu a cord at A, run 
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it over a. fixed pulley at D , tben twice around the wooden cylinder 
at H, and suspend a weight P from the other end. By turning the 
handle of tbe cylinder the plane BA is raised until the block begins 
to slide freely. 'l'he height GE is read at this point. In order to 
keep the block in constant motion a fine wire is fastened to it, aud 
then wound around the ax-le of the cylinder. If the base BG to the 
foot of the upright DG is made 1m. long, and if the upright is divided 
into millimeters, then will the distance GE, cut off by the plane when 
the block be gins to slide down it, gi ve the val u e o f f directly. 

For example, f= GE= 271 = _271• 
GB 1000 

Find.ffor blocks of differeut material. 

1 2. Select a smooth bard-wood board 2 ft. long and 1 ft. wide. 
Select a secoud similar board about 6 x 8 in: Place the second board 
upon the first, and load it un til the board and its load weigh 1 kg. 

Attach a cord and spring scale to the upper board, and pull until 
I' the friction is overcome. Read the scale just as the board starts, and 

again while it is kept in uniform motion. Now place a dozen quarter
inch bicycle balls between the bom·ds, and detE-rmine tbe friction 
again. I-Iow do the sets of readings compare? Determine t he value 
of f for rest and motion. What per cent bave these values been 
changed by the use of tbe balls? 



CIIAPTER IV 

LI QUIDS 

l. MOLECULAR FORCES I~ LIQUIDS 

119. Cohesion. -Oohesion, in liqnids, is the mutual molec
ula?· attraction o f tlte pa1·ticles o f a liquid for o ne anotJ¿e1·. 
Since water is the most common líquid, the experiments 
that follow will be made with water unless there is a 
special reason for using some other líquid. 

If a glass rod is clipped in water and then removed, a 
clrop will form on the encl of the rod, and will grow larger 
ancl larger as the water runs clown the sicle, until the 
weight of the clrop becomes g reat enough to break it, 
away from tbe rocl, when, as it falls, it takes the form of 
a sphere. In this experiment cohesion cloes two things : 
it keeps the water from falling as soon as it runs clown 
the sicle of t he rod; ancl it gives the clrop the form of a 
sphere. 

120. Spherical Form of Liquids.- Whenever líquids 
are subjectecl to cohesion alone, they as
sume the spberical form. This is readily 
seen by noting the shape of raind.rops. 
Shot owe their form to the fact that mol
ten lead is poured through sieves at the 
top of a high tower, and is t lms sepa
rated into small masses, each of which 
assumes the form of a sphere. This for-

FIG. 98 matiou can be studied by makiug a mix-
ture of alcohol and water, using such proportions that the 

108 
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mixture will have the same specific gravity a.s o1ive oil. 
Introduce a small quantity of the oil below the sm·facP

of the mixture, by the use of a gla.ss tube, and the oil 
will assume the globular forro, a.s in :Fig. 98. 

ExPERIMENT 34. - Cover a smooth board with a fine dust, like 
lycopodium powder or powdered lampblack. Drop a Slua.ll quantity 
of water upon it from a height of 2 or 3 ft ., and the water will 

scatter and take the form of spheres. Wby 'l 
NoTE. -Lycopodium powder-which is made up of the spores from 

certain plants- can be obta.ined from any drug store. A few cents' 
worth will be found very useful for many experiments. 

121. The Surface of a Liquid. - ExPERDIENT 35.-l\Iakeone 
end of a small brass wire very sharp, 
and bend it into the form of a hook. 
Put the hook into a glass of water E 
so that the point shall be below the ~ 
sul"face. Bring the point of the hook , 
up to the surface, and observ~ that 
tbe poiut, before breaking through 
the sm-face, lifts it as if i t were a 
thin flexible blanket stretched over 
the water. Place tbe eye at E and 
observe that the refiection of the sky, 
seen from the surface of the water, 
is distorted at the poiut where the 
hook lifts the surface. 

FJG. 99 

ExPERIMENT 36. -Bend a wire into the shape shown at A (Fig. 

FIG. 100 

100). Place a sewing needle in the hook and 
lay it carefnlly u pon the sm·face of clean water, 
aud the ueedle will be found to fioat in a lit
tle depression upon the surface, as showu iu 
tbe lower part of the figure. 

The above experiments show quite 
conclusively that the surface layer of 
a líquid differs from any other layer. 
If the needle is placed below the sur
face, it will sink at oace. 
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122. Surface Viscosity.- \Vhenever a liquid has been 
exposed t.o the air for some time, it becomes more or 
less viscous and the surface becomes difficult to break 
through. 

If a sewing needle is magnetized and placed upon the 
water as in Experiment 36, it will gradually move around 
until it points to the north. But instead of moving 
through the surface it carries the whole surface with it. 
This may be seen readily by scattering lycopodium pow
der upon the water before the needle is laid upon it, and 
then observing tlie motion. 

A hubble coming through the sm·face of a boiling 
liquid will, if the sur·face is viscous, scatter the liquiu in 
a shower of small drops. Alcohol, which has little sur
face viscosity, is frequently added to boiling líquids to 
prevent this action. The surface of oil has greater 
tenacity than the surface of water, and for this reason 
oil is sometimes thrown upon the water around a ship 
during a storm. The effect of this is to smooth out the 
surface as though a strong elastic blanket were stretched 
over the water; and the waves are then kept from break
ing over. 

123. Surface Tension. - Let us study the attractions 
acting upon a molecule at different distances from the 

surface, as shown in Fig. 
101. At A the molecule 
is attracted equally in all 
directions by the molecules 
that are within the distance 
of molecular attraction ; 

F1o. 1o1 hence it can move readily 
in any direction. At B, 

very near the surface, the horizontal attractions are equal 
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in all directions, but the downward attraction is greater 
than the upward. At the surface the molecule O has no 
upward attraction, and hence it is held in place by the 
downward force. As this is true of every molecule on 
the surface, the result is a tension upon the surface layer 
much greater than upon any other layer. 

Surface tension varies with the líquid and with the tem
peratura of the líquid. The smface tension of pure water 
is very great, compared· with that o f most other líquids, as 
is illustrated by the following experiments : 

EXPERIMENT 37.- Pour some hot water in to a shallow dish, like 
a ·soup plate. Cover the surface with pepper. Hold a small piece 
of butter in the surface of the water at the middle, and observe how 
the pepper goes away from the melting butter to the sides of the 
plate. 

ExPERDIENT 38.- Spread a thin layer of clean water upon a glass 
plate, and theu let a drop of alcohol fall upon the middle of it. The 
water will at once retreat, leaviug a space around the drop of alcohol. 
Why? 

ExPERIMENT 39.-Spread a thin layer of water u pon a glass plate, 
and over the middle of it hold a glass rod with a drop of ether hang
ing to the end. Notice that the absorption of the ether vapor by t he 
water reduces the surface tension of the water at this point, and that 
the water there is pulled away by the teusion of the surrounding 
water. 

Iu all experiments on surface tension great care must be taken to 
keep the water, and everything that comes in coutact with it, clean. 
The touch of a. greasy finger is enough to change the surface tension 
oí the water. 

124. Films. -By a study of Fig. 101, we have seen 
that the tension diminishes as we go from the smface 
into the body of a liquid. If we make the thickness 
of the líquid mass very líttle, and give to it two free 
surfaces, the phenomena may be studied to better advan
tage. 
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ExPERiliiENT 40. - Ma.ke a stroug solution of soap by dissolving 
castile soap in water until a lm·ge hubble can be blown. Beud a piece 

Fio. 102 

of iron wire so as to forro a square :fratue 
with a handle, and :from one side of thc 
frame hang a loop made of one strand oi a 
silk tbread. Dip t his frame in the soap solu. 
tion, and the loop will bang as in Fig. 102. 
Remove the film within the loop by touching 
it with the point of a piece of blotting paper, 
and the loop will at once spring out into the 
:form of a circle, as in Fig . 103. Why? 

NoTE. -The film will stick better to arusted 
wire tban to a bright one. 

ExPERniENT 41. - Using a clay pipe or a 
glass tube, and the solution of Experiment 
40, blow a good-sized hubble. Remove the 
tube from the mouth, and hold the end o:f 
it toward the flame of a lighted candle. The 
pressure exerted by the sur.face tension of 
the film will force out a cm-rent of air 
strong enongh to blow the flame to one si de. 
What change takes place in the size of the 
hubble? 

125. Capillarity. - If a glass rod is dipped in water, 

the water close to it will rise to a considerable height 
above the general sUI·face of the 
water, as in Fig. 104. Any mole
cule of the water, as A, is sub
ject to three forces : the attrac
tion of the mass of the liquid, 
P; the attract ion of gravity, Q; 
and the attraction of the glass, 
8. The direction and intensity 
of the resultant, R, \vill depend 
upon the relative values of these 

: I 

FIG. lM 

forces; and the surface of the liquid atA will be perpen· 
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dicular to the direction of this resultant. li the attrac
tion of the glass is re~aii vely great, thc clirection of the 
resultant will be as in Fig. 104, and ilte surface of. the 
líquid will be concave, while, if it is rcla.tively small, as 
in Fig. 105, then the surface of the liquicl will be convex, 
as when a glass rocl is thrust into mercury. 

If two plates of glass are thrust into water, with their 
faces parallel to each other, the liquid will rise between 

FIG. 106 

them, the height being greater, the nearer the plates are 
to each other. If the plates are brought together at one 
edge while the other is opened out, as in Fig. 106, this 
varying height will be shown in the form of a curve, 
highest at the angle, ancllowest at the outsicle edge. 

ExPERamNT 42. - Pour some clean 
water iuto a bealrer, and thrnst one end 
of a piece of clean glass tubing below 
the surface of tbe water. Tbe water 
will rise on tbe inside of the tube to 

a considerable height above tbe water ~~!~~~~~~ in the bealrer. On removing the tube it 
will be fonnd to be wet. Repeat the ex-
periment with a tube of half the diame
ter, and the water will rise twice as high. 

HOA.DLE\"18 l'liYS. -8 

FIG. 107 
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ExPERlMENT 43.-Pour clean mercury 
into a dish, and repeat the process of Ex
periment 42, using clean glass tubes of 
the sama sizes as before. Observe that 
the surface of the mercury is convex and 
that it is depressed in the tube¡¡. N otice 
also that the glass tubes are not wet by 
the mercury. 

126. Capillary Tubes.-The tubes used in the preced
ing experiments- if very small - have received the name 
o f capillary tubes, from the Latin word capillt¡,s, w hich 
means "hair." The attraction which causes liquids togo 
up in to t hese minute openings is called capillary attraction. 

The results of such experiments as 42 and 43 lead to 

the following laws: 
I. When a liquid wets the su1jace of a tube placed in it, 

the surface of tlte liquid will be concave, and the líquid will 
1'Íse in the tube. 1Vhen the líquid does not wet the tube, the 
su1jace of the líquid will be convex, and the liquíd wíll be 

depressed in the tub e. 
II. TAe elevation or the depression varies inversely as tlte 

diameter of the tube. 
Further experiments would determine a third law, as 

follows: 
III. T he elevation or the depression decreases as the tem

pe?·atw·e 1·ises. 
ExPERDIENT 44. - lleat a piece of glass tubh1g to redness, and 

FIG. 109 

draw iuto a tapering tube. Introduce a 
globule of clean mercury and measure 
the distance of the end of the mercury 
f rom the small end of the tnbe. Re
move the mercury and introduce a like 
quantity of water and measure again. 
Observe that the tendency of the merc\lry is to move toward the 
larger end, whilc Lhe water moves towanl the smaller end. Why? 
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127. Absorption.- Whenever a líquid is brought in 
contact with a po rous solid, and wets it, the liq uid imme
diately begins to pass into the pores of the solid ; this 
process is called abso1ption. Blotting paper absorbs ink, 
and a lamp wick, oil. When once absorbed the liq uids 
cannot be entirely removed by pressure. A sponge can 
never be pressed dry, but becomes dry only when evapo
ration takes place. It is evident that absorption is a 
capillary phenomenon and that every pore in a p01·ous 
substance acts as a capillary t ube. 

128. Diffusion of Líquids. - Whenever two liquids like 
oil and water are poured into a bottle and thoroughly 
shaken, t hey will separate into two distinct layers very 
soon after the shaking is stopped. The separation of oil 
and water is nearly perfect ; but if ether and water are 
shaken together, and then allowed to come to rest, while 
there will still be a scparat ion, the layer of water will 
contain some ether, and the layer of ether will contain 
some water. 

EXPERDIENT 45. -Fill a. sm all jar three fow·ths full of water 
colored with blue litmus, and pow· a small quautity of sul
phuric a.cid carefully iuto the bottom of Lhe jru: 
throngh a thistle tube. The litmus will be colored 
red wherever the acid comes in contact with H. If 
now the jar is kept in a quiet place, the acid will pass 
through the litmus solution, and after a time the 
entire contents of the jar will be red. 

This action, which takes place against the 
force of gravity, and which is visible to us 
by the change of color only, is called d~ffu
sion. Substances diffuse at different rates, 
depending upon the temperature and density 
of the solut ion. FIG.llO 
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129. Osmose.- \Vhen two solutions of different sub
stances are separated by a porous membrane, each will 
pass through the membrane into the other with more or 
less freedom. This process is called osmose. 

EXPERDIE~T 46.-Tie a piece of parchment paper over the end of a 
thistle tube aud fill the tu be part way up the s tem with a strong solution 
of copper sulphate. Thrust it iuto a beaker containing water, and 
:fix it in such a posHion that the liquids stand at the same height, 
both inside and outside the tube. Set the beaker aside for some 
time. Does any change take place in the height oí the liquid within 
the tube? Is the1·e any change in the color of the water? Does the 
experiment prove that osmose has taken place? Do the liquida pass 
through the membrane at equal rates? 

130. Dialysis. -Experiment shows that those sub
stances that have a crystalline structure and can be dis
solved easily in water will diffuse through a porous 
membrane readily. Substauces like gum and starch, 
which ru:e not crystalline, diffuse very slowly. Sub
stances of the fu·st class are callecl crystalloids, ancl those 
of the seconcl class are callecl coll<Jids. 

If a mixture of crystalloicls and colloids is placecl in a 
dish with a membranous bottom, ancl floatecl u pon water, the 
crystalloids will pass through into the water, and the col
loids will remain. This process is callcd dialysis. One 
of its uses is to detect the presence o.f arsenic in the con
tents of the stomach. 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. Which is the larger, a drop of water or a drop of oli ve oil? 
'Vhy ? Do we get equal quantities when we pour out a given num
ber of drops of different medicines? 

2. Why does the silk loop in Fig. 103 take the form of a cil·cle? 
3. Suppose the direction of R in Fig. 104 is vertical, what kind oí 

a surface will the liquid ha ve? 
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4. Will ink pass readily into the surface of a sheet of glazed 
paper? Into a uewspaper? "\Yhy'l 

5. Give five examples of capillary action. 
6. Which has the greater sm·face tension, water or alcohol? How 

will you prove yout· answer? 
7. If a glass tube, oiled on the inside, is thrust into a beaker of 

water, will the water rise or fall inside the tu be? vVhy? 
8. If you fix a capillary tube vertically, with its lower end in 

water, and then gradually heat the water, what will be ihe result? 
Could a curve be made showing the relation between temperatura 
and height of column? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1. Fill a small bottle nearly full of water. Pour in a small quan
tity of oli ve oil, and shake vigorously. Explain the forro o f the drops 
of oil as it gathers again a.(ter being shaken. 

2. Fill a. large beaker nearly full of water. Put one end of a. small 
flexible rubber tube nea.r the bottoro of the water and blow gently 
into the other end. Observe the shape of the bubbles as they rise, 
and explain. 

3. Make a nurnber of cork balls and fioat them upon the surface 
of water. Can you keep thero apart? Ex:plain. 

Make a number of wax balls, and with them repeat the experiment. 

4. Take one cork ball and one wax: ball, and fioat them on water. 
Do they act toward each other as two cork balls would '/ 

5. Make a nu rober of iron wire frames 
representing different geometrical solids, 
like Fig.lll. Dip them into asoap solu
tiou and make a study of the various 
forros the films can be roade to assuroe. 

6. Pour some s<1ap solution in to a. large 
shallow dish. Blow into it through a 
glass tube and (orm a mass of bubbles. 
Observe the forms the bubbles take as 

"f'/'-+---(/ 

IL../ _ ___y/ 
FIG. 111 

they corne in contact wiLh one another. Make drawings of them. 

7. Draw from a piece of soft glass tubiug a fine capillary tube. 
Break out a piece abouL a foot Jong, having a unüorm diameter, and 
put one end in water. hloisten the inside of the tube by drawing it 
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full of water and blowing it out again. Ilold the tube vertically and 

measure the height of the water in it. Draw the tube gently from 

the water and notice whether there is any change in the length of the 

water colunm. Break the tube and, taking a piece an inch sh01·ter 

than the length of the measured water column, put it in water as 

before. Does tbe water come out at the upper end of the tube? 

Explain. 

8. Selecta glass tu be a half inch or more in diameter. Reat one 

end of it in the flame of a Bunsen bumer, and draw about two inches 

of it out into a small tube. Dip the 
large end iu water, and lower the tube 
until tbe small end is full. Raise tbe 

tube until the small end is above tbe 
surface of the water, as at A . Wh;y 
does not the water in the tube fall to 

the level of the water outside? 

F10. 112 

9. Arrange a diffusion jar as in Ex
periment 45. Fix a meter stick in a 

ver tical position by the side of the jar. 
Begin to take readings of the position 
of tbe line of division between the 

colored liquids as soon as possible after putting in the acid, and at 

intervals afterward. l\lake a record of the readiugs and of the time 

between each two readings, and from these make a cm·ve, laying off 

time on tbe axis of X, and heights above the first reading on the 

axis of Y. Is the curve a straight liue? What does 

this mean? 

10. Procure a small porous cup such as is used 

for a battery cell, and fit in the open end a rubber 

stopper with one hole. In the stopper fit one end 

of a glass tube T, bent as in Fig. 113. Pom· mer

cury into the end of this tube and let it corue to 

rest at A. The heights in tbe two branches can 

be made the same by letting a little au· out of the 

cup. Lower the cup into a beaker of water and 

observe the cha.uge in the Jevel at A . Explain this 

action. Measure this p'ressure by puttiug a scale 

ba.ck of the tub e a.t A. FIG. 113 
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Il. THE MECHANICS OF LIQUIDS 

131. Transmission of Pressure by Liquids.-When
ever pressura is brought to bear upon a solid, the mola
cules, being. unable to move freely over one another, will 
transmit the pressura, undiminished, in one direction 
only. In the case of liquids, however, the free move
ment of the molecules over one another secures the trans
mission of pressura, without change, in all directions. 

EXPERrMENT 47.-To a thln glass bottle fit a straight cork, of 
such a size as to go into the 
neck snugly. Fill the bottle Gf~~~~;;::;::::==::==::s¡;¡:¡=~~ 
with water. Insert the cork 
and bring pressura to bear 
upon it by a.lever as in Fig. 
114. The shattering of the 
bottle shows that the pres
sure was tra.nsmitted in all 
directions. 

The action of the mol- FlG. 1M 

ecules of a liquid in tt·ansmitting pressura may be illus
trated by filling a bottle with peas or shot and pressing 
upon the top layers. 

Since each pea or shot does not lie directly upon 
another, but rather in a depression left between those 
in the next lower layer, a vertical force acting upon any 
pea or shot will be resol ved. in to other forces in the di rec
tions of the points of contact between it and the peas or 
shot which it touches. 

Since liquids are perfectly elastic, and since their mola
cules move over one another with perfect freedom, the 
resultant of all the pressures acting upon a molecule will 
be the same as if the original pressure acted upon it. As 
a result, these considerations lead to thc following law: 
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132. Pascal' s Law. - Pressu1·e exerted upon any pa?-t of 
an inclosed líquid is transmitted undiminished in all di?·ec
tions. TAis pressure acts with equal jo1·ce ~tpon all equal 
surfaces and at right angles to them. 

ExPEIU~JENT 48.- Get a brass tube about 25 cm. Jong a.nd 10 cm. 
in diamet.er. Drill holes A and B in the side. Fit each with a rub

FIG. 115 

ber stopper with one hole. Fit the 
stoppers with small glass tubes of 
t he shape shown in Fig. 115. Fit 
a large rubber stopper and tube e 
into the bottom of the tube, and a 
píston and tube D into the top. 
Pour mercury into the U-tubes to 
act as gauges for measuring the 
pressure. Fix a pan at the top of 
the piston rod for holding weights, 
and fill the brass tube with water. 
Stick strips of gummed paper along 
the straight parts of the U-tubes. 
Mark the positions of the upper end 
of the mercury. .A.dd weights to 
the scale pan aud mark again. The 
changes in the column of mercury 
will measure the pressure. .A.re 
these changes equal? 

133. The Hydraulic Press.- An important application 
of the principie stated in Pascal's Law is made in the 
hydraulic press. The essential features of the machine 
are shown in Fig. 116. T wo pistons or plungers A and B 
pass through water-tight collars into cylinders O and ]). 
The piston A is moved by the lever G- by applying the 
power at P . The body to be compressed is placed be
tween the platform H and a stationary framework above 
it. The action is as follows: Both cylind.ers and ihe 
connecting tube being full of water, the piston A is 
forced. clown, the pressure on the water iu O closiug t he 
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valve E, and forcing the valve F open. The water dis
placed by A is forced through F, and passes into JJ, where 
it pushes Bup, and compresses K When the piston A 
is raised, the back pressure of B upon the water closes F. 
E opens, and water from M pa-sses through it, keeping O 
full. The next stroke simply r epeats the action. 

FIG. 116 

The fact that water is almost incompressible and per
fectly elastic is of very g t·eat importauce in connection 
with this machine. A pressm·e of 100 lh. to the square 
inch compresses water only .00033 of Hs original volume, 
and, 011 the removal of the pressure, that volume is im
mediately restored. 

134. Pressure Due to Gravity. - The principie stated in 
Pascal's Law holds whether the force employed is due to 
the pressure of weights placed 011 a piston resting upon 
the surface of the liquid, or to the pressure of an added 
layer of water. Whe11 a liquid is at a uniform tempera
tura throughout, the entire mass is in a stàte of equilib-
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rium, and there are no internal curi'ents, as can be seen by 
mixing some heavy sawdust through the water. T his 
means that the p1·essure exe1·ted at any point in a líquid by 
its own weight is equal in all di?·ections. 

135. The Relation of Pressure to Depth. - Since every 
horizontal layer of a liquid has to support the weight of 
the liquid above, we may write as a result the following 
laws : 

I. T he p1·essu1·e in any laye1· is·p1·oportional to its deptJ¿, 

li. The pressU?·e is the same at all points in the same 
horizontal layer. 

EXPERIMENT 49.- Bend three glass tubes in to the forms shown in 
Fig. 117. In to the tu be A pour 
a small quantity of mercury. 
Lower it slowly into a vessel 
of water. Any changes in the 
level of the mercury will indi
cate chauges in the pressure. 
Does t he pressure increase with 
the depth? Hold the three 
tubes in one hand in such a 
way that the three opeuings are 
at the same level, and lower the 
tubes together into the water . 
Is the change in the mercury 

FtG. 117 level in each t u be the same? 
Why? 

136. Vertical Downward Pressure.- In the case of a 
liquid contained in a vessel with vertical sides, the weight 
of each layer is transmitted undiminished to the layers 
below. Hence each layer bears the weight of the liquid 
above it, and the total pressure on the bottom will be the 
weight of the líquid in the vessel. 
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ExPERniENT 50.-Each of the four glass tubes or vessels shown 
in Fig. 118-A, B, e, and D 
- screws in to the top of the 
ring R. 

The ring is ground so 
that when the disk K is held 
against it the joint will be 
water-tight. 

Fasten the tube A in a ver
tical position and so adjust 
the apparatus that the bar 
]{E will be horizontal when 
the ring aud the disk K are 
in contact. 

Put weights u pon the scale 
pan P, and pour water into 
the tube A. 1\love the índex 
H until it is level wifih t he sur
face of the water iu A when it 
begins to leak out at K. 

Unscrew A from the ring 
and substituta B, e, and D, 
in turn, and it will be found 
in each case that the pressure FIG. 118 
will push off the pau K at exactly the same height of water when 
the same weights are placed upon P. 

The above experiment proves that tlte pressure on the 
bottom of a vessel containing a líquid is entirely independ
ent of the shape of the vessel; with a given liquid it 
depends solely upon the depth of the líquid and the a1·ea 

of the base. 

ExPERIMENT 51.-Replace the tube e, and use n. solution of salt, 
wbich is heavier than water, and it will be found to require less height 
for the same pressure. 

From this we see that the pressure on the bottom of a 
vessel depends also upon the density of the Ziqnid. 
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137. Pressure on the Side of a Vessel. - When a líquid 
is contained in a vessel with vertical sides, tbe pressure at 
any point of the sicle depends upon its distance from the 
surface of the liquid. The total pressure on the sides of 
the vesse! is the sum of all these pressures, wbich vary from 
zero at the surface to a maximum at the bottom. The 
rule for .finding the pressure on any submerged sm·face 
may be written as follows : 

Tlte pressu1·e of a liquid upon a subme1-ged s~¿1jace is equal 
to tlte weight of a column of the líquid l~aving tJ¿e a1·ea of 
the BU?jace jo1· ÍtS base, and the depth Oj tJ~e cente1· oj gravity * 
of tlte given surface below the su1jace of tlte líquid for its 
lteight. 

This rule applies to all submerged surfaces, whetber 
vertical, horizontal, or inclined, plane or curved. If the 
surface is the horizontal base of the vessel, the height of 
the column will be the total depth of the líquid. 

The above law may be expressed in a formula as 
follows : 

Pressure = Ha W, (37) 

in wbicb H is heigbt, a is area of base, and Wis tbe weigbt 
of a cubic foot or unit volume of tbe líquid. 

A cubic foot of water weighs about 62.5 lb., or 1000 oz. 

138. Center of Pressure. - Tbe center of pressure on a 
submerge<.l surface is tbe point of application of all the 
forces acting upon it, due to the pressure of the water. 
If we ha ve a rectangular sicle to a vesse! containing water, 
since tbe pressure increases from the top to tbe bottom, it 
is evident that this point must be below the middle of tbe 
side. A convenient way to determine the position of tbis 

* See page 64. In plane surfaces the center of gravity is the center 
of area. 
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point is as follows. Lay off a line OB perpendicular to the 
side AB to represent the pressure at B. Draw the liue GA. 
Any lines, as ;E]) and G F , drawn perpendicular to AB 
will represent the pres
sure at the points ]) and 
F respectively . Why? 

The area of the trian
gle ABG will represent 
the entire pressure upon 
AB, and the center of Er----t--P+----
pressui·e will be at the 
point H where the per- e 
pendicular from the cen-

B 
].<'¡(¡, 119 

ter of area of the triangle meets the side A B . I t is 
evident that this point will be in such a position that 
AH= i AB, since the center of area is at O, a point such 
thatAO = i-AK 

If the sicle AB is movable, a support at H will prevent 
either the top or the bottom from being pushed out. 

139. The Surface of a Líquid at Rest. - We ha ve already 
seen that when the resultant of all the forces that act 

upon any poínt in a líquid 
is zero, there will be a 
condition of equilibrium, 
and the líquid will be at 
rest. 

I n order that the surface 
of a líquid may be at rest, 
it must be borizontal. Sup-

Fio. 120 pose tbat the surface is not 
horizontal, as in Fig. 120. 

The force of gravity A B , which acts upon any molecule 
upon the surface, as A, may be resolve<.l into two forces, 
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one of which, A. a, is perpendicular, and the other, A.]), 
paraU el to the surface. N ow the first, A O, will be op
posed by the resistance of the liq uid, while the other, A]), 
will move the molecule to a lower level. When t he sur
face is horizontal, the action of gravity is perpendicular 
to it, and since there can be no component parallel to the 
surface, no movement will take place, and the liquid will 
remain at rest. 

140. Equilibrium in Communicating Vessels. - When
ever a number of vessels are connected, and water is 
poured into one of them, it will, when it comes to rest, 
stand at the same height in all. Neither size, nor shape, 
nor position affects the result. It is in accordance with 
this principie that water seeks its own level, that fountains 
play, and that water is distributed in the modem systems 
of water distribution in cities. 

141. Superposed Liquids. - If two or more líquids hav
ing different densities are pom·ed into a jar, they will 
corne to rest in the order of their densities, with the sur
faces of each separating them horizontally. Those líquids 
that will not mix must be chosen for the successive layers. 
Mercury, water, oil, and alcohol, when pom·ed into a test 
tnbe, will corne to rest in the order named. If they are 
to be ponred in in such a way that the alcohol and water 
can corne in contact, the water should have dissolved in 
it some sodium carbonate. It is an easy matter to find 
a solid that will sink through one liquid layer and float 
on another, as a bicycle ball on the top of the mercury 
and at the bottom of the water. 

142. Vertical Upward Pressure.- It has been shown in 
Experiment 49 that the upward pressure at any point 

li 
:I 

! 
i 
I 
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below the surface of a liquid is equal to the downward 
pressure. 

ExPERDrENT 52.-Selecta glass tu be like a lamp 
cbimney, and a glass plate or disk just large enough 
to cover the end of the tu be. Grind the end of this 
tu be, and the glass plate, to a water-tight joint with 
emery. Fas ten tbree cords to the plate or disk, and 
to a single cord, as in Fig. 121. Hold tbe disk in 
place over the bottom of the tu be with the cord, and 
push the tube down into the water in a jar. The 
upward pressure will hold tbe disk in place witbout 
tbe cord. Pour water into the tube nntil the disk 
fltlls off, wben the weight of the water pom·ed in, 
added to the weight of the disk, will measure the 
upward pressm·e. 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND P ROBLEMS 

FIG. 121 

1. If tbe diameter of tbe small plunger in a hydraulic press is 
1 in., and that of the large pluuger is 6 in., bow much pressure will a 
force oí 60 Ib. on the former exert on the latter? How rnuch per 
square inch '/ 

2. Suppose the force in problem No. 1 to be applied by pressing 
down on the lever shown iu Fig. 116. How great a pressure is re
quil'ed by tha hand if tha levar is 3 ft. long, a\1d tha fulcrum 6 in. 
from the piston ? 

3. Draw a figure similar to Fig. 116, showing the proportions that 
may be used so that a pressure of 10 Ib. at P will produce a pressura 

of 1600 Ib. at B. 
4. Compute the pressura on the bottom, sides, and ands of a box 

4ft. long, 2ft. wide, and 1~ ft. high, when filled with water. 
5. Compute the pressure on the bottom, sides, and ands oí the 

same box when it is two thirds full of water. 
6. A bottla 6 in. in diameter is filled to a height of 8 in. wit h 

sulphuric acid, which is 1.8 times as heavy as water. What is lL 
total pressure u pon the bottle? 

7. Find the euti re pressure npon a standpipe 60 ft. bigh aml 
25ft. in diameter, when íour fifths full of water. . . 

8. What is the pressure on a gate 2 ft. long aud li ft. higb, in 
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the side oí a dam, when the water stands at a height of 18ft. above 

the top of tl!e gate? 
9. Sup¡Jose the head of water in a system of waterworks is 150ft. 

above the disLributing pipes; what is the pressure npon every square 

inch of the pipes ? · 

10. A vessel 40 cm. high, 18 cm. long, and 10 cm. wide has a cir

cular window 6 cm. in diameter placed in ·one side with its upper 

edge at a distance of 32 cm. from the top of t he vesse!. l?ind the 

entire pressura on the vessel and the pressw·e on the window when 

the vessel is full of water. 
11. A water-tight box 12 cm. long, 6 cm. wide, and 3 cm. tbick is 

filled with wat.er. Compute the pressure upon it when it lies (a) u pon 

its side, (b) upon its edge, (e) upon its end. 
12. One leaf of a lock gate is 12 ft. wide and 10 ft. high. Com

pute the pressure on (a) the upper half, (b) the lower half, when the 

lock is full of water. 
13. Suppose a tube 12 m. higb to be inserted in the top of a water

tight cubical box contaiuing 1 cu. m. What will be the pressura 

on the bottom, sides, and top of the box when tbe tube is filled with 

water? What is the total pressUl'e tending to burst the box? 
14. A bottle is lowered into a lake to a depth of 150 ft . What is 

the pressura upon t he eud of the cork, which is 1.2 iu. in diameter? 

15. The water gauge in the water supply for a village registers 

64 lb. per square inch. llow high is tbe reservoir? 
16. A dam 40 ft. long and 15 ft. bigh boids back the water of 

a lake. What pressure must it bear ? Does the extent of the lake 

make any difl"erence with the amount of this pressura? 
17. Where is the center of pressura on the face of a dam 12 ft . 

long and 8 ft. bigh? 
18. Suppose the staves of a barrel 8 ft . hlgh, filled with water, are 

to be held in place by a single hoop. Where should it be placed? 
1!). If the disk in Fig. 121 is 8 cm. in diameter, what will be the 

upward pressw-e of the water upon it when it is 15 cm. below tbe 

surface of the water in the jar? 
20. A wooden rod 4 cm. in diameter and 75 cm. long is thrust 

vertically in to water its fulllength. How much force is required to 

keep it in place if the rod weighs 350 g.? ' 
21. A pyramid 16 cm. high, having a base 24: cm. square, is just 

submerged in water. What is the pressure upon each of the triangular 

sides? What is the upward pressure u pon the base? 
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LABORATORY WORK 

1. llave a water-tight wooden box made, and bore holes 1 in. in 
dia.meter, as A, E, e, etc. (Fig. 122), in the sides and ends. In oue 

F to. 122 FIG. 123 

of these, as A, insert·a rubber stopper with a single hole. Cover the 
other holes with disks of thin rubber, a.ud fasten them on water-tight 
by nailing a rou nd each o f them a leatber ring 1 in. in dia.meter ou tbe 
inside. Fill the box with water and notice the 
effect of the gravity of the water. Thrust a glass 
rod through the hole in the rubber stopper and 
push it clown to di:fferent depths. Observe the 
effect upon each diaph ragm. An approximate 
measurement of this effect can be made by using 
a little rest and scale like that shown in Fig. 123. 

2. Turn two wooden disks, such as are sbown in 
Fig. 124 at A and B, and connect them by a. 
dowel-pin rod e, about 2 ft. long. Slip over 
the disk A a tu be of flexible rubber,- a piece of 
the inner tu be oí an oid bicycle tire will do,- and 
fasten it water-tight to A and B by leather bands. 
Fill it with water and measure the divergence of 
the walls of the tube from a vertical line. Does 
the pressure increase proportionally to the depth? 

U OADLEY'S PHYS.-9 

A 

Fio. 124 
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3. Place in the bottom of a sha.llow pau a piece of smooth glass, 
and stand upon it a henvy 
lamp chimney of the form 

A shown in Fig. 125, with the 
ends ground smooth. Pour 
water into the chimney, and 
observe what ta.kes place 
when it rises to some height, 
as A. Explain. Set the 
chimney upon the small end 
and pour in water. Explain 

rrxG. 125 the different results. 

III. SPECIFIC GRA VITY 

143. The Principie of Archimedes. -ExPERIMENT 53.-Tie 
a strong thread to a stone, suspend the stone from a spring scale, and 
note its weight. Weigh again, letting the stone hang in a beaker of 
water, and it will be fou nd to weigh loss. ·why? 

ExPERnt ENT 54.-Suspend from one side of a balance a s hort 
brass tu be A (Fig. 1 26), and from a hook in the closed bottom o f t his 
tube suspend a solid cylinder 
B, wbich will just fill the tu be. 
Put weights npon the other 
scale pan unti! the beam is 
horizontal. Immerse B in 
water, and the equilibrium 
will be destroyed. Fill A 
with water, and the equilib
rium will be restored. 

W e learn from t he 
above, both that a body 
appears to lose weight 

FIO. 126 

when it is immersed in a liquid, and that the amount of 
this loss is exactly the weight of the water displaced. 
This P rinciple of Archimedes may be stated as follows : 

A body immersed in a liqu·id loses as much in weight as 
the weight of tke líquid displaced by it. 
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This tendency of a' liquid to lift. a submerged body is 
called its buoyant force or buoyancy, and depends in amount 
upon the density of the liquid and. the size of the body. 

If a body, a cube for instance, is immersed in a líquid, 
the horizontal pressure acting upon any side will be ex
actly counterbalanced by the pressure 
upon the opposite side. The down
ward pressure upon tbe upper surface 
O will be equal to the weight of a 
column of water having for its base 
the area of O, and for its height the 
depth of O below the surface oi the 
water. The upward pressure upon 
the lower surface IJ will be equal to 
the weight of a column of water hav
ing for its base the area of IJ, and for 
its height the depth of IJ below the 
Slll'face of the water. The difference 
between these pressures is the buoyant 

Fm.l27 

force of the líquid, and is equal to the weight of a quan
tity of the líquid that has the same volume as the sub
merged cube. This conclusion is verified by the result 
of Experiment M. 

144. Floating Bodies. - When bodies are placed in a 
líquid, the position tbey finally take will be dependent 
upon the relative densities .of the body and the líquid. 
If a stone is placed in water, since it is heavier than the 
water, it will sink. If a chop of olive oil is placed in a 
mixture of alcohol and water, of the same density as itself, 
it will remain wherever it is placed. lf a piece of wood 
is placed in water, it will rise to the sm·face and fioat. 
The principie of Archimedes applies to each case, how
ever, and we ·may write this L aw of Flcating Bodie8: 
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A jloating body will displace a volume of líquid wlwse 

weight equals its own. 
EXPERDt&.'iT 55.-l\lake a bar of pine wood 25 cm. 

long and 1 cm. square. Bore a hole in one end and run 
in molten lead. Divide off one side of the bar in to centi
meters. Cover the bar with melted paraffin, melting it 
into the p01·es of the wood over a flame. Float the bar 
upright in a tall jar (Fig. 128); then, since I c.c. of water 
weigbs 1 g., the reading of tbe height at wbich it floats 
will give the approximate weigbt of tbe bar in grams. 

145. Density. - The quantity of matter, or 
the mass, in a unit volume is called the density 

I 
of a substance. If we assume the quantity of 
matter in 1 c.c. of pure water as our unit, its 

f':, ~.!.~ density will be 1, aud the qnautities of matter 
~l:.!~J in the same volumes of other substances will 
._ be their relative densities. The density of a 
Fm. 128 body is found by dividing its mass by its volum e. 

Ha piece of lead, for example, has a mass of 45.4 g . and 
a volume of 4 c. c., then its density equals 45.4+4= 11.35 g . 
per cubic centimeter. 

146. Specific Gravity. - Since the ratio between the 
weights of equal volumes of substances in the same place 

is the same as the ratio of their masses, we can use the 
term specific gravity in place of 1·elative density. Since, 
also, pure water is taken as the standard in specific grav
ity, we may express it by the following formula : 

or 

or 

S g _ weight of the body in air 
P· r. - ' 

weight of an equal volume of water 

S . _ weight of the body in air 
P· gr.- ' 

loss of weight in water 
w 

Sp. gr. = W _ W'. (38) 
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In tbis expression W is tbe weigbt of tbe body in air, 
and W' its weight in water. 

147. To find the Specific Gravity of a Body Heavier than 
Water.- Tie a lighL cord about tbe body, suspend it from 
one arm of a balance, and 
weigh it; call this weight 
W. W eigh again with 
the body suspended in 
water, as in Fig. 129. 
Call this weigbt W'. 
Substituta these values ~~!:::'> 
in Formula 38, and the 
result will be tbe speci:fic 
gravity of tbe body. FIG. 129 

EXAMPLi:. - The weight of a stone in air ( W) = 146 g. 

Its weight in water ( W') :::: 94 g. 

146 146 
.·. Sp. gr. = 146 - 94 =52= 2·8· 

148. To find the Specific Gravity of a Body Soluble in 
Water.- Weigb the body in air (W), and then in some 
liquid. in whicb it does not dissolve (W') . Find the 

specific gravity ( W ~ W') witb reference to tbe liquid, 

and then multiply by tbe specific gravity (s) of the 
liquid used with reference to water. 

EXAMPLE. - The weight of the body in air (TJ') = 214 g. 

Then 

Its weight iu the given liquid ( W') = 143 g. 

The specific gravity of the liquid (s)= .915. 

S. r.= Ws =214x.!ll5= 2.76. 
p g w- lV' 21-! - l.J.:j 

149. To find the Specific Gravity of a Body Lighter than 
Water.-W eigh tbe body in air ( W), then weigb a heavy 
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sinker both in air and in water, and call its lo~s o:f weight 
l. Tie the sinker to the body and find the loss o:f weight 
of the two in ·water l'. From the loss of the two subtract 
the loss of the siuker, and the result will be the loss of the 
light body. Di vide its weight in air by this differen ce, 
and the result is the specific gravity. 

ExAMPLE. - Weight of body in air ( W) = 23 g. 
Weight of sinker in air (s)= 231 g. 
Weight oí sinker in water (s')= 199 g. 
W eight of body a nd s in ker in air ( W + s)= 254 g. 
W eight of body and sinker iu water= 166 g. 
Loss of body aud sinker in water (l')= 88 g. 
Loss of sinker in water (s- s')= l = 32 g. 

w 23 
Sp. gr. = l' - l = 88 - 32 = '41' 

150. To find the Specific Gravity of Líquids.- (a) By 
the Specifie Gravity B ottle.-Any bottle with a small neck 
having a fixed mark around the neck can be used in this 
method. Weigh the bottle when empty (a) . Fill with 
water to tbe :fixecl mark and weigh (b) . The di:fference 
gi ves the weight of water (b-a) . Fill with the required 

liquid and weigh (e) . Tbe difference (e- a) gi ves the 
weight of the same volume of the liquid. Then the 

specific gravity will be e- a. 
. b-a 

NoTE.- Since the density of water depends u pon both its purity and 
temperature, in order to get accurate resu!ts, distilled water ata t&mpera
ture of 4° C. must be used. The temperature 4° C. is chosen because 
water has its greatest density at that temperature. 

ExAMPLE.- Weight of the empty bottle (a)= 54 g. 
Weight of the bottle filled with water (b) = 304 g. 

Weight of the bottle filled with the liquid (e) = 252.25 g. 

S . . =e- a= 252.25 - 54= 198.25 = .793. 
p gr b - a 304 - 54 250 
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Specific gravity bottles are usually made to hold a cer
tain number of grams of water at a stated temperatura, 
and are so marked. 

If the bottle holds 1000 g. of water, the specific gravity 
can be obtained directly. For example, if a thousand
gram bottle holds 1240 g. of hydrochloric acid, then its 
specific gravity is 1.240. 

(b) By the Speeific Gravity Bulb. -Weigh some heavy 
body in air (a), then in water (b), and then in the líquid 

e e); then will the specific gravity of the li quid be a- e. 
a-b 

ExAMPLE. - A brass ball weighs 463 g. in air (a), 407.77 g. in 
water (b), and 416.83 g. in petroleum (e): hence, 

463- 416.83 46.17 
Sp. gr. of petroleum:::: 463-407.77 = 55.23 = .836. 

(e) By the H yd1·omete1·.- A hydrometer usually consists 
of a small glass tube to which two larger bulbs are sealed. 
Either mercury or small shot are put into 
thhe ~ower bulb in 01:de

1
r toFkeeplith~dsstehm of g 

t e mstrument vert1Ca. or qm eav- : A 
ier than water the unit mark is placed at _ : 'Sl 

the upper end of the stem, which is grad- t: ·• - ::1 
uated decimally. This instrument, which r I 
is a constant weight hydrometer (Fig. 130), I , ~ 
is used by placing it in the liquid in a ! I . 
hydrometer jar, and reading the height to ¡ !¡ 
which the liquid stands on the stem. j¡; , 
Special forros of hydrometers are used for ! · ~ 1 

special liquids. The aleolwlmeter is used I !.¡H: 
for determining the per cent of absolute =~-=~-~-~~ 

::;::..: 

~r 

alcohol m spirits, and the laetometer for 
testing the purity of milk. 

FIG. 130 

f 

' 

I 

I 
I 
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. When a bucket is filled by immersing it in water, why is it so 
much barder to lift the bucket out of the water than when it is below 
the sw·face? 

2. Will a fiat sheet of tin fioat on water? Why? Can it be bent 
into such a shape that it will fioat? Why? 

3. A stone, the volume of which is 2 cu. ft., weighs 225lb. in water. 
(a) What will it weigh in the air? (b) What is i ts specific gravity? 

4. A piece of marble weighing 426 g. in air weighs only 276 g. in 
water. (a) What is its specific gravity? (b) What is its volume? 

5. A body 25 cm. long, 12 cm. wide, and 6 cm. high, is suspended 
with its under side horizonta.) and 44 cm. below the surface of the 
water. What is the pressure on each face, and in what du·ection? 
What is the effect of these pressures? 

6. If a. pole 8 or lO ft. long is plunged vertically into a deep pool, 
it is thrown out for hali its length. Why? 

7. 5.6 en. ft. of a certain metal weighs 4000 Ib. What is the 
speciñc gravity of tbe metal? 

8. A specimen of glass weighed 321 g. in air, and 224.6 g. in water. 
What is the weight of aplate 3 m. long, 2.5 m. wide, and 1.5 cm. thick? 

9. Find the weight of a block of mar ble (sp. gr. = 2.837) 6 ft. long, 
4 ft. wide, and 3 ft. thick. How much work must be done to raise it 
125 ft. vertically? 

10. Find the weight of an ivory ball (sp. gr. = 1.917) 4 cm. in 
diameter. 

11. Find the weight of a steel shaft 5.5 ft. long and 5 in. in diarn
eter. (Sp. gr. = 7.82.) 

12. A certain body weighs 437 g. in air, and 202.7 g. in a liquid, 
the speciñc gravity of which is 1.42. Wbat is the speciñc gravity oí 
the body? 

13. Compute the specific gravity of paraffin f rom the following 
data: Weight of paraffin in air, 138 g.; weight of sinker, 210 g.; weight 
of sinker in water, 191.5 g.; weight of both in water, 171.61 g. 

14. A specific gravity bottle which weighs 231 g. weigbs 481 g. 
when filled to a certa.in mark with water, and 691.25 g. when filled 
with sulphuric acid. What is the specific gravity of the aeid? 

15. A piece of rock crystal weighing 14.326 g. in air, weighed 
8.926 g. in water and 6.658 g. in nítric acid. What was the specific 
gravity of the acid? 
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16. IIow much would a platinum ball 3 cm. in diameter (sp. gr. = 
20.337) weigh in mercury (sp. gr. = 13.6)? 

17. What must be the volume of a hollow brass ball weighing 2.5 kg. 
that it may just float in water? What is its diameter? 

18. A cast iron ball (sp. gr. = 7.1) 6 in. in diameter floats upon 
mercury. What part of its volume is above the surface? 

19. The composition of a number of alloys is given below. Com
pute the specific gravity of each. A table giving the specific gravities 
of the metals used may be found in the Appeudix. 

Red brass. Copper 90 parts, zinc 10 parts. 
Yellow bra,ss. Copper 70 parts, zinc 30 parts. 
Bronze. Copper 85 parts, tin 15 parts. 
German silver. Copper 52 parts, zinc 26 parts, nickel 22 parts. 

LABORATORY WORK 

1 . Measure the diameter of a ball that will sink in water. Take 
a number of measurements, and take their average for the diameter. 
Compute its vol u me. Weigh i t. Pour water in to a cylinder graduated 
in cubic centimeters. Rea.d the level of the water. Fasten a thread 
to the ball and suspend it in the water in the cylinder. Read again. 
Jlow does the di.fference in the readings compare with the computed 
vol u me? "\Veigh a,s many cubic ceutimeters of water as are equal 
to the volume of the ball. Find the specific gravity of the ball by 
Formula 38. 

2. Find, by the method of weighing, the specific gravity of a quartz 
crystal; a piece of ca,st i.ron; a piece of gla,ss tubing; a silver dollar. 

3. Find the specific gravity of a piece of wax 
or paraffi.n, using a lead ball for a sinker. 

4. Find the specific gravity of the same piece 
by the use of the Nicholson hydrometer, shown 
in Fig. 131. This is made of a brass tube at the 
bottom of wh ich is a cone-shaped vesse!, which 
is loaded so that the hydrometer will stand with 
the upper end about an inch above the surface of 
the water. At the upper end is a vertical wire 
which supports a brass plate for weights. 

This is a hydrorneter of constant volurne, and 
the reference mark is placed at A on the wire. 
Fi nd the specific gravity as follows: FIG. :!31 
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Put weights in the upper pan, until the mark A is at the surface 
of the water. Call this weight W. Remove the weights and put on 
the piece of wax. Add weights until the mark A is again at the 
surface. Call this weight W'. Aga.in remove the weights. Tie the 
wax to the lower pan with a piece of thread and add weights unti! 
the ma.rk A is brought to the sm·face. Call this weight W". Then 

W W' Sp. gr. = - · Why? 
W"- W' 

A disk cut as in Fig. 132 is convenient to put 
O\'er tbe top of the jar below the upper pan, as it 
prevents the pan from going i1;1to the water ü too 
heavy weights are put on, and also prevents the 
weights from falling into tbe water. 

FlG. ¡¡¡:¿ 5. Determine the specific g:ravity of alcohol with 

the speciftc gravity bottle. 

6. 1\lake a specific gravity bulb by closing one end of a glass tube 
with tbick walls, and drawing out the other end as shown 
in Fig. 133. Use this to determine the specific gravity 
of the alcohol used in No. 5. Keep a record of the 
weight of the bulb in air and its loss of weight in water. 

7. Make a 2% solution o f com mon salt a nd measnre its 
specific gravity with a hydrometer. Add enough salt to 
make a 4% solution and again take the speciftc gravity. 
Keep adding salt enough to increase the per cent of t.he 
solution by 2 each time, and take corresponding hydrom
eter readings. Take these readings nntil the solution 
lS satura.ted, being sure that all the salt is dissolved each 
time. Tabulate your results, and from them draw a Fm. 133 

cm-ve, laying off the percentages on the axis of X and the 
hydrometer readings on the axis of Y. Study this curve carefully and 
interpret it. 

8. Select a piece of glass tubing from 4 to 6 ft. long, and heat the 
middle of it in the flame of a broad fish-tail burner. When it is cherry 
red take it from the flame and gently bend it unti! the arms are par
aBel. This makes a more even bend than is made by using the Bun
sen flame. Pour a little mercury into the tube and let it corne to a 
level, AB (Fig. 134:). Pour water in to one armand enough alcohol into 
the other to keep the mercury at the level AB. Head t!le height 
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of the water column AC and that of the alcohol column BD; then 
will the speci.fic gravity of the alcohol be expressed by the following 
formula: 

AC 
Sp. gr. = BD' 

This metbod is called the method of 
balancing colunnns. If the liquids do not 
mix, the mercury can be dispensed with, 
but in most cases it is preferable to use 
the mercury. The reading of the columns 
can best be done by pl~cing a meter stick 
between the columns and using a reading 
telescope with cross hairs. 

D 

_Q 

!!_ __ _ 

FlG. 134 

9. Select two pieces of glass tubing about a meter in length, and 
nE having an interna! díameter of 5 or 6 mm. 

p~ L-m p Connect them at one end with a T-tube by 
~ short rubber tubes, PP (Fig. 135). Fasten 

them to a suitable support and provide two 
---- B A ---- cups, C and D, into which the lower ends 

of the tubes project. Place water in C, and 
the líquid of which the speci.fic gravity is 
wanted in D; then, by suction u pon a flexible 
rubber tube connected with the upper end of 

Oi.··~ [ JD the T-tube E, draw the air from A and B. 
m!Mimramndlmli' B• ii!ll The líquids will at once rise and stand at 

Fm. 135 heights that are inversely proportional to 
their densitíes. Put a clamp upon the rub

ber tube to close it air-tight, and read the heights of columns A and 

B; then, as before, Sp. gr. = A c. 
BD 

NOTE.- Wet the rubber tubes on the inside with glycerin, and wind 
the rubber to the glass tubes with cord or wire. Read on a liue tangent 
to the meniscus, using a reading telescope if possible, and allow for the 
capillarity of the liquids, which can be read before suction is applied. 

This method is called the method of Ha1·e's apparatus. 

10. Wind 25 ft. of spring brass wire No. 24 into a close coil over 
a rod about ¡.in. in díameter. Suspend this at one end, and.from the 

I 

1 

¡ 

I 

I 

I 
I 
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other end suspend two scale pans made from watch crystals, as in 
Fig. 136. Provide ashelf thatcan beraised and lowered and fixed in any 

position, and place a glass of water upon it 
directly beneath the lower scale pan. Back 
of the spring place a long, narrow strip of 
mirror that has a millimeter scale laid off 
on the mercury. side by fine cuts with the 
point of a knlie through the mercu¡oy. Be
tween the lower end of the spring and the 
upper scale pan thread a glass bead on the 
wire, and use the upper edge of this to 
measure n·om. Tak:e the readings by look
ing across the top of the bead to the top of 
its reflectien in the mirror. 

Read the scale with no load, keeping the 
lower pan always in the water at such a 
depth that the water surface meets the single 
wire at a point above that at 'yhich the three 
supporting wires are connected. 

Put 1 g. on the upper scale pau and read. 
Put 2 g. on and read. Put S g. on and read. 
Are the differences uniform? How many 
millimeters correspond to 1 g.? Weigh 6 in. 
of No. 24 brass wire. 

Fro. 136 Find the specific gravity of a small c¡oystal 
as follows : Read fust with no load, and call 

the reading W. Put the crystal in the uppe1· pan and read, changing 
the positiou of the shelf to bring the water sm·face in the right place. 
Call this reading W'. Place the crystal in the lower pan and read. 

Call this W". Then the specific gravity will equal ;;,'_:: ;;,,. Why? 

The above instrument is called the Jolly balance, and 
is in commou use in determining the specific gravity of 
minerals by means of small specimens. It is a most ac
curate instrument if properly used, and the student should 
become perfectly familiar with its use, both for weigbing 
in sma~l quantities and for determining specific gravities. 



CHAPTER V 

GASES 

151. Gases and Vapors. - A gas is matter in such a 
condition that it has a tendency to expand indefinitely. 
Gases have no independent shape, but take the forro 
of the vessel in which they are confined. Great pres
sure and a low temperatura are required to change 
gases into the líquid state. The name vapor is given 
to gaseous matter that is líquid or solid at normal 
temperatures. vV a ter vapor is an example of vapor, while 
atmospheric air is a familiar forro of gas, and will be used 
in studying the phenornena and properties of gases. 

152. Expansibility.-ExPERIMENT 56.- Put a rubber bag 
a toy balloon will answer- uuder the receiver of an air pump, having 
first blown a little air into it and tied the 
stem. Exhaust the a.ir, and the balloon 
will be seen to increase in size. It will do 
this as long ~ the air is pumped from the 
receiver. 

In order to explain this expan
sion of the air, we shall need to un
derstand the kinetic theory of gases. 
This theory considers that the mola
cules of a gas are in a state of rapid 
motion in straight lines, and that Fm. 137 

they continue to move in their paths 
until turned aside by striking either other molecules or the 
siue of the containing vessel. W hen t he balloon is put 

141 
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under the receiver of the air pump, the number of mola

cules of air per cubic centimeter is the sarue inside of it 

as outside of it, and the bombardment of the molecules on 

one side neutralizes that on the other, and the walls of 

the bag are loose. As soon as air is taken from the 

receiver, however, the number of molecular blows on the 

inside exceeds the number on the outside for the same 

surface, and the bag is stretched out until they are equal. 

This means that there are again the same number of 

molecules in the same space both inside and outside, or, 

the density is the same. If now the air is let into the 

receiver, the blows on the outside increase and the bag 

shrinks to its original size, beaten down by the impact of 

the molecules of the outside air. 

153. Compressibility. -In order to show the compress

ibility of gases, it is only necessary to apply force to an 

air-tight piston moving in a cylinder closed at one end. 

I t can be shown in a very simple way by pushing the 

open end of a long test tube below the surface of water, 

when it will be found that the deeper it is thrust into the 

water, the higher the water rises within it; and the more 

the air is compressed, the greater is the pressure required 

to force the test tube into the water. 

154. Elasticity. - Gases are not only compressible, but 

they are perfectly elastic, as may be illustrated in the 

following experiment: 
ExPERIMENT 57.-Raise the pis ton o E a bicycle pump to the top, 

then close the tube leading from the pump a.nd force the piston dowu. 

A sharp push will bring it nearly to the bottom, showing a. compres

sion of, say, nine tenths. Now let the piston go, and it will rise 

again to the top of the pump. 

The elasticity of gases differs from that of solids in that 

it is elasticity of volume and not of form. 
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155. Weight.-Though gases are the lightest forms of 
matter, each has its own weight, which may be obtained 
directly by weighing. 

ExPERIMENT 58. - W eigh on a delicate balance a light glass flask 
that is fitted with a stopcock. Exhaust the air and weigh again, 
and the flask and contents will be found to 
be lighter tha.n before. 

By an extension of tbis method 
the weight of aÏJ: and other gases has 
been found. The weight of 1 c. c. of 
dry aÏJ• at 0° C., and the barometric 
pressure of 760 mm., is .001293 g . 
Since the weight of water under the 
same conditions is practically 1 g ., 
the weight of air is 7h of the weight 

FIG. 138 

of water. Hydrogen, the lightest known gas, weighs 
.0000895 g . per cubic centimeter; hence air is about 14.4 
tÏJnes as heavy as hydrogen. The weight of air in English 
measure is .31 grains per cubic inch, and of carbon dioxide 
.4 725 grains. 

156. Composition of the Atmosphere. - The air com
posing the atmosphere of the earth is a mixed gas. The 
kinds of gases and their average amount in volume are 
given in the following table : 

Nitrogen 
Oxygen 
Argon . 
Carbon dioxide . 
Aqueous vapor . 

77.50 parts 
20.64 parts 

1.00 parts 
.04 parts 
.82 parts 

Total = 100 parts 

Besides these are t races of other gases, as ammonia and 
ozoue. The most recently discovered of the chief con-
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stituents is argon. This was discovereLl in 1895 by Lord 
Rayleigh and Professor Ramsey as the result of an ad
mirable course of scientific research. 

157. Pressure of the Atmosphere. - Since the molecules 
of gases move freely, it is evident that Pascal's Law will 
hold for gases as well as for líquids ; and since air has 
weight, it is evident that the layers of air near the surface 
of the earth will be subject to a pressura due to the weight 
of the air above. 

ExPERIMENT 59.- Tie a sheet of thin rubber over one end of a 
bladder glass and place it on tbe plate of an 
air pump. Remove a part of the air below 
tbe rubber by a stroke or two of the pump. 
The rubber wiJl be pushed iuside the glass. 
What supports the downward pressura of the 
air before the pump is worked? 

FIG. 139 

This experiment can be varied by tying a 
piece of wet bladder over the top of the glass 
and letting it dry. On pumping out the air, 
the bladder will burst with the pressura. 

ExPERIMENT 60.-Cut off the stem of a thistle tu be about 4 in. 
from the cup. Slip over the stem a flexible rubber tube B, and in 
the other end of this tube put a sbort glass tube e 
for a mouthpiece. Tie a thin rubber sheet over the 
cup A and draw out some of the ah by suction. 
IIold the cup iu different positions and determine 
whether the air presses equally in all directions. 

ExPEJUMI!:NT 61.-Fill a tumbler full of water. 
Tnke a heavy card or a thin disk of ground glass 
and slide it over the top of the tumbler, being cara
ful that no air bubbles are left below it. Hold the 
card while you invert the tumbler. Remove the 
support from the card, and it will remain. Why? 

Ilold the card on and turn the tumbler so that 
Fra. 140 

tbe card is vertical ; when the ha.nd is removed, the card still remains 
pressed against the tumbler, holding in the water. What does this 
show? 
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ExPERIMENT 62.- Select a long clear glass botUe ancl fit to the 
neck a rubber stopper with one hole. Pass through this a short glass 
tube with t he inner end drawn down to a fine 
openiug. F it one end oí a rubber tube to the 
outer end of the glass tube and connect t he 
other end to the air pump. Exhaust the air. 
Pinch the tu be together; hold the bottle as in 
Fig. 141, and pull the rubber from the glass 
tube when it is below the surface of the water 
in the dish A . The pressure of the air upon t.he 
surface of the water will force a stream through 
the tube, forming a fountain inside the bottle, 
and t he water will continue to flow until Lhe 
amount of water in the bottle is equal to the 
volume of air taken out. 

This is a very old experiment called 
the fountain in vacuo. Fxo. 141 

158. Magdeburg Hemispheres. - An early form of ap
paratus for demonstrating the pressure of the atmosphere 

consists of two brass hemi
spheres with edges fitting air
tight. Each hemisphere is 
fitted with a handle, and one of 
them has a stopcock by which 
it can be attached to an air 

Fxo. 142 pump. When the air has been 
exhausted, the hemispheres 

can be separated only oy a pull that depends on the differ
ence between the internal and external pressures. 

159. Measurement of Atmospheric Pressure. - While 
the above experiments bave demonstrated the existence 
of atmospheric pressure, they bave given very little idea 
of its amount. T he principle employed in finding its 
amount is tbe same as t hat of balancing columns used in 

HOADLEY'S l ' li \'S. - 10 
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finding the specific gra.vit.y of líquids. If a bottle is fi.lled 
with water and inverted with its mouth under the surface, 

B 

as in Fig. 143, the water will remain 
in the bottle. The downward pressure 
of water in the bottle A is counterbal
anced by the downward pressme of the 
air upon the surface of the water inB , 
since the downward pressure upon the 
sUI·face is transmitted into an upward 
pressure at the mouth of the bot.tle. 

I n order to balance the entire pres
Fm. 143 

sme of the atmosphere by a water 

colum.D; the bottle in Fig. 143 would need to be extended 

into a very long tube ; bu t by using a líquid heavier than 

water, a correspondingly shorter tube can be used. 

ExPERIMENT 63. - Procure a glass tube 80 cm. long and about 
6 mm. in internal diameter, and close it at one end. Fill it nearly 
full with clean mercury. Close the open end with 
the fioger, and invert several times to remove all air 
bubbles clinging to the sides of the tube. Now fill 
the tube full, put a :fioger over the open end, invert, 
aud place the open e nd beneath the sm·face of mercury 
in a dish. Remove the finger carefully so that no air 
shall get into the tube. The mercury will fall, and 
the height at which it stands will measure the atmos
pheric pressure. 

160. Atmospheric Pressure at Sea Level. 
The average height at wbich the mercury 
column stands at the level of tbe sea is 
76 cm., and this height is independent of the 
diameter of tbe tube. If the area of the cross 
section of the tube is 1 sq. cm., the volume 
of the mercury will be 76. c. c., and since its 
specific gravity is 13.596, its weight will be Fm. 144 
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1033.3 g. In English measure the average height of 
tbe column is 30 in., and if its cross section is 1 sq. in., 
its weight will be 14.7 lb. Since this weight is the 
measure of the pressura of the air, we can state the 
following: 

TAe pressure of the atmospAere is 14.7 lb. pe1· square incJ¿, 
or 1033.3 ff· pe1· square centimeter. This is called a·pres
sure of 1 Atmosphere, and as it is constantly changing, it is 
called in round numbers 15 lb. per square inch, or 1 kg. 
per square centimeter. 

161. The Barometer. - The experiment with the glass 
tu be filled with mercury was first made by Torri
calli in 1643, and the spa~e above the mercury col
umn in the tu be is called a Torricellian vacuum. 

The me?'cu?·ial barometer consists essentially 
of a glass tube 34 in. long, filled witl¿ me?·cu?·y, 
and inve1·ted with its lower end constantly below 
the· SU?jace of mereu1·y in a cístern. It is fixed 
in a vertical position with a scale graduated 
along the top near the end of the mercury col-
umn, the zero of this scale being the surface 
of the mercury in the cistern at the bottom 
(Fig. 145). 

In readiD;g the barometer a vernier scale is 
usually used to secure accuracy. The vernier 
must be brought to the top of the convex sur
face of tbe mercury, ancl the eye must be on 
a borizontal line from the top of the column ; 
this may be secured by placing a small vertical 
mirror behind the top of the column, and pla
cing the eye so that its image and the top of the 
column coincicle. Before the height is reacl, 
the smface of the rnercury in the cistern must FIG. 145 
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be brought to the fixecl zero. Thls is done by turning a 

sct·ew which raises or lowers the mercury in the cislern 

until it just touches the point of a pin projecting clown
ward from the fi-ame of the instrument, as 

shown in Fig. 146. 
If a líquid lighter than mercury is usecl, 

'Fi¡:::;:.;i::"!'t"!!!!"'l" the columu will be correspondingly longer, 

and changes in it, caused by changes in 

atmospheric pressure, will be correspond

ingly greater. The glycerin barometer 
has a height of about 27 ft., and a change 

of nearly 11 in. for every change of 1 in. 

FIG. 146 in the mercury barqmeter. 

162. The Aneroid Barometer consists essentially of a fiat 

metal box, with circular cross section, one end of which is 

of very thin metal. The air is partly removed from this 

box, and the box is hermetically sealed. The thin face is 

then connected with a system of wheel work, so that 'its 

movements are indicated by a pointer moving around a 

graduated circular face. Why should the thin face have 

any movement? 
The aneroid barometer is portable and very useful in 

measuring the heights of mountains. 

163. V ariation of the Barometer. - Since the height of 

the barometric column measures the pressure of the air, 

any cause that affects this pressure shows itself in 

changes in the barometric readings. A constant use of 

the barometer is made in the W eather Bureau in fore

casting changes in the weather. As the result of obser

vation for a series of years, the l·elation of barometric 

readings to the state of the weather may be stated ae 

follows : 
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I. A rising barometer precedes fair weathe1·. 
U. A jalling barometer precedes joul weat her. 

HI. A suddenjall in tlte barorneter precede~S a sto1·m. 
IV. An unchanging high baromete1· indicates settled jair 

weathe.r. 
164. Cyclonic Storm Pressure.-The t·elation bet,'veen the 

readings of the bat·ometer and the direction of the wind in 
circular or cyclonic storms 
may be studied in connec
tion with the weather map, 
Fig. 147. At the center or 
eye of the storm, the pres
sUl'e is least; while at the 
outside the pressure is 
greater, and the air there
fore rushes toward the cen
ter. If in the northern bem
isphere, the wind from the 
north in blowing toward 
the lower pressure moves 
into a part of the earth ro- FIG. H7 

tating toward the east more rapidly than itself, and so falls 
behind and goes to the west of the center. This is true of 
all the air to the north of the center, while the reverse is the 
case in regard to all the air to the south of i t. This gives to 
the s torm a rotary motion in a counter-clockwise clil·ection; 
and if one stands with his back to the wind, the storm cen
ter, or region of lowest barometerl will be on his left hand. 

165. Height of the Atmosphere.- The compressibility 
of the air is so great that the layer in contact with the 
surface of the earth i'> more dense than those above it. 
Though the density constantly decreases as the distance 
from the earth increases, no uniform rule can be given 
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that will show the relation between barometric readings 
and the corresponding heights of the atmosphere. How
ever, a fall of one inch in the mercury column, from the 
reading at sea level, indicates an elevation of about 900ft. 

If the air were of uniform density, we should bave what 
is called the homogeneous atmosplLe?·e. I ts height can be 
found by di viding the presstll'e u pon a gi ven area by the 
weight of a column of air having the given area for its base 

and 1 unit of length for its height; or, H = ~· (39) 

166. Boyle's Law. - The relation between the volume 
of a gas and the pressure that it sustains was investigatetl 
independently by two physicists, Boyle and Mariotte. 
The r esults obtained were formulated in what is called 
B oyle's Law, which may be stated as follows : 

PJ¿e temperature remaining tlLe same, tJ¿e volu,me of a given 

mass of gas varies inversely as tJ¿e p1·essu1·e acting upon it. 
This may be expressed by the proportion V: V' = P' : P, 
from which we get 

VP=V'P', (40) 

i.e. VP =a constant quantity. 

The mass of the air remaining the same, it is evident 
that the density must increase as the volume diminishes ; 
ben ce, 

F or the same temperatu1·e the density of a gas is directly 
proportional to tJ¿e p1·essw·e acting upon it. 

167. Veri:fication of Boyle's Law.- (a) F or P ressures 
Greater than One .Atmosphere. - ExPERili!ENT 64:.- Bend a 

glass tu be as shown in Fig. 148, the long arm being open and the short 
one closed. Fix this to a vertical support and place a graduated 
scale between the two arms. Pour mercury into the long arm by 
means of a long funnel, and tip the tube in such a way as to let 
bubbles of air pass from the short tube into the long one, and thus 
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bring the mercury to the same level AB in both. This li ne is chosen ata 
convenienL posiLion, say 20 cm., below the closed en d. On pouring Juer
cury into the long tube it will be found necessary 
to fill it to a height of about 760 mm. above the 
mercury in the short tube to reduce the volume 
of the gas one half. The pressure upon the mer-
cury in the short tube is the elastic force of the 
air above it, and tbis is equal to the pressura 
above the line CD in the long tube, wbich is two 
atmospheres, one being tbe 760 mm. of mercury 
and the otber tbe free atmosphere above i t. State 
how tbis proves the law. 

(b) F01· P ?·essu?·es;Less than One .Atmos-
phere. - ExPERIMENT 65.- Fix vertically a 
glass tube closed at the lower end, 70 cm. long a . .!~ 
and aL least 8 cm. in interna! diameter. Cut off 

-- .D 

a piece of glass tubing 6 or 7 mm. in externa! 
diameter and make three marks upon it, one at 
10 cm., one at 20 cm., and one at 58 cm. from 
one end. Pour mercury into the large tube until, 

A f--It • -- .B 

~ 
FJG.148 

ou thrusting the smaller tube into it with the 10 cm. mark upper-

a •.. _B 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

: 
I 
I 
I 

DL •• --

so 

25 

20 

most, the mercury will rise to the 10 cm. 
mark. Place the finger o ver the top and in
close a column of air 10 cm.long. Now raise 
the smaller tube unti! the mercury sinks to 
the 20 cm. mark on the inside of the tube, 
and on the outside it will stand nearly at 
t he 58 cm. mark. Why? 

168 . The Manometer is an instru
ment for measuring the pressure of 
gases. It is made in two forms, the 

· ff ¡-WIIJIUIIJU o pen and the closed. 

16 

10 

5 • (a) T he Open Manometer consists 

.fA of a bent glass tube held in a vertical 
position by a frame having a grad-
uated scale between the two arms of 

FlG. HU the tube (Fig. 149) . The short arm 
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is attached to the vesse! containing the gas after mercury 
or some other suitable liquid has been pom·ed into the 
manometer. Before the gas is turned on, the liquid will 
stand at the same height in both arms, but as soon ~s 
the gas is turned on, the pressure is sho\vn by the differ
ence in the level of the columns. The weight of the 
column of liquid 0]) is the measure of the pressure 
in excess of 1 atmosphere. 

(b) The Olosed J.Warwmeter is shown in Fig. 150. It 
differs from the open manometer in being closed at one 

A-- --

C..--

B 

Fio. 150 

end and much shor·ter. Before 
the pressure is turned on, the mer
cury stands at the level B]). When 
the stopcock is turned, the pressure 
of the gas has not only to maintain 
the difference in the pressure ·of 
the mercury columns, but to com-
press the volum e o f air from AB to 
AO. This forro is used when the 
pressure is great. I t is also called 
a pressu1·e gauge. Explain how to 
calculate pressure by its use. 

169. The Siphon is a bent tube with arms of unequal 
length, used to transfer a liq uid from o ne vessel to 
another at a lower level by carrying the líquid over 
the edge of the vessel. Any tube of proper shape can be 
used as a siphon, provided the liquid does not act chemi
ca.lly upon it. A flexible tube, like a rubber tube, makes 
a very convenient siphon. 

ExPERIMENT 66.-Bend a glass tube as shown in Fig. 151. Fill 
it with water, and close the end of the long arm with the finger. 
lnvert it and place the end of the short arm below the sm·face of 
water iu. a beaker. The water will at once begin to flow, and will 
¡:ontiuue until the water in the beaker is below the end of the tube, 

. 
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170. Cause of the Action of the Siphon.-At the level of 
the water sm·face, A (l:fig. 151), tbe upward pressure in the 
shortarm of the siphon is the atmospheric 
pressure, while the downward pressure 
is the weight of the water column AB. 
The upward pressure at the point ]) 
is also the atmospheric pressure, and 
the downward pressure is the weight 
of the water column ])(}. The result
ing pressure at any point will be the 
atmospheric pressure minus the pres
sure of the water cólumn at that point, 
and as the col umn (}]) is longer than 
the column AB, the resulting upward 
pressure at A is greater than that at D 

JJ, and t4e water is forced from A 
toward ]). 

FIG. 151 

It is evident that unless the pressure due to the líquid 
column AB is less than the pressure of the atmosphere, 
there will be no flow of the líquid . Hence a siphon can
not raise water more than 34 ft., nor mercury more than 
30 in., when the barometer stands at the normal height. 

The final resultant of the pressures depends upon the 
di.fference in the heights of the líquid c~lumns; hence the 
greater the difference in héigh t, the faster will be the flow. 

171. The Air Pump is an instrument used for removing 
the air from any vcssel with which it is connected. I t 
consists of a cylinder A (Fig. 152), in which moves a 
piston B. This cylincler communicàtes by means of a 
tube (} with a receiver ]), from which the air is to be 
removecl. There al'e two valves between the air in]) and 
the external air : one in the base of th'e cylinder at I(, 

and the other in the piston. These open outward, allow-
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ing the air to move in one direction on.J,y. At G there 
is a stopcock so arranged that it will either permit free 
passage for the air between the pump and the receiver, 

FIG. 152 

or cut it off altogether, or admit the externa! air to the 
receiver. H is an air-tight glass tube which communi
cates with the receiver, and contains a siphon barometer 
for measuring the degree of exhaustion. 

172. Operation of the Pump. ~ Suppose the piston to be 
at the top o:f its stroke. The first movement downward 
will compress the air under it. This closes valve K and 
opens the valve in the piston. The air passes through 
this valve, and wben the piston is at the bottom of its 
stroke, all the air in the cylinder is above it. As soon as 
the piston is raised, the air above it is condensed and the 
valve is closed, and as the piston rises, the air is :forced 
out o:f a hole in the top of the cylinder, or through the 
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small tu be P. Each stroke is only a repetition of the first, 
except that the amount of air taken out diminishes with 
every stroke. Suppose the volume of the cylinder is ~ 
of the volume of the receiver. The :first stroke takes out 
to• the second n of -fo, or rto• etc. 

173. Uses of the Air Pump.-There are many practi
ca! uses for the air pump, among them its application to 
vacuum pans for the making of sugar, in which the air 
is partly exhausted so that evaporation will take place at 
a lower temperatura and the sugar will not be burned. 
Another important use is in making incandescent lamps. 

ExPERI~lENT 67.- Procure two small bottles-and put in to each the 
end of a U-tube fitting loosely in A 
(Fig. 153), and au·-tight, through a 
rubber stopper in B. Fill .B half 
full of water; place both under the 
receiver of an air pump and exhaust 
the air. At the first stroke, the water 
from B will begin to run in to A. 
E:-.:plain. 

Exhaust unti! all the water is 
FIG. 163 

drawn over, and then let air into 
the receiver. .The water will run back into B. Explain. 

ExPJWIMENT 68.-Prepare a dry pine rod about 2 in. long and 

FIO. liH. 

au inch in ò.iameter. Fix a small wooden 
rod in oue end and bore a quarter-inch hole 
Íll the other. Fill the hole nearly full of 
small shot and keep them in place by pour
ing wax over tbe hole. Put this in a beaker 
of water and vary the number of shot unti! 
the lm·ge rod will float just even with the 
sm·face of the water. Place tbe beaker and 
contents under the receiver of an air pump 
and exhanst tbe air. Air rises from the 
cylinder in bubbles. What does it show? 
Admit air to the receiver. Does the cylinder 
float at the same height as before? Explain. 
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174. Sprengel's Air Pump is a mercury pump, a simple 
forro of wlúch is shown in Fig. 155. The lower end of 
a straight glass tube is thrust 
below the surface of mercury 
in a cup, and the upper end 
is attached to a funnel for 
mercury. There is at A a 
stopcock to regulate the :fl.ow, 
and a.t B a sicle tube to which 
the vessel to be exhausted is attached. As 
the mercury falls clown the tu be,- which 
must be so small that a clrop of mercury 
will fill it completely,- all the air below it 

. is forced out the lower end. The air in O 
will expand and fill the tube between the 
first drop and the second, and this ai.r will 
be driven out by the next drop. This is 
a slow method, but gives a good vacuum. Fio. 155 

175. The Condensing Pump.- If the valves in the pump 
shown in Fig. 152 were so arranged as to open downward 

instead of upward, the pump would 
be a condenser. This is the case i.n 

! 
a simple condenser like the bicycle 
pump. It is frequently necessary, 
however, to transfer a gas from one 
vessel to another, as in filling cylinders 
for the limelight, and then au arrange
ment like that shown in Fig. 156 is 

P' used. The pipe P is attached to the 
=~F-, o-. -

156
.....!....:= gas s u ppl y, and the pipe P' to the cy li.n

der in which the gas is to be compressed. 
NoTE. - It will be observed that the valves of pum ps are shown diagram

matically, and simply represent the direction in which the gas tlows. 
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176. The Suction Pump. - There is practically no differ
ence between the air pump and the suction or lifting 
pump. In both the val ves open upward 
and are air-tight. At the base of the cylin
der a tube runs into the water supply, while 
near the top of the cylinder is a spout for 
carrying off the water. When the pump /<==-=:""' 
is :first started, the air is pumped out, and 
the pressure of the atmosphere causes the 
water to rise in the tubeT (Fig. 157) untíl 
it :finally passes through the second valve, 
when it is lifted out. It will be seen that 
the upper valve must not be placed so 
that its lowest position shall be more than 
34 ft. above the level of the water in the FIG. 157 
cistern. About 27 ft. is the practicallimit. 

177. The Force Pump.- The force pump is used in fire 
engines and hydraulic presses. Its principie is shown 
in Fig. 158. The piston has no valve, and fits air-tight. 

Fro. 158 

When the piston rises, the 
val ve Vopens and V' shuts. 
Water rushes in from the 
supply pipeP, forced by the 
pressura of the atmosphere. 
When the piston is pushed 
down, V closes, and V1 opens, 
and the water is forced into 
the air chamber .A., and from 
there out the delivery pipe 
P 1• The elasticity of the 
air cushion in .A. forces the 

water out at P 1 in a steady stream, though it comes in 
through V1 only during the downward stroke of the piston. 
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178. Absorption of Gases by Solids.- Some porous 
solids have the property of absorbing gases to a great 
extent, a gi ven body of the solid absorbing many t imes its 
own volume of the gas. 

FIG. 159 

EXPERIMENT 69. - Trim a pi e ce of charcoal 
about an inch long so that it will slip easily 
in to a large test tube. Invert the tube and fill 
it with ammonia gas. Ponr mercury into a 
dish and place the piece of charcoal on its sur
face. Bring the test tube down over the char
coal and fix it in such a position that its mouth 
will be a little below the sm·face of the mer
cury. In a short time, the charcoal wiil absorb 
the ammonia, and the mercury will rise in the 
tu be, as in Fig. 159. This property of charcoal 
is of value in the absorption of noxious gases. 

179. Absorpti.on of Gases by Liquids.-Liquids also 
absorb gases more or less freely. Water at normal pres
sure·and temperatura absorbs nearlytwice 
its. volum e of car bon dioxid'3 and more 
than a thousand times its volume of 
ammonia gas. 

ExPERIMENT 70.-Fit two flasks with rubber 
stoppers, one having two holes and the other 
one. Draw out a glass tube to a jet and thrust 
it into the upper flask A (Fig. 160) after baving 
filled A with ammonia gas. Thrust two tubes 
of the form shown in the figure through the 
other stopper. Fill the lower flask B nearly full, 
with a solution of litmus reddened witb a few 
drops of acid. Press in the stopper and connect 
the two straight tubes with a short piece of rubber 
tubing having a clamp at C. Loosen C and 
force a little water into A by blowing tlu·ougb 
the pipe D, and tbe water will continue to fiow 
until the flask A is nearly full. The quantity FIG. 160 
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of water that goes into A will measure roughly the 
gas absorbed. Notice the change in the color of the 
water in A. 

lRO. Diffusion of Gases.-ExPERIMENT 71.
Fit a large rubber stopper with one hole into the 
opeu end of a p01·ous cup, such as is used in small 
battery jars. Put one end of a glass tube about 2 
ft. Jong through the stopper, and hold the tube 
inverted with the open end below the sm·face of 
water in a dish. Bring over the p01·ous cup a jar 
filled with hydrogen, or with common illuminating 
ga~, and bubbles will be seen to rush from the end 
of the tube and rise through the water, showing that 
the gas has passed into the cup. After the bubbles 
stop rising, remove the jar and notice what follows. 
What does this show? 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS • 

159 

FIG. 161 

1. Suppose you put a rubber bag conta,ining 160 c.c. of air under 
the receiver of an air pump and exhaust the air unti! the air in the 
bag has expanded to 240 c.c. What is the pressura under the receiver? 

2. What would be the entire pressura on a pair of Magdeburg 
hemispheres S in. in diameter if the air inside could be entirely ex
hausted? How much of a pull would be required to separata them? · 

S. What is the atmospheric pressure on the end, side, and top of a 
box 4 ft. long, 3 ft. wide, and 2 ft. high? 

4. What is the weight of ai.J: in a box 6 m. long, Sm. wide, and 
2.5 m. high? 

5. When the barometer stands at 760 mm., at what height would 
sulphuric acid (sp. gr. = 1.841) stand in a barometric tu be? 

6. What is the pressure on each square centimeter when the 
mercury stands at 730 mm.? 

7. To what volume must we compress a cubic foot of any gas to 
make its ela~tic force three times as great? 

• In all questious in whicb tbe pressura of tbe air mnst be taken in to 
account, the barometer is understood to be at the normal height of 
760 mm. vr 30 in., uuless otherwise stated. 
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8. The specific gravity of glycerin being 1.26, wha.t will be 
the reading of a glycerin barometer when the rnercnry baromete1· 
reads 75:3 mm.? What change in the height o[ the glycerin 
column wiU correspoud to a change of 1 mm. in the mercury 
column? 

9. Assuming the exterior surface of a man's body to be 20 sq. ft., 
what is the_ en Li re pressnre o f the atmosphere u pon it? Why is it not 
crushed by this weight? 

10. Suppose that the a.ir were as dense throughout its en tire heigbt 
as it is at Lhe sm·face of the earth; what would be its height? What 
is such ;\n atmosphere called? 

11. lí Lhe closed arm of the U-tube used for verifying Boyle's Law 
iR 20 in. above the zero line, how high must the mercury stand in the 
long tube to briug the mercw·y iu the closed arm within 5 in. of the 
closed e nd'/ 

12. li in Fig. 150 the distance AB is 12 cm., wbat pressure must 
be applied to bring the top of the mercury to within 4 cm. of A? 

13. Over how great a heíght can water be carried in a sipbon when 
the mercury stands 29.3 in. in the barometer? 

14. Two siphons bave the same cross section, but one carries water 
from a lake to a basin placed 10 ít. below its surface, and the other 
to one placed 16ft. below. Will the water fill basins of equal size iu 
the same time? Why? 

15. Suppose you should put a barometer under the receiver of an 
air pump a nd gradually exhaust the air; how would it affect the 
height of the mercury? \Vhy? 

16. Show by a sketch how you would raise water by a lifting 
]Jnmp from a well 40 ft. deep. 

17. If the capacity of the piston is one third that of the receiver, 
and we assume that the pump works without leakage, how much air 
remains after four upward strokes of the piston? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1 . Calibrate a test tube by pom·ing into it 1 c.c. of water or JTier
cury, and mat·king its height on the side of the tube, then a secouil, 
and so on until it is full. Fill this test tube nearly full of water and 
invert, putting the mouth of the tube into water in a beaker. Vary 
the quantity until you bave exactly 2 c.c. of air in the top of 
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the tube at A. Fix the tube in an upright position by pushing it 
through a hole in a card laid over the top of the beaker. Put the beaker 
and contents under the receiver of an air 
pnmp, and exhaust until the air occupies 
4 c.c. llow much air has been removed 
from the receiver? Exhaust until the 
air in the test tube stands at the 8 c.c. 
mark. llow much air has been removed 
from the receiver? Let air into the re
ceiver. W'hat is the volume of the air 
in the test tube? 

2 . Procure a glass tube about 1 in. 
in diameter and 2 ft. long. See that one 
end is cut off square, anP. roun<l its edge 
in the flame of a Bunsen burner. Tie FIG. 1d2 

over this end a piece o f thin sheet rubber. 
Fill the tube with water and invert, placing the open end under the 
sm·face of water. Observe the form taken by the rubber cap. Repeat 
the experiment with a similar tube of half the ]ength. Prick either 

m 
.I!' !G. 163 

cap with a pin. What takes place ? 

3. .l\Iake a siphon barometer by closing one end 
of a glass tube, 1 m. long, in the flame of a Bunsen 
burner, and making a bend about 10 cm. from the 
open end. Fasten this to a vertical support, and fix 
a meter stick as iu Fig. 163. Fill the tube with pure 
mercury, and place in position. H.ead and compare 
readings with your laboratory barometer. 

4 . Take a piece of glass tubing about 5 mm. iu 
Í11side diameter and 1 m. long. Reat one end with 
a Bunsen burner, and when it is soft, work it out in to 
the form of a funnel. Fit a short rubber tube with 
thick walls to the other end. Get a piece of similar 
tubing about 21 cm. long, and close one end as flat as 
possible. Fit a. rubber tube to the open end of this, 
and attach both rubber tubes to a T-tube, as shown 
in Fig. 164. Wind all joints very firmly with strong 

cord or wire. Attach a short piece of rubber tubing to the third arm 
of the T-Lube, and put on this a. very strong clamp. Wire the tubes 

llOADLI>Y 'S PllYS. - 11 
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to a board, and place the board in a vertical position. Fix a meter 
stick aloug the side of the long tube, with its zero on a line drawn 
horizontally across tbe board 20 cm. from tbe closed end of the short 

tube, aud fix part of a meter stick by the side 
of this tube. Pour mercury into the long tube, 
and bring it to the zero line in both branches, 
as in Experiment 64, reruoving any excess of 
mercury by loosening the clamp. Pour in a 
little mercury and take the readings of both 
columns. Keep adding mercury a little at a 
tlme until it stands nearly at the top of the 
lQ.ng tube, taking readings after each addition. 
Tabulate these readings, and take a second set 
by d1·awing off at intervals a small quantity of 
mercury from the tube below, with readings 
after ea{)h drawing. From these readings make 
a cm'Ve to show tbe relation between the differ
ence in heights of the mercury columns and the 
volume of the inclosed air, laying off heights on 
the axis of X, and volumes on the axis of Y. 

~ 5. Make three siphons of the same diameter, 
each having the short arm 4 in. long, but with 

FIG. lM the long ar!JlS 12, 18, and 24 in. respectively. 
Fill a jar nearly full of water. Hang the short 

arm of the fust siphon over the edge of the jar, and set the water 
running; but carefully keep the water in the jar at the same height 
by p·ouring water gradually in to it. Measure the water that rnns o ut 
in one minute. Repeat this process with the other siphons, a,nd find 
the relation between the difference in the lengths of the long arms, 
and the difl'erence in quantities of water that flow out in the same 
tim e. 

6 . Close one end of a large-sized glass tube in the Bunsen flame. 
Draw the other end down to 1 cm. in diameter. Fit tightly over this 
a short piece of rubber tubing with thick walls. Put a clamp over 
tbe rubber tube, and carefully weigh the whole. Attach the tube to 
au air pump, a,nd exhaust the air. Close the clamp, remove from the 
pump, and open the clamp under water. Take out, wipe dry, and 
weigh again. Fill the tube entil·ely full of water, and weigh. Deter
mine the per cent of exhaustion. 

J 

I 



CHAPTER VI 

SOU ND 

I. W A VE MOTION AND V ELOCITY 

181. Sound Defined. - T he physical definition of sound 
is any vibra.tion tha.t is capable of being perceived by the 
ear. The physiological definition includes also the effect 
produced upon the ear by such vibrations. 

182. A Sounding Body is a Vibrating Body.- ExPERI

MENT 72. - Ilold a large jar, like the receiver of au air pump, hori
zontally by the knob, and draw a bow across the edge, or strike it 
lightly with a cork ham mer. Is it a souudiug body? Place a few 
carpet tacks inside the jar near the edge. Repeat the experiment. 
Is the jar in vibration? 

ExPERIMENT 73. - Bore a hole in the top of a ta ble and firmly 
set into it the handle of a tuuing 
fork. Make a cork hammer by I 
thrusting one end of a knitting • 
needle through a large cork. Tie a 
shoe button to the end of a fine silk 
thread. Strike one prong of t he 
fork with the hammer, and hold 
the button on t he side of the fork 
near the top. Do its movements 
prove that the fork is a vibrating 

FIO. 165 

body? Why does not the buttou rebound to the same dis tan ce e\·ery 
time? Gradually lower it along the side. W hat is the effect? Ilold 
the button between the prongs and observe. 

Both these experiments prove that a sounding body is 
in vibration. An interesting way to show the vibration 
of a tuning fork is to set it in motion, and then bring it 

163 
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in con.tact with the surface of water upon which lyco
podi um powdcr has been scattered. Th!3 rapid blows of 

the prong will give rise to a bea,utiful set of waves. 

183. The Transmission of Sound. - In order that the 
vibraLions of the sounding bouy may be transmitted to 
the ear, the medium must be au elastic one. Gases, 
liq uids, and solids traus mit sou nd, but with varying 
intensities and velocities. 

(a) Gases. - That gases transmit sound is a matter of 
universal experience, since the air is the common medium 
of sound transmission. 

(b) Líquids.- Sound is transmitted by liquids more 
readily than by gases. If a person is swimming under 
water, be can hear with great distinctness the sound of 
two stones struck together under the surface. 

(e) Bolids. -A long wooden rod, a section o f gas pipe, 
or the 'í\'Ïres of a wire fence, can be used as a means of 
proving that solids are good con<luctors of soun<l. If an 
observer places his ear at one encl of any of these, while 

the other encl is scratchecl with a 
pin, the souncl of the scratching is 
plainly hearcl through tbe solid 
body, though it may be entirely 
Ï!faudible through the air. 

184. Sound npt Transmitted in a 
Vacuum. -ExPERIMENT 74.-Fit to an 

air pump receiver with a small neck a 
rubber stopper with oue hole. Through 
this run two No. 30 insulated copper wires 
attached to au electric bell. Thrust a glass 
rod through the stopper to hold the wires 

in place and make the receiver air-tight. Exhaust thc air and ring 
the bell by connecting the wires with a battery. N otice that the 
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~ound of tbe tell is very faiut. Slowly admit the air, and notice how 
the sou nd increases in intensity. 

185. Vibrations and Wave Motion. -A vibration is set 
up in a body when it moves over a certain path and then 
returns over the same path in au opposite direction, the 
action going on at regular intervals. The greaLest dis
ta.nce reached from the position of rest is the amplitude of 
Lhe vibration . The vibrations producing sound may be 
eithcr transverse, longitudinal, or to1·sional: trausverse, 
whcn the vibration is perpendicular to the length or axis 
of the vibrating body; longitudinal, when in the direction 
of its length; and torsional, when in a circular direction 
around the axis of the body. 

EXPEIUMENT 75.-Fill a rubber tu be about 3 H. long with fine 
sand. Tie a weight to oue end, aud suspend the other from a sup
port. Take tbe tu be by tbe m.iddle, pull it to one side, and then Jet it 
go. This will give rise to a transverse vibration of the tube. 

ExPERIMENT 76.-Remove the sa nd f rom the tu be, and suspend 
as before. Pull the weight down severa! inches and release. It will 
rise and fall witb a motion showing a longitudinal vibra.tion. 

EXPERmENT 77.-Take hold of the weight and turn it around, 
twisting the tu be somewbat. Release it and the weight will rotate, 
giving rise to a totsional vibration. 

\Vater waves of small amplitude are, as a whole, similar 
to those produced by transverse vibratious in a stretched 
cord. The particles of the water, however, move in small 
circles or ellipses while the wave moves onward. This 
can be observed by watching the motion of a boat at a 
clistance from the sho1:e : the boat rises and falls with the 
waves, but does not advance with them. Near the shore 
the velocity of the wave below the sur·face is retarded by 
the sloping bottom and the outgoing water, so that the 
top of the wave curls over, forming a breaker. 

186. Wave Length. - O ne particle o f a vibrating body is 

l 
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in the same phase as another particle when it is moving in 
the same direction with the same velocity at the same time. 

Fig. 167 shows the forro of a wave, due to transverse 
vibrations, moving from left to . right. The particle .A is 

B moving downwar<l 
~ - ~ . with a certain veloc
~~ ity, and the next par-

D ticle that is in the 
FIG. 167. same phase is .E. The 

particle O has the same velocity, but is moving upward. 
The clistance between particles in the same phase, measured 
in the direction of wave motion, as .A.E, is the wave length. 
The top of the wave at B is called the crest, while the 
bottom at ]) is the trough. The vertical distance from B 
to the horizontal line is the amplitude. This movement 
of a particle from crest to trough and back again in regu
lar succession constitutes simple ha1·monic motion, a motion 
com mon to vibrations that gi ve rise to sou nd. It is a 
simple matter to make a body record its own vibrations 
and show a wave form >Similar to Fig. 167. 

ExPERnrENT 78. - Bore a hole near the end of a long piece of 
whalebone, and fasten it by a screw to the side of a block screwed to 
a board. Black one side of a strip of glass by the smoke of a candle 
or of a piece of birch bark. Place it on the board between two guides 

FIG. 168. 

and underneat h the whalebone. Fix a bristle to the whalebone near 
the end so that it will just touch the glass. Vibrate the whalebone, 
and the bristle will make in the lampblack a nearly straight 
line twice the length of tbe amplitude. Vibrate again, and raise 
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one end of the board so that the glass will slide out, and the vibrar 
tions will trace themselves in a beautüul wave forro, as shown in 
Fig. 168. 

The form of wave due to transverse vibrations can also 
be shown as follows : 

ExPERIMENT 79.- Obtain a coil of spring brass wire a hali inch 
in diameter and 10 or 12 ft. long. Hook one end to a screw eye in 
a post, and taking the other end in the hand draw the spring until it 
is stretched somewhat. Throw the coil into vibrations as a whole by 
a slight movement of the hand. Quicken the movement, and it can 
be thrown into vibratiOtiS iu halves, thirds, quarters, etc., giving a 
number of complete waves. 

When the spring is vibrating, as shown in Fig. 169, the 
points of no vibration are called nodes, as N, N', while the 
points of maximum vibration, as L, L', etc., are called 
loops. Whenever the wave starting from A tends to give 

FIG. 169 

a certain velocity to any particle, and the reflected wave 
from B tends to give it an equal velocity in t.he opposiLe 
direction, the two forces neutralize each other, the particle 
remains at rest, and a node is formed. 

NoTE.- This spring can be wound on a half-inch gas pipe fixed to 
turo in a lathe. If the spring cannot be obtained, make the experi
meHt with a soft cotton clothesline. 

187. Wave Motion in Air. - vVhile the transmission of 
sound is by means of waves, the air does not vibrate trans
yersely like the coil above, but longitudinally. The molc
cules that are put in mot.ion by the forward movement of 
a sounding body, are suddenly pushed ahead of it; but 
their path is not long, since they strike other molecules 
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which in turn set the molecules next to thcm in motion. 
When the sounding body moves back it tem!:> to crcate a 
vacuum behind it, and the molecules we have been con
sidering rush in to fill it. This sets up tbc to-and-fro 
motion of the air that constitutes a wa.ve of sound. 

ExPERDIENT 80.-llook one end of the wire spring used in Ex
periment 79 as before, aud stretch the spring somewhat by pulllng on 
the other eud. Put a. knüe blade between two of the turns of wire 
and draw it toward the eud held by the hand, pushing a few of the 
coHs together. Remove the knife suddenly, aud the wave will run the 
length of the spring aud be refiected by the hook back to the hand. 
By tying a piece of thread to the spring at the middle the longitudi
nal vibrations will be shown by the suddeu, jerking, to-aud-fro motion 
of the thread. 

188. Condensations and Rarefactions.- Since the vibra-

FIG. 170 

straight line, as in Fig. 170. Iü this :figure the move
ment of the wave is away fr·om the sounding body, from 
the right toward the left, but the movement of the air is 
a slight to-aud-fro motion : forward to produce a conden
saLion, and uackward to produce a rarefacLion. A common 
methou of represenLing a souncl wave is gi ven in tbc lower 
part of the figure, in which the parts of tbe curve above 
the straight line re present condensations, wbile those below 
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the line represent rarefactions. The distance of any point 
of the curve from the straight line representa the extent 
of the rarefaction or condensation. 

189. The Velocity of Sound in Gases. - The velocity of 
sound in air has been found directly by taking the inter
val between the time when the flash of a gun is seen, and 
the instant when the report is heard. The distance 
between the two stations, di vided by the tim e in seconds, 
gives the velocity. The best results obtained by this 
method give the velocity of sound in air as 332.4 meters, 
or 1090.5 feet. 

• • 
190. The Influence of Temperature. - If the above deter-

mination is made first m summer and then in winter, it is 
found that the velocity obtained in summer is greater than 
that obtained in winter. The velocities that bave been 
given are for the temperatura of freezing water, or 0° 
Oentigrade. :rhe velocity at any temperatura may be 
found by substit.uting the reading of the Centigrade 
thermometer in the following formula : 

v = 332.4-v'l + .003665 t (41) 

EXAMPLE.- Fi nd the velocity of sou nd when the thermometer 
reads 26° Centigrade. 

v = 332.4 v'l + .003665 x 26 

v = 332.4v'l.09529 
v = 332.4 x 1.046 
v = 347.69 meters. 

I 
If the distance is required in feet it can be found by ' 

substituting 1090.5 for 332.4 in Formula41. For approxi- • 
mate calculations the increase in velocit,y due Lo a rise in 
the temperature may be taken as 60 cent.imeters or 2 feet 
per degree Centigrade, and 33 centimeters or 1.1 feet 
per degree Fahnmheit. 

I 
I 

I 

' 
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If it is desired to find the velocity of sound in any gas 
other than air, it can be found approximately by dividing 
the velocity in air by the square root of the density of the 
gas. This gives 332.4 

V= --· (42) 
-.fd 

191. The Velocity of Sound in Liquids. -An expression 
for the velocity of sound in any medium is 

V =~~· (43) 

This may be stated as follows : Plte veloaity of sound in 
any medium is directly p1·op01·tional to tlte squa1·e•·oot of 
tlte elastiaity of tlte medium and inve1·sely p1·opo1·tional to tlte 
squa1·e root of its density. The comparative velocity of 
sound in air and in líquids will depend upon the relative 
values of e and d. The velocity of sound in water has 
been determined by striking a bell under water, and firing 
a quantity of powder at the same time. The sound of the 
bell was received by a specially formed hearing trumpet. 
The distance between the two stations, divided by the 
time between the flash and the hearing of the bell, gives 
the velocity. In an experiment on the lake of Geneva, 
with the boats about 8 miles apart, the velocity was found 
to be 4.3 times the velocity in air. 

192. The Velocity of Sound in Solids. - The direct 
measurement of the velocity of sound in solids is made 
with considerable difficulty, since it is so great that the 
stations must be far apart. Measurements have been 
made, however, and the velocity in copper has been found 
to be about 11.1 times as great as in air, and in steel wire 
15 times as great. 

If the ear is placecl close to a long wire, or to a rail of a 
milroad, a blow struck upon the wire or rail at a distance 

f 

._ ______________________ _.w. 
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will give two reports, the first through the solid, and the 
second through the air. 

193. The Reflection of Sound. -In Experiment 80 the 
wave sent along the spring is refiected from the fixed end. 
This refiection is that of a longitudinal vibration, and 
sound vibrations are reflected in a similar manner. The 
laws are the same as those for refiected motion. A good 
illustration of the effect of reflected sound is obtained by 
standing in an archway with the head, if possible, in the 
center of the arch. Then if a slight hissing sound is 
macle, it will be refiected to the ear from all points of the 
arch and be very much increased in volume. 

194. Echoes. - Whenever a sound is repeatecl by being 
reflectecl from any surface, it is hearcl as an echo. The 
distinctness of the echo depends upon how fully the sound 
is refiected, while the length of the sound it will repeat 
depencls upon the distance of the reflecting surface. 1f it 
takes one second to pronounce a word, and if the speaker 
hears the echo as soon as the word is pronounced, bis dis
tance from the refiecting surface is about 166.2 m. (one 
half of 332.4 m. ), since in that case the sound must go 
from the speaker to the refiecting surface and back in 
one second. If a single syllable is pronounced in one 
fifth of a second, the sm·face must be at least 33.24 m. 
away to procluce a distinct echo. 

195. Multiple Echoes.-When a sound is made between 
two parallel cliffs, the ecbo is repeated many times, and 
this forros a multiple echo. Two stones sharply struck 
together between two parallel buildings will produce a 
rattling sound like hail. If tbe character of the shore 
of a lake is known, a boat may be located at night by 
hallooing and listening for the directíon of the echo. 1 

). 

l 
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. When the wind blows over a field of grain a series of waves is 
set up. Describe the motion of the waves and of the heads of grain. 

2. Ilow do fishes hear? 
3. Let TV = !he wave length of a given sound, N the number oí 

vibrations, and 11 the velocity. Write tbree equations, giving the 
value of each element in terms of tbe other two. 

4. A flash of lightning is seen, and 6 sec. later the thunder is 
heard. Ilow far away was the lightning, the temperature being 24° C.? 

5. A certain island is 2! mi. Ü'om a quany on the mainland. 
H ow long alter a blast is fi;·ed will it be heard on the island, the 
temperatura being 0° C. ? 

6. A cannon ball is fired against a t:u·get 2 mi. away, with an 
average velocity of 1200 ft. per second. Which reaches the target 
fust, the ball or the sou nd of the firing? ·what is the interval between 
them when the te'mperatw·e is 16° C.? 

7. A gun is fired at .A, 3216 ft. from B. Ilow long a time after
ward is the report heard at B, when the temperature is 21° C.? IJow 
long aítel' this is the echo heard that comes from a cli.ff 2182 ft. from 
B, and 1496 ft. from A? Draw a figure showing the conditions. 

8. Why can tbe noise of a coming train be heard by placing tbe 
ear upon tbe rail, beíore it can be heard through the air? 

9. If 6 syllables can be pronounced in a second, how many can be 
pronounced before the echo of the fust is heard from a wall 823 ft. 
distant, the temperature being 23° C.? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1. Modüy Experiment 74 by using a Florence fiask and fitting to 
it a rubber stopper with two holes. Push a brass rod tightly through 

one of these and fit a short glass rod to the other. 
Tie ·a small bell to the end of the brass rod, put it 
in the fiask and ring the bell. Can you hear it ring? 
Next, put a little water in the fiask and boil it. 
When the water is nearly all boiled away, remove 
the source of beat, put in the gJass plug, and again 
ring the bell. Cool the fiask by pouring cold water 
over the outside, and ring again. Explain the results. 

2. Determine the veJocity of sound in air directly 
Fm. 171 by stationing one of a party at a measured distance, 
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2000 ft. for example, from the rest. Let him fire a gun and let the 
rest take the time from the seeing of the smoke to the hearing of the 
report. The time can best be taken by making a pendulum with a 
bullet and a thread of such length that the pendulum will vibrate once 
every half second. Let oue student put this iu motion and count its 
vibrations aloud. The signa! can then be given to fi1·e, and the inter
val of time noted. Repeat a uumber of times at this distance, then 
increase the distance to 3000 ft. and repeat. 

3 . Determine the velocity of sound in the rails of a railroad track 
as follows : Station two stndents at a distance of 3000 ft. from the 
rest. Let one signa! with a handkerchief the instant the other strikes 
the rail with a heavy hammer. Set in motion a pendulum like the 
oue used in No. 2. Signal for the blow. Let o ne student say " go" 
w heu the blow strikes, a nd another with bis efl.r to the rail oay "go" 
when he hears the sound of the blow, while the rest note the number 
of vibrations of the pendulum. Repeat severa! times and compare the 
results with the time it takes the sound to pass over the same distance 
iu the air. The penduluru in this experiment should be shorter thau 
in No. 2. Estimatiou of parts of a vibration must be 
made in both. 

4 . Make a pendulum. that will vibrate half seconds, 
and suspend it in front of a board in such a way that its 
vibrations shall be parallel to the board. Draw a heavy 
black line directly behind the vertical position of the 
pendulum. Fix the board and pendulum to a base so 
that it will stand steadily, as in Fig. 172. Tal{e the 
apparatus to some place in front of a vertical wall, and, 
having adjusted the pendulum until it beats half seconds 
accurately, strike two blocks together just as the pendu
lnm passes the vertical line. Listen for the echo and 
vary your positiou nearer to the wall or farther from it, 
unti! the echo reaches t he ear at exactly the time that 
the pendulum recrosses the line. Measure your distance 
from the wall and determine the velocity of sound. 

FIG. 172 

Il. I NTERFERENCE, RESONANCE, AND l\1USIC 

I 

196. Interference in Wave · Motion.- ExPERrMgNT 81. 
Fasteu the end of the spring coil used in Experiment 70 to a hook in 
a wall, and holding the other end in the hand, strike it a light vertical 

¡, 

u : 
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blow. A wave will be sta.rled that will run the length of the spring 
and be reflected from the other end to the hand. li a second blow is 
struck just as the reflected wave star ts back, the direct and reflected 
waves meet and there will be some one part of the spring where the 
tendency of one wave to raise the spring will be exactly balanced by 
the tendency of the other wave to lower it. 

This e:ffect is called inte?ference. Interference is a 
phenomenon attendant upon all wave motion, and arises 
from the fact that a medium that will transmit one wave 
motion will also transmit others at the sam e tim e. If the re
sultant of all the forces acting upon a particle at any time is 
reduced to zero, the result will be no motion, or interference. 

ExPERIMENT 82. - Po ur mercury in to a fiat dish of considerable 
area. Drop a bicycle ball into it at differeut places aud observe tbe 
points of interference between the direct and refiected sets of waves. 

197. Interference of Sound. - Interference being char
acteristic of wave motion, we may expect to find it one of 
the phenomena of sound. 

ExPERIMENT 83.- Set a tuning fork in motion and hold it iu a 
vertical positiou in front of the ear. Holding it between the thumb 
and fiu ger, rotate it; the sound, iustead of being uniformly loud, will 
be made up of pulsations, the sound very nearly dying out and then 
becoming full and strong again. Why? 

ExPERIMENT 84. - Sound a tuning fork,- preferably on e with a 
sounding box, as in Fig. 173,-and move it rapidly toward, and then 

away from, a smooth wall. Observe the inter
ference that takes place. Can you find more 
thau one place where the sound iuterferes? 

198. Resonance.- When two forces 
act in the same direction upon a vi
brating particle, they increase the 
amplitude of the vibrations, and the 

Fm. 17;J resultant amplitude is the sum of 
the two. As an example, suppose two sets of water 
waves are running over the surface of a lake; if one 
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wave lifts a particle of water three feet and another raises 
it two feet at the same time, the resulting wave at that 
point will be fi ve feet high. · Such an effect in sound waves 
gi ves rise to a reenforcement of the sound, called resonance. 

ExPERIMENT 8.5.-Fill a tall glass jar nearly full of water, and 
get a piece of large glass tubing about a foot long, or the chimney of 
a student lamp. Hold a sounding tuning fork 
over the upper end of the tube, and push the ~ 
lower end into the water as shown in Fig. 174, 
unti! the air in the tube responds to the tone 
of the fork and strengthens it. 

This resultis resonance, and the tube 
is a 1·esonato1·. 

199. Principie of the Resonator. 
In order that the sound of the fork 
may be strengthened by the resonator 
it is necessary that the condensation 
started by the prong A in its down
ward vibration (Fig. 175) shall go to 
the bot tom of the tu be B aud be reflected 

Fro.l74 

to A in time to join t he condensation produced by A in 
its upward vibration. If, however, the distance AB is 

B such that the refiected 

Y
' ·A, r::¡ ~~~ 

FIG. 175 

condensation meets a 
rarefaction, interfer
ence will result and 
the sound of the for k 
will be weakened. 

200. Relation of Velocity, Number of Vibrations, and 
Wave Length.-W hen a body is sounding continuously, 
the air between it and a person who hears it is filled 'vith 
an uninterrupted series of waves. The number of these 
waves that strike the ear will depeud upon the rate of 
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vibration of the sounding body, and the velocity of sound 
in the air will be the product of tbe wa:ve length by the 
numbC'r of vibrations per secònd. For example, if the 
wave length is 4 feet and the vibrating botly sends out 
280 waves per second, then t he front of the first wave 
will be 1120 feet away from the sounding body when 
the 280th vibration is finished. Hence we may write 

v=NL. (44) 

201. Measurement of the Velocity of Sound by a Reso
nance Tu be. - It is quite possible to measure the velocity 
of sound in air by comparing the length of the air column 
in the resonating tube with the number of vibrations per 

FJG. 176 Fm. 177 

second. A convenient forro of tube and support for this 
measurement is shown in Fig. 176. The tube .A is 11 
mm. in internal diameter; at its lower end it is drawn out 
and connected by a flexible rubber tube to a similar gla-ss 
tube fastened to t he wooden arm B. This armis movable, 
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as is shown in Fig. 177, moving with so much friction that 
it will stay in any position. Back of the tu be A is a scale 
graduated in millimeters, the zero being the position of 
the fm·k. At a right angle to the main vertical support 
is another which is so arranged that forks of various 
lengths may be held in position. By pouring water into 
the tubc and moving B from the vertical position, the 
lcngth of the air column in A can be so fixed tha.t it will 
resound to the fork. When this is carefully determined, 
i ls lcngth can be read on the millimeter scale. To fi nd 
the vclocity of sound from this.measurement it must be 
remembercd that since the pulse of air first given out 
by the fork must go to the bottom of the tube and back, 
Lhat is, t'vice the length of the tube, while the fork is 
making hali its vibration, it will go four times that length 
while the fork is making a complete vibration. Tlús 
means that the wave lengtl¿ of the jo1·k is 4 times the lengtlL 
of tl¿e ai1· column. Calling the measured length in mm. l, 
we may write L=4l. Substituting this in Formula 44, 
we have v=4lN. Experiments with tubes of different 
diameters show that a correction must be made for the 
diameter ; that is, in order to get correct results a certain 
fractional part of the diameter must be added to the length 
to get one quarter the wave length. Lord Rayleigh gives 
this fraction as one hali. Including this correction in 
thc formula it will stand 

v=4 N(l + r). (45) 

202. Practica! Effects of Resonance. - The effects of 
resonance are very marked in musical instruments. A tone 
produced by a vibration in which only a small quantity of 
air is put in motion is thin. Fullness of tone can be 
secured only by put,ting a large mass of air in motion. 
For this reason stringed instruments have for the body of 

HOADLEY1S PHYS. -12 
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the instrument a wooden resonator box, as in the violin 
and the guitar. 

ExPERIMENT 86.- llold a toy music boxin the hand and play it. 
Place it upon a table and play it. IIold iL against tbe glass door of a 
bookcase and play it. Explain the results. 

203. Sympathetic Vibrations.- ExPERIMENT 87.-Stretch a 
strong cord, AB (Fig.178), between two supports, and from two points 

C aud D suspend two pendulums 
A O D B of exactly the same length. Put 

E in motion and it will be found 
that as it !oses motion F takes it 
up, and when E is at rest, P will 
be vibrating with nearly the same 
amplitude that E bad at first. 

vVhenever a sounding 
body is near another that 

has the same time of vibration, it is found that the pulses 
of air sent out by the first will put the second in motion. 

Jj] 

FIG. 178 
F 

ExPERIMENT 88.- Select two tuning forks that are mounted upon 
resonance boxes, and th¡\t give the same number of vibrations per 
second. Place them parallel 
to each other at opposite ends 
of a table, and put one of 
them in vibration with a 
heavy bow. Stop its vibra
tions with the fingers, after 
a few secouds, and the second 
fork will be heard. I ts vibra.- FIG. 179 

tions may also be shown by 
suspending a light ball by a silk thread so that it will just touch one 

side of the fork. 
ExPERIMENT 89.-Press down on the pedal of a piano so as to re

rnove the dampers frorn the strings, and then sing in a clear voice in 
front of it some note for two or three seconds. This will set in vibra
tion both the string which vibrates in the same time as tbe note, and 
all those strings whose vibratious are multiples of tbe number given 

by tbe note. 
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ExPERIMENT 90.- Suspend from a hook in the ceiling a 20-pound 
weight, and find the time in which it will vibrate as a pendulum. 
Strike the weight light blows with a cork ham mer, when it is at rest, 
timing the blows to the same time in which it vibrated. If the blows 
are given at the right times the result will be to set the pendulum 
swingiug. 

204. Beats. - When • two sounding bodies that do not 
vibrat.e in the same time are vibrating near each other, the 
e:ffects produceu by the alternate interference and coin
cidence of the two waves are called beats. Tbese beats can 
be readily detected by the ear. If the waves sent out by 
the two sources are rep
resented by the lighter 
curves in Pig. 180, we can 
sce that one body must A B 

vibrate three times while 
the other vibrates four. 
This means that at every FIG. 180 

fourth wave of one, and 
every tbird wave of the other, the waves will interfere, 
while at times midway betweeu the waves will assist 
each other. The cm·ve resulting from these two sets of 
waves is shown in the heavy line. This would be heard 
by the ear as a beat at that part of the cm·ve which is at 
the greatest distance from the straight line AB, while 
midway between the beats, where the interference is 
neady complete, there would be very little sound. To 
construct the resulting heavy line we proceed as follows : 
Draw a set of vertical lines across AB j then will any 
point on the cm·ve be found by making ad equal to the 
sum or di:fference of ab and ac, depending upon whether 
Lhey are upon the same or opposite sides of AB. 

ExPERIMHNT 91.- Arrange two tuniug forks as in Experiment 88, 
and load one proug of oue of them by pressiug a piece of beeswax 
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upon it, near the end. It may be necessary to press one or two large 
shot into the wax. Set the fork in vibration with the bow and couut 
the number of beats per second. 

205. Properties of Musical Tones. - In order that a 
vibrating body may produce a musical tone its vibrations 
must be rapid, continuous, and isochronous. A musical 
tone may be a simple tone, in which the vibrations are all 
alike, or it may be a compound tone formed of a combina
tion of two or more vibrations. A noise differs from a 
musical ton e in being formed by a mixture o f a great varicty 
of vibrations that cannot be resolved into simple ones. A 
tuning fork gives a simple tone, a piano string a compound 
tone, while the fall of a pile of lumber makes a noise. 

The principal characteristics of musical tones are pitch, 
intensity, and quality. 

206. Pitch. - The pitch of a t one depends u pon the 
number of vibrations made per second by the vibrating 
body that produces it, the pitch being relatively high when 
the vibrations are rapid, and low when they are slow. 

EXPERIMENT 92.-Draw the corner of a stiff card several times 
across the cover of a book. :Move it slowly a.t first and then more a.nd 
more rapidly. What effect does the velocity ha ve u pon the pitch? 

207. Savart's Wheel. - The first instrument used to 
show the relation of pitch to number of vibrations was 
what is called Savart's wheel. This consists of a toothcd 
wheel so mounted on an axle that i t can be put in rapid 
rotation. When a stiff card is held against the teeth any 
change of speed is accompanied by its corresponding change 
of pitch. A clock wheel can be used for the same pm·pose. 

The speed at which a circular or " buzz" saw is running 
can be judged by the pitch of the note which it gives when 
sawing a log. A knot in the log lessens t he speed and 
lowers the pitch of the note. 
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208. The Siren.- The name síren is gi ven to an instru
meut used to determine the number of vibrations required 
to produce tones of different pitch, as well as to show the 
relation between them. A simple form and the method 
of using it is described in the following experiment. 

ExPF.IH~I ENT 93.- Cut out a d.isk o f bristol board, or, better, of 
some thin meta!, 30 cm. i~ diameter. From the center C, describe 4 
concentric cii·cles, with diameters of 28, 24-, 20, aud 16 cm. respect.ively. 
Di1·ide these circles into 32, 24, 20, and 16 parts respectively, and dril! 
holes 6 mm. in diameter throngh the disk at Lhese points; the in most 
o f these four circles of holes being shown in Fig. 181. 

Drill a hole at C and fit the disk to a rotating 
machine. Into each end of a ntbber tube fit a glass 
tu be; and holding on e end directly opposite to on e 
row of holes, put tbe disk in rotation aud blow 
tbrough the tube. Tf the rotatiou is begun very 
slowly, the separate puffs of air as they go through 
the holes in the disk and are tben cut off, will be 
heard, but if the speed is increased, tbe puffs will 
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FIG. 181 

link themselves in to a musical tone and the pitcb will continue to rise 
as long as the speed is iucreased. 

Rotate the wheel with uniform velocity a nd blow through tbe holes 
in the different circles, beginuing witb the smallest tLnd goiug to the 
Jargest. Is the result pleasing? Describe it. 

209. Doppler's Principie. - \Vhen both the sounding 
body a.nd the ca.r that hears it are st.ationary, the number 
of wavcs t haL sLrike the ea.r is the same as Lhat sent out 
by the vibrating body; but if either moves from a position 
of rest, either toward or away from the other, the number 
of vibrations that reach the ear, and consequently the 
pitch of the note heard, is changed. 

If n represents Lhe number of vibrations of the sounding 
body, l the wave length, and d the distance ovet· which the 
ear moves toward it in one second, then Lhe number of 

vibrations hea1·tl by the ea.r will be n + q, and the pitch will 

' 

I 
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be raised. The sounding body may itself be moving, or 
both it and the ear may be moving. If the distance 
between the bodies is increasing, the number of vibrations 

received will be n- ~' and the pitch will be lowered. A 

good example of this effect is noticed when one traiu meets 
another while the bell of the engine on the second train is 
ringing. 

210. Musical Intervals. - The change of pitch that 
takes place w hen the velocity o f the siren is slowly 
increased is a gradual one, but between a.ny two notes 
used in music there is a definite di:fference in pitch. This 
is expressed by the ratio of the vibration-numbers of the 
notes. If one fork vibrates three times while another is 
vibrating twice, the interval is 3 : 2. 

211. The Musical Scale. - When the interval between 
two notes is 2 : 1, the notes resem ble each other so closely 
that they are practically the same note. The one with 
double the number of vibrations is called the oetave of the 
other, since it is the eighth note in what is called the scale. 
The notes in the scale have received various names and 
are represented by their positions wit,h respect to a series 
of five parallel lines called a staff. These names and 
positions are shown as follows : 

smo.oo"""'" ~ jJ j jj J j J I 
Nomber In acale . 

Lett.er names 

Syllable nomes . 

Rolntlve number of vlbratlons 

Rstlo of vlbrntlons 

lntervnls 

1 2 8 4 5 G 7 8 

o' d' ~~ r o' a' b' o" 
ào re mi fa sol la Itt do 

256 2SS 820 S4 t. :i 884 42G.Ó 4SO 612 

1 I t ! i J V 2 

I .Y H I il' I H 
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212. The Diatonic Scale. - The series of eight tones, 
tbrough wbich we pass from e to its octave, constitutes t he 
diatonia scale. The musical and physical methods of rep
resenting this scale are shown in § 211. The scale is ex
tended into tbe higber pitches by taking the do of 512 
vibrations as unity, and multiplying this number by the 
ratio o f vibrations. The letter names would be c11, d", etc. 
The next octavo below is found by taking the do of 256 
vibrations as 2. Then the do an octave below will bave 
128 vibrations, and with this as unity the vibrations can be 
determined for any note. These notes are called e, d, etc. 

213. The Major Chord. - The scale gi ven in § 211 is the 
ma;'o1· scale forrued upon the ma;'o1· t1·iad or clwrd. This 
chord consists of any tbree notes, tbe nurubers of whose 
vibrat ions are in the proportion of 4, 5, and 6. There are 
t bree major chords, as follows : 

T onic = c1 
: e1 

: g' = 4 : 5 : 6 

Dominau t = g 1 : b' : d" = 4 : 5 : 6 

Sub-doruinant=f: a' : c11 = 4 : 5 : 6. 

A oomparison of the :first notes of these chords will sug
gest the origin of tbe name of the Tonia sol-fa system of 
musical notation. 

214. Intervals in the Scale. -'rhe series of rati os 1, *' 
t• t, etc., that express the relative number of vibrations, 
also express the intervals between tbe do and other notes 
of the scale. The most important of these intervals are 
the maJor third, 5 : 4; the fifth, 3 : 2; the maJor sixth, 5 : 3; 
and the octave, 2 : 1. 

215. The Keynote. - The note which is taken as tho do 
or 1 of any scale is its keynote. The scale already con
sidered has e' for its keynote and is in the key of O. 
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Suppose we forro a scale with g' for its keynote and com
pare the numuer of vibrations in its various notes with 
those in the key of O. 

Key of C 
Key of G 

g' a' b' e" à" e" f'' g" 

384 426.6 480 512 576 640 682.6 768 

384 432 480 512 576 640 720 768 

We see by this comparison that there are two notes each 
represented by a1 and by f", which differ in the number of 

their vibrations. The interval for the two a"fl is 432 : 426.6 
or 81: 80. This is called a ao?rvma. The f"'s differ more 
widely, their interval being 135 : 128. Tbis is sometimes 
called a sentitone. In order to play music accurately iu 
the key of G-, two tones that are not found in the key 
of O would be required. One of these, the f' of the key 
of G-, is introduced approximately by increasing ~e vibra
tions of f' in the key of O by multiplying the numbcr 
by U·; this new note is callcd f' sha1p or f'#· The 
number of vibrations for a' in thc kcy of G- cliffers so 
littlé from that for the sarue note in the key of O, that 
in most instruments the one tone serves for both. 

Ina-smuch as any note in the scale ruay be taken for the 
keynote, it is evident that to introduce two new notes for 
every new scale on such an instrument as the piano would 
make. the keyboard so large that it could not be used at 
all. Other complications corne in also when what arc 
known as the flat keys are used. In these the new tone 
required by the ratio of vibrations is secured by lower
ing the number of vibrations of the corresponding note by 
multiplying it by H· The resulting note is called t he flat 
of the fust, as b flat or bV. It is evident that between d 
and d' there would be two notes, as follows: a', a'#, d'i7, d' , 
having for their respecti-ve vibrations, 256, 266.6, 276.48, 
288. . 
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In practice there is but one key on the piano between O 
and IJ, and this is called either O# or Dv. The system 
adopted to fix the number of vibrations for each of the 
thirteen notes of each octave on the piano is called the 
system of equal temperament. The twelve intervals 
(semitones) in the scale are made equal, and this inter
val is ~ or 1.0594. The scale of thirteen notes is 
called the cJ¿romatic scale. 

216. Transposition. - It will be seen by reference to 
tbe keyboard of a piano that in the scale of (J there 
is a semitone between 
the 3d and 4th and 
between the 7th and 
8t.h of ihe scale, while 
the rest are all wh()le 
tones. This is true 
of any major scale, 

a # .All 

.A~ Bil 

a:J A~ e 
FIG. 182 

and music written in one key may be transposed into 
another by introducing the proper sharps or flats to bring 
these semitones in their proper places. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 183. By reference to this figure, it will be seen that 
the scale for the key of G is formed from the scale for the 
key o f a by taking the 5th of the key of a-sol- for the 
first of the new scale and raising the 7th of the new scale a 
semitone. This introduces only one sharp-.F#-as all 
the other notes correspond with those in the scale o f O. The 
scale for the key of IJ, two sharps, is formen from the key of 
G in the samc way. The scale for any key in which t he 
number of sharps is increased by one, may be made from the 
scale beforc it by taking the 5th of that scale for its 1st note 
and sharping the 7th. One may find any note in any key, 
having only a O tuning fork to sta.rt with. For instance, 
to :find mi iu Lhe key of (}, sing th~ scale of (J from do to 

I 
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sol, then call this same tone do, ancl on singing re and mi 
the note is found in the required scale. 

Flat l(oys 

Bb F 
a 

Sharp Keys 

G D 

' -d-
~&t 

~-~-~~·· ~-~~~~~n~~~''+4-4~~·' 

~B-rs:---..uR-IHI--R-l 
8-Bl!f-4--Bl!.. 
~~~~-Mr-À~~~d-~~~~~~~-

1-+-~·--.# 

Fig. 183 also shows 
that the flat keys are 
formed by taking the 4th 
note of the old scale for 
the 1st of the new, and 
flatting the 4th of the 
new scale. 

217. Intensity. - The 
intensity of a souncl de
pends upon three tbings: 
the amplitude of the vi
bration producing it, the 
distance at which it is 

1--r>----..,·li'r-1-R--_.,.Ti:--Hl--E'-+l!-E- hearcl, and the area of 

k--,El?. ~ ~ ~ "· the sounding body. 
3~ ~·~n4~-~~~~~~ . '-' '"' -e-¡; e a) .A.mplitude. - If a 

tuning fork is struck, the 
energy which it can im
part to the air will de
pend upon the extent of 

. 
~1 .b 

~--ac~~a~~~~~~-~~~~~ 

_ _ its vibrations. If these 
l-6---4--1--11~!1--l--li-U- r--u•+!!---!1-l 

FIG. 183 

A} &-JJ! are slight, the energy 
imparted to the air will 
soon die out. Strike a 
harder blow, and the am

plitude increases, the energy the fork can gi ve to the air is 
greater, and the sound is louder. The relation between 
amplitude and intensity may be readily shown by ::;ubsti
tuting a tuning fork for the whalebone in Experiment 78. 
Make a number of traces on the smoked glass when tbe 
fork is sounding at different intensities, a.nd compare them. 
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(b) JJistance. - Since the sounding body is sending 
out waves in every direction, the sound wave is the out
side of a spherical shell of which the body is the center. 
As the sm·faces of spheres are proportional to the sq uares 
of their radiï, we can say that intensity of sound varies 
inversely as the square of the distance from the sounding 
body. If the waves of sound can be kept in one direction, 
as by being reflected from the inner srn·face of a tube, 
they will go much farther. On this principie speaking 
tubes are made. 

(e) A rea. - A s mall tuning f orle, on being put in to 
vibratio.n, sets only.a small quantity of air in motio.n and 
gi ves a sou.nd ha ving but little intensity, but if the prongs 
are broad the amount of air put in motion is greater and 
the sound is much louder. If a tuni.ng fork is stJ:uck a.nd 
held in the hand, its tone will be light and thin, but if the 
handle is held against the glass door of a bookcase, the 
sound will be louder, but will not last so long. W hy? 

218. Quality or Timbre. - \Vhenever we hear a musi
cal sou.nd we have no difficulty in recognizing the kind of 
instrument that produces it. The violin, the piano, the 
cornet, has each its own peculiarity. One voice is full 
and rich, another is thin, and another is monotonous. The 
characteristics which enable us to assign a sound to its 
source are called the quality of the tone. The physical 
explanation of quality is that most sounding bodies vi
brate not only as a whole, but in various parts, as does 
the string of a piano, and that a sound is rich in quality 
when it contains the 1st, 2d, 3d, etc., overtones (p. 193), 
as well as tbe fundamental note of the vibrating body. 

219. Harmony and Discord. - Two musical sounds are 
said to produce barmony when, on being sounded together, 
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they produce a, result plea-sing to the ear. If the result 
is unpleasing, they are said to produce discord. One cause 
of discord is the presence of beats betwecn thc two notes, 
and the greatest cliscord results when the beats are about 32 
per second. If the number of beats is fewer Lhan 10 per 
seconcl, they are not agreeable, but do not procluce cliscord. 
Discord is caused by sounding together notes that give 
more than 10 and less than 70 beats per scconcl. 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. Under what conditions will two wave motions completely 
neutralize eacb other? • 2. How long must a tu be be to act as a resonator fot· a tuning fork 
that vibrates 440 times per second, when the temperatura is 18° C.? 

3. What is the velocity of sound when the length of the resonator 
column iu Fig. 177 is 324 nu~., the diameter of the tube is 12 mm., and 
the tuning fork makes 256 vibrations per second? 

4. Why do soldiers break ranks in crossing a bridge? 
5. How many beats per secoud will be made by two tuniug forks, 

soundiug together, when one makes 264 vibrations per second, and the 
other 260? 

6. Construct a curve to show the beat that would result from 
soundiug a note and its seveuth, e and B . Strike these notes on the 
piano and listen for the beat. Is it distinctly audible or does it pro
duce disco rd? 

7. Suppose the outer row of holes in the siren of Experiment 93 
gives the note e' = 256 vibratious. Ilow many times does the disk 
rotate per second '/ What notes will the other rows give? 

8. Suppose an eugine passes you at the rate of 30 miles per hour; 
what change of pitch will take place in the whistle when it passes you, 
i fit vibrat.es 128 times per second? \Vhat uumber of vibrations will 
strike the ear before and after it passes? 

9. Write the numbers of vibrations that will give the major scale iu 
tbe key of A; in the key of BV. 

10: llow many vibrations will givef' # and g' V? 
11. Show how you would transpose from the key of e to the key 

of .t1 v. 
• 
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12. A katydid in a tree 40 ft . above the grounu is heard at its 
foot. Wbat is Lho weight of the air put in motion by its note 'l 

13. In the time of Handel (about 1750) the standard fork gave 
424 vibrations for a'. Modern instrument makers, however, kept 
ra.ising tbe pitoh of tbeir instmments to secure brilliancy of tone, 
until tbe a' fork made 460 vibrations per second, about 1t semitones 
above Ilandel's a'. What effect would this bave upon the difficulty 
of singing the high notes of a song written in Handel's time? The 
present standard pitoh is the International, in which the a' fork makes 
435 vibrations at 15° C. 

LABORATORY WORK 

1 . Set a pail or pau of water on the frame of some rapidly moving 
piece or machine1·y, as a buzz saw. Make a drawing of the form of 
wave motion set up. Explain. 

2 . hleasure the velocity of sound by the apparatus shown in 
Fig. lï7, using a fork with a known number of vibrations. 

3 . Find the number of vibrations of a second fork by using the 
same apparatus and substituting, in Formula 45, the velocity found 
in No. 2. 

4. Repeat E::\.""periment 88 after loading the second fork until there 
are about six beats per second. 

5. With the siren used in Experiment 93, :find the pitoh of 
sound produced by blowing across the mouth of a bottle. Four 
students will be needed. Let o ne blow across the bottle, anotber turn 
the wheel, the t hird blow through the holes 1vith the rubber tube, and 
the íourth count the number of rotations made by the wheel per 
minute. A little practice will enable oue to tum the disk unüormly, 
so as to keep the siren at the same pitch for half a minute. 

6. Connect two T-tubes by two rubber tubes as shown in Fig. 184. 
Sound a tuning fork before the funnel atA and the sound will divide 
at B, part of it going through the 
upper branch e, and part through the 
lower branch D. The two waves will 
unite again at E, and ü the ear is 
placed at the end of a rubber tube 
leadiug fi'Om E, it will be found that 
when the distance BDE is greater 
thau BCE by half the wave length of 

o 

D 

FIG. 184 

I 
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the fork, the waves will interfere and produce silence. When the 
tubes are of the proper length to prorluce this result, pinch the tube 
together at C or D and observe the result. Find the length of tube 
for two or more forks. 

III. VIBRATION OF STRINGs, PLATES, AND Rons 

220. The Vibration of Strings.- A number of important 
musical instruments are stringed instruments, and depend 
for their sound upon the transversa vibration of catgut or 
metal strings stretched between posts. The sound made 
by the strings is strengthened by the vibration of the 
sounding body of the instrument. 

221. The Sonometer.-To investigate the laws of the 
vibration of strings an instrument called the sonomete1· is 
used. This is also called a monoclwrd, since a single 
string is frequently used. The essential parts are a base 
with a bridge at each end, a pin to which to fasten one end 

-·---- . . . -- --
FIG. 185 

of the string, and some method of stretching the string by 
attaching a spring balance or weights at the other end. 
A common forro, with two strings, is shown in Fig. 185. 
A movable bridge at E is used to change the length of 
the vibrating string, and a scale is laid off on the base. 

222. Laws of the Vibration of Strings. 

I. The tension, diameter, and density being the same, tJ¿e 
rvwmber of vibrations per second va1ies inve1·sely as tlte length 

o f the string. 
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II. The lengtlt, tension, and density being the same, the 
nwmber of vibrations pe1· second va1·ies inve1·sely as the 
diamete1· qf the string. 

IU. Tlte lengtlt, diameter, and density being tl~e same, tlte 
nwmbe1· of vibrations pe1· second varies directly as the squa1·e 
root of the tension. 

IV. Tlte length, tension, and diamete1· being tlte same, the 
numbe1· of vib1·ations per second varies inve1·sely as tlte squa1·e 
root of the density of the string. 

The above laws can be expressed by the proportion 

N: N'= VT : -Y'J!i 
dlYJ5 d'l1-.Jï5i 

For the first law, under the conditions given, the pro
portion becomes 

. ,_1.1 . '-' · N. N - Ï . ¡j' or, N. N - Z . l. 

For the second law it is 

N : N' = ~ : .!, or, N : N' = d' : d, 
d d' 

for the third law, N: N ' = fl: ""1/?ïft, 
and for the fourth law, 

N: N' = 1 
: -

1
- , or, N: N' = -..IJ5i : ..JIJ . 

.YD YJjï 

These laws can be verified on the sonometer as in the 
following experiments : 

ExPERIMENT 94. - Stretch the wire of the sonometer by a. weight 
until a suitable note is proòuced on setting it in vibration with a bow. 
Find the exact middle of the sti·ing. Place thCJ movable bridge at 
that point and observe tha.t either half of the wire will give the 
octave of the whole. 

Ext>EIU~n:NT 95.- Place on the sonometer two brass wires, one 
having a dimneter twice that of the other, and stretch them with 
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cqual weights. (Wires Nos. 16 and 22 fulfill the requirements.) Draw 
the bow across the larger whe and rotate tbe disk sil·en until the 
same toue is obtained by blowing in the outer row of holes. Keep the 
siren rotating at the same speed, and it will be fouud, ou blowing 
through the inner row of holes, that the same tone is obt.ained as on 
drawing the bow across the smaller wire. 

ExPERIMENT 96. -Put on the sonometer two wires of the same 
material and diameter. Stretch one with a weight of 4 lb. and the 
other with a weight of 16 lb., and they will be found to give tones au 
octave apart. 

ExPEUIMENT 97. - Cut two strings of equal length and diameter, 
one of brass and the other of catgut. W eigh them separately and 
compute the weight of each between the bridges. Stretch them on 
the sonometer with equal weights, and sound them. Compare the 
tones gi ven with those given by a piano or violin. Call the number of 
vibrations of the note corresponding to the lower tone given by the 
sonometer, N, and the number given by the other string, N'. Find 
whether the proportion N: N' = m : ..JJ5, is true or not. 

ExPERIMENT 98.-Calling the dis tan ce between the bridges on 
the sonometer one, stick a narrow strip of gummed paper at distances 
of -&, !, !, t, t, 1\, !, from one end. Sound the whole string first, then 
slide the movable bridge along, and, stoppiug at each mark, sound 
tbe remaining string. Do the notes give the major scale? Why? 

The strings of the piano illustrate the above laws. The 
lowest notes are made by long, heavy strings without 
great tension, while the highest notes are made by short, 
light strings stretched to a high tension. 

223. Nodes and Loops in Strings.-When a stretched 
string is put into vibration, it vibrates not only as a whole, 
giving its fundamental note, but also in halves, thirds, 
fourths, etc., each one of which gives its own tone. These 
different tones, with tbe fundamental, constituta the 
quality of tbe tone. The existence of nodes and loops in 
a string can be shown as follows : -

EXPERIMENT 99.- Cut from stiff writing paper a dozen paper 
rings about a half inch in diameter and slip them over a sonometer 

r 
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wire. Put a s mall weight u pon the wire and with tbe bow put the wire 
in vibration. The wire will sound its fundamental note, and the rings 

FIG. 186 

will go to the fixed bridges. Draw the bow again and 
touch the wire lightly at the middle. The octave will be 
sounded and the rings will go to the middle and ends. 
Souud agaiu and touch the wire at t the distance from the 
end. How do the rings act? What note will be sounded? 

224. Overtones and Harmonies.-It is not necessary to 
touch the string in order to make it vibrate in parts besides 
vibrating as a whole. The tones caused by the vibrations 
in parts can be heard by listening carefully when the string 
is plucked. These tones are called ove1·tones, and if the 
numbers of vibrations which produce them are 2, 3, 4, etc., 
times the number of vibrations of the fundamental they are 
called ltmmonics. Overtones can be very readily produced 
on a guitar and form the most accurate method or tuning i t . 

225. Vibration of Air Columns. - In the musical instru
ments called wind instruments, the notes are produced 
by the vibrations of columns of air, of different lengths. 
There are two methocls by which the column of air is put 
in to vibration; hence the classification in to mouth and reed 
instruments. The organ pipe is a good example of the 
former, in which all parts of the mouthpiece are fixed, and 
the air column is put into vibration by blowing across a 
narrow opening at one end of the pipe. In the reed in
strument the air column is thrown in to vibration by a thin 
piece of wood or metal which is itself thrown into rapid 

BOADLEY' S P IUS. -13 
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vibration by a current of air. The clarinet and reed organ 
are examples of reed instruments. 

226. Nodes and Loops in an Organ Pipe. - The vibration 
of air in a tube is in the direction of its length, but it can 
give rise to nodes and loops as well as a vibrating cord. 
In this case, however, the node must be understood to 
mean a point where the particles of t he air remain at rest, 
but where there are rapid changes from condensation to 
rarefaction and vice versa. A loop means a point where 
there is the greatest motion, but no change of density. 

From this it will be seen that 
~ N .!!... N a L D r, the closed end of a pipe must 

form a node, and the open end 

-L' 

1- N' 

_ N" a loop. In A (Fig. 187), a 
node would be at the upper 

1- N 1-- L' end and a loop at the mouth ; 
consequently the length of a 

t- N' closcd pipe is one fourth the 

Fio. 187 

wave length of its fundamental 
note. If the pipe is blown 
strongly, it will give out a note 
higher in pitch, but a node will 
still be at the closed end and a 

loop at the mouth. In this case (B) there will be an in
termediate node and loop at N ' and IJ, and the length of 
the tube will be three fourths the wave length of the note 
produced. 

In the open pipe, a (Fig. 187), there will be a loop at 
each end, and a node in the middle, and the length of the 
pipe will be half the wave length of the fundamental note. 
If the next higher note is produced there will be two nodes, 
N' and N", and an additionalloop L'. Compa.ring A and. 
a ( ll'ig. 187), it will be seen that the fundamental note 
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gi ven out by an open pipe of a certain length is the octa ve 
of t he note produced by a closed pipe of the same length. 

E XPERIMENT 100.-Procure an organ pipe, one side 
of which is glass, and lower into it, by a thread, a light 
ring over which is stretched a membrana with fine sand 
sprinkled over i t, as shown in Fig. 188. When the funda
mental note is sounded a.nd the ring is lowered, the sand 
will show by its movemeuts tha.t the a.mount of the vibra
tion is decrea.sing unti! the middle of the tube is reached, 
where it will corne to rest. Increa.se the force of the bel
lows that blow the pipe, so a.s to produce the higher note; 
the middle point becomes a loop, a.s is shown by the dan
cing of the sa.ud. 

If an opening is made in the side of a pipe, this 
becomes a loop and changes the pitch of the note 
played. In this way the different notes of a fiu te 
are made by the fingers of the player stopping 
and unstopping the holes along its side. 

227. The Vibration of Rods. - ExPERIMENT 101. 
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- Hold a gla.ss rod, a meter long or more, by the middle FIG. 188 
with oue baud, while with the other you draw a moist 
cloth lightly from the middle to the end. The rod will be thrown 
into longitudinal vibrations, a.nd the fnnda.mental note will be pro
duced. l\Iake the same experiment with a wooden rod, a bra.ss rod, 
and a brass tube of the same leugth, using a rosined cloth for a 
rubber. Does the pitch of the note depend upon the material of the 
rod? 

ExPERIMENT 102.-Repeat experiment 101 with two glass tubes 
of different diameters, but of the sam e length. Does the pitch of the 
note depend upou the dia.meter of the tube ? Compare the notes 
given by one of these tubes a.nd anothe1 of the same diameter but 
only half ~ long. Does the pitch of the note depend u pon the length? 
How do t he two notes compare? 

That the sound given out by the tubes and rods in the 
above experiments is due to longitudinal vibration may be 
shown by the following experiments: 
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vibration by a current of air. The clarinet and reed organ 

a.re examples of reed instruments. 

226. Nodes and Loops in an Organ Pipe.- The vibration 

oi airina tube is in the direction of its length, but it can 

give rise to nodes and loops as well as a vibrating cord. 

ln this case, however, the node must be understood to 

mean a point where the particles of the air remain at rest, 

but where there are rapid changes from condensation to 

rarefaction and vice versa. A loop means a point where 

there is the greatest motion, but no change of density. 
F1·om this it will be seen that 

A N O L D L the closed end of a pipe must 
forro a node, and t he open end 
a loop. In A (Fig. 187), a 
node would be at the upper 
end and a loop at the mouth ; 
consequently the length of a 
closcd pipe is one fourth the 
wave length of its fundam en tal 
note. If tbe pipe is blown 
strongly, it will gi ve out a note 

FIG. 187 higher in pitch, but a node will 
still be at the closed end and a 

loop at the mouth. In this case (B) there will be an in

termediate node and loop at N' and L', and the lengtb of 

the tube will be three fourths the wave length of the note 

produced. 
In tbe open pipe, a (Fig. 187), there will be a loop at 

each end, and a node in the middle, and the length of tbe 

pipe will be half the wave length of the fundamental note. 

If the next higher note is produced tbere will be two nodes, 

N' and N 11, and an additionalloop L'. Comparing A and· 

a (Fig. 187), it will be seen that the fundamental note 
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gi ven out by an o pen pipe of a certain length is the octa ve 
of the note produced by a. closed pipe of the same length. 

EXPERIMENT 100.-Procure an organ pipe, one side 
of which is glass, and lower into it, by a thread, a light 
ring over which is stretched a membrane with fine sand 
sprinkled over it, as shown in Fig. 188. When the funda
mental note is sounded and the ring is lowered, the saud 
will show by its movemeuts that the amount of the vibra.
tiou is decreasiug uutil the middle of the tube is reached, 
where it will corne to rest. Increa.se the force of the beJ
lows that blow the pipe, so as to prodnce the higher note; 
the middle point becomes a loop, as is shown by the dan
cing of the saud. 

If an opening is made in the side of a pipe, this 
becomes a loop and changes the pitch of the note 
played. In this way the di.fferent notes of a fiu te 
are made by the :fingers of the player stopping 
and unstopping the holes along its side. 

227. The Vibration of Rods.- ExPERIMENT 101. 
- Hold a glass rod, a meter Iong or more, by the middle Fio. 188 
witb one hand, while with the other you draw a ruoist 
cloth lightly from the middle to the end. The rod will be thrown 
into longitudinal vibrations, and the fuudamental note will be pro
duced. Make the same experiment with a wooden rod, a brass rod, 
and a brass tube of the same length, using a rosined cloth for a 
rubber. Does the pitch of the note depend upon the material of the 
rod? 

ExPERIMENT 102. -Repeat experiment 101 with two glass tubes 
of different diameters, but of the same length. Does the pitch of the 
note depend upon the diameter of the tube ? Compare the notes 
given by one of these tubes and another of the same diameter but 
only half as long. Does the pitch of the note depend u pon the length ? 
How do the two notes compare ? 

That the sound given out by the tubes and rods in the 
above experiments is due to longitudinal vibration may be 
shown by the following experiments: 
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EXPERIMF.NT 103.-Sca.tter some lycopodium powder or cork fi.lings 
along the iuside of one of the tubes usec.l in Experiment 102. llold the 
tube by the ruiddle and draw a moist cloth from the middle to one 
end. The tube will give a high note, a.nd the powder will be 

tbrown into ridges lying 
~ == ~A across the tube a.t regu
~~!}, ... ... ~\j lar intervals. These ridges 

FIG. 189 locate the nodes, as showu 
in Fig. 189. 

EXPERIMENT 104.- Clamp a brass rod firmly to a block u pon a 
ta.ble as shown in Fig. 190. Suspend au elastic ball so tha.t it will 
rest against one eud of the 
rod, a.nd then dra.w a cloth D 
rniddle to the other en d. The /. 
covered with rosin from the / ~ 

longitudinal vibrations will r¡ ::--~~~~,__±=-:~.=)te~==~ 
cause the rod to give out a "'-~-----' 
high note, and will repel the 
ball from the end of the rod. 

FIG. 190 

The mechanical effect of vibrations in tubes is some
times very great. I t is not uncommon for a test tube to 
be cracked. into a spiral ribbon running from end to end, 
on being wiped with a damp towel. If a glass bell jar is 
bowed vigorously a few times with a violin bow, it may be 
shattered even if the walls are a quarter of an inch thick. 

228. The Vibration of Plates. - If a thin plate of metal 
or glass is clamped to a support at the middle, and a bow 
is <h:awn across its edge, it will be thrown into vibration 
and will produce sound. T he positions of the nodallines 
of the plate can be shown very readily as follows : 

EXPERIMENT 105. - Sift sand evenly over the surface Qf a brass 
pla.te fastened by the middle as the first one in Fig. 191. Place a 
finger at one corner and draw a bow across the middle of either side. 
The sand will be thrown violently about, a.nd will finally corne lo rest 
on those parts of the pla.te tha.t do not vibrate, so that the lines of sa nd 
indicate t he nodallines. Fig. 191 shows a number of plates of various 
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forms, sizes, and tbick:nesses, a.nd a few of the many interesting figw·es 
that can be produced by them. li the plates are clamped by the corner 
or at one side a. new set of figures will be obtained. 

FIG. 191 

ExPERIM~JNT 106.-Scatter a little lycopodium powder on the plate 
with the sand, and it will be found, on vibra.ting the plate, that the 
powder will collect over the places of greatest vibration instead of at 
th~ nodal lines as the sand does. Examine carefully and explain 
why tbis happens. 

229. Graphical Method of Combining Vibra tions. - It is 
frequently desirable to represent in a graphical way the 
relation that exists between the vibrations of notes of dif
ferent pitches. The method usually adopted is to consider 
the vibrations of the two bodies to be made at right angles 
with each other, and to construct a 
cm·ve that will be the result of the two 
vibrations combined. If a ball .A (Fig. 
192) is moving aronnd a circular path 
wiLh uniform motion, then, to au eye 
placed a considerable distance * away 
in the plane of its motion, it will seem 
to move back and forth over the 
diameter A. O, with a simple harmonic 

o 

A 
FIG. 192 

rrwtíon like that of a pendulum. The distauce it has gone 
toward O at any time may be found by projecting its 

• Strictly, the distance should be infinite. 
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position u pon the diameter A O as at JJ. If the vibrations 
producing the notes e andf are to be combined, the curve 
can be made graphically as follows : 

Suppose a. point moving uniformly around the circle at 
H to represent the vibrations that produce e, and one at 
JJ, those that produce/(Fig. 193). Since the ratio of the · 

numbers of vibrations in 
these two notes is 1: t, the 
body sounding the note f 
vibrates eight times while 
the body sounding e vi
brates six times. Lay off 
the circumference JJEJJ' 
into six equal parts and 
the other circumference 
into eight. From the 
points of division draw 

Fio. 193 lines perpendicular, re-
spectively, to AB and A O, 

and prolong them; then will their intersections gi ve the 
points for the required curve. In order that the curve 
connecting the points .shall be smooth, intermediate points 
must be determined. 

The curve representing 
the combination of any 
other two notes can be con
structed in the same way. 

230. The Optical Method. 
- An opti cal method is one 
in which the curve is formed 
by the vibrating bodies in 
such a way that it can be 
seen and studied by the eye. 

A 

B 

Fio. 194 
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ExPF.RD!EN T 107.-Nail two blocks, A and B, to the corners of a 

box as in Fig. 194. To these blocks fasten two slender wooden rods 
or strips of whalebone with disks fastened to the ends, so that the 
disks shall move close to and parallel with each other when the rods 
are vibrated. Cut a uarrow slit in each disk as shown, and vibrate 
the rods both at the same time. Look through the opening in the slits 
at some bright light. The vibrations will combine, giving a curve 
similar to that in Fig. 193, ü the ratio of vibra tions is 6 : 8. 

231. Manometric Flames.- The optical method devised 
by Konig, to which he has given the name of manomet1·ic 
flames, consists of bring
ing the condensations and 
rarefactions of sound 
waves to act upon a gas 
fl.ame and regulate its 
height, and of observing 
the e:ffect in a revolving mirror. The principie of the 
apparatus is shown in Fig. 195, and the complete form 

FIG. 196 

in Fig. 196. A wooden or 
metal box is divided into 
two chambers, A and B, by 
an e las tic diaphragm ]) . 
T wo pipes open into B and 
one into A . The pipe O 
brings in gas, which is 
burned as a small, round 
fl.ame at the top of the tube 
.E. The pipe H opens into 
.A and conveys the sound 

waves made before its open end at M. If a condensation 
strikes ]) it bends toward B, making that chamber 
smaller, increasing the pressure, and making the fl.ame 
burn higher at .E. If a rarefaction strikes ]), the cbamber 
B is made larger, the density is decrea.sed, and the flame 
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drops down to a shorter one. These cha.nges follow one 
another so rapidly that the eye cannot detect them unless 
the image of each :fl.ame is separated from the others. 
This can be done in two ways : fust, by turning the 
eye quickly and throwing the line of sight across the 
:fl.ame, when the images will be separated in the eye ; and 

second, by the use of a 
revol ving mirror. If the 
mirror is turned w hil e 
the flame is burning 

FIG. 197 steadily, its re:fl.ection 
seen in the mirror will be a band of light as in Fig. 197, 
but if a simple tone is sung in to the mouth M, the rise and 
fall of the :fl.ame will show itself as a succession of pointed 
reflections of equal height, leaning in the direction oppo
site to the rotation of the mirror, as in Fig. 198. If now 

'''''''''· :=5~~ -~~-:...--: -- -·-. ' (1/ttllítllltli 
...::==----=~~------=-- ..:..~- -=-- --- -=---=-= 

FIG. 198 

the octava of this note is sung, the reflection will have 
twice the number of points. If the note sung is made up 
of vibrations of different lengths, the re:fl.ection will show 
a compound form in which smaller waves are impressed 
upon the fundamental. 

ExPERIMENT 108.-Sing the notes of the scale before the mouth
piece, calling each note O. Notice the cbange for each pitch. Sing 
the same scale, calling tbe notes do, re, mi, etc. Cau you tell a simple 
tone from a compon nd one? 

232. Sensitive Flames: - The air in a tube may be 
thrown into sound vibrations by means of a small flame. 
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EXPERii\IENT 109.-Fix a tu be about a meter long and 2 or 3 cm. 
in diameter in a vertical position. Get a piece of 
glass tubing 30 cm. loog and 5 mm. in diameter aod 
draw one end down nearly to a point, leaviog a 
small hole. Attach to the other eod of this tube a 
rubber tu be leading to a gas supply. Turn on the 
gas and light it, regulating the flame to a height of 
about 2 or 4 cm. Thrust the small tu be within the 
large one as in Fig. 199, and a point will be reached 
where the flame will begin to flutter and the large 
tu be will begin to sing. Examine this flam e in a 
rotating mirror, and it will be found to give a 
result like Fig. 198. 

N OTl<:.- All experiments with the vibrating 
flames and rotating mirror will give the greatest 
satisíaction if carried on in a dark room. FIG. 199 

ExPERIMENT 110. - Procure a glass tu be about 8 mm. in dia·neter 
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aud about 20 cm. long and draw it down to 
a small jet. Bend this tube at right angles 
and fasten it to a small board with a wire 
staple. Place this under a tripod covered 
with wire gauze, as sbown in Fig. 200. Turn 
on the gas and light it above the gauze. 
Regulate the position of the glass tube and 
the pressure of the gas until you bave a 
fiickering blue Bame, broad at the base and 
pointed at the top. Place over tbis a tube 5 
cm. in diameter and of almost any length, and 

it will at once break into a loud musical note. Compare the pitches 
given by tubes of different lengths. 

233. The Phonograph. - One of the most successful 
instruments for recording the vibrations of sound is the 
plzonograph, which was invented by Edison. The essential 
features, in its modern form, cousist of a cylinder of spe
ciallyprepared wax u pon which thevibrationsof adiaphragm 
are recorded by means of a fine metal point or chisel 
attached to the diaphragm. The waves of sound throw 
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the diaphragm in to vibration, this sets the point in motion, 
and as the wax cylinder is rotated the point cuts a series 
of spiral grooves. These grooves are made up of minute 
indentations which correspond to the condensations and 
rarefactions of the souncl waves. By means of a special 
forro of point which takes the place of the cutting tool, ancl 
follows in the groove which it has cut, the sound can be 
reproduced with remarkable fidelity to the original. 

234. Límit of Audibility. - It is a matter of common 
knowledge that the range of voice differs for different 
people, one person singing bass, another tenor, another 
alto, and another soprano. There is a somewhat similar 
range in hearing, some ears being more sensitive to the 
high pitches and some to the low. 

EXPERUIENT 111. -Procure a Galton's whistle, which consists of 
a small brass whistle with a rubber bulb at one eud aud a screw for 

adjusting the pitch at 
the other. Press the 
bulb when the screw is 
uearly out, and a ratl1er 
low whistle will be 
hem· d. Turn in the 

FIG. 201 screw a little, and sound 
again. The pitch is higber. In this way make the pitch steadily 
higher and higher, and it will be found that first one member of the 
class and then another will be unable to hear the whistle, showiug 
that the límit of heariug in the high notes has been reached. 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. A certain striug, 80 cm. long, vibrates 128 times per second. 
What must be the length of a similar string stretched with the same 
teusion to vibrate 213t times? 

2. A certaiu string, 1 m.long, vibrates 256 times per second. How 
long must a similar string stretched with the same tension be, to 
vibrate 128 times? How can this number of vibrations be produced 
without using so long a string? 
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3. The do of the scale of C is made by a string 4 feet long. Where 
must the movable bridge be placed to gi ve the sol of the same scaJe? 

4. 'l'he pitch gi ven by a certain string is e when the spring balance 
by which it is stretched reads 1.5 Ib. What will the balance read 
when the string sounds e? 

5. In what respect does the sound produced by a wooden organ 
pipe 1m. long differ írom that given by a meta! pipe of the" same 
length? In what respects is it the same? 

6. If au open organ pipe must be 6 feet long to produce a certain 
note, how long must a closed pipe be to gi ve the major third of that note? 

7. Are open or closed pipes used for the low notes of church 
organs? Why ? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1 . To one of the prongs of a tuning fork fasten a fine thread of 
white silk, using for the pUI-pose a bit of beeswax. To the other end 
of the thread tie a light paper scale pau. Place gram weights (or 
small shot) in the scale pan unti!, on holding the fork horizontal with 
its side downward, and striking it with the cork hammer, the cord 
will be thrown into a wave form. Find the relation between the 
number of loops and the weight in the pau. Change the weight and 
see whether the number of loops will be changed. Hold the fork 
with the edge downward and vibrate. Does the same weight give the 
same number of loops as before ? 

2. Using the vibrating plates of § 228, work out ten different figures 
and make drawings of them. Locate the places where the bow was 
drawn and the finger placed in each. 

3. Make a number of resonatot·s of different sizes, like Fig. 202, 
using Manilla paper pa.sted together or fastened with shellac for the 
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cylindrical part and fastening 
smaller tubes into cardboard 
disks for tbe ends. Both the 
small tubes forming the ends 
are open, arid when in use A 
is turned toward the sounding 
body while B is connected by a 

rubber tube with o ne side of a mauometric flame,- as with the tube 
H iu Fig. 195. By using the different sizes of resonators it can be 
shown that, while a certain sound will put some of the flames in 
vibration, it will bave no effect whatever upon others. 

I 

I 

i 

I 
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By supporting a number of these resonators in a fra.me a.nd ha.ving 
each one attached to its own manoruetric flame, a very intercsting 
study can be made of the quality of different voices. 

4. On the opposite sides of a. baseboard about 4 cm. thick and 40 cm. 
squa.re, fasten two uprigbts 102 cm. long above the upper surface of the 

H 
base. Fix a crosspiece to the top of these. Bore a 
hole in the middle of this and fit a handle so that 
it will turn snugly. ~fa.ke a. lead disk 10 cm. in 
diameter and 2 cm. thick, and through the middle 
drill a. hole 5 mm. iu diameter. Suspend this by 
three cords as in Fig. 203, a.nd at the point A tie 
these three cords to two oLhers which run through 
the holes B and e iu the crosspiece and then tlll"ough 
a. hole in the handle H. Wind a ring of copper wire 
R about the two cords, so tbat it can be slipped up 
or down and unite the two iuto one, as RA. Now 
place a glass plate on the baseboard, aud süt sand 
llpon it from a tiu flour dredge. Select a glass rod 
or tube that will slip easily through the hole in t he 

FIG. 203 disk, and make one eud small and rounded in a 
Bunsen flame. Put the rod through the disk; then 

draw the disk back and release it so that it will vibrate across the 
base in the direction DE. The disk swings as a pendulum from the 
points e a nd B, and the rod traces a straight line in the sand. Vibrate 
again in a direction FG, at right angles to DE. The rod will again 
trace a straight line, swinging from the point R. Now draw t he disk 
aside midway between these directions, and the rod will trace a curve 
which will be the result of combining the two motions, and the form 
of which will depend upon the relative lengths of tbe two pendulums, 
i.e. of the points [( and R from the middle of the lead disk. 

The distauce of K from the middle of the disk can be kept at 1 m. 
by turning the handle H; and by making the distance of R f rom the 
middle of the disk such that the short pendulum vibrates three times 
while the long one vibrates twice, tbe curve corresponding to the 
combinatiou of the notes sol aud do is obtained. If the times of 
vibration are as 2: 1, the curve will represent tb~.comhination of a note 
a.nd its octa.ve. By applying the ]aw of the pç.Rdulum for length and 
time of vibration, the length of the shorÇ pét~ciulum can be easiJy 
found for most musical intervals. 
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5. Procw·e a tin tube about 30 cm.long and 1 cm. in diameter, and 
close one end of it. Drill a row of fine holes arouud the tube nea.r 
the closed end. Connect the other end with a gas supply and light 
the gas as it comes from the row uf holes. Fix a second tin tuhe 
10 cm. in diameter and more than a meter long in a vertical position 
and introduce the smaller tube with its fiame into the lower end of 
the larger tube. Explain the result. Fit a second large tube upon 
the end of the first. Why is there a change of pitch ? 

6. Select a piece of sma.ll glass tubing 
and draw it to a point in the Bunsen fl.ame, 
leaving a fine opening. Connect the other 
end, by means of a rubber tube, to a gas 
supply, aud if you have the right size of 
hole in the tube, aud the right pressura of 
gas, you will get a long line of fiame, as in 
A (Fig. 204-), that is just on the point of 
flaring. 1\lake any kind of a sharp sound, 
and the fl.ame will at once drop down to 
the forro of B, and will keep fl.aring in that 
form as long as the sound continues. A 
shrill whistle, the rattle of keys, or any B A 
bissing sou nd will produce the same effect, 
showing that this is a very sensitive form of 
flam e. 

Does the rapid change in pressure at the 
mouth of the tube, caused by the waves of Fra. ~ 
condensation and rarefaction due to the 
high pitch of these sounds, explain the action of the f!ame? Test 
this flame by giving a shrill whistle outside of the room when the 
door is closed. 

812 
• 



CHAPTER VII 

BEAT 

J. TEMPERATURE AND ITS MEASUREMENT 

235. Heat a Form of Energy. - The kinetic the01·y of 
l¿eat, whicb is tbe expression of modern ideas on this sub
ject, considers that the molecules of all bodies are in 
a state of rapid vibration, and that any increase of the 
rapidity of this motion, from whatever cause, increases 
tbe beat of the body, while the beat is decreased if this 
velocity is diminished. 

Heat is a form of molecular energy which may be pro
duced by other forms of energy, and is itself convertible 
into other forms. 

236. Temperature. - The terms " bot " and " cold " are 
purely relativa. vVhether one body is hotter or colder 
than another depends upon whether it can itself impart 
beat to the second body, or receive heat from it. The 
condition of a body in this respectis called its tempe1·atu1·e, 
and depends upon tbe relativa rapidity of vibration of its 
molecules. 

When tbe molecular kinetic energy of a body is doubled, 
its temperatura is doubled. If one body is put into con
tact with anotber, tbe one that has the bigher tempera
tw·e will lose some of its beat, and the one tha.t has the 
lower temperatura will gain beat, until tbey 'vill both 
:finally come to tbe same temperatura. 

T emperatura must not be roistaken for quantity of beat. 
206 
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A cup of hot water taken from a pailful will ha ve the same 
temperatura, but will contain very little heat in comparison 
with the water in the pail. 

237. The Physical Effect of Heat upon Bodies. - There 
are two main results that may corne fr·om applying heat 
to a body. One is a change in its volume, and the· other 
is a change in its physical condition. 

EXPERIMENT 112.- .lllake a piece of appara.tus like that shown in 
Fig. 205, as follows. Set two upright posts in a baseboard. Bore in 
each post, near the top, a hole large enough to take a brass wire } in. 
in diameter. Fasteu o ne end of the wire to one post by a screw in the 
top and let the wire pass loosely through the other post. Connect a 

FIG. 205 

battery and electric bell with the wire, and let the other end of tbe circuit 
be connected with a thin brass spring just beyond the movable end of 
tbe wi.re. Adjust the spring carefully and bring the flame of a Bun
sen burner against the wire. The beat will expand the wire, wbich 
will make contact with the spring, when the electrical circuit will be 
completed and the bell will ring. Remove t he flame; the wire will 
contract, the contact will be brokeu, and the bell will stop ringi.ug. 
ExPERmE~T 113.- Place a piece of beeswax on a tiu plate and 

hold it over a som·ce of beat. What cbange in i ts physical conditiou 
i.s produced? 

ExPF.RIMENT 114. - Fit to the mouth of a test tube a rubber 
stopper witb a single hole. Thrust a picce of glass tubing, about 
30 cm. long, throngh the stopper. Fill the test tnbe with water and 
push iu tbe stopper nntil the water stands at some point as A (Fig. 
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206). Take the tube by the end and lower the test tu be in to a beaker 
of hot water. The first effect is that Lhe water in the smali tu be will 

o 

B 
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drop to B. What is the cause of this? The second 
effect is that the water will then begin to rise and will 
finaliy run over the top C. Why? 

ExPERIMENT 115.- Use the test tu be, rubber 
stopper, and small glass tube used in Experiment 
114. Introduce a short column of water into the 
middle of the small tube, and, having the test tube 
dry, hold it in a horizontal position and push in the 
stopper. Clasp the test tube in the hand and watch 
the position of the water index. Does air expand on 
being heated ? 

The above experiments show that solids, 
líquids, and gases expand on heing heated. 
The amount of this expansion depends 
upon the change in tempera.tme. 

238. Measurement of Temperature. - The tltermometer 
is an instrument used for measm·ing temperature. The 
principie employed is that of the expansion of bodies when 
heated. The most commou form is the mercmy ther· 
mometer, which consists of a glass tube with thick 
walls and a small bore, blown into a bulb for 
holding the mercury at one end. 

239. Filling the Thermometer. - The glass tubes 
are blown with a cup on t he end, as in F ig. 207, 
so that when the air has been partly driven from 
the bulb by heating it, a small quantity of mercury 
put into the cup will be driven into the bulb by 
the atmospheric pressure when the bulb cools. By 
repeatedly heating the bulb and :filling the cup, the 
bulb can be entirely filled. The mercmy is then 
heated until it boils, and when the tube is entirely 
filled it is sealed at the top and left air-tight. Fm. '1ffl 
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240. Determining the Fixed Points. - The two fixed 
points of a thermometer are the freezing and boiling 
points of water. Tbe freezing point is determineu by 
placing the bulb and part of the stem 
in snow or fin.ely crusbed ice, contained 
in a vessel perforated at the bottom, so 
tbat the water can drain away. The 
point at which the mercmy comes to 
rest is marked as the j1·eezíng point. 
Care should be taken that the ice comes 
in close contact with the bulb and that 
the mercury does not corne above the ice. 

The boiling point is fixed by boiling 
pure water in a vessel and suspending 

Fra.208 

the thermometer in the steam. Tbe bulb should be at 
least an inch above ihe water and the dish shoulcl be tall 
enough so that the mercmy will corne only just above 

the stopper by which it is supported. 
Whenever the steam is coming briskly 
from the escape pipe and the mercury 
has ceased to rise, the end of the col
umn is marked as the boiling point, 
provided the barometer xcads 760 mm. 
at the t ime. A tall cylinder with 
double walls (so that the thermometer 
may be surrouncled by steam of uniform 
temperatme) is the best forro for the 
boiler. 

241. Graduating the Scale. - The 
FIO.t09 frcezing and boiling points of water are 

invariable, as standard points -shonld be, ancl the grad
uation is basotl u pon them. Before accepting a tube from 
whioh to ma.ke a thermometer, the maker carcfully cali-

HOADLJH'S PnYS -14 
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brates it to find whether it is of practically uniform diam
eter throughout its length, aud if it is found to be variable, 
it is rejected. Assuming that it is uniform, equal increases 
of temperatura will cause equal amounts of elongation of 
the mercru·y column in any part of the tube ; hence, when 
the kind of scale has been decided upon, the length 
between the freezing and boiling points is di vided in to 
equal parts, called degrees. 

242. Thermometric Scales.- The scales in most general 
use in this country are the Oentigrade, or hundred-degree 
scale of Celsius, which makes the freezing point of water 
zero (0°) and its boili:Qg point 100°; and the Fahrenheit, 
which makes the freezing point 32°, the boiling point 212°, 
and puts the zero 32° below the freezing point. In both 
scales, readings that ar.e below zero are designated by the 
minus sign, as - 10° C. T he F ahrenheit scale is in com
mon use in the United States; but the more convenient 
Centigrade has been adopted for scientific work, and, 
unless otherwise mentioned, it will be used in this \VOrk. 

243. Comparison of Centigrade and Fahrenheit Read
ings. - Since the Centigrade scale has 100 <.legrees be
tween the fixed points, and the Fahrenheit 180, it is 
evident that 100 Centigrade degrees = 180 Fahrenheit 
degrees, and hence 1 Cen tigrade degree = l of a Fahren
hei t degree, and 1 Fahrenheit degree = t of a Centigrade 
degree. When the reading of one scale is to be trans
formed into the equivalent reading on the other, the dif
ferent positions of the zero point must be taken into 
account, as well as the different values of the degrees. 
The followi:ng formulas may be used : 

C = t(F- 32°) 
F = f0+32° 

(46) 
(47) 
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Tbe relation be.tween these readings can be seen by 
reference to Fig. 210. 

Readings between the fixed points will be + in both 
scales, but while all readings below the freezing point on 
the Centígrad e are -, those between 0 .F 

32° and 0° on the Fahrenheit are +. Jlolllng Point 100• 212• 

For very low temperatures alcohol 
is used instead of mercury, which 
freezes at - 38. 8. Mercury boils at 
358°, so that for very high temper- -· 

.Ji'reczlng Polnb o• .. atures a metallic thermometer or t he ="-+-___,~ . ~ 
air thermometer is used. Fio. 210 

244. The Air Thermometer. -A simple form o f air ther
rnometer can be made by thrusting the tube of an air 

thermometer bulb through a rubber stopper 
with two holes, and fitting this stopper to a 
test tube or bottle half full of colored water. 
A scale along the side is used for reading the 
height of the water column, which is intro
duced by driving out a few bubbles of air 
from the bulb by heating it. When the air 
cools the water will r ise in the stem. The 
position of the water column is due to . the 
pressura of the air as well as to the tempera
ture, so that it does not correspond directly 
with the readings of the mercurial thermom
eter. 

FIG. 211 245. Displacement of the Fixed Points. -
After the thermometer is made and the .fixed 

points are marked, the mercury frequently rises higher 
than zero at the zero temperature and reatls above 100° 
as the boiling point of water. This is due to a gradual 
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change that takes place in the volume of the bulb. If 
the tubes bave been drawn and filled a year or two 
before they are graduated the error is less, but a ther
mometer should be frequently tested to know what cor
rection is necessary in reading. 

246. Absolute Zero. - In experimenting upon the e:ffect 
of heat upon gases it is found t hat if the temperatura of a 
gas is reduced from 0° to -1°, its volume is reduced by 
ili of its volume at zero. Tlús is true of a reduction of 
one degree anywhere along the scale. l-lence it is held 
that at a temperature of -... 273° the gas would bave no 
molecular kinetic energy and no heat. This poiut, - 273° C., 
is taken as absolute ze1·o. On the absolute scale the tem
perature of melting ice or freezing water woul<.l be 273°, 
and of the boiling point of water 373°. 

24 7. Metallic Thermometers clepeud u pon the uneq u al 
expansion of two metals. A convenient formis made by 
fastening the two metals in the form of a spriug having 
on the outside the one whose rate of expausion is the 
greater. One end of the spring being fixed, the other end 
acts u pon a pointer which marks o:ff the temperature on a 
circular scale on the face of the instrument. This scale is 
calibrated by comparison with a standard mercury ther
mometer. 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. Suppose there is a change of 14 Centigrade deg•·ees in the tem
perature, what will be the equivalent change in Fahrenheit degrees? 

2. If the change in Fahrenheit degrees is 37, what is the equivalent 
change in Centigrade degrees? 

3. Change the following readings to Fahrenheit readings : 23° C. ; 
- 4° c. ; - 23° c. 

4. Change the following readings to Centigrade readings: 69°F.: 
23° F.; - 8°F. 
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5. What temperatura will give the same reading on both the Cen
tigrade and Fahrenheit scales? 

6. Thermometer A ha-S for its higbest reading I 00° and ther
mometer .B has 360.0 If the bulbs a re of the sam e size and the length 
is the same in both, which should have the smaller bore? Ou which 
can a sligh t cbange of temperatura be read the more accurately? 

7. Mercury freezes at - 38.8° C.; what is the absolute temperatura 
of its freezing point on tbe Centigrade scale '! 

8. What is the absolute temperatura of freeziug water in Fahren
heit degrees? Ilow many Fahrenheit degrees is absolute zero below 
tbe Fahrenheit zero? 

9. The Réaumur scale is marked 0° at the freezing point of water 
and 80° at the boiling point. Find expressions for changing a Réau
mur reading to thc equivalent Centigrade and Fahrenheit readings. 

10. Suppose you need to take tbe temperatura of a liquid qtúckly ; 
would you use a therruometer with a large bulb or one with a small 
bulb'! 

LABORATORY WORK 

1 . Test the zero mark of tbe laboratory thermometers by the 
metbod shown in Fig. 208, and make a record of each. 

2. Test the boiling point of the same thermometers by the method 
of Fig. 209, and make a record. Keep these records to be used as 
corrections for future readings with these instruments. 

3. After the tests for the boiling point are made, pour more water 
into the vessel so tbat it will surround the bulb. Boil the water and 
take the readings. Is the temperatura of the water the same as the 
temperature of the steam? 

4. Take the temperature of boiling water first in a glass dish and 
tben in a copper dish. Is the boiling point the sarue in tbe two 
vessels? 

5 . Dissolve salt in the W!tter and boil again. Is the reading the 
same as before ? 

These experiments show that the temperature of boiling water 
depends upon the character of the vessel and the purity of the water. 
Tbe temperatura o f the steam from water boiling at t he same pressure 
is constant. 

6. Test the uniformity of the bore in a tbennometer tube as fol
lows: Ilold it horizoutally by the s tem and gh·e i t. a short, sharp jerk 
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in the direction of its lengtb. Tbis will separate a short tbread of tbe 
mercury. Beginning with tbe lower end of the threa.d nea.r thP 
npper end of the remaining mercury, read the position of both ends 

No. LowerEnd Upper End 

1 3.20 22.8° 

Mlddle 

13° 

Dur. 

19.6° 

of the thread on the sca.le, 
using a. rea.ding gla.ss and 
estimating the tenths of a di
vision. Move the tbread 
towards the upper end by a 
sbort jerk, and read again. 
Take, in this way, 20 or 30 

readings of each end of the thread and tabulate your resulta as indi
cated in this table. With this table as data, construct a cm·ve show
ing the relation between tbe lengtb of the thread and the position 
of its middle poiut on the scale. 

li. PRODUCTION AJ.'ID TRANSJ\USSION OF HEAT 

248. Sources of Heat.- The principfl.l soUl·ces of heat 
are the sun ,· tl~e interio1· of the eartl¿ ,· mechanical sou1·ces 
such as j1·iction, impact, and comp1·ession, in which work is 
changed into heat; chemical action, in which chemical 
energy is transformed intò heat; and animal heat, which, 
being due to oxidation, is only a forro of chemical action. 

That the sun is a source of heat needs no proof, while 
the experience of miners working in deep mines proves 
that there is internal heat, the temperature rising as the 
distance from the surface increases. 

249. Friction. - There are many familiar examples of 
the heating effects of friction. The tmin of sparks that 
fly from a sleigh runner as it passes over a stone, and t,he 
sparks that come from a car wheel when the brake is 
applied, both show that great heat is generated by the 
friction; for the sparks are burning steel. The hands are 
warmed by rubbing. A match is set on fire by friction, 
and a piece of wood in a turning lathe is charred when 
the corner of another piece is held against it. 
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250. Impact. - When two bodies meet in collision the 
e:ffect of the blow is to increase t he rate of vibration of the 
molecules, and hence to raise the temperature of the bodies. 

EXPERIMENT 116.- H.est one end of an iron rod upon an anvil 
and strike it a dozen blows with a heavy hammer. Observe any 
change in the temperatura. 

251. Compression. - When a gas is suddenly compressed 
there is a corresponding sudden rise in its temperature. 

ExPERIMENT 117. - Close the rubber tu be leading from a large 
bicycle pump with a clamp. Raise the piston the full height and 
suddenly force it down. Observe any change of temperatura that has 
taken place in the lower end of the pump. 

252. Chemical Action. - Many chemical combinations 
give rise to heat. The most familiar of these is com
bustion. The burning of a match or of coal is an example 
of the heat derived from chemical action. 

RxPERmENT 118. -Into a test tube po!ll' 4 c.c. of water. Pour 
slowly in to this water 1 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid. The acid 
and water were bolli at the temperatura of the room. Place a ther
mometer in the mixture. What change has taken place? 

253. The Transmission of Heat. - When two bodies are 
brought in contact with each other, each communicates a 
part of its molecular energy, or heat, to the other. If the 
two bodies are of the same temperatura, each receives as 
much as it im parts and there is no change in the tem per
ature of either. If, however, the body A is of a higher 
temperature than the body B, it gi ves more heat than it 
receives, and its temperatura is lowered by a.n amount 
which is dependent upon the difference between these 
temperatures; while the body B has its temperature 
raised, and we say heat has been transmitted to it. Heat 
can be transmitted in three ways-by conduction, by con
vection, and by radiation. 
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254. Conduction. - EXPERIMF.XT 119.- Ilold in the hand one 
end of a copper wire 10 cm. long, and heat the other end in the flauae 
of a Bunsen burner. The end in the flame will become red-hot, aud 
iu a short time the end in the hand will become uncomfortably warm. 

This method of transmission, by which the beat is 
transferred from molecule to molecule along the body, is 
called conduction. 

If the same experiment is made with a glass tube, the 
glass can be melted to within 4 or 5 cm. of the fingers 
without burning them, while a stick can be burned to the 
very fingers without harm. 

These three examples illustrate bodies that are good, 

medium, and poo?' conductors of heat. A good conductor 
feels either warmer or colder than a poor conductor of the 
same temperature. This is due to the fact that it conveys 
its heat to the hand, or takes heat from the hand, more 

readily than the poor 
conductor. Líquids as a 
class are poor conductors 
of heat. 

ExPERIMENT 120.- Put 
some pieces of ice in the 
bottom of a test tube. Fasten 
them there with a coil of wire. 
Pour in water until the tube 
is nearly full, and then hold iL 
over a Bunsen burner so that 
the beat will be applied at a 

FIG. 212 point covered by the water. 
I n this way the water in the 

upper part of the tube may be boiled while there is ice in the bottom 
only a few centimeters away. 

255. Convection. - The specific gravity of líquids and 
gases diminishes as the temperature increases, and a~ the 
molecules are free to move there is set U,P an ascending cur-
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rent wherever any part of the liquid or gas is heated above 
the rest. These cmTents are called convection cu1·rents. 

ExPERIMENT 121.-Fit a rubber stop per with two holes to the 
mouth of a thin-glass flask. Through these holes thrust two glass tubes 
about 8 cm. long, making the end of one 
nearly even with the top of the stopper, 
and the other nearly even with the bottom. 
FiU the flask with colored water and beat 
it. Put in the stopper and sin.k the flask 
in a large glass of cold water, as in Fig. 
213. Convection currents will be set up 
by the warm water coming out of one tube 
while the cold water goes in the other. In 
which will the cold water go? Fw. 213 

A very useful practica! application of convection cur
rents in liquids is that of heating houses by hot water. 
In this method the water is heated by a boiler placed near 
the lowest point of the circuit of pipes. The heated water 
rises through the pipes and is returned again to the boiler 
when cooled. 

256. Convection in Gases. - Air that is in contact with 
a heated sm·face becomes itself heated, and since an in
crease in temperature causes a corresponding decrease in 
the specific gravity of a gas, a convection current is set 
up. This can be shown by lighting a piece of touch
paper and holding it over a piece of heated metal, when 
the smoke will rise with the cmrents of air. 

NOTE.- Touch-paper is made by dipping filter paper or blotting 
paper into a solution of saltpeter. When dry it will burn without 
flame bnt will gi ve off smoke freely. 

ExPEIUMF.NT 122. - Set a short piece of candle in a saucer and 
light it. Set over it a chimney from a student lamp. Pour water 
enough into the saucer to pre\Tent au· going into the chimney from 
the bot.tom, and the candle will burn but a short. tíme, and then 
will go out. Why? Cnt a piece of tin of the shape shown in (a) in 

; 
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Fig. 214, a.nd put it down the chimney with the notch resting on the 
top. The candle will uow go on burning. ' Vhy? l~xamine the air 
on both sides of the tin division, by the smoke ñ·om touch-paper. 

(a) 

FIG. 214 Fm. 215 

257. Ventilation.-The above experiment shows the 
need of renewing the air in order to support combustion. 
It also shows how this is secured by means of convection 
currents. A room may be ventilated by burning a gas 
fiame in a fl.ue in the wall, as in Fig. 215. Heated air 
being lighter than cold, the air in the fl.ue is forced upward 
by the greater down ward pressure o f t.he air in the ro om. 

258. Radiation of Heat. - T he third method by which 
heat may be transferred from one body to another is by 
radiation. If the open hand is held in front of a stove, 
the radiant energy sent out by the fire is received on the 
hand and it becomes warm, though the air may not feel 
warm. If a sm·een is placed between the stove ancl the 
hand the radiation is cut o:ff. The earth receives heat from 
the sun in the form of radiant energy. This comes from 
the sun as a wave motion in the ether which fills all space. 
W hen these vibrations are r eceived by a body they set its 
molecules into more rapid vibration, which raises the tem
peratura of the body, and we say the body receives heat. 
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259. Laws of the Radiation of Reat. 
I. Radiation takes place in straight_lines. This law is 

true in a lwmogeneous medium only, that is, in one that has 
the same physical structure throughout. 

I I. Radiation takes place throug/¿ a vacwum as well as in 
the air. This results from the nature of the radiation, 
for the medium by means of which the radiation takes 
place is the ether and not the air. If this law were not 
true we should recei ve no beat from the sun. 

III. The intensity of radiant heat is proportional to tlte 
terr.pe1·atu1·e of the sou1·ce. 

IV. Tlte intensity is inve1·sely proportional to tlte squa1·e 
of tlte distance. 

Suppose A (Fig. 216) is a somce of heat. Suppose 
this to be at the center of a hollow sphere of which the 
radius is AB. All the heat radiated 
iñ. a given time will be received on 
the surface of this sphere. If now 
this sphere is replaced by a larger one, 
of which the radi us is A O, the same 
amount of heat will be received by 
the sudace of the larger one as was 
rec ei ved by the smface o f the s maller Fm. 216 

one in the same time. But the areas of these surfaces are 
clirectly proportional to the square of their raclii; hence 
the quantities received on equal amounts of smface of the 
two spheres will vary inversely as the square of the dis
tance from the source. A similar coUI·se of reasoning will 
prove the law of intensities. 

260. The Refiection of Radiant Reat.- Experiment 
proves that radiant heat is reflected in accordance with the 
following laws : 
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I. The incident and 1·ejlected 1·ays are in the same plane. 

U. The angle of 1·ejlection is eq~tal to the angle oj incidence. 

ExPERIMENT 123. -Poux a little water in a flask, fit a rubber 
stopper with two holes to it, and through one of them pass the stem 

FIG. 217 

of an air thermometer A (Fig. 217). Place a red-hot iron ball in a 
support B. Set up a screen S, to cut off all direct radiation towanl 

A. Place a mirror at M, and a position can easiÍy 
be found where the beat will be refiected upon A. 
This will beat the air and drive out part of the 
water from tbe stem. The bulb of the air ther
mometer should be blackened to secure the best 
resulta. 

261. The Radiometer is an instrument 
used to detect radiant heat. It consists 
of a glass bulb inclosing two arms of alu
minum crossing each other at right angles 
and carrying at each end an aluminum disk. 
One side of each disk is coated with lamp· 
black while the other is bright. Tbesc 

Fm. :z18 arms are fastened horizontally to a verti-
cal shaft which can rotate with them, being 

supported by a projection at the bottom of the bulb. 
When ·these disks are subjected to the action of radiant 
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beat they set up a rotation, the velocity of which is depend
ent upon the intensity of the heat received. 

This apparatus can be used to show the reflection of 
heat as follows : 

E:xP•:nrMENT 124-.-Procure two conca ve mirrors ]I[ and /I f '. In 
the focus of ll-I place the radiometer and in the focus of lV ' place an 

FIG. 219 

iron ball heated nearly to redness. Do not place the ball so near to 
the radiometer that there will be any rotation due to direct radiation. 
When the ball and radiometer are in the foci of their respective mir
rors, the radiometer will set up a brisk 
rotation due to reflected radiation. 

EXPERIMENT 125.-hlake a light
tight box, large enough to hold a 
radiometer. lleat a flat piece of cast
i rou or brnss nearly to a red beat and 
fnsten it to the inner face of tbe door 
of the box. Put the radiometer into 
the box and close the door. Leave it 
closed for about a minute and on 
opening it the radiometer will be 
fonnd to be rotating. Is it heat or 
light that produces the rotation? FIO. 220 

262. Radiating and Absorbing Powers. - The radiating 
power of a heated body depends upon its temperatura and 
the character of its surface. A body with a smooth, 
brightly polished surface has a low radiating power, while 
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if it is of the same material but with a dull surface its 
radiating power is greater. Bodies that absorb heat 
readily are good radiators and poor reflectors. The power 
of absorption depends somewbat upon color. This can be 
shown by placing two pieces of cloth upon the snow, one 
black and the otber white. It will be found tbat when 
tbe sun shines upon tbem the black piece will absorb beat 
and melt its way into the snow, while the white will not. 

263. Selective Absorption. - The extent of the absorp
tion depends, in some substances, upon the temperatura of 
the source of heat. 

ExPERIMENT 126.-Set the radiometer in front of a fish-tail gas 
flame so near that it will rotate briskly. Place apane of glass between 
them. Nearly all the radiation will be absorbed and the rotaLion will 
nearly stop. Set the radiometer in the sunshine. After it is in mo
tion hold the glass plate between it and the sur1. Does it stop? 

This fact, that glass will pe1·mit the radiation from the 
sun to pass through, but will absorb that from boilies of 
much lower temperature, is of great importance, since the 
radiation from the sun enters our rt>oms through tbe win
dows and heats them, while the beat from stoves and 
radiators cannot pass out. 

This radiation that comes from the sun and passes 
through the gla-ss is called luminous J¿eat. That which is 
absorbed by the glass and comes from bodies of compara
tively low temperature is called nonluminous heat. 

Substances like rock salt, which permit radiant beat to 
pass through them readily, are called diathermanous, while 
those like glass, alum water, etc., that absorb radiant beat, 
are called atltermanous. 

EXPERIMKNT 127.-Place a flat battery jar between the radiometer 
and the sun. Does the rate of rotation change? Fill the jar with 
water. Is there any greater change? Repeat with alum water, and 
salt water. Which is the most diathermanous? 

.. 
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The vapor of water in the air absorbs nonluminous heat 
to a great degree. Experiments by Tyndall show that the 
absorptive power of air containing the average amount of 
vapor is over 70 times that of dry air. The effect of this 
is to permit a large share of the radiation from the suo to 
corne through and warm the earth dm·ing the day, because 
it is luminous heat, but to prevent the heat of the earth 
from radiating into space at night. 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. Wbat is the cause of a "bot box" on a ra.ilway car ? 
2. Explain the Jighting of a mat.cb. 
3. Why is the ba.ndle of a flatiron made of wood rather than of 

iron? 
4. Suppose you bave a quantity of bot water which you wisb to 

cool by setting it in a cold room. Would you put it in a tin or a 
wooden pail? Why? 

5. .Ma.ke a diagram of the walls you would build for a.n ice house, 
and explain. 

6. Wha.t is tbe effect of double windows on a house? Wby? 
7. Show by a figure bow a. house may be beated by a. bot-water 

system. 
8. Do the same for a hot-air system, and state the advantages and 

disadvantages of both systems. 
9. Explain the origin of winds. 

10. Why is it hotter in the sunlight and colder in the sbade on the 
top of a mountain than in a low valley? 

11. What is the result of usiug a. glass fire screen? 
12. In sunny days in the winter dead leaves, or any other dark

colored bodies blown upon tbe surface of tbe snow, soon melt their 
way below the surface. Why? 

13. Explain the effect of tbe glass in a. greenhouse upon tbe heat 
that comes from the suo, and upon tbat that comes from the inside of 
the bouse. 

LABORATORY WORK 

1 . If there is a turning la.tbe iu your labora.tory, turn a cylinder 
of sofL pine, and then hold a small bardwood stick upou the surface 

• 
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until you bave burned several rings upon the rine. What does this 

show? 
2. Selecta number o f wires of different metals, such as copper, iron, 

brass, German silver, etc., and fit them iu holes clrilled in a brass ring. 
Cover them with a Lhin layer oi paraflin 
and support the ring so that the fiame of a 
Bnusen burner can be passed through it. 
Watch the meltiug of the paraffin, and when 
it has melted nearly to the eud of the first 
wire, remove the fiame aud measure the dis-
tanca melted on each wire. Arrange the 

<;;tf> metals nsed in the order of their conduc-
.c.....-. .L,.-JF:._~~==::::--=::::- tivities. 
~ 

FIG. 221 

piece of ice in 
CUITen t. 

3. Fill a tall glass jar with hot water col-
ored with aniline dye. IIold the corner of a 

the surface of the water aud observe the resulting 

4 . Get two tin boxes of the same size, cnt a hole in the top of each, 

and insert in it a rubber stopper carrying a thermometer. Paint one 

of the boxes with lampblack and leave the other bright. Fill them 

with water of the same temperatura and then set them out in the 

bright sunshine for a half-hour. Read the thermometers and e:~:plain . 

5 . Fill the same boxes with hot water. Set them in a. cool place 

for a half-hour. Read the thermometers and explain. 

6. Light a :fish-tail burner and at a distance of 1 m. place a 
radiometer. Count the number of revolutions per minuta. Move it 

5 cm. nearer the fiame and again count the revolutions. Repeat, 

moving the radiometer 5 cm. nearer each time, until it is so near the 

flame that you can no longer count the revolutions. From the result 

of this experiment make a curve, laying off distances from the fiame 
along the horizontal axis, aud number of revolutious per minute along 

the vertical axis. This gives a very satisfactory curve ü the radi· 

ometer is a good one. 

IJI. EXP ANSION AND V APORIZATION 

264. The Measurement of Expansion. - (a) Solids. -It 

was proved in Experiment 112 that when the temperature 
of solids increases, they expanJ ; but that experiment gives 

• 
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little idea of the amount of this expansion. There is, 
however, a definite relation between a change in the tem
perature of a body and its corresponding expansion,- a 
relation which may be represented by the formula 

L'= L ( l + Kt). (48) 

In this formula L is the length of the body at zero; L' 
its length at t0

; t its temperatura; and K the coefficient of 
linear expansion, or the amount of expansion per unit of 
length for a change of one degree in temperatura. To deter
mine the value of this coefficient for metals requires very 
accurate apparatus and most careful experimental work. 

FIG. 222 

An approximate determination may be made, however, by 
the use of simple apparatus, such as is shown in Fig. 222. 

The largest part of this is a brass tube through which 
passes from end to end a bar of the metal to be tested. 
Near each end of this tube is a smaller oue through which 
steam can be passed. The metal bar is fastened at one end 
and at the other it acts against the short arm of a lever, 
the long arm of which acts as a pointer. A thermometer 
at the middle of the tube determines the temperatura. 
Readings are t.'tken first when ice-cold water is circulating 
th.rough the t ube, and again when the tube is filled with 
steam. The real expansion can be calculated from the 
values of the sca.le rcadings and the relative lengths of 

UOADLJ::Y1S PUYS. -15 
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until you ha.;e bumed severa! rings upon the pine. What does this 

show? 
2. Selecta number o f wires of clifferent metals, such as copper, iron, 

brass, C:erma.n siJver, etc., and fit thcm in holes drilled in a brass ring-. 
Cover them with a thin layer of paraffin 
and support the ring so that the fla.me of a 
Bunsen burner can be passed tlnough it. 
Watch the melting of the paraffiu, and when 
it has melted nearly to the eud of the first 
wire, remove the flame and measure the dis-
tance melted on each wire. Arrange the 

~ 
/-!.."iT.J¡;::~==::::::-. metals used in the order of their conduc-

~"""'~ -=:- tivities. 

FIG. 221 

piece of ice in the 
current. 

3. Fill a tall glass jar with hot water col
ored with aniline dye. Hold the corner of a 

surface of the water aud observe the resulting 

4. Get two tin boxes of the same size, cut a hole in the top of each, 

and insert in it a rubber stopper carrying a thermometer. Paint one 

of the boxes with lampblack and leave the other bright. Fill them 

with water of the same temperatura and then set them out in the 

bright sunshine for a half-hour. Read the thermorueters and explaiu. 

5. Fill the same boxes with hot water. Set them in a cool place 

for a half-hour. Read the thermometers and explain. 

6 . Light a fish-tail bnrner and at a distance of 1 m. place a 

radiometer. Count the munber of revolutions per minute. Move it 

5 cm. nearer the flame and again count the revolutions. Repeat, 

moving the radiometer 5 cm. nearer each time, until it is so near the 

flame that you can no longer count the revolutions. From the result 

of this experiment make a cUI·ve, laying off distances from the !\ame 

along the horizonta.l axis, and number of revolutions per minute aloug 

the vertical axis. This gives a very satisfactory cw·ve if the radi-

ometer is a good one. 

III. EXPANSION AND v .A.PORIZATION 

264. The Measurement of Expansion.- (a) Solids. - It 

wa.s proved in Experiment 112 that when the tempern.ture 

of solids increases, they expantl; but that experiment gives 

._ __________________________ _ _ 
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little idea of the amount of this expansion. There is, 
however, a definite relation between a change in the tem
pm·ature of a body and its corresponding expansion, - a 
relation which may be represented by the formula 

L'= L(1 + Kt). (48) 

In this formula L is the length of the body at zero; L' 
its length at t0

; t its temperature; aud K the coeffiaient of 
linear expansion, or the amount of expansion per unit of 
length for a change of one degree in temperature. To deter
mine the value of this coefficient for metals requires very 
accurate apparatus and most careful experimental work. 

Fm. 222 

An approximate determination may be made, however, by 
the use of simple apparatus, such as is showu in Fig. 222. 

The largest part of this is a brass tube through which 
passes from end to end a bar of the metal to be tested. 
Near each end of this tube is a smaller one through which 
steam can be passed. The metal bar is fastened at one end 
and at the other it acts against the short arm of a lever, 
the long arm of which acts as a pointer. A thermometer 
at the middle of the tube determines the temperature. 
Readings are taken first "·ben ice-cold water is circulating 
through the tube, and again wben tbe tube is filled with 
steam. The real expansion can be calculated from the 
values of the scn.le rcadings and the relative lengths of 

110ADLCY'S PliYS. - 15 
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the lever arms. \Yhen we know the real expansion for a 
changc of 100 dcgrces we can easily :find tht. amount of 

Pi ne 

\Yhite Glass 

Plntinum 

Castlron 

Tempered Steel 

Co.Pper 

Brass 

Aluminum 

Mercnry 

Ice 

.00000008 

. 00000861 

.OOOOOSM 

.00001.125 

. 00001239 

.00001718 

.00001878 

.00002313 

.00018180 

.()()()()MO 

expansion per unit lengt.h for 
one dcgrce, and this is the co
efficient o f linear expansion . 
The values of this coefficient 
for various substances are 
given in this table . 

265. Effects of Expansion 
in Solids. - The difference in 
temperatura between the cold
est winter days and the hot
test days of summer is enough 
to make a perceptible change 

in the length of long pieces of me tal, such as wires. Tele
phone and telegraph wires sag more in summer than in 
winter. Suspension bridges, like the Brooklyn bl'idge, 
are several inches higher in the midclle in midwinter than 
in summer. Wagon tires are put on while hot, and on 
coolíng contract and hold the wheel firmly together. 
Bridge work and steam boilers are put together :with 
red-hot bolts, so that the parts may be more firmly held 
together when the bolts are cool. 

The effect of expansion may be observed in the filament 
of an incandescent lamp. On turning on the current the 
filament will be seen to twist even before it is red-hot, and 
it will not stop until it is incandescent. 

266. The Measurement of Expansion.- (b) Liq¡¿ids.
The use of líquids, such as mercury and alcohol, in ther
mometers, depends upon their expansion. Since the líquid 
in tbis case is inclosed in glass, it is not the real éxpansion 
of the líquid, but its appat:ent expa.nsion, that we use. 
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EXPERIMENT l 28. - Select two test tubes as uearly of a size as pos
sible. Fit them with rubber stoppers of the same size, and through 
each stopper fit a glass tu be 20 cm. long and about 3 mm. inside diam
eter. Fill one of the test tubes with water and the other with alcohol, 
pushing in the stoppers until the liquids rise in the tubes to the same 
height. Lower both test tubes at the same time in to water at 70° and 
observe the position of the liquids in the tubes. Do they e>.:pand 
equally? 

The coefficient of the apparent expan
sion of water in glass may be determined 
by the apparatus shown in Fig. 223. A T 
piece of glass tubing A is fused at the 
upper end to a small glass tube B, and at 
the lower end has a stopcock O. This 
tube holds 100 c.c. of water at 4°, and 
the small tube is graduated to read thou
sandths of a cubic centimeter. After be
ing :filled to the zero mark with water at 
4°, the tube is put into a tall beaker and 
the water is slowly heated. The tem
peratura is read by the t hermometer T, 
both when the water is heating and when 
it is cooling, and the average readings of 
the tu be Bare taken. The amount of the 

F IO. 223 

expansion divided by the product of 100 x (t0 -4) will give 
the coefficient of the apparent expa.nsion of water in glass. 

267. Effects of Expansion in Li quids. - Since líquids 
expand on being heated, it is evident that a liquid is 
lighter when it is warm than when it is cold. An im
portant application of this principie is made in heating 
buildings with bot water. By this method the water is 
hea.ted in one part of the system of pipes and on rising 
passes tbrougb the radiators, beats them, and descends 
again to the bea ter. 
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268. The Measurement of Expansion. - (e) Gases.
The expansion of air can be shown, and its coefficient ap
proximately determined, by the following experiment : 

ExPKRIM ENT 129. - Place the bulb and most of the s tem of an air 
thermometer below the surface of ice-cold water in a tank. When it 

FJG. 224 

is cooled to zero, place it entirely 
below the surface of the water, with 
the tube iu a horizontal position. 
Siphon out cold water and ponr in 
warm until the temperature is 60°. 
This will expand the air, which will 
hubble out of the end of the t ube. 
Take the temperature when the !ast 
bubbles corne out, and then put ice 

in the dish unti! the water is again at ze~·o. Water will now pass 
iu to the bulb to take the place of the displaced air. Wipe the outside 
of the bulb and stem dry, and weigh. Fill the bulb and stem full of 
water at zero, and weigh. These two weights, compared with the 
weight of the bulb when it is full of air, will give the coefficient of 
expansion. 

Experiment shows that the coefficient for air and other 
gases is m• or nearly .003665. This means that a volume 
of 273 c.c. of air at 0° would become 274 c.c. at 1°, and 
288 c.c. at 15°, provided the pressure remained unchanged. 

269. The Law of Charles. - The relation between tem
perature and volume in gases is shown by the Law of 
Oharles as follows : 

Under a constant pressure the volwme of a given mass of 
gas is proportional to its absolute ternperatu1·e. 

270. Effect of Expansion in the Air. - The effect of 
beat upon air may be seen in the cur-rents that are set up 
near a heated surface. The air next the sm·face becomes 
warmer and lighter, and cooler air displaces it. This 
sets up an ascending current over the heated area, and 
a horizontal current at near-by places. lf this heated 
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surface is an extensiva tract of the earth, the result will 
be the setting up of violent winds toward it. 

271. Changes of Physical Condition.- If, when the tem
peratUl"e is severa! degrees below zero, a piece of ic:e is 
brought in to a warm room, its temperatura rises until it is 
at zero, and its volume increases. If now more heat is 
applied to it, it melts to a líquid, then heats to 100°, and 
then boils away. I n the course of this process there has 
been one change of the body :ll·om a solíd to a líquid, and 
another from a líquid to a vapor. A similar change of 
physical condítion can be brought about with most solíd 
bodics if only the proper change of temperatura can be had. 
A piece of iron can be changed to the líquid forro, but in 
order to do this a temperatura of 1500° must be reached. 

272. Fusion. - The change from a solid to a líquid as a 
result of the application of heat jg called fusion , or melt
ing. The temperatura at which a solíd melts is called its 
melting point. The laws of fusion are as follows : 

I. Every solid having a crystalline structure begins to 
melt at a ce1·tain fixed temperature that is alwa¡¡s the same 
for that substance if the pressure is constant. 

II. The ternperat~¿re of a melting 
solid 1·emains unchanged frorn the 
time melting begins until the body 
is enti1·ely melted. 

ExPERIMENT 130.-Dra.w down the 
end of a glass tube until its outside 
diameter is not more than 1 mm. l\[elt 
some beeswax in a watch glass and draw 

the sm all end of the tu be full by snction. ~~~§~~~~~~ 
Let this cool, and tie the tuhe to a ther-
mometer in such a position that the wax 
will cotne opposite the bulb. Place them 
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in a. beaker of warm water (Fig. 225), apply heat from a Bunsen 
burner, and read the thermometer just as the wax melts. Remove 
the burner and let the bath cool. Read the thermometer just as the 
wax solidifies, and take the mean of the two readings for the melting 
point of the wax. 

TABLE 01'' 1\IELTL.~G POINTS 

Alcohol . -130.50° Lead 335° 
Mercw·y - 38.SO Silver . 954° 
Ice oo Copper 1054° 
White wax 65° Iron 1500° 
Sulphw· 114° Platinum 1775° 

273. Solidification is the reverse of fusion, and takes 
place when a liquid is cooled below its melting point. 
Tl_le temperature at which any substance solidifies is the 
same as the melting point, and in some substances, as 
water and mercury, this temperature is called the freezing 
point. Every liquid on solidifying gives off an amount 
of heat that is equal to the heat required to melt it. The 
freezing point of vegetables is a little lower than the 
freezing point of water. For this reason pans of water 
are sometimes placed in vegetable cellars, so that by its 
freezing it may give out heat enough to keep the air 
above the freezing point of the vegetables. 

274. Vaporization.-When heat is applied to water its 
temperature is raised, which means that the velocity of its 
molecules is increased. As they strike against t he surface 
of the water many of them force their way through this 
surface and pass in to the ai.r, where they exist as molecules. 
of water vapor. The number of molecules that pass into 
the ai.r increases with their velocity or temperature. 
When the temperature is below the boiling point tLe 
process is called evaporation. When iL is at the boiling 
point the process is called ebullition or boiling. 
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275. Laws of Evaporation. 

I. Evapo1·ation increases with the temperature. 
n. Evaporation is directly proportional to tlte Su?face of 

tlte líquid. 
III. Evaporation is inve1·sely p1·oportional to the pressu1·e 

upon tlte líquid. 
IV. Evaporation decreases as tlte air becomes satu1·ated. 

Evaporation takes place even at very low temperatures. 
A block of ice left for a few days in a place where the 
temperatura is below zero, will lose a considerable amount 
by evaporation. Wet clothes hung o ut on a cold winter 
day will freeze at once, lmt will soon become dry. 

Air is said to be satumted with moisture wheu it will 
hold no more at that temperatura. If the temperatura is 
now raised, more eva.poration can take place, but if it is 
lowered, coudensation will take place. 

276. The Dew Point. - ExPERIMENT 131.
Pour ether iu to a test tube until it is half full, and 
put a thermometer into it. Bend a tube at right 
angles and place in the test tube as in Fig. 226. 
Connect the short end with a long rubber tube and 
blow gently through the ether. The ether will evap
orate and the temperatura will ra.pidly fall. Watch 
the sm·face of the lower end of the test tube a.nd 
take tbe reading of the thermometer when moisture 
first appears on the outside. Now stop blowing 
through the ether, and its temperature will rise. Take 
a second reading oi the thermorueter when the mois
ture disappears. The average of the two readings 
will be the dew point. 

In connection with the above experiment Fio. 226 

the temperatura of the air should be taken 
by another thermometer. If tbe difference in the readiogs 
of the two thcrmometers is great, it shows that the aÏJ.· 
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is far below the point of saturation, but if this difference 
is little, it shows that the air is nearly saturatetl, aml tha.t 
a slight fall in the temperature would cause moisture to 
be deposited. 

Fogs, clouds, rain, and snow are examples of the results 
of lowering the temperature of the air below the dew po int. 
The most oppressive days in summer are those in which 
the air is nearly saturated with water vapor. 

277. Boiling.-If a quantity of fresh wn,ter is placed 
over a somce of heat the fu·st effect will be the ga.thering 
of air bubbles on the sides of the dish. This comes from 
the air dissolved in the water. After a time these bubbles 
break away from the sides and bottom and rise to the sm·
face. Soon bubbles of steam are formed which rise to the 
top. All this time the temperature of the water has been 
rising, but soon a point is reached when the steam is 
formed very rapidly and rises to the smface with consid
erable violence. Tbe temperature now stops rising and 
the liquid is said to boil. 

FIG. 2'%1 

ExPERIMENT 132. -Heat water in a beaker to 60° 
and remove I he fiame. Fill a test tu be half full of ether 
and put it, together with a thermometer, into the hot 
water, as in Fig. 227. Determine the boiling point of 
ether in tbis way. 

NoTE.-Aflame must not be brought near the ether, 
as its vapor is very inflammable. 

ExPERIMENT 133.- Make the same experiment 
with alcohol and find its boiling point. Does the 
alcohol boil if you beat the water to only 60° at first? 

ExPERIMENT 134.- Fill a. round-bottomed flask half 
full of water. Boil this over a. Bunsen burner, and when the steam 
is coming freely from the neck remove the burner and put a stopper 
in the mouth of the flask. Invert the flask in a ring support, as 
shown in Fig. 228, and pour cold water over H. This will con· 
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dense the vapor above the water and reduce the pressure upon its 
surface. As a result the water will begin to boil vigorously, showiug 
that ü the pressure is reduced the boil
ing point is lowered. 

This effect of pressura upon 
the boiling point is seen upon 
the top of a high mountain, 
where water boils at so low a 
temperatUl'e that food cannot be 
cooked by boiling. A change 
of altitude of approximately 
960 ft. makes a difference of 
one Centigrade degree in the 
boiling point. Advantage is 
taken of this effect in the mak-

FIO. 228 

ing of sugar, where vacuum pans are used to evaporate the 
solution without burning it. In the extraction of glue 
froni bones and hides the pressUl'e is increased and the 
boiling point corre~pondingly raised. 

278. The Spheroidal State. - Whenever water is thrown 
upon a very hot meta.llic surface, a conilition called the 
spheroidal state is set up. The effect of the heated surface 
is to vaporize a little of the líquid, so that the remainder 
does not rest directly upon the metal, but upon a cushion 
of steam. This by its constant movement kceps the 
liquid in rapid vibration. If the meta.l sm·face cools ancl 
the líquid comes in cont.:1.ct with it, a sutldcn production 
of steam is the result. Steam boiler explosions have re
sulted from the waLcr in tlle boiler getting low, ancl then 
cold water being suddenly tut:ned on aJter the boiler had 
uecome recl-hot above the water line. 

EXPERIMENT 135.-Place a smooth tin or brass plate upon a tripod 
aud heat it with a burner. Drop a few d1·ops o.f water upon it with 
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a pipette. After the spheroidal condition is set up, remove the ftame 
and let the plate cool. What occurs when the water touches the plate? 

279. Condensation of Vapors. - T ha condensation of a 
vapor to a liquid is brought about by aithar lowaring its 
temperatura, or increasing its pressura, or both. Sinca every 
liquid has its own boiling point, it is possible to separate a 
liquid from substances which it holds in solution by boil
ing the solution and condensing the vapor. This process 
is called d·istillation. 

The esseutial di:fference between vapors and gases is ona 
of temperature an<l pressure. Soma liquids exist in tem
perate climates as líquids, while in tropical climates they 
are gases. Ether is an example. If a gas is subjected to 
great pressure, and at the same time has its temperatura 
reduced, it reaches a point at which it becomes a liq uid. 
The air is now liquefied bythis method,and forms a colorless 
liquid with a temperatura of - 191 o O. at the atmospheric 
pressura. In other words, the boiling point of liquid air at 
the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere is - 191 o C. 

ExPERIMENT 136.- Arrange apparatus as shown in Fig. 229. 
P ass cold water in at the lower end of the water jacket and let it run 
out at the top. Put a mixture of equal parts of alcohol and water in 
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the flask. Boil it until about a third of the mixture is condensed in 
the beaker. Remove the fl.ame and test the distillate by setting it on 
fu·e. Test the mixture remaining in the fl.ask in the same way. 

280. Fractional Distillation.- Since every liquid has its 
own boiling point, it is quite possible to separate a mixture 
of severa! that bave different boiling points, by the process 
called fractional distillation. When crude petroleum is 
distilled, as soon as the boiling begins it is kept at that 
temperatura unt il no more distillate comes over. This 
most volatile part of the oil having been removed, the 
temperature is now raised a few degrees, boiling begins 
again, and the petroleum is kept at that temperature as 
long as any vapor comes over ; and so on until nothing is 
left but a thick sirup. The product that comes off last is 
the highest g rade of all. · 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLÈMS 

1. How much will a brass box 10 ft. long expand on changing 
from 0° to 24°? 

2. Wby is platinum wire always used when a wire is to be fused 
in to a glass tu be? 

3. Suppose the point of a Bunsen fl.ame to touch the middle of the 
bottom of a Florence fl.ask fi.lled with water. Make a drawing of 
the convection cm-rents that will be set up. 

4. What will be tbe volume of a ma-ss of air at 23°, if its volume 
at 0° is 625 c.c. ? 

5. Show by a figure the direction of the tJ·ade winds in the northern 
hemisphere, and explain the reason for this direction. 

6. Explain the bursting of water pipes on freezing. 
7. vVhat weight of water will be evaporated f rom the surface of a 

lake 100ft. square in 10 hours, if an experiment shows that evapora
tion is going on at the rate of .003 in. in 30 minutes? 

8. Why j;¡ sea water distilled before being used in tbe boilers of 
steamships? 

9. What is the effect of placing a beaker of water at 80° under the 
receiver of an an· pump and then exhausting the air? 

l' 

I 
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10. The Dead Sea is 1306 feet below the sea level. At what tem
perature will water boil the~e? Below or above 100°? 

11. ~ lount ?llcKiuley is :20,464 feet above the sea. level. At what 
temperatura will water boil there? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1 . Prepare two rods of the same length and dia.meter, one of steel 
and one of brass. Fit them to the appara.tus showu in Fig. 222, and 
determine tbe coefficients of expausion. 

NOTE.- Tbe student must not expect to get results that are very 
accurate, but the cli:fference !n the expansion of the two metals will be 
plainly shown. 

2. Determine the expansion of water in glass by the apparatus 
shown in Fig. 223. Apply heat slowly and take two sets of readings, 
one on heatiug aud oue on cooling. Take the average of the two read
ings as the true readiug. Make a curve from the results obtained, with 
expansion laid off horizoutally and temperatures vertically. 

3. Determine the melting pointof butter, lard, paraffin, and beeswax. 

4. ' Vrap the bulb of a thermometer with a thin coat of cottou. 
Read the tempera.ture. 'Vet the cotton with water and a.fter a few 
minutes read aga.in. Put on a dry piece of cotton a.nd wet it with 
ether a.nd read aga.in. What is the effect of evapora.tion? 

FIG. 230 

5. Using a hook ga.uge as shown 
in Fig. 230, measure the eva.pora.tion 
(a) in the l'Oom, (b) in the dra.ught of 
au open window, (e) in the open air. 
The hook is moved up and down by 
the micrometer screw to which it is 
.fastened. Tbe point of the hook should 
be lowered beneath the sUl·face of the 
water a.nd then ra.ised wltil it touches 
tbis surface from below. On looking 
across the surface of the water as on a 
mirror, the slight distortion of the sur
face that is causeu by the hook touching 
it can be seeu very readily. 

6. Pour 100 c.c. of wat~r into a fl.ask aud then dissol ve in it 10 g. 
of salt. Distill the solution, keeping the first 10 g. of the distillate 
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in one beaker, the second in another, and so on. Test each distillate 
for salt by tastiug. Pow· o ut the solution left iu the flask. W ash the 
flask thoroughly and redistill the fust 10 g. iu which you can taste 
the salt. What is the effect of redistilling? 

IV. ÜALORIMETRY 

281. The Measurement of Heat. -In order to measure 
the quantity of heat that is given to a certain amount of 
water, two things must be considered: the mass of the 
water and the change of the temperature. 

Since there are different units of mass and different 
thermometric scales, several thermal units are possible. 
The two most important are defined as follows : the quan
tity of heat required to raise 1 g. of water through 1' C. 
is called a calorie; the q uantity o f beat req uired to rai se 
1lb. of water through 1 o F. is called a B ritish tll.ermal unit 
(B. T. U.). French engineers also use a unit 1000 times as 
great as the calorie, i.e., 1 kg. of water is the basis instead of 
1 g. Tbe measurement of the heat used in changing either 
the temperatm·e or the physical condition of a body is 
called calo?·imet?'lf. 

282. Specific Heat. 
ExPEIUMENT 137.-Select 
two beakers of the same 
size a nd fill oue of them two 
thirds full of water. Pour 
the sa.me weight of alcohol 
into the other. Make a. 
stirring fan for each by 
cutting two slits in a rec
tangle of thin copper, and 
fittiug it on the bulb of 
a thermometer as in (a) iu Fro. 231 
Fig. 231. Put tbe stirring 
fans in the beakers and rea.d. Set both beakers in a tank of bot 
water, a.t 75°, say. Stir the contents of the bea.kers by twirling the 
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thermometer stems between the thumb and finger, and read the ther
mometers at the end of every minute. \Yhich liquid beats the more 
rapidly? The experiment can be made more aec u rate by using beakers 
of such sizes that tbe surface of each covered by the liquid inside is 
the same. 

If, in the above experiment, the líquids bave the com
mon temperatura 18° at the beginning of the experiment, 
it will be :found that when the water reads 50° the alcohol 
will read about 70°. I:f no correction were needed for the 
beat g iven to the bea.kers it would read 71.5°. This 
means that the same beat that will raise a certain mass of 
water through 32° will raise an equàl mass of alcohol 
through 53.5°. 

The ratio between tlte quantity of heat required to mise 
the temperature of a certain mass of any substance one 
degree, and the amount required to raise the same mass of 
water one degree, is its specific heat; or, the numbe1· of calo
?'ies requi?·ed to change the temperature of 1 g. of a substance 
1° a., is its specific luat. 

The specific beat of various substances is given in the fol
lowing table : 

TABLE OF SPECIFIC H EAT 

Water 1.000 Aluminum 0.214 
Ice 0.502 Iron 0.113 
Steam 0.480 Cop per 0.094 
Ether 0.516 Mercury 0.033 
Alcohol 0.620 Lead . 0.031 

283. The Measurement of Reat. -A convenient rnethod 
for measuring the specific beat of a body is the metlwd of 
mixflures. This method depends upon the fact that when 
two bodies that are at di:fferent temperatures are put 
together, the temperatura o:f one will fall and that of the 
other will rise until they bave reached the same tem
peratura. It also depends upon the priuciple that tbe 

I 
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beat absorbed by the cool body in heating is exactly the 
amount gi ven out by the hot body in cooling. 

Ex AMPLE.- Two pounds of fine shot at 90° were poured in to on e 
pound of water at 15°, and the resulting temperatura was 20°. \Vh&t 
wns the specific beat of the shot? 

The quantity of heat gi ven out by the shot in cooling = mass x 
cbange in tem perature x specific heat. The quantity of heat absorbed 
by the water in heating = mass x .change in temperatura x specific 
heat, or 

Mts = M 1t1s1
, 

hence, since the specific heat of water = 1, 

1 x 5 x 1 = 2 x 70 x s 
5 or s = 

140 
= .036 

(49) 

284. Latent Heat of Fusion. - If heat is applied to a 
beaker of crushed ice, it will be noticed that while the ice 
is being melted the temperatura of the resulting water is 
the same as that of the ice, i .e. zero. The e:ffect of the 
heat is not to change the temperatura, but to change the 
physical state from solid to liquid. 

The number of heat units required to melt one unit of 
mass of a substance without raising its temperatura is the 
latent J¿eat of fusion of tlie substance. When the substance 
solid.ifies, the same amount of heat will be given out. 

ExPERutENT 138.-Pour 500 c.c. of water at 80° in to a beaker, 
and into this put 150 g. of cracked ice as dry as possible. Stir the ice 
uutil it is melted and take the resulting temperatura of the water. It 
will be found to be about 43°. 

The latent heat of fusion of ice can be found from the 
above experiment as follows : The beat given out by 
the 500 c. c. of water is used in melting the ice and raising 
the resulting water to 43°. 
Heat gi ven o ut by water= 500 (80°- 43°) x 1 = 500 x 37 

= 18500 calories. 
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Reat taken up by ice in melting = 150 x Latent Reat 
= 150 L calories. 

Reat takeu up by resnlting water= 150 x 43 x 1 
= 6450 calories . 

. ·. 150 L + 6450 = 18500 

150 L =12050 

L=80l 

This means that it takes as much beat to melt a pouncl 
of ice as it would to raise one pound of water from 0° 
to about 80°. 

285. Latent Heat of Vaporization.-When heat is applied 
to a beaker of water its temperatura will rise until the 
boiling point is reached. After tbis no further increase in 
the temperatura will take place, however rapid the boiling. 
By continuing the experiment the water can all be changetl 
into vapor. The number of beat units required to vaporize 
one unit of mass of a liquid without cbanging its tempera
tura is its latent lwat of vapo1·ization. When tbe vapor 
cbanges to a liq uid the sam e amo unt o f beat will be gi ven 
out. Experiment has shown tbat tbe latent heat of vapor· 
ization of water is 537. This means that the beat required 
to boil away one pound of water is 5.37 times as much as 
is required to raise its temperatura from zero to 100°. 

286. Curve of Heat Effects. -A very effective way of 
sbomng the relation between tbe beat units applied and 
the effects produced is that used in Fig. 232. This sbows 
by a curve the relation between the heat units and these 
changes when heat is applied to 1 g. of ice at -18° until 
the latter is changed in to steam at 120°. Horizontal dis
tances represent heat units and vertical distances represent 
change of temperatura. 
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Since the specific heat of ice is . 5, Mts = 1 x 18 x . 5 = 9 
calories required to raise the ice to zero.• 80 calories will 
be required to melt it; 1 x 100 x 1 = 100 calories to raise 
thc water to 100°; 537 calories to vaporize it ; and, sin~e 
the specific heat. of steam is .48, Mts =1 x 20 x .48 = 
9. 6 calories to raise the steam to 120°. The total calories 
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Blemn ftt 120° 
... ~,o 
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i 
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SO ll.U. ~ntcr .aL 0° JOO H. U. 

FIG. 232 

o f heat applied will be the sum of these amounts, or 735.6 
calories. 

A careful study of this curve will be of great assistance 
in understanding the relation between heat units, specific 
beat, and latent heat, and will help in the solution of prob
lema that include these quantities. 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. What are some of the results of the high specific beat of water? 
Are they beneficial or not? 

2. Snppose a room has the temperatnre -1°; what would be the 
result of allowing water to freeze in it? 

a. 4- kg. of water at 60° is mixed with 6 kg. at 21°. Find the 
temperatura of the mixture. 

4. Equal weights of water at 90° and mercury at 18° are mixed 
together. What is the tempera tu re o f the mixture? 

5. A piece of nickel at 100° was dropped in to an equal weight of 
water at 0° and the resulting temperatura was 9.8°. Find the speciiic 
beat of the 11 ickel. 

6. "\~TJ1at mass of water at 60° will just melt 5 kg. of ice at 0°? 
BOADLEY1S PBYS. - 16 
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7. How much water at 90° must be mixed with 10 Ib. of ice at 0° 

to meit the ice and r~ise the resulting water to 16° ? 

8. What quantity of water at 80° will change 10 Ib. of ice at 

- 14° into water at 5°? 
9. What quantity of steam at 100° will be required to melt 16 kg. 

of ice aud heat the resultiug water to 24°? 

10. How many calories will be required to melt 8 g. of ice at zero, 

raise the temperatura of the resulting water to 100°, and vaporize it? 

.Make a curve to show this. 
11. J .. ead melts at 335°. How much heat must be applied to 8 g. 

of lead at 0° to raise it to the melting point '/ What wouid be the 

rasult of applying the same quantity of heat to 8 g. of water at 0°? 

12. IIow mauy calories would be given out by 10 g. of water at 

45° in cooling to zero and then freezing? 

13. The end of a stea.m pipe is put in to a bea.ker containing 500 g. 

of water at 0°. How much steam must be condensed to ra.ise the 

temperatura of the water to the boiling point? 

14. If 500 g. of copper filings at a temperature of 150° is poured 

into 205 g. of water at 0°, what wi.ll be the resulting temperatura? 

Hi. 100 g. of aluminum is heated to 90° and placed in 300 g. of 

alcohol at 16° ; what is the resulting temperatura? 

In all the abovo problems no account has been taken 

of the temperature of the containing vessel. I t is evident 

that this must be taken into account. 

16. If 500 g. of boiling water is poured into a copper beaker con

taining 300 g. of ice at 0°, what will be the resuiting temperatura if 

the bea.ker weighs 125 g.? 
17. A roll of sheat lead weighing 650 g. is suspendad in boiling 

water. It is than trausfarred to a glass beaker weighing 70 g., in 

wlúch there is 300 g. of water at 18°. What will be tha resulting tem

peratura if tha glass has a specific haat of .177 ? 

18. A sufficiant quantity of heat is applied to 180 g. of ether to 

change its temperatura from zero to the boiling point (37°) . What 

effect would the same amount of heat ha ve u pon 180 g. of water at zero? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1 . Seiect two glass beakars of tha same siza and put in ona 300 g. 

of hot water and in tha other 300 g. of cold water. Taka the temper-
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ature of each, and quickly pour tbe contents of both into a third 
beaker. Take the temperatura of the mixture. Consider this experi
ment preliminary and repeat, baving previously brougbt the beaker 
which is to hold the mixture to about tbe temperatura the mixture 
had iu the first experiment, so tbat none of the heat may go to warm
ing the beaker. Is the resulting temperatura a mean between the 
other two? 

2. Suspend, by means of a strong tbread, a roll of sbeet lead in a 
beaker of water. Apply beat unLll. the water boils. Put in a second 
beaker sufficient cóld water to cover the lead. Take the weight and 
temperatura of this water. Transfer the lead quicldy from the boil
ing water to the cold and take the temperatura after the lead and tbe 
water bave corne to a com mon point. W eigh the lead and the beaker 
and from the data determine tbe specific beat of tbe lead. 

3 . Weigh a beaker. Fül it two thirds full of water and weigh 
again. lleat this to 70 or 80 degrees. Crusb some ice fine, getting it 
as dry as possible by putting it between tbe folds of a towel. Take 
tbe temperature of tbe water and immediately put in the dried ice. 
Stir it thoroughly, and when tbe ice is all melted and the tempera
ture is constant, read it. Weigh the beaker and contents again to 
find the weight of ice adued. From the data thus obtained deter
mine tbe latent heat of fusion of ice. 

4. Arrange apparatus as in Fig. 233. W eigh the water in A and 
take its temperatura. Place tbe burner uuder C and boi! tbe water. 
Do not put tbe tube 
leading from the trap 
B into A unti! the tube 
is heated by the steam 
coming out of the lower 
end. non vigorClusly for 
15 minutes, tben remove 
A, take its temperatura, 
weigh it, and from the 
data thus found deter
mine the latent beat of 
the vaporization of water. 

N OT!i:.-The beat used 
in heating the beaker A Fio. 233 
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must be inclnded. This is done by finding the water equivalent of the 
beaker-its weight multiplied by its specilic hea.t-aud multiplyiug 
this by the change of temperatura. 

5. Determine the cooling cw·ve for water by heating a beaker of 
water to 90° aud then removing the source of heat. Read time aud 
temperatura simultaneously. The best method is to read the time for 
every degree of the thermometer. l\lake the cm·ve by laying off time 
along the axis of X, and temperatnre along the axis of Y. This 
makes a very smooth cw·ve and shows conclusively how the rate of 
cooling changes as the difference of temperatm·e between the water 
and the surrounding air dinrinishes. 

V . HE.A.T AND WORK 

287. General Law.-We bave seen tbat friction and 
percussion botb give rise to beat. It is also found thaL 
mechanical work of any kind produces heat. Tbe relation 
between mechanical work and heat was investigated by 

Dr. Joule, who established the following principie: Tlte 
disappearance of a ce1·tain amount of mechanical energy 
produces an ec¡uivalent amount of heat. The converse of 
this law is equally true : The disappearance of a certain 
amount of J¿eat produces an equivalent amount of mecJ¿anical 
energy. 

288. The Mechanical Equivalent of Heat. - The number 
of units of work requirecl to produce one heat unit is 
called the mechanical equivalent of J¿eat. Dr. J oule's exper
iments determined thaL the number of foot pounds of work 
necessary to heat 1 Ib. of water 1 o F. is 772, or to hcal 
1 Ib. of water 1° C. is 1390. This is called Joule' s equiv
alent. More recent determinations by Dr. Rowland give 
778 and 1400 instead. 

The method employed by Dr. Joule in bis determina
tion was as follows: A cord attacbed to a weight was run 
over :fi.xed pulleys and wound around tbe axis of a wbeel, 
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with paddles at the other end of the axle. This was 
arranged so that on letting the weight fall the paddles 
were caused to rotate in a known quantity of water in 
a vessel. The weight multiplied by the distance th.rough 
which it falls gi ves the mechanical work, and the mass 
of water multiplied by the change of temperatru·e gives 
the heat units. J oule's experiment showed that a 10 lb. 
weight falling through 77.2 ft. would raise the tempera
tme of 1 lb. of water through 1 o F. 

ExPJoDUMEN'r 139. -Place a quantity of water in the flask A (Fig. 
234). Raise the water 
to the boiling point, 
and after it has boiled 
about a minuta remove 
the flame and put in a 
rubber stopper with tube 
as shown in the figure. 
Replace the flame, and 
the steam formed by 
boiliug will collect in 
the flask above the sur
face oí the water and in
crease the pressure. As 
this pressura increases it 
will do work by forciug 
water out of the tube. FIG. 2M 

289. The Steam Engine. - A steam engine is a machine 
for transforming the pressure and expansi ve pow er of 
steam into work. Since the steam is produced by the 
application o.f heat it is in reality a heat engine. So 
great, however, are the losses in the burning of the coal, 
the expansion of the steam, and the working of the engine, 
that the best modern steam engine does not utilize more 
than 15 per cent of the energy in the coal. 

The principie of a simple form of steam engine is shown 
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in Fig. 235. A is a boiler connected by a steam pipe B 
with the steam chest O through the valve IJ. The live 
steam passes from the steam chest through the port E 
into the left end of the cylinder, between the cylinder 
head F and the piston P . The pressure of this }jye steam 
forces the piston to the right, and drives the E!xhaust 
steam, on the other side of the piston, out of the port G 
under the slide valve V, and out of the exhaust port H, 

1" 

F 

R 

I 
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---------~ 
I ----------1 
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Fra. 235 

which leads either to a condensing chamber or to the 
open air. 

When the piston has been forced over a part of its 
stroke, the slide valve will be moved by its rod r to the 
left, closing E, and the work done dm·ing the rest of the 
stroke will be due to the expansiva power of the steam. 
By the time the piston has reached the dotted position the 
slide valve will be moved so far to the left that the live 
steam will now corne into the right end of the cylinder 
through G, and the exhaust steam in the left e¡:td will go out 
of the exhaust port H, through the port E. The piston 
rod R is attached to a crank arm on the main shaft, and in 
this way the to-and-fro, or reciprocating, motion of the 
piston is changed to the rotary motion of the shaft. On 
the shaft is fixed the fiy wheel, a heavy wheel, the momen-
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turo of wbich serves to gi ve steadiness to the engine; and 
the bclt wheel, over wbich runs tbe belt by whicb tbe 
motion of the sbaft is transmitted to macbinery. 

lf the exhaust steam passes into the open air as it does 
in the locomotive, the engine is nonconuensing, while if 
it passes in to a compartment containing water for condens
ing the steam, it is a condensing engine. 

290. The Energy Stored in Coal.-While we look upon 
tbe sun as the present source of the beat received by the 
eartb, we must not forget that in the vast deposits of coal 
found in ihe earth, we bave a storebouse of the sun's 
energy in the past, preserved for o ur present use. When
ever a gram of carbon is burned it unites with 2.¡ grams 
of oxygcn a.nd gi ves out 8080 calories of beat. Since the 
percentage of carbon in antbracite coal is very bigh, we 
may say tbat if we could use witbout waste all tbe beat 
given out by burning one gram of coal to beat water, we 
could raise tbe tempera tu re of 8000 grams through 1 Centi
grade degree, or we could raise 80 grams from zero to tbe 
boiling point. The amount of energy stored in coal may 
be seen by considering the fact that the burning of only 
2.3 tons of coal will dri,·e a beavy passenger engine and 
loaded tra.i n -weighing more than 350 tons-from New 
York to Philadelphia, a distance of 90 miles. 
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MAGNETISM 

291. Natural Magnets.- Oertain kinds of iron ore have 
the property of attracting iron. Pieces of this ore when 
suspended so as to swing freely will come to rest in a 
direction pointing toward the magnetic north and south, 
and are called natural magnets. The name magnet was 
given because this ore was first found near Magnesia in 
A sia Minor. The ore is called magnetite. 

292. Artificial Magnets. -EXPERIMENT 140.-Rub a sewing 
needle from Lhe middle toward the point across one end of a natural 
magnet; then rub the other hali across the other end of the magnet. 
Ilold one end o.f the 11eedle near some iron filings. They will be 
found to cling to the needle. Small bits of iron wire and ca.rpet tacks 
may also be picked up with it. 

A piece of steel that has the property of attracting iron 
as in the above experiment is called an m·tificial magnet. 
This name is not a very appropriate one and is used simply 
to distinguish magnets composed of manufactured iron or 
steel from na,tural magnets. 

Artificial magnets are made in various forms, as bar 
magnets, horseshoe magnets, compound magnets, etc. 

293. Permanent and Temporary Magnets. - Magnets 
ruay be classified according to their property of retaining 
magnetism. Magnets made of steel have this property to 
a. great degree and are called permanent magnets, whilc 
those made of soft iron retain very little magnetism and 
are called temporary magnets. 

248 

' 
'o 
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294. Polarity. - ExPERii\fENT 141. -Lay a bar magnet upon 
a table covered with small nails, and then lift it by the middle. It 
will be found that the nails cling to the magnet, the greater number 
being near the ends, as in Fig. 236. 

FlC. 236 

The two points near the ends where the most nails cling 
are called the poles of the magnet, wlúch is said to possess 
pola1·ity. A body possessing polarity is said to be polarized. 

ExPERI'IIlENT 142.- Suspend the bar magnet used in the !ast 
experiment by a thread attached to its middle point, and after swing
ing back and forth for a time it will finally coo1e to rest in a direction 
that is oearly uorth aod south. 

It has been agreed to call the end which points to the 
magnetic north the + or n01·th pole and the other the -
or soutJ¿ pole. The strictly correct names would be no?·tJ¿ . 
seelcing pole ~tncl so~¿tJ¿-seeking pole. 

295. The Magnetic Needle is a small ~ 
bar magnet suspended by a th.read or 
ba.lancecl upon a pivot. It is used in many _ 
insLrumenls, as in the compass. The - _-
direction in which it comes to rest Íti FIG. 237 

callecl the magnetic meridian, and that part of the earth 
to wh.ich it points is called the north magnetic pole. 
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ExPERIMENT 143.- Magnetize a sewing needle by drawing it 
across the ends of a bar magnet. Begin the stroke at the middle of 
the needle and end it at the point, drawing it across the + end of the 
magnet. Do this a dozen time.s., Reverse the needle and draw it 
across the - end of the magnet, beginning at the middle of the needle 
and euding at the eye. Ulll'avel a fine silk thread, and tie a single 
strand around the middle of the needle. Wben you bave balanced 
the needle so that it will hang borizontally, fasten the tlll'ead in place 
by a bit of beeswax or sealing wax, and you bave a magnetic needle 
that will serve for many experiments. _ 

Suspend the needle and :find the magnetic meridian. Observe 
which end of the needle points n01·th, aud notice whether or not it is 
the end that you drew over the north end of the magnet. 

EXPERI MENT 144. -M:ake a s mall bar magnet out of a good-sized 
knitting ueedle. In stroking it with the magnet lay it upon a. piece 
of board and stroke it with the + end, from the middle to one end of 
the needle. Reversc the needle and magnet and repea.t. In order to 
make a strong magnet, the steel must be stroked a great ma.ny times. 
Test it with iron filings and uails. 

296. Mutual Action of Magnets.-ExPERIMENT 145.-Bring 

/?i ~Í.Í 
FIG. 238 

the + end oí a bar 
magnet near the + 
end of a magnetic 
ueedle and note the 
result. Bring the 
- end of the mag
net near the + end 
of the needle and 
observe. Make the 

same experiment on the south end of the needle. 

The results of this experiment may be stn,ted in the 
following terms : Like poles ?'epel and unlike poles attraat 
eaah other. This law is a funclamental oue in magnetism 
and shoulcl be ma<.le very familiar. 

297. Magnetic and Nonmagnetic Substances.- ExPERI 
MENT 146.-Place on tbe table a collection o f a dozen different 
materials,- nails, screws, pius, pencils, wire, paper, etc., - aud try to 
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pick ~hem up wi~h a magnet. Part of ~hem will be picked up, but 
upon o~hers the magnet will bave no effect whatever. 

Those substances that are attracted by a magnet are 
callecl rnagnetic substances, w hile those that are not attracted 
by it are calleu nonrnagnetic substances. Iron, steel, nickel, 
and cobalt are all magnetic. Some ores of iron are mag
neLic, while others are not. N onmagnetic iron ores can 
be macle magnetíc by being strongly heated, as in the 
flame of a blowpipe. 

298. Distribution of Magnetism in a Magnet. - EXPERI

MENT 147. -Lay a bar magnet upon a table and hold suspended 
above it the sewiug 

ueedle magnetized in ~ } } 1 l ~ 
Experiment 1<13, passing ili l J 
the needle from end to 
end. At the middle of 
the magnet the needle 
will be pm·allel to it. 
This is called the neutral N 
point. At other points 

FIG.239. 
s 

the needle will dip more or less, in all cases pointing to a pole of the 
magnet. At two points near the ends the needle stands practically 
vertical ; these points locate the poles. 

299. The Magnetic Field. Lines of Force.-The strength 
of a magnetíc field is measured by the number of lines of 
force in a given area, one 
li ne of force per sq. cm. 
meaning a field of unit 
magnetism. If the like 
poles of two magnets of 
equal strength repel each 
other with a force of one 
dyne when one centime-
ter apart, each is called a FIG. uo. 
unit pole. A field of unit strength woulcl act upon such 
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a pole with a force of one dync, and is said to be a field 
having one line of force per square centimeter. Magnetic 
lines of force always form closed circuits and take the 
path of least resistance. By the di?·ection of lines of force 
-shown by the arrows in Fig. 240-is mea.nt the direc
tion along which a north magnetic pole would be repelled 
i f frce to move. 

ExPERDrEN'l' 148. - Lay a bar magnet upon the table and cover it 
with a sheet of white paper. Put over this a glass plate and sift iron 
filings evenly over it. Rap the plate gently with a lead pencil; the 
filings will move at every blow, and will arrange themselves in lines 
that show clearly the directic n of the lines o f force. 

The sieve for this experiment can be made by melting the solder 
that holds on the bottom of a tin ·can, removing the hottom, and Lying 
over the can, in its place, a piece of thin muslin or cheese cloth. 

ExPEJU~lENT 149.-Ilold your magnetized sewing needle quite 
near the paper used in the last experiment. NoLice that it places 
itself in li ne with the fi.lings. A magnet ouly hali an inch long, made 
from a broken needle, will be better for this experiment. 

300. Photographic Method of Recording the Lines of 
Force. - If, instead of the glass pla te used in Experiment 
148, an ordinary photographic dry plate is used, and the 
experiment is made in a dark room with a ruby lantern 
for light, a permanent record may be made. The dry 
plate is placed upon the magnet, film side up, the filings 
are sifteu u pon it, and the · plate is rapped with a lead 
pencil until the positión of the lines of force is clearly 
brought out. The exposure is made by burning a match 
about a foot above the plate. On developing the plate 
in the usual way a negativa is obtained from which may 
be made prints showing the position taken by the filings. 
Fig. 241 gives the magnetic curves in the field formcd by 
a horseshoe and a bar magnet. The mutual action of the 
poles is shown in the straight lines leading awa:y from the 
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adjacent north poles and in the short curves between the 
north pole and the adjacent south pole. 

l•'lQ, 2!ll 

301. The Magnetic Condition of the Earth. - We ha ve 
already seen that the + pole of a magnet repels the + pole 
of a needle aud attracts the - pol e, and vice versa. vV e 
have also seen that the needle tends to set itself in the 
direction of the lines of force, and that a magnetic needle, 
suspended so as to swing freely, points with its north end 
toward the magnetic 1w1·th. I t is evident then that the 
earth acts as a great magnet: and that the pole toward 
which the north-seeking end of the needle points, is likc 
the - or south end of a bar magnet. 'l'he fact that the 
north magnetic pole of the earth and the north pole of a 
magne tic needle are of unlike signs has gi ven rise to som e 
difficulty in giving them names that arc scientifically cor
rect ; but the name north for the + pole of the n~edle is 
gencra.lly adopted. 
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302. lnclination or Dip. -In Fig. 239, we see that in 
every position but one the needle dips toward one of the 
poles. In the same way a needle that has been balanced 
horizontally on a pivot and then magnetized, will not 
remain horizontal, but will clip toward the nearer pole of 
the earth. The angle oj dip, that is, the angle the needle 
makes with a horizontal line, increases as the distance 
from the magnetic equator increases. At the rnagnetic 
equator there is no dip, while at the magnetic poles the 
needle will place itself in a vertical direction. 

ExPERIMENT 150. - Thrust 
a knitting needle length,{lise 
through a very small cork. Put 
a sewing needle through the cork 
at right angles to the knitting 
needle and close to it. Use the 
small needle as au a."<is for the 
large one. Vary the position of 

Fto. 242 the knittiug needle in the cork 
uutil it comes to rest in a hori

zonta.l position when the axis is placed on supports of equal height. 
Fa.sten the cork to the needles with melted sealing wax. Magnetize 
the knitting needle with a strong bar magnet. Place again on the 
supports, a.nd observe the cha.nge that takes 
place in its position when the + end is 
turned to the north. 

303. The Dipping Needle. -Figure 
243 shows a form of needlè that is 
used to determine the clip. I t is sup
plied with two scales : one a fixed 
scale at the base, and the other a ring 
from which the position of each end 
of the needle can be read. Miners 
use a similar instrument for detecting 
the presence of magnetic ores. Fto. 243 
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304. Magnetic Terms. - If AB (Fig. 244), is the posi
tion of the dipping needle, the angle OAB is called the 
angle of dip, and if AB represents the a H 

magnetic intensity Ir AJJ will repre- 1 

sent the v_ertical component V, and 1 ¡ 
A O the lwrizontal component H, of i 

I 
the earth's magnetic attraction. It 1 
is evident that a needle attached to a I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

vertical axis can respond only to the 
action of the horizontal component. 

305. Magnetic Declination. - We 
have seen that the magnetic needle I 

I 

v 

do es not point to the true north. B------- - ------o 
The reason for this is that the north FIG. 24.4 

pole of the earth and the magnetic north pole do not coin
cide. The magnetic north pole is about latitude 70° N., 

N.P. 

F10. 2±3 

and longitude 96° W. 
By reference to Fig. 

245, showing the west
ern hemisphere, it is 
readily seen that in the 
Eastern states, as in 
Maine, for example, the 
neeclle will point to the 
west of t he true north, 
while in California it 
will point to the east of 
true north. The angle 
between the direction of 
the needle at any place, 
and the meridian at that 

place, is th e declination. The value of this angle changes 
from year to year by au amount which is not uniform, and 
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which is called the annual va1·iation. The declination in 
niaine in the year 1900 was 20° W ., while in Oregon it 
was 20° E. 

NOTE.-1\fr. Samuel Entriken, a member of the Pe:u·y North 
Greenland Expedition, says tbat at the most northern poiut reacbed 
by them, the north end of the needle pointed south of west, and that 
the streamers oí the Aurora Borealis centered in that dil'ection. 

306. The Agonie Line. - The line connecting all places 
on the earth's surface where the needle points to the true 

Fm. 2!6 

nort h is called the agonie line. Its position in the United 
States is shown in Fig. 246. Places to the east of this line 
have a variation or declinat ion to the west, while places 
west of the line have a variation to t.he east. Since the 
magnetic variation is changing from year to year, it is a 
matter of great importance in surveying land that the 
amount of this variation should be known, and records of 
this change are made and preserved. By comparing these 
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records it is seen that the agonie line is moving westward, 
i.e. the declination of places east of the line is increasing, 
and that of places west of the line is diminishing. The 
annual change at Philadelphia is about 4 minutes. 

307. Magnetic Induction.-When a piece of soft iron 
is put in contact with a bar magnet, it becomes a magnet 
itself and will attract iron. When a magnet is dipped in 
iron :filings or nails and lifts a number of them attached to 
one another, each becomes a distinct magnet. This rcsult 
takes place even if the nail does not touch the magnet, and 
it is called magnetic induction. 

ExPERIMENT 151. - Place a bar magnet upon a table and at one 
end, in line with it and about an inch awa.y, put a large nail as in 

~ ¿;~,.,.,. '•'""''''''·'·"'''''""''"'"''''"''"'•''""'''''" :/ 
FIG. 247 

Fig. 247. Bring smaller na.ils nea.r the end of the large one a.nd ob
serve that it attracts them. Test the end of the nail with the mag
netized sewing needle. 

This property possessed by a magnet- of inducing 
polarity in magnetic substances that are near to it-is the 
basis of a great many magnetiq phenomena. By the ap
plication of this 
principie, and that I 
of the mutual ac- • 
tion of magnets, 
the action of a 
magnet upon an 
iron ball may be 
explained. Sup

(a) 
1.-N--- ---s'l 

\ (br) ______ , 
N~s I~N ______________ s~l 

FIG. 24.8 

pose the ball to be at a distance from the magnet, as in 
(a), Fig. 248. The ball is practicaJ.ly beyond the infiuence 

UOADLJ;Y'S PRYS. - 17 
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of the magnet and remains iu a neutral condition. When, 
however, it is brought near the magnet, as in (b), induc
t ion takes place, and the ball becomes polarized, the side 
nearest the magnet being 8 ancl the other sicle N. N ow 
between the N of the magnet and the 8 of the ball there 
is attraction, while between the No f the magnet ancl the 
N of the ball there is repulsion; but as the 8 of the ball is 
much nearer the N of the magnet than the N of the ball 
is, the attraction is much greater than the repulsion, and 
the ball moves toward the magnet. 

308. The Inductive Action of the Earth. - The induct
iva action of the earth can be shown most strikingly by 
the following experiment: 

ExPERIMENT 152.-Select a soft iron 
bar about an inch in cliameter and three 
or four feet long. Holding it horizontally 
in au east and west lú1e, present its ends 
successively to the N and S ends of a 
magnetic needle. Both ends will attract 
each end of the needle, showing that the 
bar is not polarized. Next hold it in the 
line of clip, with the lower end at the si de 
of the needle and near the north e nd. 
The needle will be repelled at once, sbow
ing that in this position the bar is polarized. 
Reverse the bar and make the same test 
with the needle, and the bar will show 
Lhat its polarity is reversed. Bring tbe 

FIG. 249 bar into the first horizontal position and 
again it will attract both ends of the 

needle, showing that it is not polarized. Place the bar again in the 
line of clip and give i t one or two sharp blows with a hammer. Now 
place it in the first horizonta.l position ; and on testing it with the 
needle it is found to be polarized. IIold it horizontally in au east aud 
west line and give it a few sharp blows; and it will be found to be 
not polarized. 
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EXPERDIENT 153.-Test the steel or iron rods about the building 
for polarity. l\lost of them will be found polarized, especially if they 
bave been in a vertical position. Test a vertical rod with the mag
netized sewing needle. If the upper end of the rod attracts the point 
the lower eud will attract the eye, and r;ice versa. 'Vhat is the 
polarity of the lower end of the rod? Why? 

309. Molecular Magnets. -If we consider the molecules 
of iron to be polarizecl, \Ve can explain this incluctive action 
as follows. When a piece of iron is not polarized or is in 
a neutral condition, we may suppose that the positions 
taken by these molecular magnets have no uniform direc
tion, but that their positions are determined by the mutual 
n.ction they have upon one another. When, however, a 
magnet is brought near, their mutual action is overpowered 
by the greater force of t he magnet, they assume parallel 
directions, and the iron becomes a magnet. 

ExPERIMENT 154. - Make twenty or thirty small magnet.s from the 
mainspring of a watch. Break off pieces a half inch long, magnetize 
tbem, and with a strong pointed punch make an indentat10n in the 
middle. Make a support for each by cutting out a disk of sheet lead 

Fra. 250 

and driving a pin through it to the head. Mount the needles upon 
these supports, as in Fig. 250. Set these needles upon a board as near 
as they can be placed without touching one auother, and they will 
take various positions, as shown in the figure. Now bring one end 
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of a strong bar magnet near one end of the board, and at once the 
magnets begin to tw·n in parallel directions. Fig. 250 illustrates an 

unmagnetized iron bar, and Fig. 251 the inductiva action of a mag· 
net upon such a bar. 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 

1. How do natural magnets become polarized '/ 
2. Suppose a magnetic needle is attracted by a certain body ; does 

tbis prove that the body is a magnetic substance? Does it prove that 
tbe body is polarized? What is tbe only action tbat proves polarity? 

3. What is meant by a. uniform ma.gnetic field? Give an example. 
4. Make a dra.wing of a. sectionof tbe ea.rt.b, showing the lines of force. 

Is the north pole a.t the surface or below it? What is your proof? 
N 5. The square piece of land shown in Fig. 252 

B wa.s surveyed, sta.r ting from the point A. Tbe 
line AB wa.s found to bave the direction N. 20° E. 

0 An old sm·vey gave the direction of this line as 
N. 16° E. Show by a drawing tbe effect of run
ning this out on tbe old directions, without allow
ing for a change in the declination. 

6. Why are scissors, knives, and other steel 
FIG. 252 tools often found to be magne tic'/ 

7. What position would a magnetic needle 
take if suspended, at tbe earth's surface, over the magnetic norlh 
pol e? O ver the magnetic soutb pol e? A t the magne tic eq uator? 

8. Suppose you were to place a. magnetic needle upon a thin cork 
disk on the surface oí water in a. wooden pail. 1Vould it go toward 
the north? Why 'l Make the el!.:periruent. 
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9. What is the effect of iron ore, iron posts, steel wire fences, etc., 
u pon the surveyor's compass? 

10. Why are the iron ppsts of a fence generally found to be 
magnetized? 

LABORATORY WORK 

1 . Make a bar magnet out of a large knitting needle. Cut two thin 
disks from a large cork, and put one on each end of the needle, thrusfi. 

Fm. 253 

ing it through the roiddle of the disk. Lay a. large sheet of glass on a 
table, and npon it paste a. strip of paper, la.id off into centimeter divi
sions. Lay a. bar magnet upon two blocks on the glass so that it will 
be at the same height as the needle, and then place the needle at some 
scale division as in Fig. 253, and observe results. Repeat the eÀ1>8ri
meut, placing the needle éach time 1 cm. farther from the magnet as 
long as there is any result; and tabulate the results. lllake a secoud 
set of experiment.'! by reversing the needle. :i\lake the same experi
ments with a magnetized sewing ueedle and a horseshoe magnet. 

2. Lay a horseshoe 
magnet upon a table. 
Pa.ss a light thread 
through the eye of a 
magnetized s e w in g 
neeclle, and by careful 
manipulation it can be 
brough t to stand hori
zontally over the ends 
of the magnet, as in 
Fig. 254. Explain. 

FIG. 2M 

3. Magnetize a number of sewing needles so that their eyes will be 
south poles and their poiuts north. Thrust them t.hrough very small 
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corks, leaving the eye half au inch above. Float tbree of them in a 
glass of water. N otice their positions, a nd explain. N ow bring tbe 

FIG. 255 

south pole of a bar magnet verti
cally down over the middle of the 
glass. Explain the result. Reverse 
the magnet, and repeat. Explain. 
Repeat these experiments, using four, 
fi ve, and six needles. These are called 
Mayer's fl.oating magnets. 

4 . Fill a long, narrow test tube 
with iron filings. Shake well to
gether and put a stopper in the 
mouth of the tube to press them 
down. Rub the test tube, as you 
would rub a bar of steel with a bar 
magnet, to magnetize it. Test the 
tube for polarity, with a magnetic 

needle. Empty out the filings, and then put them back iuto the tube 
again. Test again. Explain. 

5 . Magnetize a knittiug needle. Determine the polarity of each 
end. File a notch at the middle and break it. Examine for polarity 
again, and compare with the polarity tbe needle had before breaking. 
Break one of these pieces in the middle and examine for polarity. 
Make a drawing of the broken needle, with the polarity of both ends 
of each piece marked. 

N S 
6. Suspend a nail from FJ>=====t:=~===!:~~::::;::;:N~ 

near one end of a bar mag- - s T 1 

net, as in Fig. 256. Slide a FIG. 256 
second magnet over it and 
observe results. Reverse the second magnet, and a.gain slide it over 
the first. Explain both results. 

7. Suspend a horseshoe magnet from the bend and fasten a pail to 
the armatnre, Ol' keeper. Pour sa.nd carefully into the pail unti! the 
keeper is pulled off. Weigh the pail and contents. P ut back the 
keeper and pail, and pour in nearly all of t he sand. Keep addiug a 
little sand at intervals of an ho ur or two -letting the experiment ex
tend over severa! da.ys if necessa.ry -until the keeper is pulled off. 
W eigh again. Has the magnet gained in power ? Place the keeper 
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and pail on again, 
off. W eigh again. 
power? 

and pour in sand until the keeper is pulled 
Has the magnet made a permanent gain in 

8. Examine, by the method of Experiment 148, the magnetic fields 
formed by 

(a) The end of a bar magnet. 
(b) The side oi a horseshoe magnet. 
(e) The end of a horseshoe magnet. 
(d) Two horseshoe magnets with like poles opposite. 
( e) Two horseshoe 111agnets with unlike poles opposite. 
(f) Combinations of bar and horseshoe magnets. 

These records should be preserved either by the photographic 
method described in the text, or by taking photographs of the 
curves by meaus of a carnera placed vertically above them. 

9. On one side of a box fu: a clamp of the right shape to hold a 
bar magnet, as in Fig. 257. Lay off a centimeter scale along the side 
of the magnet from each end. 
l\Iake a magnetic needle from 
a piece of watch spring, as 
in a, by splitting a buckshot 
and pinching it on the mag
net at the middle. Suspend 
this needle in a small glass 
fiask by a silk filament. Set 
the flask u pon the box so that 
a line from the needle to the 
magnet will point towa.rd the 
north. Now remove the mag
net and set the needle in vi
bration by swinging a magnet 

FIG. 257 

from east to west near it. Remove all magnets, or iron, from near the 
needle, and count the number of vibrations per minute. These vibra
tions are du e to the action of t he earth's magnetic field alone. N ow 
fasten the magnet to the box, with the south end exactly opposite the 
needle, and again count the number of vibrations per minute. The 
increase in the nu rober is du e to the field o f the magnet alone. Repeat 
the experiment after moving the magnet up until the fi.¡·st centimeter 
mark is opposite the eud of the needle, and so ou at every mark unti! 
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the middle of the magnet is reached. From the data thus obtained a 
cUI·ve can be made whlch shall show the distribution of magnetism 

s = -~~~~~-_-:_-_·:~?;~-~----~ 
f------------------- ---
f---- -------------- ¡/---
f--- -------------------

along a bar magnet. This depends upon 
the principie that the force whlch tends to 
bring the needle back to its position of rest 
is proportional to the square of the nuruber 
of vibrations. Construct the curve, as in 
Fig. 258, by laying off the half length of the 

f------------------------ maguetvertically, dividing it into centimeter 
divisions, and from these laying off horizon

f---- --·----------------- tal distances which are proportional to the 
f----·----------------·-- square of the number of vibrations at the 
f---- -------------------· different points due to the magnet alone. 

FIG. 258 

These points, a, b, e, etc., are connected 
by a line for the cm-ve of distribution of 
magnetism. Is the pole at the end ? 

10. Set a straight pole vertica.lly in the ground, and at night set 
another in the true north and south li ne by putting it in lli1e with the 
first pole and the no1·th star at a time w heu the north sta¡; is directly 
ahove or below the middle star in the handle of the Big Dipper. Ou 
the following day, set up a magnetic needle on this line and determine 
the variation. The result will be only apprÓximate. 

11. Fasten a circular card, divided into degrees, on one of the 
supports of the instrument showu in Fig. 242, and determine the dip 
in your locality. 

li 



CHAPTER IX 

ELECTRICITY 

I. ST.A.TIC ELECTRICITY 

EXPERIMENT 155.- Hold a warm, dry glass rod over a handful 
of cork filiugs, pith 
balls, bits of paper, 
etc., and the rod 
will not a:ffect them. 
Rub the rod briskly 
a few times with a 
piece of silk, a nd the 
light bodies will be
gin at once to fly to 
Lhe rod, will remain 
Lhere for an instant, 
and will then fly FIG. 259 
back to the table. 

EXPERIMENT 156.-Place a warm, dry sheet of glass over the bits 
oí paper, supporting it by a book at each end. .i\o e:ffect will 

FIG. 200 

be noticed until 
the glass is rubbed 
with the silk, when 
the bits of paper 
will a.t once begin 
to jump to the 
glass and back 
again. 

ExPERIMKN'l' 

157.-Repent Ex

periment 155, with (1) a stick of sealing wa.x. (2) a rod of ebonite, 
and (3) a bard rubber comb, using a flannel pad for a rubber, instead 
of Lhe silk. 

265 
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310. The above experiments show that when glass is 
rubbed with silk, or sealing wax with fl.annel, there is 
imparted the property o( attracting light botlies. The 
first record of this property was made by the Greeks 
about 600 B.c. Because they noticed it in amber (elek
tron) the name electricity has been given to the cause of 
these phenomena, and a body that is capable of attracting 
others in this way is said to be electrified. 

ExPERIMENT 158.-Make a wire stirrup as in Fig. 261, and suspend 
in it a wooden rod two or three feet long. Suspend this by a silk 

FIG. 261 

thread from a su pport and present, 
near one end, an electrified glass 
rod. The wooden rod will be at 
once attracted. Take out the 
woodeu rod, suspend the glass 
rod, and present the eud of the 
wooden rod; and now the glass 
rod moves. Suspend both rods, 
and they move toward each other 
unti! they touch. 

This experiment shows 
that the action that takes 
place between au electrified 
and an unelectrified body is 
mtttual. 

311. Two Kinds of Electrification. - W e ha ve seen that 
the glass rod, the sealing wax, and the ebonite rod all 
attract other bodies when electrified. Their action upon 
one another may be seen in the following experiment. 

ExPERIMENT 159.-Electrify a glass rod and suspend it in the wire 
stirrup. Bring a wooden rod near it, and it will be attracted. Bring 
an electrified ebonite rod near it, and it will be attracted more than 
before. Now electrüy a second glass rod and bring it near the end of 
the suspended rod, and repulsion takes place. Suspend the electrified 
sealing wax in the stirrup and hold near it a second electrified stick 
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of sealing wax, and repulsion takes place. llold near it an electrified 
glass rod aud it is attracted. Hold near it an electrified ebonite rod, 
and it is repelled. 

From this experi-
ment we see that 
while the electrified 
glass rod and seal
ing wax bave appar
ently the same effect 
upon an unelectri
fied body, t hey act 
differently upon one 
that is electrified. 

FIG. 262 

When this difference was fust observed the kind of elec
trification produced by rubbing a glass rod with silk was 
called vitreous, <md that produced by rubbing sealing wax . 
with flanncl, 1·esinous electricity. T hese are now called 
positive or + and negative or -, respectively. For the 
sake of convenience these states of electriiication will be 
spoken of as positive and negative electricity. 

312. Action of Electrified Bodies upon Each Other. -As 
a consequence of the action of electrified bodies upon each 

FIG. 263 

other, the following laws may be stated: 
I. B odies cha1·ged wit/¿ like elect?·ici

ties repel eacJ¿ otl¿e1·. 
II. B odies cJ¿m·ged witlt unlike elec

t?·icities att1·act eacJ¿ othe1·. 
Compare t hese laws with the laws 

for magnetic attraction and repulsion. 
ExPERIMENT 160.- Cut o ut a number of 

pith balls with a. penknife and roll tbem in 
tbe bauds. Use the pith oí corn, elder, or, 
better still, burdock. Suspend one of them 
from a beut glass rod by a fine sil.k thread. 
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Electrify a straight glass rod and bring it near the ball, which will at 
once be attractecl, cling to the rod for au instant, a.ud then fiy awa.y 
charged with a. + charge. Rub different bodies, such as dry paper, a. 
rubber comb, dry wood, sulphur, etc., first with silk and then with 
fla.nnel. How are those charged that repel the ball? If a body 
attracts a charged pith ball is it a proof that the body is charged? 

313. Measure of Electrical Attraction and Repulsion. -
The force resulting from the mutual action between 
two electrified bodies may be expressed by the formula 

f=±Qq. (50) 
d2 

In this expression Q and q are the electrical charges of 
the bodies, and d 1s the ilistance between them. By 
reference to the law of mutual action it will be seen that 
the + sign means repulsion and the - sign attraction. 

314. Electroscopes. -Any instrument by means of which 
we can determine whether bodies are charged or not is an 

elect1!oscope. A pith ball arranged as in 
Experiment 160 is a píth-ball electroscope. 
A common forro is the gold-leaf electroscope, 

~ ~l·~- which consists of a glass jar, tlll'ough the 

~~ .- wooclen stopper of which passes a brass rod 
i. ~M~ terminating in a ball on the outside, ancl 
~~·-l i _. having two long, narrow lea ves of sorne thin 

F IG. 264 metal, as gold foil, attachecl to the inner end. 
Whenever the ball is touched with a charged body the 
leaves receive a part of the same charge and diverge in 
accordance with the fu·st law, as in Fig. 264. 

EXPERIMENT 161.-Make a proof plane by cementing a. thin meta! 
disk to the end of a rubber penholder f!'j 
(Fig. 265). Put this plane in contact with W~;¡¡¡;¡¡¡=--=""""
any charged body, and quickly touch the · 
knob of the electroscope with it. Rub a FJG. 265 

glass rod with silk, touch it with the proof plane, and t.hen bring t.he 
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plane again near the lmob of the electroscope. If tbc leaves diverge 
still more they show that the first body was charged positively. If 

the Jeaves fall together somewhat, the probability is that the body is 

charged negatively; but as the repulsion of the lea ves is the only sure 
test, the proof plane must be charged negatively from sealing wax 
and again presented to the electroscope. If the leaves now diverge 
the :first body was charged negatively. 

315. Conductors and Insulators.-EXPERIMENT 162.-Wind 

one end of a copper wire a meter loug around the knob of an elec
troscope, and attach a brass ball to the other end. Charge the proof 
plane from a charged body and touch the ball with it. The leaves of 

FIG. 266 

the electroscope will instantly diverge. Replace the wire by a silk 
thread, and no effect will be seen when the ball is charged. Replace 
the silk thread by a damp cotton th.read, and the leaves will diverge 
gradually when the ball is charged. 

Bodies like the wire, which carry the charge read.ily, are 
called conduct01·s ,· while those like silk, which carry it with 
diffi.culty, are called insulators. There are no substances 
that are absolute conductors, neither are there any that 
are perfect insulators; but t he following table gives what 
are ordinarily classed as conductors and insulators. The 
substances are arranged in the order of their conductivity. 

CONDUCTORS INsuLATORS 
Metals, Animals, Dry Wood, Glass, 
Graphite, Linen, Dry Air, Ebonite, 
Acids, Cotton, Paper, Shellac. 
Salt Water, Silk, 
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The conductivity of boilies depentls upon their physical 
condition, temperature and moisture having a decided 
effect. Glass becomes a conductor at 200° C. Air under 
normal pressure is a good insulator, rarefied air is a poor 
one. Pure water is a very poor conductor, but is rendered 
a good conductor by the addition of a little salt, or a few 
drops of acid. Whether bodies are conductors or not also 
depends npon the character of the electrical charge. A 
single layer of cotton is insulation between two wires car
rying the current for an electric bell, but is no protection 
whatever against the spark from a charged glass rod. In
sulators are also called nonconductors or dielectrics. 

316. F riction develops both Kinds of Electricity. -
ExPEntMENT 163.-Rub a glass rod and an ebonite rod together 
mucb as a mower whets his scythe. Test each by bringing it near 
the knob of an electroscope. The glass will be found cbarged posi
tively, and the ebonite will show au equal negativa charge. 

317. Can Conductors be electrified by Friction?- If a 
brass tube is rubbed with either silk or fiannel and then 
tested with an electroscope, no evidence of a charge will 
be found. This, however, is not a proof that no charge is 
generated; for any such charge would be carried away by 
the body of the experimenter as fast as generated, since 
both the rod and the body are conductors. 

EXPJo:RIMENT 164.-Flip a silk haudkerchief against the knob of 
the electroscope, and the leaves will be found to separata. The glass 
body of the electroscope could not carry away the cbarge geuerated 
by the frictiou of the silk on the brass ball. Determine whether the 
charge is positiva or negative. 

ExPERr~rF.NT 165.- Rub a glass tu be an inch or more in diameter 
with a silk pad. Present the knuckle to a point on tile side, and 
take off a spark. Do this at various points along the tube. Siuce 
the glass is a nonconductor you discharge only a small arca each 
time. 

. 
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If unlike substances are pressed together and then rap
idly separated, tbey will become oppositely charged. This 
is seen in the fact that sparks can be drawn írom a leather 
belt in running machinery, especially in dry weather. 

318. Distribution of Electricity.- If a sphere is placed 
upon an insulating snpport, such as a glass rod, and charged 
with a certain quantity of 
electricity, a proof plane 
placed upon any part of its 
surface will carry away the 
same charge, as is seen by 
the e qual di vergence o f the 
leaves of an electroscope. 
But if an equal cbarge is 

,,, .. ~--..... ------------ ___ ....... --..... ,\ 

(~~~=-;;~~;): \ ~ ! 
' ..... ___ ... - -.... __ ... , 

FIG. 267 

gi ven to an insulated cylinder with rounded ends, the proof 
plane will carry a much greater charge away from thc 
ends than from any other part of the sm-face. The com
parativa density, or quantity of cltarge pe1· unit area, is 
represented by the distance of the dotted line from the 

FIG. 268 

surface in Fig. 267. From this it appears 
that the density is greater at the projecting 
parts of a body. 

EXPERIMEN'T 166.-Support a s hort meta! cylin
der upou an insulatiug stand. Fasten a wire 3 i.l1. 
long vertically into the top of the cylinder. From 
the top of this wi.l·e suspend two pith balls by JiJ¡en 
threads. Suspend two others from the iuside of 
the cylinder. Charge the cylillder with the charge 
from a glass rod ; the outer set of balls will fly apart, 
while the inuer ones will remain undisturbed. 

From the above experiment we learn that on an insu
lated conductor tlte electrical cha1·ge is located on the out
side. A comparison of this result wilh the law of 
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repulsion will a:fford au explanation. It follows from 
this la.w that, with the same charge, as the outside 

sm·face increases the surface density dirninishes. 
This location of an electric charge on the outside of a 

conductor holds good only for a condition of rest. If the 
charge is moving, as when a charged body is discharged, 
the charge passes through the entire cross section of the 
body. 

319. The Action of Points. -ExPERIMENT 167. - Fix a pin, 

at its middle, to the end of a stick of sealing wax. Charge an electro
scope until the leaves are widely separated. Place the head of the 
piu against the knob and observe that the leaves gradually fall together. 
Hold a pin in the hand and bring its point near the knob of a charged 
electroscope. What happens ? 

If this experiment (with pin and sealing wax) is rnade 
upon a body with a rnuch greater charge than the electro
scope, a decided current of air can .be felt in front of the 

point. The density of the charge at the point electrifies 
the air particles, which, by the law of repulsion, are at once 
driven o:ff. As each particle takes its own charge away, it 
is readily seen that a body with pointed surfaces can not be 
kept charged, however good the insulation. 

320. Electrical Potential.- ExPERIMENT 168.- Charge two 

insulated conductors- tin cans u pon glass tumblers will do- with 
the glass rod, and connect one of them with a gold-leaf electroscope 
by means of a piece of wire provided with an insulating handle. 
Notice the extent to wbich the leaves separata. Remove the wire 
from the body and discharge the electroscope. Connect the elec
troscope with the second body and notice the divergence of the lea ves. 
Now connect the two charged bodies together and notice that ü the 
divergence of the leaves of the electroscope was less wheu connected 
with the second body than when conuected with the fust, they will 
now diverge more widely than before when connected with the second, 
and vice versa. On connecting the electroscope with the first body it 
will be found to give the same divergence as the second. 
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From this experiment we conclude that there has been 
a flow of electricity from the body giving the greater 
divergence of the gold leaves, to the other. This con
dition of electrified bodies which sets up an elecl1·ic 
current in a conductor which connects the two bodies 
is the dijference of potential or the P.D. of the bodies. 

If the electrified body connected with the electroscope 
is now connected with the earth, the leaves will at once 
fall together, showing that the electroscope is discharge<l . 
The quantity of electricity in the body is so small that it 
does uot, on being connected with the earth, change the 
condition of the earth in any perceptible degree. The 
earth is- for the sake of reference - assumed as the ze1·o 
of potential, bodies positively charged being considered at 
a higher potentia.l thau the earth, while those negatively 
charged are at a lower potential than the ~arth. If thc 
difference of potential between two bodies is kept constant, 
the current passing in the conductor that joins them will 
be a continuous CU?Tent, while if the P .D. is not constant, 
the CUITent will be onlymomentary. Potential is analogous 
to water pressura, and the current to the flow of water that 
takes place in a pipe connecting two bodies of water at 
different levels. 

321. Capacity. - If two insulated conductors, of the 
same shape but of different sizes, are charged to the same 
potential, it will be found that the larger one has a greater 
charge than the other. T his means that there is a differ
ence iu their electrícal capacíty. The capacity of a con
ductor may be expressed by the formula 

a-.9_ -v· (51) 

in which a= ca.pacity, Q = quantity, and v = potential. 
U0ADU;Y1S PIIYS. -18 
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The word capacity as used in electricity has a meaning 
di:fferent from that usually given to it. vVe say that the 
capacity of a quart cup is a quart, meaning when it is full. 
From Formula 51, we see that the capacity of a conductor 
is the quantity of electricity on it when its potential is unity. 
The quantity that a quart cup can hold is never grcatcr 
than its capacity-one quart; but the quantity of elec
tricity that can be given to a conductor may be many 
times its capacity, in which case its potential will be more 
than unity. Since electricity in its static condition is on 
the outside of bodies, a wooden ball covered with metal 
foil has the same capacity as a solid metal ball of the 
same size. 

322. Induction. - ExPF.RTMENT 160. - Bring an electtified glass 

rod near the knob of an elecl;roscope, and the leaves will begin to 
di verge when the rod is a foot or more awa.y. Bring it nearer, and 
the divergence is greater. Remove the rod, and the leaves fall 
together. 

W e learn from this experiment that the influence of the 
charged rod extends to some distance tlll'ough the air. 
This action of a charged body upon another body iu t,he 
electrical field which surrounds it, is called electrostatíc 
induction. 

323. To charge a Body by Induction. - In the above ex
periment we notice that the electroscope r emains charged 
only so long as the inducing body is near it. I t is possi
ble, however, to charge the electroscope permanen tly, as 
follows: 

ExPERIMENT 170.- Bi:ing the glass rod near the knob as before, 
and when the leaves have separated, touch the knob with the finger. 
The leaves instantly fall together. Now remove first the finger and 
then t he rod, and t he leaves again diverge, showing that the elec
troscope has received a permanent charge. 
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To explain this action we must recaU the fil'st law of the 
act.ion of electrified bodies upon each other: like electrici
ties 1·epel each otlte1·. vVhen 
the electrified rod is brought 
near the knob, tbe + of the 
rod separates the electricities 
in the knob, wire, and leaves 
of t.he electroscope, dri ving 
the like kind, + , to the lea ves, 
and holding the unlike kind, 
- , near to itself in the knob 

F!G. 269 

as in Fig. 269. W hen the knob is touched it is put in 
contact \Yith the earth, and the + electricity, repelled by 

the + of the rod, escapes, 
while the - is held bound. 
Fig. 270 shows this condition. 
F ig. 271 shows the condition 
when the contact with the 
earth is broken and then the 
glass rod is removed. Tbe -

Fm. 270 electricity is no longer bound, 

but j1·ee, and so passes partly from the lmob into tbe wire 
and leaves, which diverge less tban before, but with a 
charge of - electricity. 

From this we see that a body can be clta?'fjed 
by induction, if only some way is provided 
by which to caJTy off thc electricity that is 
repelled by the inducing body. 

The inductive action of a charged body is 
well shown in an experiment by Faraday, 
called the ice pail experiment. · 

FIG.271 

ExPERIMENT 171.- Place a thin metallic vessel, like a tin can, 
upon an insulating stand and connect it by a wire with the knob of 

• 
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an electroscope. Suspend a positively charged met.'l-1 ball by a silk 
th.read and lower it wiLhin the can; the leaves at once dh·erge. 

Remove the ball, and they fall 
together. Lower the ball again, 
and they diverge. Touch the 
can, and they fall. Remove 
the finger aud then the charged 
ball, and the leaves separate, 
charged with negative electricity. 
EÀ'}Jiain. 

Discharge the elecLroscope and 
Fm.272 

again lower the ball. Observe the 

amount of divergence of the leaves. Let the ball touch Lhe inside of 
the can. Notice that the divergence of the leaves is not changed. 
Remove the ball, and the leaves are still separated, charged with 

positive electricity. Explain. 

A thorough study and understanding of the foregoing 
experiment will give the student a correct idea of the 

phenomena of induction. 

324. Specific Inductive Capacity.- The quantity of 
electricity that can be gi ven to a body by induction depends 
upon the extent of its surface, the distance between it and 
the inducing body, and the character of the dielectric that 
separates them. The property that dielectrics have of 
transmitting electrical induction is called their specífic 

inductive capacíty. The speciiic inductive capacity of air 
is taken as unity, and that of a few other substances is 

shown in the following table. 
Air 1.00 
Pa.raffin 2.00 
In dia Rubber 2.25 

Shellac 
Ebonite 
Glass 

2.75 
3.40 
6.25 

ExPF.RIMENT 172.- Suspend a charged ball at a fixed distance 
above the knob of an elecl!roscope and observe the divergence of the 
leaves. Introduce between the ball and the knob a cake of paraflin, 
or a plate of glass, firsL makiug sure that it is not electrified, aud 
notice the change in the divergence of the leaves . 

• 
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325. The Electrophorus is a simple and inexpensive 
instrument for generating an electric chargc, aud is more 
convenient than tlie glass 
rod and silk pad. A glass 
plate is fastened u pon a board 
by a wooden frame as m 
the lower part of Fig. 273. 

m.__f .... "" Upon the glass rests a disk ~ ~. ~ 
of brass or other metal hav- ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ing an insulating handle. To 

FIG.273 

generate the charge the glass plate is rubbed with silk; 
the brass plate is then placed upon the glass, and the 
upper surface of the brass is touched with the finger. 

(b) '-- -
+-+++++++++++H 

(o)X 

On lifting the brass plate with the 
insulating handle it will be found 
to be charged with a negative 
charge, which may be taken off as 
a spark. 

The action of the electrophorus 
may be explained as follows. The 
glass plate becomes charged posi
tively when rubbed with the silk. 
Since the surface of tbc glass is 
uneven, there are bnt few points of 
contact when the brass disk is placeu 
upon it, hence the disk becomes 

lt+++++t+++++HI charged by induction as shown in 
FIG. 274 

(a) in Fig. 274. 
When the disk is touched the free positive charge 

escapes, as in (b) ; and wben the disk is removed from the 
glass, the negative charge, which was held bound by t.he 
positive of t he glass, becomes distributed over the entire 
surface, as in e e). 
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If a positiva charge is desired instead of a negative, 
the glass plate can be replaced by one of ebonite or 
wax. 

326. Condensers. - The principie of incluction is usecl 
to gi ve to a bouy a much greater charge than it woulcl 
otherwise recei ve. 

ExPERIMENT 173. -Cnt out a sheet of tinioil six inches square 
and place it in the middle of apane of glassa ioot square. Charge 
the electrophorus and count the number of sparks that you can make 
pass between the disk and the square of tinfoil. Discharge the tiu
foil by touching it. Lüt the glass plate from the tab!e and place 
under it a second sheet of tinfoil, connected with the earth. Replace 
the sheet of glass. Count the number of sparks that you can now 
make pass iuto the upper tll1foil. Put one hand upon the lower tin
foil, and touch the upper tinfoil with the other. llow does the con
denser spark differ from the ~rdinary? 

The simple instrument usecl in the above experiment 
contains all that is essential in a condensar, namcly, two 

o 

FIG. 275 

+ conduct01·s separated by a dielectric. 
The reason for using a condensar is 
that we may increase the quantity 
of electricity without increasing 
the potential. 'rhe quantity of 
electricity that can be storecl on 
each conductor is clirectly pro
portional to its area ancl in
versely proportional to the 
thickness of the clielectric be-
tween the conductors. A con
venient form · of condensar of 

large capacity can be made by arranging two sets of 
sheets of tinfoil as in Fig. 275, and separating them 
by putting sheets of mica, or paper soaked in melted 
paraffin, betwee~ them. 

' 
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327. The Leyden Jar is a convenient form of condenser. 
It consists of a glass jar with a wooden stopper, through 
which passes a brass rod 
terminating outside in a 
metal ball and inside in a 
chain touching the inner 
coating of the jar. The 
jar is coated both inside 
and outside, to about two 
t hirds its height, with tin
íoil pasted on the glass. 
The jar should be made of 
thin glass, to gi ve it g reater 
capacity, but it is possible 
to have the glass too thin, 
since it is then more easily FIG. 276 

pierced by a heavy charge. 
The Leyden jar is charged by h olding it in the hand, 

or in some other way connecting the outcr coating with the 
earth, aud presenting the ball, connected with t he inner 
coating, to the som·ce of electricity. It is discharged by 
touching the outside coating with one end of a discharger 
and bringing the other end near the knob of the jar, when 
the discharge will take place in the form of a heavy spark, 
as in :B' ig. 276. The outer coating should be touched by 

· the discharger first, or the heavy spark will t ear off the 
tinfoil coat.ing. 

328. Seat of the Charge. - If tbe discharger is used 
again a short time after a jar has been discharged, a 
second and much fainter discharge takes place. This 
could not be the case if tbe cbarge were located in the 
conducting coatiugs, as they would be discharged at 
once. 
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ExPERIMENT 174.- Procure a Leyden jar with movable coatings, 

which consists of a cone-shaped glass jar, (a) iu Fig. 277, having two 
tin cones for coatiugs, one (b) fitting the outside and 
the other (e) the inside of the glass. Put the parts 
together a.nd chat·ge the jar. Remove the inner coat
ing with a. glass rod and bring it near an electroscope. 
It will be fou nd to have no charge. Remove the outer 

(e) coat and test in the same way. It has no charge. 

(a) 

Now put the jar together again, and a spark can be 
taken from it by connecting the inner and outer 
coatings. 

These resolts prove that the coatings act 
simply as a means for collecting the charge, 
and that its seat is in the glass. As the glass 
is a pool' conductor, the charge does not all 
pass into the coatings at once, when the jar 
is clischargecl. Tlús explains the seconcl 
spark, wlúch is callecl the 1·esidual discha1·ge. 

329. Battery of Leyden Jars.- We bave 
learned that the capacity of a conclenser is 
clirectly proportional to the surface. The 

methocl usuallyemployecl tosecure large capacity with Ley

~(b) 
FIG. 277 

clen jars is to connect the 
outer coatings of a num
ber of jars to the earth or 
to one terminal of an 
electrical maclúne, a.ncl 
the inner coatings to the 
other terminal. In this 
way the surface is ~n·-

creased, a.ncl a greater Fm. 278 

quantity of electricity can 
be stored. The spark from such a battery is much thicker 
than one of the same length frorn a single cell. 
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330. Electrical Machines ; Fricti.onal Machines. - The 
early forros of electrical machines were those in which the 
charge was developed directly by friction . The most con
venient of these was the plate macldne, which consisted 
chiefly of a glass disk mounted upon an axis passing 
through its centcr. The plate was turned by a handle 
and the charge was produced by the friction of a pair of 
rubbing pads at one siue of the macbine, while it was 
taken from the pla te by a pair of metal combs at the other 
side. These combs were supported by an insulated brass 
cyl inder, which became charged with positive electricity. 
To produce any considerable charge, the rubbing pads 
were connected with the earth by a chain. On account 
of the friction of the brushes, this machine required a 
great deal of energy to run it, and partly for this reason 
it has nearly gone out of use. 

331. Induction Machines. - The simplest form of tbe 
induction machine is the electToplwrus. In fact, an in
duction machine may be considered a continuous elec
tropltorus. 1\Iany forms of induction machines are in use. 
The Toepler-Iloltz machine is shown in Fig. ~79. .In this 
there is a fixed glass disk called the field plate, having 
pasted upon the back side four tinfoil disks, T, connecteu 
two and two by strips of tinfoil. Over these are pasted 
sectors ot paper. I n front of tbis :field phtte is a second 
glass disk, which rotates upon an axis. On the front face 
of this disk there are pasted, at equal intervals, six tinfoil 
disks, to the centers of which there are cemented mctal 
buttons. At the points O and (J' on Lhe field plate, 
brass rod.s are fastened. These bend over in front of the 
movable plate and are terminated by small metal brushes, 
which touch the buttons lightly as tbey pass along. 
A rod AB, having a metal comb at e<~ch eud, crosses 
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diagonally in front of the movable plate, while two col
l ecting combs on opposite sides are connected with two 
brass balls, through which pass two rods. These rods 
have at their outer ends insulating handles, K, and on the 

FIG. 279 

inner ends brass balls, or terminals, between which the 
discharge takes place. A longer and more intensely bright 
spark may be obtained by attaching a Leyden jar to each 
terminal. These are shown in place in the figure. 

332. Operation of the Machine. - The machine is first 
charged by setting the rotating plate in motion and then 
sending a spark of + electricity from a charged glass rod to 
one of the tinfoil disks on tbe back of the stationary plate. 
This induces a charge on the rotating plate, and when one 
of the tinfoil disks on this plate comes in contact with a 
brush on the neutralizing rod .AB, the + charge passes off 
and the - charge of the disk is put in connection with 
that of the paper sector on the other side of the machine 
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by means of the conducting l'od O. When the disk passes 
in front of the comb attached to the hanclle K, the -
charge is given up to the brass ball which is the negative 
terminal. The terminals should be put in contact.until a 
hissing sound shows that the machine is charged. When 
they are separated, a series of sparks w1ll pass from one 
terminal to the other. On examining the two sides of 
the macbine with a pith-ball electroscope, it will be found 
tha'G the side that was charged by a spark from the glass 
rod is positively charged, and the other side is negatively 
charged. H a spark from a stick of sealing wax is used 
to charge the machine, it will be found negative on that 
side and positiva on the other. A little study of the 
sparks that pass between the terminals will show that 
the polarity of the machine determines the appearance of 
tl~e spark. The mau1 spark is purple in color, and the ends 
di:ffer according to their polarity, the negative end being 
a minute bright point, while the positive end is not so 
bright ; the bright part, however, is longer, being about 
an eighth of an inch in an inch spark. 

333. The Effects of the Discharge. - The main e:ffects of 
the discharge from a Leyden jar, or electrical machine, may 
be classed as (a) mechanical work, (b) heat, and (e) light. 

334. Mechanical Effects.- EXPERIMENT 175. -Hold a thick 
piece of cardboard between the terminals of a lioltz machine when it 
is connected with the condensers, and set the machine in action. A 
spark will pass, anò since the card is a nonconduclor, the spark will 
tear its way tbrough. On examination the hole will be found t.o 
bave a burr on each side. This indicates that the discharge passed 
in both directions. 

ExPERDJENT 176.-Set a wire upright in a wooden base, and file 
its upper end to a point. Place over this wire a thin test tube, as in 
Fig. 280, and bring one terminal of the machine directly over i t. Con
neot the wire with the other terminal, and atlach the Leyden jars. 
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When the machine is put in operation a spark will pass and pierce the 
tube. If the tube is a thick one, several sparks may go írom point to 
knob over the surface of the glass before it is pierced. 

+ Any nonconductor, if not too thick, 
can be pierced by the condenser spark 
between the terminals of the machine. 
Oardboard, books, seasoned wood, etc., 
should be tried. Try a metal plate 
also. Is it pierced? Why? 

335. Heat Effects. - The amount 
of current that passes when a charged 

FIG. 280 body is discharged through a con-
ductor is but small, and the heating of the conductor is con
sequently little. When the discharge takes place through 
a nonconductor, however, the effect is much greater. The 
spat"lc itself is evidence of this, since in this case enough 
heat is given off to produce light. The spark from an 
electric mach.ine is sometimes used to light the gas in 
buildings where the chandeliers cannot be readily reached. 

EXPERDI&'<"T 177.- Bring a gas jet between the terminals of a 
machine. Turn the handle until the sparks pass, and then turn on 
the gas. It is lighted at once. Why? 

ExPERWENT 178. -Connect tbe terminals of the machine with 
two wires leading to a board, as in Fig. 281. Put sbot on tbe ends of 
tbe wires for knobs. Between 
the knobs put a small pile of 
gunpowder. Using t h e con
densar discharge, send a spark FIG. 281 

+ 

between the knobs. The effect will probably be mecbanical, scatter
ing the powder withont igniting it. Introduce a piece of wet string in 
the circuit, and the spark will ignite the powder. 

336. Light Effects.- The light effects of the dischar·ge 
can best be studied at night, thongh a room that can be 
made nearly dark with curtains will do. In the first 


